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"Preface
The work described in this report was performed by the tracking and data
acquisition organizations of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Eastern Test
Range, Manned Space Flight Network, and the NASA Communications Network
of Goddard Space Flight Center.
This volume is the fifth in a series of five to record the technical activities of
the Tracking and Data System in support of the flights of Surveyors I—VII.
Volume I covers Surveyor Missions I and II. Volume II covers the support of
Surveyors III and IV; and Volumes III, IV, and V record the tracking and data
acquisition activities for Surveyors V, VI, and VII, respectively.
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Abstract
This report covers the Tracking and Data System (TDS) activities for
Surveyor VII, from the time the requirements on the system were established
by the project objectives and the spacecraft design, through the .preparation
of the network-support plans, the implementation of the necessary facility con-
figurations, the performance of the requisite tests to establish operational readi-
ness, the support of the actual flights to the end of each mission--with a
comprehensive account of the tracking operations, and an evaluation of that
support. To better define the requirements on the TDS, the Surveyor Mission
objectives are reviewed and descriptions of the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle
and of the spacecraft are included, as is the synopsis of the seventh Surveyor
flight. Associated equipment and activities of the three elements of the Deep
Space Network, (i.e., the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, the Ground
Communications Facility, and the Space Flight Operations Facility) in meeting
the metric, telemetry, command, and tracking demands of the missions are
documented. Tracking and telemetry summaries of the initial phase of the flight
cover operations of the Goddard Space Flight Center, the Air Force Eastern
Test Range, the Spacecraft Monitoring Facility at Cape Kennedy, and the
Ascension Island Spacecraft Command and Guidance Station. Technical and
statistical data concerning launch, trajectory, operating modes, tracking time,
received-signal levels, command lockups, and data transmission and reduction
are presented.
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Tracking and Data System Support for Surveyor
Mission VII
1. Introduction
This document provides a history of the Tracking and
Data System (TDS) activities in support of Surveyor
Missions A-C (identified after launch as Surveyors I-VII).
Included in this document are the tracking and data
acquisition (TDA) requirements; mission preparations of
all participating agencies; a comprehensive account
of the tracking operations; and a TDS performance eval-
uation summary. A brief description of the TDS for the
Surveyor missions—as well as launch vehicles, space-
craft, and flight objectives—is also provided to convey
an understanding of TDS activities.
The Surveyor Project was managed by the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory for the NASA Office of Space Science
and Applications. The project was supported by four
major administrative and functional elements or systems:
(1) Launch Vehicle System.
(2) Spacecraft System.
(3) Tracking and Data System.
(4) Mission Operations System.
In addition to overall project management, JPL was as-
signed the management responsibility for the Spacecraft,
Tracking and Data, and Mission Operations Systems. The
Lewis Research Center was assigned the responsibility
for the Atlas/Centaur Launch Vehicle System.
A. Summary of Significant Technical Activities Relating
to Tracking and Data Acquisition Support for Surveyor
The Surveyor Project was the first space project to
have its telecommunications function at S-band. When
the project was initiated in 1960, those people resporsible
for the management of the frequency spectrum strongly
recommended that there be no further L-band projects,
such as Ranger and Mariner II, but that future projects
such as Surveyor should be planned at S-band. In 1960,
it was expected that the first flight of Surveyor would be
in the fall of 1963. It subsequently became apparent that
this objective could not be met (in fact, Surveyor I was
not launched until May 1966). The first actual project to
use S-band in flight was the Mariner Mars 1964 Mission.
The Surveyor Project provided the first spacecraft
design that was wholly dependent upon commands from
the ground stations of the Deep Space Network (DSN)
for its inflight activities. It was significant that there was
not much redundancy in the network for commanding
at any single station. Thus, time-critical command activ-
ities were backed up by having other stations on line—
rather than having, for example, such redundancy as
two transmitter chains at each station. An example of
the latter case is the Manned Space Flight Network
(MSFN) configuration for the Apollo Project.
The Surveyor Project was the first deep space project
to make extensive use of high bit rates, requiring the
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extensive use of high-speed data lines from the Deep
Space Stations (DSSs) to the Space Flight Operations
Facility (SFOF) in Pasadena, as a primary mode for the
conduct of space flight operations. Considerable equip-
ment was configured and experience obtained at bit rates
up to 4400 bits/s from the Goldstone complex and up to
1100 bits/s from the overseas stations through the ground
communications facility into data processing systems of
the SFOF. Prior to this project, teletype circuits served
as the primary means for transferring data and con-
ducting spacecraft flight operations.
Additionally, the Surveyor Project was the first deep
space project to make extensive use of real-time high-
speed (greater than 50 bits/s) data processing with the
IBM 7044-7094 computer system in the SFOF. This re-
quired, at times, two such computer strings to be fully
operational for extended periods, especially during tran-
sit to the lunar surface. The support for this requirement
was successfully provided, requiring however, many
man-hours of hardware and software development and
complex operational activities.
The Surveyor Project philosophy of highly centralized
control of space flight operations required high relia-
bility of communications circuits from the Deep Space
Stations to the SFOF. This reliability was achieved by
providing considerable redundancy, culminating in the
first operational use of a communication satellite over
the Atlantic Ocean for deep space data acquisition.
Development of the Surveyor spacecraft required the
use of equipment and facilities for compatibility testing
requiring an extensive series of tests at Goldstone with
a telecommunication n,.-2t_1 of the Surveyor spacecraft.
The availability of these facilities and the model space-
craft provided a basis for extensive training of network
personnel in acquisition problems and the many varied
communications procedures required to cope with the
design of the Surveyor spacecraft. Furthermore, this
project was one of the first to use the Cape Kennedy
Deep Space Station (DSS 71). This station is located in
the vicinity of the launch pad and checkout facilities,
and was used in the final compatibility tests between the
flight spacecraft and the Deep Space Network.
The Surveyor Project was the first to make use of the
Ascension Island Deep Space Station (DSS 72), the
Spacecraft Command and Guidance Station for near-
earth telemetry coverage, tracking for early orbit deter-
mination, and at times, filling gaps between the coverage
of other Deep Space Stations.
The Surveyor Project provided mission-dependent
equipment at each of the Deep Space Stations for the
functions of sending commands and processing telemetry
and video data from the spacecraft. This equipment
underwent considerable compatibility testing where it
interfaced with mission-independent or network equip-
ment. It was a source of many interface problems, not
only in the hardware area, but in documentation, oper-
ations, and procedures. Stimulated, in part, by the need
for extensive interface agreements because of the wide
use of mission-dependent equipment throughout the
TDS, procedures were developed to encompass interface
structure and documentation, configuration control and
documentation, as well as operational documentation for
both mission-independent and mission-dependent equip-
ment. The above procedures were developed to such a
high degree that they have been implemented to support
all subsequent flight projects. Furthermore, the project
provided the personnel to maintain and operate this
equipment, pending the training and transfer of responsi-
bility to the on-site personnel. The project also provided
on-site personnel for spacecraft control and data analysis
in the event of a catastrophic failure in communications
between the Deep Space Stations and the SFOF in
Pasadena.
The DSN provided the support of its highest per-
formance station, the Mars Deep Space Station (DSS 14)
at Goldstone, to provide better signal-to-noise magnetic
tape recordings of the strain-gage telemetry measure-
ments during the Surveyor I touchdown. The Surveyor
spacecraft, radiating from the moon, provided an excel-
lent far field source for the Mars Station's 210-ft antenna
pattern measurement (Fig. 1). The higher performance
capability of this station was also used to return 4400-bit/s
telemetry data during the trajectory correction maneu-
ver of the spacecraft.
The Surveyor Project provided the first opportunity to
demonstrate the capability to perform automatic data
quality comparison in real-time on telemetry data re-
ceived simultaneously from two Deep Space Stations.
This function was accomplished by the telemetry proces-
sing system using two PDP-7 computers in the SFOF.
The project provided the first occasion for data com-
mutations of pulse-code-modulated (PCM) telemetry
data using a combination of hardware and software. This
function was also accomplished in the telemetry proces-
sing system within the SFOF, and permitted automatic
recognition of spacecraft data mode. change from the
telemetry system.
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Fig. 1. Goldstone, Calif., Mars station (DSS 14) 210-ft antennc
r
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The Surveyor Project was the first flight project wherein
video information was received, retransmitted, processed,
and displayed in real-time for operational decision making.
The Surveyor Project was the first project to share
(with the Mariner Venus 67 Mission) the multiple project
usage of a computer string.
The Surveyor Project was the first flight project that
required the real-time transmission of spacecraft telem-
etry data from the near-earth phase network--i.e., from
the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) ship and
land stations and, in the later missions, from the MSFN
station at Carnarvon to DSS 42. It brought together
close working relationships between the three support-
ing networks: the AFETR, the MSFN, and the DSN.
This integration was achieved to a degree never before
attained for the support of a space flight program.
The Surveyor Project was the first to use: (1) real-time
simulation of maneuvers with coordinated tracking and
telemetry data, (2) video simulation, and (3) high-speed
telemetry simulation data to overseas stations in real-
time, by using the outgoing side of the high-speed data
line to each of the Deep Space Stations.
B. Tracking and Data System
The TDS provided the tracking and communications
link between the space vehicle and committed earth-
based stations. For the Surveyor missions, the TDS used
the facilities of: (1) the AFETR for tracking and telemetry
of the spacecraft and vehicle during the launch and near-
earth phases; (2) the MSFN and the NASA Communica-
tions System (NASCOM), both of which are operated
by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC); and (3) the
DSN, for precision tracking commands, telemetry, commu-
nications, data transmission, processing, and computing.
1. Air Force Eastern Test Range. This range extends
from the eastern United States mainland, through the
south Atlantic Ocean area, eastward into the Indian
Ocean. It includes all stations, sites, ocean areas, and air
space necessary to conduct missile and space vehicle
test and development. Administrative and management
activities are largely concentrated at Patrick Air Force
Base; actual missile launches and flight tests are con-
ducted at Cape Kennedy Air Force Station (CKAFS)
and over the downrange areas. Major instrumentation
systems are used to support projects, programs, and
organizations that use the AFETR launch facilities.
As a part of the Tracking and Data System, the
AFETR performed tracking and data acquisition func-
tions for the Surveyor missions during the countdown
and launch phases of each flight. To meet its tracking
and telemetry commitments for those missions, AFETR
used land-based instrumentation sites, range instrumenta-
tion ships (RISs), and range telemetry aircraft.
2. Manned Space Flight Network. This network is
under the direction of the GSFC. located at Green-
belt, Md. It is part of a worldwide network designed for
supporting the near-earth manned space flight effort.
The MSFN had certain responsibilities of tracking and
data acquisition, communications, and computer support
placed upon it by the Surveyor Project.
From the MSFN facilities, launch, first tracking, and
launch mark event activities were monitored. By use of
the switching communications and monitoring arrange-
ments, voice operations and control were linked to all
MSFN tracking stations committed to support the
Surveyor missions.
All MSFN stations are tied together through common
timing, geodetic, control systems, and communications
coordination by GSFC. The worldwide NASA communi-
cations network designated NASCOM provided teletype,
voice, and data links in support of Surveyor.
3. Deep Space Network. The DSN, established by the
NASA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition, is under
the system management and technical direction of JPL.
It is responsible for two-way communications with un-
manned spacecraft from approximately 10,000 mi from
earth to interplanetary distances. Present facilities per-
mit simultaneous control of a newly launched spacecraft
and one already in flight. In preparation for the increased
number of U.S. space activities, capability is being de-
veloped for simultaneous control of either two newly
launched spacecraft plus two in flight, or four spacecraft
in flight. Advanced communications techniques are being
implemented to obtain data from, and track spacecraft
to, planets as distant as Jupiter.
The DSN is distinc t from other NASA networks, such
as the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network,
which tracks earth-orbiting scientific and communica-
tions satellites, and the MSFN, which tracks the manned
spacecraft of the Gemini and Apollo Projects.
The network supports (or has supported) the follow-
ing NASA space exploration projects: (1) the Ranger,
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Mariner, and Surveyor Projects of JPL, (2) the Lunar
Orbiter Project of the Langley Research Center, (3) the
Pioneer Project of the Ames Research Center, (4) the
Apollo Project of the Manned Spacecraft Center (as
backup to certain stations of the MSFN), and (5) the
NASA Voyager Project. The main elements of the net-
work are the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(DSIF), with communications and tracking stations lo-
cated around the world; the ground communications
facility (GCF), which provides communications between
all elements of the DSN; and the SFOF, which is the
command and control center for DSN-supported projects.
The Deep Space Stations are situated so that three
prime stations will always be approximately 120 deg
apart in longitude so that a spacecraft in or near the
ecliptic plane is always within the field of view of at
least one of the selected ground antennas. The Deep
Space Stations and their respective locations are shown
in Table 1.
51, which served as prime stations for tracking and
monitoring of engineering telemetry for Surveyor I. Deep
Space Stations 12, 14 (with its 210-ft antenna), 61, and 72
were configured for monitoring and backup operations
during the Surveyor I Mission.
Acquisition of a spacecraft signal may involve six
different functions:
(1) Pointing the antenna at the spacecraft.
(2) Tuning and locking receivers to the spacecraft
transmitted frequency.
(3) Tuning and locking the ground transmitter to the
spacecraft receiver frequency.
(4) Establishing range lock (where applicable).
(5) Synchronizing the telemetry system.
(6) In some cases, providing for immediate command
transmission to the spacecraft.
The critical flight maneuvers and nearly all of the
picture-taking operations during each mission were com-
	
Selected Deep Space Stations are equipped with acqui-
manded and recorded by DSS 11 during its view periods.
	
sition aid antennas mounted on the 85-ft antennas to
A few picture sequences were obtained by DSSs 42 and
	
assist in the acquisition process. The acquisition aids
Table 1. Deep Space Station designations and locations
Location D58
ieedeMe
latitude,
deg
aeed0tic
leng11ede,
deg
Height abeove
mean 0441
level, as
Oeeeer4ric
114110110,
deg
Weantric
lensho
dq
Geeeewe
maws,
l m
Pioneer  Deep Space Station 11 35.38950 N 243.15175 E 1037.5 35.20805 N 243.15080E 6374.0341
Goldstone, Calif.
Echo Deep Space Station 12 35.29986 N 243.19539 E 989.5 35.11861 N 243.19445 E 6372.0176
Goldstone, Calif.
Venus Deep Space Station 13 35.2472 N 243.20599 E 1213.5 35.06662 N 243.20507 E 6372.2599
Goldstone, Calif.
Man Deep Space Station 14 3542528 N 243.12222 E 1160 35.24376 N 243.12127 E 6372.1341
Goldstone, Calif.
Woomera Deep Space Station 41 31.38314S 136.88614 E 144.8 31.21236S 136.88614 E 6372.5317
Island lagoon, Australia
Tidbinbiila Deep Space Station 42 3540111 S 148.96027 E 654 35.219625 148.98027 E 6371.6686
Canberra, Australia
Johannesburg Deep Space Station 51 25.88921 S 27.68570E 1398.1 25.73876 S 27.68558E 6375.5415
Johannesburg, S. Africa
Rabiedo Deep Space Station, 61 40.429	 N 355.751	 E 800 40.238	 N 355.751	 E 6370.0868
Madrid, Spain
Spacecraft Monitoring Station 71 28.48713 N 279.42315E 4.0 28.32648 N 279A2315 E 6373.2913
Cape Kennedy, Flo.
Spacecraft Command and Guidance Station 72 7.95474S 345.67242E 526.7 7.89991 S 345.67362 E 6378.2386
Ascension bland, S. Atlantic
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have beamwidths of approximately 16 deg and are ac-
curately boresighted with the 85-ft antennas. They have
angle-error outputs that are connected to a separate
angle-channel receiver. By observing the angle errors
generated simultaneously by both wide- and narrow-
beamwidth antennas, a smooth change from tracking
with the acquisition aid to tracking with the 85-ft an-
tenna can be effected. Tracking, telemetry, and control
of the spacecraft are thus properly attained.
C. Surveyor Project
The Surveyor Project comprised seven flights--identi-
fied prior to launch as Missions A–G and after launch as
Surveyors 1–VII--that were conducted under the auspices
of NASA. Essentially, the objectives were to accomplish
successful soft landings on the mop r. (as demonstrated
by the operation of the spacecraft subsequent to land-
ing), to provide data on the performance of the space-
craft in the transit environment and basic knowledge of
the moon's structure and environment in support of the
Apollo Project.
1. Mission flight objectives. These objectives were
ordered in three priorities: primary, secondary, and
tertiary. Prior to Surveyor I launch, a launch-hold cri-
terion established that all objectives must be capable of
being met before launch would be permitted.
a. Primary flight objectives. Achievement of the pri-
mary objectives was required for the mission to he con-
sidered successful. When developmental or operational
conditions existed that jeopardized or prevented achieve-
ment of the primary objectives, the launch was delayed
or rescheduled. Further, nonstandard procedures, if re-
quired, were executed during flight operations in such
a manner as to accomplish the primary objectives at the
expense of the lesser objectives.
The primary flight objectives were to:
(1) Demonstrate the capability of the Surveyor space-
craft to perform successful midcourse and terminal
maneuvers and soft landing on the moon.
(2) Demonstrate the capability of the Atlas/Centaur
vehicle to successfully inject the Surveyor space-
craft on a lunar-intercept trajectory.
(3) Demonstrate the capability of the Surveyor com-
munications system and the DSN to maintain
communications with the spacecraft during its
flight and after the soft landing.
b. Secondary flight objectives. Achievement of the
secondary objectives was highly desirable; however,
failure to achieve these objectives, although serious, was
not regarded as mission failure. The scheduled launch
would probably he delayed, or rescheduled if conditions
existed that seriously jeopardized or prevented achieve-
ment of the secondary objectives—but a decision would
be made at that time based on the circumstances.
The secondary flight objectives were to:
(1) Obtain inflight engineering data on all spacecraft
subsystems used in the cruise phase of the flight.
(2) Obtain Jnflight engineering data on all spacecraft
subsystems used during the midcourse maneuver,
terminal-descent maneuver, and main retromaneu-
ver phase.
(3) Obtain inflight engineering data on the performance
of the closed-loop terminal-descent guidance and
control system, consisting of the doppler velocity
sensor and altitude marking radar, on-board analog
computer, autopilot, and vernier engines.
(4) Obtain engineering data on the performance of
spacecraft subsystems used on the lunar surface.
c. Tertiary flight objectives. Achievement of the tertiary
objectives was considered a bonus. If developmental,
launch, transit, or lunar (e.g., landing site lighting)
readiness conditions that affected the accomplishment of
the tertiary objectives were not satisfactory, the sched-
uled launch would proceed as planned without major
delays.
The tertiary flight objectives were to:
(1) Obtain postlanding TV pictures of a spacecraft
footpad and the immediately surrounding lunar
surface material.
(2) Obtain postlanding TV pictures of the lunar top-
ography.
(3) Obtain data an the radar reflectivity of the lunar
surface.
(4) Obtain data on the bearing strength of the lunar
surface.
(5) Obtain spacecraft temperature data on the lunar
surface for use in the analysis of lunar surface
temperatures.
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d. Additional mission objectives. These objectives
were to:
(1) Develop the requisite technology and accomplish
a series of soft landings on selected areas of the
lunar surface.
(2) Transport and soft-land selected scientific instru-
ments and perform experiments on the lunar sur-
face for local area investigation.
(3) Obtain engineering data regarding performance
of the spacecraft system that would aid in future
space exploration.
(4) Telemeter the scientific and engineering data back
to earth for retrieval, reduction, and dissemination.
2. Flight description. The Surveyor spacecraft were
launched from AFETR launch complex 36 at Cape
Kennedy, Fla. AtlaslCentaur launch vehicles were used
to boost the spacecraft to the required lunar-transfer
trajectory. The ascent mode used for Surveyor was either
by direct-ascent or parking-orbit trajectory. Direct-ascent
trajectories are characterized by nearly continuous thrust-
ing from liftoff to injection; parking-orbit trajectories
are characterized by a coast period of up to 20-min dura-
tion followed by a second burn injecting the spacecraft
into its lunar-transfer trajectory. A single-burn, direct-
ascent trajectory was used for Surveyors 1, 11, and IV.
Surveyors 111, V, VI, and VII used a parking-orbit
trajectory.
In the absence of a parking-orbit coast capability, in-
jection is constrained to occur at an earth-centered, central
angle of about 28 deg from the launch site. Conse-
quently, the true anomaly at injection must be varied
with launch time to satisfy the time-variant geometry
requirements of the transfer trajectory. To vary the true
anomaly at injection, the injection flight-path angle must
be varied accordingly. Since payload capability is de-
pendent upon injection flight-path angle, the true anom-
aly at injection cannot exceed the limits dictated by the
payload requirement for a given mission. In general,
the lower true anomaly limit will delay the opening of
the launch window until the required geometry is ob-
tained. This prevents use of the lower launch azimuths
on certain days in the launch period.
A lunar trajectory is usually dependent upon four
impact parameters: (1) speed, (2) selenographic latitude,
(3) selenographic longitude, and (4) time of lunar im-
oact. Other sets of four parameters can be used, but this
set was the most useful for the Surveyor missions. Cor-
responding to the four impact parameters are four launch
parameters by which the trajectory can also be specified.
They are: (1) launch time, (2) launch azimuth, (3) injec-
tion flight-path angle, and (4) energy. In the trajectory
design, the impact parameters are used as search vari-
ables; the launch parameters are the control variables.
An analytic direct-ascent AtlaslCentaur boost model
was developed that computed the injection conditions
of the translunar trajectory associated with a given set
of launch parameters. When the injection conditions are
obtained, the trajectory may then be computed.
The nominal Surveyor trajectories were selected on
the basis of the launch and impact parameters previously
described and the constraints imposed on them. The
functional relationships involved in the selection of these
parameters in trajectory design are presented in Fig. 2.
This diagram shows the dependence of the parameters
upon the geometry of the lunar orbit and the mission
design constraints. The dependence of the output of the
design (i.e., the launch windows and periods, impact
speeds, and landing locations) upon these parameters is
shown.
When all of the Surveyor launch constraints are fully
satisfied, the AtlaslCentaur launch vehicle is ready for
firing. Two seconds after liftoff, the Atlas autopilot rolls
the vehicle to the required heading, and the pitch pro-
gram is initiated after 15 s of vertical flight. When the
axial-thrust acceleration reaches 5.8 g (approximately
142 s after liftoff), the Atlas booster engines are shut
down and jettisoned. At Atlas propellant depletion, ap-
proximately 238 s after liftoff, the sustainer engine is
shut down and the Centaur main engine start sequence
begins. After the Atlas is jettisoned, the Centaur main
engine ignites. Injection into the required lunar-transfer
trajectory occurs at Centaur main engine cutoff, approxi-
mately 6$0 s after liftoff. Shortly after injection, a Centaur
programmer command deploys the spacecraft landing
gear and omnidirectional antennas, and switches the
spacecraft transmitter to high power. The spacecraft is
then separated from the Centaur. At this time, Centaur
executes a retromaneuver to remove itself from the vi-
cinity of the spacecraft and to prevent interference with
the spacecraft Canopus sensor later in the flight.
The lunar-transfer trajectory can be approximated by
a highly ec-entric ellipse having one focus at the earth's
center. Typical values for the eccentricity and semi-
major axis are 0.98 and 384,000 km, respectively. The
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perigee altitude is 90 nmi. Lunar encounter occurs at ap-
proximately one half the distance from perigee to apogee.
After separation from the Centaur, the spacecraft cold
gas jets null the rotational rates imparted during sep-
aration. Solar panel erection and sun acquisition are
accomp.ished automatically. This is the. standard con-
dition cf the spacecraft at the initial DSS 51 acquisition.
In a nonstandard condition, DSS 51 will send the com-
mands to erect the solar panels, and then accomplish
srm acquisition.
A trajectory correction maneuver, executed approxi-
mately 15 h after injection, provides the spacecraft with
a trajectory that terminates at the desired point on the
lunar surface and is called the terminal-descent maneu-
ver. This maneuver is computed at the Space Flight
Operations Facility from tracking information supplied
by the DSIF.
As the first step in the terminal maneuver, the space-
craft roll axis becomes aligned along the velocity vector.
All radars are turned on approximately 5 min before the
predicted impact. Following a command enabling signal
to the trigger radar, the landing sequence is automatic.
The retroengine separates from the spacecraft after
burnout at a nominal lunar altitude of 30,000 ft. Vernier
engines then operate ender control of the doppler radar
and the precision radar altimeter to slow the spacecraft
velocity to about 5 ft/s at an approximate altitude of
13 ft, at which time the vernier engines shut off. The
solar panel and planar array are unlocked and properly
oriented after landing. Postlanding TV sequences are
then , ,-lected in real-time.
D. Surveyor Spacecraft
1. Design series. The Surveyor spacecraft were de-
signed in two basic series. The A-21 series carried an
engineering payload to demonstrate successful transit
and soft landing, and to gather basic engineering data
relative to the performance of the spacecraft in the
environments encountered in transit. The collection and
transmission of scientific data concerning the lunar sur-
face was a secondary objective for this series. The A-21A
series of spacecraft used the same basic soft lunar-
landing technology, but carried an additional payload con-
sisting of various scientific instruments. The primary
purpose of the A-21A series was the collection and
transmission of scientific data relative to the lunar
environment.
To ensure a minimum capability of lunar sunrise-to-
sunset operations, a minimum predawn operation of 3 h
for the A-21 and 20 h for the A-21A spacecraft (nonop-
erating mode), and a minimum postsunset operation of
150 h (nonoperating mode) were required with a 90-day
period of operation as the desired objective.
2. Configuration. The general configuration of the
Surveyors V, VI, and VII spacecraft and identification of
its various elements are shown in Fig. 3. The spacecraft
were composed of electronic and mechanical assemblies
mounted on a basic spaceframe constructed of thin-
walled aluminum alloy tubular members. Landing shock
was absorbed by a crushable structure and by the tripod
landing gear, which also maintained correct attitude
after landing.
The equipment carried on the first four missions in-
cluded flight control, propulsion, telecommunications,
TV, and power subsystems. The flight control subsystem
provided attitude stabilization and control during all
phases of flight. The primary sun sensor and the Canopus
sensor provided attitude reference during the coast
phases of flight. Other elements of the flight control sub-
system included gas jets, an inertial reference unit, and
associated electronics. The altitude-marking radar in-
itiated the terminal-descent phase by firing the vernier
engines and main retromotor. The radar altimeter and
doppler velocity sensor (BADVS) provided signals to
control the rate of descent and attitude during the
descent phase.
The basic units of the telecommunications subsystem
were two transmitters, two transponders, two omnidi-
rectional antennas, and one high-gain planar-array an-
tenna. Additional units provided control and signal
processing. The basic functions of the telecommunica-
tions subsystem included command reception, transit
lunar surface telemetry transmission, and two-way doppler
transponder operation.
The terminal-descent maneuver is initiated by pointing
the vehicle thrust axis in a direction (precalculated at
the SFOF) aligned with the predicted vel(YAty vector
at main retroignition for vertical approaches. For off-
vertical angles, a small bias angle is sometimes intro-
duced. Then, when distance to the lunar surface reaches
a preset value (about 60 smi), a pulse-type radar altim-
eter generates a marking signal. After a suitable time
delay, precomputed on earth and preset into the space-
-	 craft flight control subsystem by command, the vernier
engines and the main retroengine are ignited.
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Fig. 3. Sur eyors V, VI, and VII spacecraft configuration
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In addition to these subsystems, the Surveyor space-
craft carried an engineering payload. This payload con-
sisted of an auxiliary battery, the television subsystem,
accelerometers for measuring vernier engine thrust, strain
gages for measuring main retrorocket engine case pres-
sure and touchdown shock, and temperature sensors to
measure the thermal status of a variety of components
of the system, including the structure. The auxiliary
engineering signal processor processed the sensor data
for transmission.
The television subsystem consisted of an approach TV
camera, a survey TV camera, and additional units to
control the cameras. The approach TV camera provided
pictures of the lunar landing site from a range of 1000
to approximately 80 mi above the lunar surface. The
survey TV camera also provided pictures of selected
portions of the lunar surface, of free space, and of the
spacecraft after landing.
The Surveyor spacecraft had a nominal separated
weight of approximately 2200 lb and contained three
extendable legs used for stability during touchdown on
the lunar surface. The guidance system of each space-
craft maintained full attitude stabilization and directed
the spacecraft through maneuvers in attitude and tra-
jectory in response to commands from the ground. Cold
gas jets were used to position and maintain the space-
craft in the required attitude. In the stabilized mode, the
spacecraft used the sun and Canopus as reference objects.
The spacecraft contained two propulsion systems: a
solid-propellant, main retroengine that provided the pri-
mary braking during terminal descent, and a variable,
low-thrust, liquid-propellant, vernier system capable of
executing a midcourse trajectory correction and of pro-
viding braking and attitude control during the terminal
descent. During the terminal-descent sequence, the pro-
pulsion system was controlled automatically by a radar
system that measured altitude and velocity components
with respect to the lunar surface.
The spacecraft derived their electrical power from
solar panels and from batteries for peak power require-
ments during transit, and after landing during the lunar
night. Each had a two-way-communication S-band sys-
tem that provided a method of telemetering information
to the earth, provided command capability to the space-
craft, and provided angle tracking and one- or two-way
doppler data for orbit determination.
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E. AtlaslCentaur launch Vehicle
The two-stage launch vehicle, shown in Fig. 4, con-
sisted of an Atlas first stage and a Centaur second stage.
Both stages were of a constant 10-ft diameter and used
a stainless-steel shell construction that maintained its
shape through pressurization without any internal stiffen-
ing. All main engines and the Atlas vernier engines were
gimbaled for directional control. The gross weight of
the 105-ft vehicle was approximately 300,000 lb at liftoff.
1. First stage. The first stage of the AtlaslCentuur
vehicle was a modified version of the Atlas D used on
many previous NASA and Air Force missions, such as
Ranger, Mariner, and the Orbiting Geophysical Labora-
tory (OGO). The Atlas propulsion system consists of
two booster thrust chambers rated at 165,000 lb thrust
each, a single sustainer rated at 57,000 lb thrust, and
two vernier thrust chambers rated at approximately
1000-1b thrust each. All engines burned a propellant
combination of liquid oxygen and RP-1 kerosene that
produced a total liftoff thrust of approximately 388,000 lb.
The Atlas can be considered a lYz-stage vehicle because
the booster section, weighing 6000 lb and consisting of
the two booster engines together with the booster turbo-
pumps and other equipment located in the aft section,
was jettisoned after about 2.5 min of flight. The sus-
tainer and vernier engines continued to burn until pro-
pellant depletion. A mercury manometer propellant util-
ization system was used to control mixture ratio for the
purpose of minimizing propellant residuals at Atlas
burnout.
Flight control of the first stage was accomplished by
the Atlas autopilot, which contained displacement gyros
for attitude reference, rate gyros for response damping,
and a programmer to control flight sequencing until
AtlaslCentaur separation. After booster jettison, the
Atlas autopilot also was fed steering commands from the
all-inertial guidance set located in the Centaur stage.
Vehicle attitude and steering control were achieved by
the coordinated gimbaling of the five thrust chambers in
response to autopilot signals.
The Atlas contained a single VHF telemetry system
that transmitted data on 118 first-stage measurements
until Atlas separation. The system operated on a fre-
quency of 229.9 MHz over two antennas mounted on
opposite sides of the vehicle at the forward ends of the
equipment pods. Redundant range-safety command re-
ceivers and a single destructor unit were employed on
the Atlas to provide the range safety officer with means
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of terminating the fli,lrt by initiating engine cutoff ,
 inlet
destro y
 ills; the \chicle. The S ystem was inactive after
uonmd .Illas staging occurred. ()ill y the C-hand tracking
system was used oil 	 Centaur stage.
2. Second state. I'll(- Centaur seeoud stage was the
SURVEYOR	 first vehicle to utilize li quid hydro, gc n/lid uid oxygen,SPACECRAFT	 I	 ^ ^	 I	 ^c
high-specific-impulse propellants. The c • r yogunic• propel-
lants required special insulation to he used] for the for-
ward, aft, and intermediate bulkheads, as well as the
cy lindrical \vans of the tanks. The c ylindrical tank section
was thermall y
 insulated by four jcttisonable insulation
panels ha y ing built-in fairings to accommodate antennas•
conduits, and other tank protrusions. The insulation panel
CENTAUR	 Iunges Were redesigned to overcome a deployment con-
STAGE	 trol problem that had been suspected oil
	
Vehicle
developinc•nt flights. Most of the Centaur electronic
equipment packages were mounted oil forward tank
bulkhead ill a compartment that was air-conditioned
before liftoff.
The Centaur was powered by two constant-thrust en-
gines rated at 15,000-11) thrust each at vacuum condi-
tions. Each engine could he gimbaled to provide control
ill yaw, and roll. Propellant was fed from each of
the tanks to the engines by boost pumps driven with
hydrogen peroxide turbines. In addition, each engine
contained integral bootstrap pumps driven by the hydro-
gen propellant, which was also used for regenerative
cooling of the thru.,t chambers. A propellant-utilization
system seas used oil 	 (:c ntaur stage to achieve mini-
mum residual of -)ne propellant upon depletion of the
ATLAS
	
other. The system controlled the mixture-ratio valves as
STAGE it continuous function of propellant ill tanks by means
of tank probes and an error-ratio detcc • tor. The nominal
oxygen/hydrogen mixture ratio syas 5:1 b y weight.
The second-stage all-inertial guidance system con-
tained an on-board computer that provided vehicle steer-
ing commands after jettison of the Allas booster section.
The Centaur guidance signals were fed to the Atlas
autopilot until Atlas sustainer engine cutoff, and to the
Centaur autopilot after Centaur main engine ignition.
Surveyor I was the first Centaur flight to employ an
inertial platform containing new gyros having reduced
RUST	 gimbal stop angles, improved flex leads, better balanced
spin motor, and reduced s ynchronous torque sensitivity.
It was also the first flight during which the gyros were
not torqued to correct for gyro drift characteristics.
Gyro drifts were compensated for by the guidance s ys-
tem computer, which was programmed to set the torgainf;
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signals to zero during flight. The Centaur autopilot sys-
tem provided the primary control functions required for
vehicle stabilization during powered flight, execution of
guidance system steering commands, and attitude ori-
entation following the powered phase of flight. In addi-
tion, the autopilot system employed an electromechanical
timer to control the sequence of programmed events
during the Centaur phase of flight, including a series of
commands required to be sent to the spacecraft prior
to spacecraft separation.
The Centaur reaction control system provided thrust
to control the vehicle after powered flight. For small
corrections in yaw, pitch, and roll attitude control, the
system utilized six individually controlled, fixed-axis,
constant-thrust, hydrogen peroxide reaction engines.
These engines were mounted in clusters of three, 180 deg
apart on the periphery of the main propellant tanks at
the interstage adapter separation plane. Each cluster
contained one 6-lb thrust engine for pitch control and
two 3.5-1b thrust engines for yaw and roll control. In
addition, four 50-1b thrust hydrogen peroxide engines
were installed on the aft bulkhead, with thrust axes
parallel with the vehicle axis. These engines were for
use during retromaneuver and for executing larger atti-
tude corrections (if necessary). The cluster engines were
slightly modified from the design used on previous
Surveyor flights in that a large aluminum B-nut on the
thrust chambers was replaced with a steel flange joint
to effect a more positive seal.
The Centaur stage utilized a VHF telemetry system
with a single antenna transmitting through the nose fair-
ing cylindrical section on a frequency of 225.7 MHz.
The telemetry
 system provided data on 140 measurements
from transducers located throughout the second stage
and spacecraft interface area, as well as a spacecraft com-
posite signal from the spacecraft central signal processor.
Redundant range safety command receivers were em-
ployed on the Centaur, together with shaped-charge
destruct units for the second stage and spacecraft. This
provided the range safety officer with means to terminate
the flight by initiating Centaur main engine cutoff and
destroying the vehicle and spacecraft retrorocket. The
system could be safed by a ground command normally
transmitted by the range safety officer when the vehicle
reached injection energy.
Prior to final encapsulation and mating of Surveyor, a
system was provided for the automatic destruction of the
Centaur and spacecraft in the event of premature space-
craft separation.
A C-band tracking system was contained aboard the
Centaur that included a lightweight transponder, circu-
lator, power divider, and two antennas located under the
insulation panels. The C-band radar transponder pro-
vided real-time position and velocity data for the range
safety instantaneous impact predictor program, as well
as data for use in guidance and trajectory analysis.
F. Alpha Scattering Experiment
The Surveyors V, V1, and VII Missions carried an alpha
scattering instrument package. Its function was to deter-
mine the chemical composition of the uppermost few
microns of the moon's surface by an analysis of the
characteristic manner in which nuclei reflect alpha
particles. Additional discussion and the operational con-
figuration of this experiment are discussed in Section IV.
II. Surveyor VII Mission Synopsis
Surveyor VII was launched from launch complex 36A
at Cape Kennedy after a smooth countdown. So that
optimum tracking data could be obtained from RIS Twin
Falls, launch time was rescheduled from 05:55 to 06:30
GMT. Liftoff was accomplished by the Atlas/Centaur
(AC-15) launch vehicle at 06:30:00.545 GMT on January 7
with a launch azimuth of 102.914 deg. Performance of
the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle was excellent through
its flight period; all marks occurred very close to pre-
dicted mark times.
The transit-through-touchdown phase of the
Surveyor VII Mission was conducted from January 7
(GMT day 7) through January 10, 1968 (GMT day 10);
the spacecraft responded flawlessly to some 335 com-
mands prior to touchdown. First lunar day operations
commenced after the successful touchdown and con-
tinued through January 26, 1968 at approximately
14:11 PST when all Surveyor VII operations were ended.
Obtained during the mission were 20,993 good television
pictures, 43 h of alpha scattering data, and highly suc-
cessful soil mechanics/surface sampler operations.
The prime functions of telemetry recovery and com-
mand generation were accomplished at the DSN stations.
The prime stations were DSS 11 (Pioneer) at Goldstone,
Calif.; DSS 42 (Tidbinbilla) at Canberra, Australia;
DSS 51 at Johannesburg, South Africa; and DSS 61
(Robledo) at Madrid, Spain. The DSS 14 (Mars) was
committed as a backup to DSS 11 during each transit
pass and as prime data source during the midcourse and
terminal descent phases.
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,k (lchtiled tinu C -ordered mission profile of the transit
phase is tabulated ill 	 3, Unless specified otherwise,
th(• times listed are from telemetr y data received ill
performance anal ysis area at the SFOF; they include
transit time from spacecraft 'o ground, SFOF processing
delay, and commutation delay. Figure 5 shows the
Surveyor 1711 flight profile and a summary description of
the important mission events. Injection of the SurrdIlor•
spacecraft occurred at 07:05:15 (;SIT, after it parking
orbit of 1:357.4 s, oil trajectory that syoulc] have pro-
vided it 54.5-km (33.8 mil miss from the target landing
site of 4.95 deg S and 3.88 deg E. Premission planning
was to correct, by means of one midcourse correction at
T	 17 It and possibl y one at T	 48 h, from this target
landing site to all aiming point of 40.87 deg S and
11.37 deg W, which would place Surveyor 1711 on the
crater Tycho ejec• ta blanket. Normal preprogrammed
spacecraft c ycnts occurred successfully; i.e., high power,
landing legs extended, otmtidircetional antenna extended,
electrical disconnect from Centaur, automatic solar panel
stepping, antenna/solar panel positioner (A/SPP) roll axis
stepping, and automatic still 	 and ill
proper order.
Initial DSN acquisition (one-way lock) was accom-
plished by I)SS 42 at approximatel y 07:21 GMT, and
two-way lock \\-;is established at 07:27 GMT. Initial space-
craft operations were initiated at 07:31:46.0 GNIT by
commanding Iligh-Power-OFF. Star ycrific•ation and
acquisition sequence tyas initiated at 14:24:03 GMT by
commanding a still roll maneuver. While Canopus
was being initiall y viewed, a maximum signal was ob-
tained ill 	 %tar intensit y channel. but the Canopus
lockon signal did not remain oil Canopus was in
the field of y icw. This condition prevented termination of
star ntappim, by use of :netomatic star acquisition: the
use of still mode and nt:urual lockon was required to
obtain Canopus lock. During the star mapping sequence
through star intensity signals. Canopus. Caph, and Eta
Ursa Majoris, ill to earth and moon, were
observed and tentativel y identified. Further evaluation
revealed that the signal identified its the star Eta Ursa
Majoris was actu,ell y the still- Mizer.
laitial midcourse preparation of the spacecraf t was
begun at 2 0 :46:40 GMT oil 	 7 syith all 	 (ring
interrogation. The spacecraft was configured ill
power tit 2:3:03:02 GNIT and at 4400 bits/s at 2:3:20:40
GNIT. Te reduce possible pointing errors, the technique
used oil 11', V, and 1'1 of initiating thc mid-
course maneuvers when the respective gyro limit cycle
passed through zero was again successfull y utilized. The
first prcntideourse correction maneuver, a negative 3.1-
deg roll. s\as successfull y executed at 23:14:28 GMT.
lollowed by it successful positive 117.1-deg yaw at
3:3:21:1 :3 GMT. The vernier system was pressurised (an
anticipated offset of 155 psm was noted) and vernier
engine 1 was unlocked at 23:27:47 GNIT. Thrust phase
power was commanded oil 23:28:39 GMT and the roll
actuator mull verific-d. An 11.3-s midcourse velocity cor-
rection s\as loaded and verified at 23: 09:21 GNIT. At
23:30:09.4 GNIT oil 7, the midcourse corrcc•tion was
initiated with a resulting burn of 11.3 s fora change in
total spacecraft velocity of 11.08 m/s with 11.05 nt/s in
the c• titical phtne. The mid( ourse velocity correction was
confirmed by the spacecraft performance analysis and
command (SPA0 group. Following midc •oursc thrust and
lurnon of cyclic heater loads, the reverse yaw maneuver
was commanded at 23:34:10 GNIT and successfully
completed. Canopus was indicating in the Canopus
sensor, and it was cicc • ted not to do it reverse roll maneu-
ver. Still
	 was indicated at 23::37:43 GNIT, and
maimal star lockon was commanded at 23:41:07 GNIT.
Following the initial midcourse maneuvers, the space-
craft hit rate was reduced to 1100 bits/s at 23:48:59 GNIT,
and low- power operation was established at 23:51:26
GNIT oil 	 7 for the coast phase II configuration.
Tracking data obtained after the initial midcourse
maneuver indic:etcd that this midcourse correction was
cr• trcrncly successful because there would be a miss of
only 2.5 kilt (1.56 mil from the inflight aiming point if
no second midcourse correction were performed. Post-
flight analysis indicated it miss of 4? km (
.
2.66 mi). Thus,
project management cicc• tcd not to perform a second mid-
course corrcc• tion during coast phase 11.
During the entire transit phase, nine gyro drift checks
were perfontwd. This uornhcr of cheeks was required to
validate and refine the values obtained during the initial
gyro drift check. The final gyro drift rates supplied for
utilization ill maneuver c•alc•nlations were:
(1) roll = -* 0.65 deg/h, (2) pitch = +0.3 deg/h, and
(3) yaw = 0 deg/h.
Terminal descent operations were begun during the
DSS 11 pass at 22:47:50 GNIT oil 11 by initiation of
the standard preterminal maneuver interrogation. The
spacecraft was commanded to execute and successfully
complete the folio\\ing three terminal maneuvers: (1)
plus still and roll of 80.5 (leg, (2) plus yaw of 96.1 deg,
and (3) negative roll of 16.5 deg. The respective initiation
i3
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IARKI NG- ORBIT COAST PHASE
CENTAUR FIRST MAIN ENGINE
START (T + 258 s)
ATLAS/CENTAUR
SEPARATION (T - 252 s)
SUSTAINER ENGINE CUTOFF
VERNIER ENGINE CUTOFF
(T - 247 s)
SEPARATION j - 157 s)
(SUSTAINER AND VERNIER ENGINES ON)
BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF
T* 154s
(ATLAS)
LIFTOFF FROM AFETR
LAUNCH COMPLEX 36
(T = 0)
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Fig. 5. Surveyor VII Mission flight profile
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tinu • s were 00:27:11. 00:35:49, and 00:41:06 GMT on
d.t v 10, To obtain tone hdom) strain LTatlge data, phase
modulation prevuntnin  were c011111nulded Oil
at 00:42:32 MIT. At th.if time, the DSS received carrier
power ut DSS II was	 125.9 dBnAV. will within the
Ulrnon crih • ria for n ininimum received carrier poccer of
— 127.6 (113tH\\' at eitiu • t DSS I I or DSS 1 1. A retronrotor
secluenc •e delay of 2.775 s was loaded and verified at
00:56:11 G\IT on d;tr 11, followed b\ thrust phase power
on ;It 00:5•S:33 G\1T. '1 - he ,uttonl;ct ie n1;u kin14 radar (A \ I I  \
ssati enabled at (11:00; :3 :3 UNIT, and the emergcncy \\Ili
sil;nul was transmitted at 01:02:1 i G\ IT. The A\1R murk
occurred at 01:02:10.6 (:MT. followed by vernier irgnition
at 01 ;02:1:3.36. The rcmainder of the ;urtonrctic• potion
of the ternlin.tl de,eenf seclnenc •e eta" intplemeftted ht•
the spacec•ralt in a nominal manner. Touchdossn occurred
at 01:03:383:37 (;\1'1' oil d;I\ 10: the spacecraft signal
csas inaintained by DSS II tbro idimit the landin,
secpu v nc •e, indicatimf that the spact-cralt landed upright
Alld nncLunat;ed. Lmidint< legs 1. 3, and ? contacted the
lunar .iii-hcc in thHd order. 'I'll(- contact forces were
1650 Ib for leg I, 1120 lb tot- lcg 3, and 1700 16 for let_; ?:
the touch(hmn \elocit\ \\-;is 1.3 ft/s.
The TDS support for the Surrerinr X7 11 Mission was
c•onsidercd 1;ood. The minor problems experienced he
elements of the TDS did not impact the overall .uppori.
All roquirenu•nts were nlet and in most cases exceeded.
Tl	 2. Surveyor Vii Mission profile
Time t:ommand sequence
Event
After launch GMT Major Minor
Launch to separation
0 06:30:00.545 Launch
Jon 7, 1968
00:34:35 07:04:37 Extend Landing Gears commanded by Centaur
00:34:43 07:34:45 Fxtend Omniontennas commanded by Centaur
00:34:59 07:05:00 Transmitter High Voltage On commanded by
Cenfavr
Spacecroft/Ccnfaur electrical disconnect
00:35:15 07:05:16 Separation
00:40:37 07:10:38 Solar panel locked in transit position
00:43:33 07:13:34 Sun acquisition cell illuminated (after 225-deg
roll)
00:44:29 07:14:30 Sun lockon achieved (primary sun sensor cell
illuminated after 43-deg yawl
00:44:28 07:14:29 Roll axis locked in transit position
00:57:54 07:27:55 Initial DSIF acquisition completed (two-way lock)
DSIF acquisition through star acquisition
01:01:46 07:31:47 0040 0552 Turn off spacecraft high power transmitter
01:04:45 07:34:46 0040 0050 Turn off unclog-to-digital isolation amplifier and
solar panel deployment logic
01:06:13 07:36:14 0040 0454 Rocking solar panel back ana forth to seat
locking pin
01:07:48 07:37:39 0040 0455 Rocking roll axis back and forth to seat locking
pin
01:08:44 07:38:45 0040 0051 Mode 1	 interrogation
01:10:04 07:40:05 0040 0052 Initial/100 bits/s selection (change f-:m 550
bits/s low modulation index)
01:12:26 07:42:27 0040 0055 Mode 4 interrogation
01:15:12 07:45:13 0040 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
01:17:47 07:47:48 0040 1 356 Mode 6 interrogation
01 . 19:55 07:49:56 0040 1354 Return to mode 5 for coast phase monitoring
04:06:14 10:36:15 1	 1 E1 Mode I	 interrogation
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Table 2 (contd)
Time Command sequence
Event
After launch GMT Major Minor
DSIF acquisition through star acquisition (contd)
04:08:19 10 38,20 1 1 A2 Mode 2 interrogation
04:10:1 1 10:40:12 1 1 B4 Mode 4 interrogation
04:1 1159 10:42.00 1 1 D5 Return to mode 5 for coast phase monitoring
05:57:47 12:27:48 Solar panel switch commanded on
06:16:01 12J6:02 Solar panel switch commanded on
07136:31 14:06:32 0046 0250 Start of prestor verification engineering
interrogation
07,36:31 14:06:32 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
07:40:30 14:10:31 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
07:42:03 14:12:04 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
14:15:22 Command 0000
07:46:16 14:16:17 0041 0652 Transmitter filament turn on
07:47:54 14:17:55 Solar panel switch commanded on
07:48:26 14:18:27 0041 0653 Transmitter high voltage turn on
07:49:08 14:19:09 0041 0253 Selection of 4400 bits/s
07:51:19 14:21:20 0041 1050 Transponder power off
07:52:16 14:22:17 I	 0041 1	 0654 Manual delay mode and positive angle
maneuver Comm .nded
07:54:04 14:24:05 C041 I	 1 251 Start of	 all
08:14:58 14:44:59 Sun mode commanded to stop roll maneuver
08:17:31 14:47:32 Manual lockon commanded to cause Canopus
lockon
08:19:58 14:49:59 OC41 0550 Mode 5 selected
08:21:03 14:51:04 0041 1053 Transponder B turned on
08:26:44 1 4:56J5 0041 0150 Bit rate reduction from 4400 to 1100 bits/s
08:27:55 1 4:57:56 0041 0552 Turn off transmitter high power
Coast phase 1
09:06:01 15:36:02 0041 0354 Initiate gyro drift check	 1, three-axis
10:00:31 16:30:32 0041 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
10:05:42 16:35:43 0041 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
10:09:04 16:39:05 0041 0252 Mode 1	 interrogation
10:12:57 16:42:58 0041 0550 Return to mode 5
1 1:01:27 17:31 :28 0041 0054 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
11:06:31 17:36:32 0354 Initiate gyro drift check 2, three-axis
1 1:07:09 17:37:10 0306 Solar panel switch commanded on
11:53:12 18:23:13 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
12:01:25 18:31:26 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
12:05:53 18:35:54 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
12:08:39 1 8:38:40 (	 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
12:39:42 19:09:43 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
14:57:18 21:27:19 0042 025C Initiate premidcourse interrogation
14:57:18 21:27:19 0042 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
15:05:50 21:35:51 0042 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
15:09:36 21:39:37 0042 0252 Mode I	 interrogation
15:13:06 21:43:07 0042 0550 Return to mode 5
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Table 2 (conte)
Time Command sequence
Event—
After launch GMT Majot Minor
Vidcourse correction
15:15:01 21:45:02 0042 0350 Initiate gyro speed check
15:16:10 21:46:11 0042 0351 Select nest gyro three iimes
15:19:06 21:49:07 0042 0352 Gyro speed signal processing off and return to
mode 5
16:16:39 22:46:40 0043 0250 Initiate midcourse correction interrogation
16:16:39 22:46:40 0043 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
16:18:56 22:48:57 0043 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
16:21:07 22:51:08 0043 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
16:27:32 22:57:33 0043 0652 Transmitter filament turnon
16.32:01 23:02:02	 i 0043 0653 Transmitter high power turnon
16:32:39 23:02:40 0043 0253 Increase bit rate from 550 to 4400 bits/s
16:38:04 23:08:05 0403 1 150 Command desired roll maneuver magnitude and
direction (roll 	 —3.1	 deg)
16:48:27 23:18:28 0403 1 251 Start of roll near zero crossing of Canopus
error signal
16:49:00 23:19:01 0403 1155 Command desired yaw maneuver magnitude
and direction (yow -117.1 deg)
16:51:12 23:21 :13 0403 1 253 Start of yaw near zero crossing of primary sun
sensor yaw error signal
16:56:46 23:26:47 0403 0751 Propulsion strain gouge powered, inertial mode,
and reset group IV outputs commanded
16:57:44 23:27:45 0403 0750 Turn off cyclic loads, AMR, vernier ..ne heaters
16:57:47 23:27:48 0740 0750 Pressurize vernier system (helium! unlock vernier
engine 1
16:58:3 8 23:28:39 0043 0752 Thrust phase power on
16:59:20 23:29:21 0043 0753 Command desired thrust duration (11.35 s)
17:00:08 23:30:09 0043 0754 Execute midcourse thrust
17:00:22 2330.23 0043 •^.754 Command terminate thrust
17:0042 23:30:43 0043 0754 Turn off thrust phase power
17:01:02 ?3:31:03 0043 0754 Turn off propulsion strain gauge power
17:01:33 23:3 1 :34 0043 0550 Operations to obtain coast mode data
17:02:33 23:32:34 0043 0755 Cyclic loads turned on. Vernier line, AMR heaters
17:03:29 23:33:30 0043 1252 Command reverse yaw maneuver magnitude
and direction (-117.1	 deg)
17:04:10 23:34:11 0043 1253 Execute yaw (sun reacquired at 23:37:25 GMT)
17:10:38 23:40:39 0054 Cruise mode commanded
17:11:07 23:41:08 Manual lockon sun and star commanded
17:13:31 23:43:32 0043 0157 Mode 2 interrogation
17:15:39 23:45:40 0043 0055 Mode 4 interrogation
17:18:07 23:48:08 0043 0550 Return to mode 5
17:18:58 23:48:59 0043 0150 Reduce bit rate from 4400 to 1 100 bitsb
1 7:21 :1 8 23:51:19 0043 0552 Turn off transmitter high power
Coast phase II
Do, 8, 1968)
17:34:1 1 J0:04:1 2 Initiate gyro drift check 3, three-axis
19:01:55 01:31:56 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
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Table 2 (contd)
Time Command sequence
Evenl
After launch GMT Malor Minor
Coast phase II ;cu itdl
19:07:26 01:35:25 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
19:05:24 01:37:27 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
19:10:59 01 :41:00 0550 Return to mode 5
20:12:57 02:42:58 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
20:18:1- 4 02:48:55 0354 Initiate gyro drift check 4, roll only
23:32:41 06:02:42 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
manual lockon
23:36:22 06:06:23 0354 Initiate gyro drift check 5, three axis
24:18:4 5 06:48:46 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
24:21:02 06:51:03 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
24:24:25 06:54:26 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
24:26:09 06:56:10 0550 Return to mode 5
26:06:49 08:36:50 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
29:22:03 1 1:52:04 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
29:25:48 11:55:49 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
29:30:23 12:00:24 0252 Mode 1	 interrogation
29:33:44 12:03:45 0550 Return to mode 5
31 :32:21 14:02:22 0354 Initiate gyro drift check 6, three-axis
33:30:36 16:00:37 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
33:05:58 16:05:59 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
33:39:08 16:09::9 0252 Mode 1	 interrogation
33:43:1 5 1 6:1 3:16 0550 Return to mode 5
34:44:32 11:14:33 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
36:39:41 19:09:42 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
36:43:24 19:13:25 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
36:47:47 19:17:48 0046 0252 Mode 1	 interrogation
36:2249 19:23:50 1	 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
37:34 57 20:04:58 Vernier oxidizer tank 2 temperature control
commanded on
39:25:27 21:55:28 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
39:28:02 21:58:03 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
39:29:55 21:59:56 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
39:31:36 22:01:37 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
(Jan 9, 1968)
42:49:28 01:19:29 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
42:51:49 01:21:50 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
42:53:59 01:24:00 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
42:56:11 01:26:12 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
44:35:44 03:05:45 046 0354 Initiate gyro drift check 7, three-axis
47:04:23 05:34:24 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
47:41:35 06:1 1:36 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
47:44:10 06:14:11 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
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Table 2 (contd)
Time Common% sequence
Event—
After launch GMT	 Major Minor
Coast phase II (contd)
47:46:44 06:16:45 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
47:49:08 06:19:09 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
48:46:23 07:16:24 0354 Initiate gyro drift check 8, three-oxis
51:18:31 09:48:32 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
52:29:40 10:59:41 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
52:36:17 1 1:06:18 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
52:39:14 11:09:15 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
52:42:23 1 1:12:24 0550 Return to mode 5
55:19:42 13:49:43 Command 3737 repeated twice
55:30:05 14:00:06 0357 Initiate gyro drift check 9, three-axis
55:30:20 14:00:21 3054 Compartment A thermal control commanded on
55:44:00 14:14:01 I 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
55:48:23 14:18:24 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
55:51:55 1 ., :21:56 0252 Mode 1	 interrogation
55:54:4C 14:24:41 0550 Return to mode 5
58:34:12 17:04:13 Terminate gyro drift check by commanding
cruise mode and manual lockon
59:36:50 18:06:51 0046 1250 Mode 4 interrogation
59:41:09 18:11:10 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
59:44:37 i	 18:14:38 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
59:49:1 1 1 8:19: 2 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
59:49:45 1 8:19:4 6 0046 1757 Survey television electronics thermal control on
61:25:1 5 19:55:16 0151 Reduce bit rate from 1 1 UO to 550 bits/s
62:28:08 20:58:09 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
62:33:38 21:03:39 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
62:35:22 21:05:23 0046 0252 Mode 1	 interrogation
62:37:44 21:07:45 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
63:57:23 22:27:24 3056 Compartment C thermal control on
64:01:59 22:32:00 3056 Alpha scattering heater power on
64:14:03 22:44:04 3054 Compartment A heater off
64:17:49 22:47:30 0046 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
64:19:47 22:49:48 0046 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
64:23:03 22:53:04 0046 0252 Mode 1 interrogation
64:27:59 22:58:00 0046 0550 Return to mode 5
64:29:16 22:59:17 0046 0350 Initiate gyro speed check
6 :30:07 23:00:08 0046 0351 Select next gyro three times
64 31:51 23:01.52 0046 0352 Return to mode 5
64:34:25 23:04:26 0046 1050 Narro,-band voltage -controlled crystal
1053 oscillator check
65:24:47 23:54:48 0044 1757 Vidicon temperature control on
Terminal descent
65:29:10 23:59:11 0044 1355 Mode b interrogation
(Jan lO, 1968)
65:31:17 00:01:18 0044 0250 Mode 4 interrogation
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Table 2 (contd)
Time Command sequence
Event
After launch GM1 Major Minor
Terminal descent(contd)
65:33:1 1 00:03:12 0044 0652 Transmitter filament turnon
65:35:54 00:05:55 0044 0653 Transmitter high power, commands repeated
twice
65:38:01 00:08:02 0044 0255 Increase bit rote from 550 to 1 100 bits/s
65:38:41 00:08:42 0044 2057 Presumming amplifier off
65:39:12 00:09:13 0044 0251 Mode 2 interrogation
65:41:31 U0:1 1:32 0044 0550 Return to mode 5, commands sent twice
65:48:28 00:18:29 0044 1755 Propulsion strain gauge power turned on
65:49:02 00:19:03 0044 1756 Touchdown strain gauge power and subcarrier
oscillators turned on
65:51:14 00:21:15 0044 1050 Transponder power commanded off twice and
one-way lock achieved
65:52:55 00:22:56 0044 1154 Roll maneuver mngnitude and direction
commanded 1+80.5 deg)
65:57:13 U0:27:14 0044 1251 Execut- sun and roll at Canopus error signal null
66:00:28 00:30:29 0044 1 155 Yaw magnitude and direction command
1 +96.1 deg)
66:05:49 00:35:50 0044 1 253 Execute yaw at primary sun sensor yaw error
null (retrothrust direction aligned properly at
approximately 00:39:05 GMT)
66.09:44 00:39:45 0044 1157 Roll maneuver magnitude and direction
commanded (— 1 h.5 deg)
66:11:06 00:41:07 0044 1257 Roll executed
66:12:32 00:42:33 0044 2152 Presumming amplifier on commanded (to get
touchdown strain gauge data)
66:13:38 00:43:39 0044 1751, Vernier thrust level (200 lb) for retro phase
1656 and delay between AMR mark and vernier
ignition (2.775 s) commanded
66:20:09 00:50:10 0044 1355 Command on mode 6 data
66:20:54 00:50:55 1652 Command reset group IV outputs
66:26:10 00:56:11 0044 1657 Retro sequence mode on commanded
66:26:25 00:56:26 0044 1752 Vernier lines and tanks, alpha scattering,
television, and AMR thermal control
commanded off
66:27:33 00:57:34 0044 1753 AMR on
66:28:33 00:58:34 0044 1754 Thrust phase power on
66:30:33 01:00:34 0044 2051 I	 AMR enabled
66:32:1 2 01:02:13 0044 2051 I	 Backup AMR mark commanded
66:32.11.385 01:02:1 1.930° AMR mark
66:32:14.185 01:02:14.730:' Vernier ignition
66:32:15.285 01:02:15.830" Retroignition
66:32:15.795 01 :02:1 6.340 :' RADVS on
66:32:17.695 01:02:18.240° Inertia switch off
66:32:48.894 01:02:49.439' Relioble-operate doppler velocity sensor
66:32:49.094 01:02:49.639' Reliable-operate radar altimeter
66:32:58.483 01:02:59.028'' Retroburnout
• Based on reduced data obtained directly from the 96 . 1,111 microwo— link data 11.71 	 s must be subtracted	 to account for RF propagation).
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Table 2 (contd)
Time Command sequence
Event
After launch GMT Major Minor
Terminal descent (contd)
66.3 2.5 8.493 01:02:59.038:' Inertia switch on
66:33:08.483 01 :03:09.028" High thrust on
66:33:10.483 01:03:11.028:' Retroeject
66:34:27.880 01:05:13.323'' 1000-ft mark
66:35:29.678 01:05:30.22V 10-ft/s mark
66:35:25.777 01:05:36.322'' 13-ft mark
66:35:37.075 01:05:37.620'' Touchdown
-Based on reduced data obtained directly from the 96-kHr microwave link data 11.21	 s mvst be subtracted to account for Rr propagation).
I. Eatro poloted from burnnut.
III. Surveyor VII TDS Mission Requirements
A. General
Delineated in this section are the detailed requirements
and support capabilities for tracking and telemetry
coverageof the.ltlas/Centaln•/Stirveyot-Vll spacevehiele.
Requirements for tracking and data acquisition are
placed in accordance with their importance to the suc-
cessful accomplishincnt of the mission and are grouped
into three classes. These classes are defined as follo..-s:
(1) Class I requirements reflect minimum essential
needs to ensure accomplishment of the primary
flight objectives. These are mandator. require-
ments .which if not nu ct may result in the decision
not to launch.
(2) Class II requirements define the needs to accom-
plish all stated flight objectives.
(3) Class III requirements define the ultimate desired
support. Such support should enable the project to
achieve the flight objectives early in the program.
The AFETR, MSF1, and DSN elements of the TDS
were required to support tracking and telemetry require-
ments during the near-earth phase (launch to T + 4 h)
so that timely and continuing evaluation of the status of
the mission could he obtained. This earl- evaluation .vas
used to aid in maximizing the prohahility of ac(pikition
by the Deep Space Stations and to provide information
for the conduct of subsequent space flight operations.
The following requirements were placed oil 	 TDS
for the Surrc yor Vll Mission:
1. Launch. The launch requirements .were as follows:
(1) The Atlas/Centatcr boost vehicle will be utilized in
a parking orbit mode of operation for Surccyor I'll.
(2) Launch shall take place from launch complex 38:1
of the Cape Kennedy facilities for the AFETI1.
(3) Launch azimuth sectors are restricted to lie be-
tween 78 and 115 deg east of true north.
(4) The launch countdown shall have two built-in
holds, one of at least 80-min duration at T - 9C
min. The duration of the hold at T — 3 min is to
he established.
2. Preinjection. Requirements for the preinjcction
period included:
(1) The nominal parking orbit altitude shall be 90 ntni.
(2) The nose fairing shall be ejected prior to injection,
but not until the value of the product of the
atmospheric density and the earth-fixed velocity
cubed (pW) is less than 1.9 X 10' lb/s'.
(3) During the period beginning 1 min after shroud
ejection and ending at the time of Centaur second
main engine start (HIES 2), the instantaneous 3 -tr
value of the aerodynamic heating parameter, pVs,
shall not exceed 2050 16/s'.
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(-I) Throughout the period from DIES 2 until the cud
of significant aerodynun,ic heating effects, the 3
integrated , aluc of t,l - shall not exceed 10,300 lb-
min/s , and the instantaneous :3-„ value shall not
exceed 4250 Ibis ,
(5) Parking orbit coast time is restricted to N •ar, be-
tt,rcn the limits of 116 s and 25 min.
3. Post injection. The Centam retrom,orc mar shall be
such that the Surveyor/Ccnhcnr scparatioo distance at
5 h after injection kill be at least 336 kilt.
4. Telecommunications. Telecommunications require-
ments NN crc as follo,rs:
(1) No trajectory shall have an bo ur angle or cL • c• lina-
tion rate in excess of 0.85 dcg/s and ac•celctation
ill hour angle or declination ill of
5.0 deg/s = %%hcn station hacking is required.
(2) For the do\sMink initial acquisition phase follo„-
ing injection, there shill be 00 min of cisibilit
\\Mich is not is violation of item (1) and for \v men
the spacecraft slant range ensures at least 95%
c•onfidcnec of hax ing the antenna gain required for
zero minim um margin.
(3) For the uplink acquisition phase foll(m ing injec-
tion, there shall he 20 min of visibilit y cchich is
not ill violation of item (1) and for \\ hic •h the space-
craft slant range ensures at least yyci confidence
of having the antenna gain required for zero
minimum margin.
(4) The spacecraft-centered angle between the suit and
MIV DSIF station sh,dl not exceed 17:5 deg in order
to pre\ent the degradation of DSIF receiver sen-
,iti0% b\ solar noise. This constraint guarantees
that signal-to-noise ratios \c ill not be degraded by
more than 1 dB.
(5) Tile DSS 1 .1 (the 210-ft antenna at the Goldstone
Mars station) is required for telenx•try acquisition
daring the terminal descent phase.
5. Thermal control. llcquircmcnts for thcrmul cmilrol
"ere:
(1) The spacecraft is limited to it imixinntm duration
of 42 mite ill shadoxr of the earth immediately
after launch.
(2) The spacecraft is limited to it duration
of 30 min in the shadow of the earth during am-
phase after initial still
(3) The spacecraft is limited to it maximum duration
of 30 min at a random attitude to the still
au\ phau• behcren initial sun acquisition and lullar
touc•hdo„•u.
(4) The spacecraft is limited to a maximum duration
of i0 min in the lunar t v n uuLra during am phase
prior to touchdotc n.
(5) Initial spac•cc•raft acquisition and the establi,l ill cnt
of it l link must take place no later th:ui 1 h
after High-rover-On command to permit s„ • itc• h-
ing the tr ii,mitter from high to lose pmvcr to
satisf, thermal constraints.
6. Midcourse maneuver. The• spacecraft shall he ca-
puble of performing midcourse • maneuvers of up to
-10 nt/s ill Nominal first midcourse man,-mer
time is approximatc ly 15-20 h after launch. Lauding
ac• c•urac•,goal sh,dl be less than or equal to 10 kill.
7. Lunar arrival. Lunar arrival req , ,ircinents \, •ere the
follo\s in":
(1) Flight times from injection to lunar impact shall be
in the 66 -11 class,
(2) Transit trajectories are to be designed so that lunar
arrival takes place not earlier than 2 It DSS 11
(Goldstone, Pioneer station) moon rise and not
later than 3 h before DSS 11 moon set.* Further-
more, DSS 11 postla nding visibility shall be
maximized.
(3) It is desirable that landing occur before the still
elevation angle has cxc•c•c•dcd 25 dcg at the landing
site.
8. 'Terminal descent. The requirements during ter-
minal descent a ere as follo\, s:
(1) The inc • idcuce angle at unbraked impact shall not
be grcatcr than 45 deg front the vertical.
(2) The nominal unhraked impact speed is 2660 m/s.
(3) The spacecraft roll orientation constraints are given
in Fig. fi, he It:1UVS constraints sho\%n graphi-
c•ally apple only to the • januar% . launch date. The
actual constraint regions for each launch date are
presented ill acc•otnpanring table. The selected
roll or icutatioll is also sho„•n ill it table in Fig. 6.
*These constraints applied oats to targeting. The visibility con-
straints used at midcourse were: earliest arrival, 80 min after DSS
11 rise; latest arric al, 3 h before DSS I I set.
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9. Surveyor missions relationship. One of the prime
proj , -(t objectives for earlier Su rvyors (I—VI) was to
provide basic (lath ill support of the Apollo I'rojec•t. The
potential Apollo landing sites are contained ill the area
hounded by +45 (leg ill 	 and ±5 deg in latitude
as shown by the heavy black lines ill 7. The landing
site for each previousl y successful Surveyor spaeeeraft is
also indicated ill Fig. 7.
The successful (•ompletion of the Surrellor VI Mission
t(rminat(-d the obligation to investigate potential Apollo
landing sites. Thus, the prime project ohjcc• tiye for
Surveyor V11, the last of the scheduled Surveyor mis-
sions, was that of obtaining the maximum scientific value
from the mission. It was c •ow-luded that the scientific
value can he maxinliz.ed by landing at it site which offers
the greatest chcmic•al di yersity from .ghat has been
analyzed ill tnaria, i.e., entirel y different material to
look at from previous landings. Based upon this objective,
the prime lauding site selected (11.37 deg NV, 40.87 deg S)
was just north of the crater Tycho and within the area
designated as the TyL-ho ejecta blanket. This site location
is included ill 7 for comparison with previous land-
inG site loealtiollS. Sl)(TifiCAI , tlW u•ientific ad\auta>;es
Of the T\Tll0 Situ were that it:
(1) Offers the hest chance of providing a sample of
highland material.
(2) Is possibl y the youngest large crater oil 	 front
side of the moon.
(3) Lies well st itltitt the highland region and is far
rctnoved from mare material.
(4) Is a fresh feature which is likely t0 he relatively
free from contamination by material from other
parts of the moon.
(5) is all 	 anonrtly in radar reflection.
(6) Is one of the outstanding anomalies ill the infrared.
(7) Is a very young area with the least number of
craters of aul\ part of the moon.
If it is determined ill 	 that the probabilit y of
lauding at the Tycho site is not within it reasonable
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60° 60°
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—	 40°
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Fig. 7. Surveyor mission success profile
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accuracy, tilt- Sln •rel/or sp;wec • raft %s ill In . dirty ied to a
sccouditr% I;uadint; site. This situ (17.50 deg AV, 3.75 deg S)
lies it; the Fr.a \I;mro fonnation north o the crater
Fri Mauro in rolliu ,g terrain sshich is on the outer perim-
eter of it bro;Ltl belt t-ncontpassing tht Inahri;ua Basin.
This area promises to pros ide it sample Of ntateri,al ex-
t •av:tted from miotc tens of kilonu•ters beneath lilt- lunar
surface, possihl
.
\ of soh-c•t • ustal material. The surface
texture is expt-t-ted to he simil;u • to the snare but the
chemistry should tae	 different.
The Surcet/or I'll scientific experiments include snr-
vey W, an alpha scatte r ing experiment identical to the
one on Surer • t/or I'1 and it surface sampler. The alpha
scattering instrunat-nl (Fig. S) is intended to perform
compositional (el(-mental) analysis of the lunar surface
material.
B. Air Force Eastern Test Range
The AFET11 coverage capability was to he based on
it configuration using land stations and two instrunienta-
lion ships. The proper positioning of the two ships should
result ill c •overap of the nt•;tr•t arth class I tracking and
(dull)( try reyllimineuts (except continuous te lenu•lry
 cos-
(-rage durint; the parking orhit) over rea.onable-sire
launch windows. :In estimate of the available launch
windows is prvsented in the chart of Fig. J. Because of
AFETI1 c cnnntitments it is sometimes neeessarn to rrfine
these wirtdoNs.
Since nl.tior launch and spacecraft events take
place automatically daring the near-(-arth phase of the
mission and have it strong impaet on the success of
the remaining phases of the mission, it is important that
att\ • failure in the TI)S support to this phase during the
c•ountdossn he c • art • fulls e\aluaWd to determine it laun h
or hold condition.
The AFETH performs Tl)S supporting functions for
Surrr • t/or missions during the countdown, launch, and
near-earth phase of the flight.
PROTON DETECTORS (4)
IDENTIFY LUNAR SURFACE
ATOMS BY MEASURING
f^ ,l	ENERGY OF PROTONS
/1\	 SPLIT OFF NUCLEI OF ATOMS
BY ALPHA PARTICLES
ALPHA PARTICLES PENETRATE
SURFACE ABOUT 1!1000
OF AN INCH
Fig. 8. Surveyor alpha scattering experiment
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MAXIMUM WINDOWS
JAN 7 JAN 8 JAN 9 JAN 10 JAN 11 JAN 12
TIME
OPEN CLOSE PEN CLOSE OPEN CLOSE OPEN CLOSE OPEN CLOSE OPEN CLOSE
GMT 08:28 08:24 09:2605:43 08:12 06:36 07:29 08:51 09:19 10:16 10:11 11:24
EST 00:43 03:12 01:36 03:28 02:29 03:51 03:24 04:26 04:19 05:16 05:11 06:24
PST 1	 21:43 1	 00:12 22:36 00:28 23:29 00:51 00:24 01:26 01:19 02:16 02:11 03:24
AZ 97.7 113 103.1 113 106.9 1	 113 1	 109.3 115 110 115 108.4 115
L_ MAXIMUM COAST TIMECONSTRAINT
ESTIMATE OF TDS NEAR-EARTH
_._	 COVERAGE CONSTRAINT
ONE DAY EARLIER IF PST EXCEEDS GMT TIME
ROUNDED TO NEAREST MINUTE WITHIN CONSTRAINT
ALSO TD5 CONSTRAINTS NOT INCLUDED
AZ - AZIMUTH. deg
Fig. 9. Surveyor launch window constraints for the January 1968 launch period (TDS constraints not included)
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1. Near-earth tracking and telemetry requirements.
It is the purpose of this subsection to provide informa-
tion that will be useful in real-time decision making
daring the countdown in the event of loss of anv of tilt,
planned TDS support for the near-earth phase, i.c., from
launch to DSN initial acquisition. This information is
contained in Tables 3 and 4.
Listed in Tables 3 and 4 are the class I tracking and
telemetry coverage requirements, the basis for levying
these requirements, their ratings of relative importance,
ant,] the required supporting stations. Three rating cate-
gories were selected. These are referred to as (1) critical,
(2) highk desirable, and (3) desirable, in descending
order of Importance. Requirements were placed in one
of these categories according to their role of supporting
the following near-earth mission requirements:
(1) Near-real-tine • mission evaluation.
(2) Receive and record data for post-Night analysis.
It should be also noted that thv AFETR kcal-Time
Computer Systein (RTCS) is critical for the near-real-
time mission csaluation. Thus. at Icast one of the two
RTCS 36W computers must he operational at launch.
Figure 10 gives a comprehensive pictnrc of the
Surveyor near-earth class I tracking and data acquisition
requirements for Sumcyor I'll. Figure 11 shows the
projected AFETH uprwnge coverage for Surrcltor 171;
the c-vent denoted parking orbit injection in this figure
occurs at the end of the 76-s tillage period following
main engine cutoff (MECO) 1. Figure 12 sho\t-s the esrth
tracks for the entire TDS oil 	 day.
Table 3. Near-earth class I tracking coverage requirements evaluation
class I Required
Source tracking Basis for requirements Requirements rating tracking
coverage stations'
requirements
Launch From launch to	 Provides a seasonable level of confidence for being able to Critical Cape Kennedy
vehicle MECO 1	 track vehicle during parki.,g orbit Antigua
(C•band) Required by Range Safety until velocity is acquired
Continuous 60 s
	
Allows calculation of parking orbit so that: Critical Antigua
from MECO 1	 An early evaluation of the powered flight can be made
to MECO 1 +
136 s	 Irflight acquisition information can be provided to
downrange TDS stations beginning with the ships
and Ascension
DSN acquisition information can be generated based on
the actual purkir.g orbit and u theoretical second burn
(constitutes first set of inflight predicts)
Any 60 s of	 Input data for calculation of actual transfer orbit so that: Critical Twin Falls
continuous	 An early evaluation of the transfer trajectory can be Pretoria
tracking from
made using ;unor mapping technique
MECO 2+Ss
to retro
	
Inflight acquisition data can be provided to the DSN
motor start	 Acquisition information can be supplied to the MSFN
station at C:oma",^ Australia	 ^ rC
Any 60 s of Establ'shes posrretro trojectory of Certaur to determine any Highly desirable tarn° rvon
continuous possible int,,rference wit st the spacecraft star sensor Pretoria
tracking sub-
sequent to
powercnange-
over switch
-All of these station, are not necettnrilY reauired for each lounch azimuth on each 	 lounch date. The minion director will be odvited during the countdo-n which station, are
req,ired	 for	 the
	 predicted	 lounch	 azimuth.
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Table 4. Near-earth class I telemetry coverage requirements evaluation
Class I Required
Source telemetry Basis for requirements Requirements rating teletnotry
coverage
stations"
requirements
Launch From launch to Provides Atlas performance data during its lifetime Critical for receive and record Cape Kennedy
vehicle AtlaslCenlaur Establishes SECO t' event time which is a good indicator of Highly desirable t ,) retransmit(VHF( separation
what con be expe r ' . '' for Contour burn duration in real-time
Spacecraft Receipt of spacecraft telemetry via Centaur link and
(S-band)
spacecraft S-band link
From Centaur Provides Centaur performance data during its first burn Critical for receive and record Cape Kennedy
MES' 1 to Antigua
MECO" 1
Establishes MES 1 and MECC I 	 event times
Receipt of spacecraft telemetry via Centaur link and Highly d-sirable to retransmit
spacecraft S-band link in real-time
From MECO 1 to Centaur propellants ore settled by thrusting two of the 50-lb Critical for receive and record Antigua
MECO I	 i- vernier engines during this period Highly desirable to retransmit
76 s Receipt of spacecraft telemetry via Centaur link and in real-time
spacecraft S-band link
From MECO 1 Centaur propellants are retained at tank outlets during this Highly desirable to re:eive, Antigua
+ 76 s to period by thrusting two of the 3-lb engines record, and retransmit in Ascension
MES 2 — 40 s Receipt of spacecraft telemetry via Centaur link and real-time
spacecraf t S-band link
From MES 2 The following critical Centaur events take place: Critical for receive and record Twin falls
— 40 s to Further propellant settling applied by firing two of the Highly desirable to retransmit Pretoria
MES 2 50-lb vernier engines in real-time
Boost pumps are started
Chilldown
Receipt of spacecraft telemetry via Centaur link and
spacecraft S-bond link
From MES 2 to Provides Centaur performance data during its second burn Critical for receive and record Twin Falls
MECO 2 PretoriaEstablishes MES 2 and MELD 2 event rimes Highly desirable to retransmit
Receipt of spacecraft telemetry via Centaur link and to re mi t 	me
spacecraft S-band link
Launch From MECO 2 tc The following major spacecraft events occur: Critical for receive and record Pretoria
vehicle Centaur/ Release of spuce-raft lancing gear nighty desirable to retransmit Twin Falls
(VHF) spacecraft spacecraft chanrel in
sr P °ration Unlock of spacecraft omniantennasSpacecraft
 
tea!-lime
(S-bond) Switch spacecraft transponder transmitter to high power
Centavr/spacecraft separation
Spacecraft From spacecraft Provides spacecraft status information Critical for receive and record Pretoria
j	 (S-bond) high power on High l y desirable to retransmit Car"arvon
to DSN initial in real-time
acquisition
'All of these stahom are not necerrarily required for each	 launch arimulh on each	 Ier	 dare. The rniu ion director will be advised during the countdown which stotiem ore
required for the predicted lounch a—Uth.
t 'Susta^ne. eng^na cutofl.
' Main ill no marl.
"Mo.n engine cutoff
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SECCVEC
BERM
RISI
GRAN
RISE
BECO
CA PF
KENNED. -
1	 TRINIDAD
GRAND BAHAMA
RISE
Fig. 11. Uprange coverage for Surveyor VII
Coverage of the transfer orbit tracking requirements
can be me; with a combination of the Pretoria and the
Twin Falls radars. The Ascension radar could onl y pro-
vide tracking during the parking orbit because of the
extreme downrange transfer orbit injection.
Figure 12 shows that the AFETR station at Pretoria.
South Africa. could provide c•overa .ire of the requirement
for post-retromaneu yer tracking data for some azimuths
on January 7 and S. The MSFN Carnarvon radar could
satisfy this requirt • nu •nt on all days for all azimuths.
Two AFETR ran;e instrumentation ships were com-
mitted to support Surccyor I'll in January. The ships
and their planned locations for various launch clays are
presented in Table S. It can be seen that the Tlrin Falls
%vas to he stationed in the south Atlantic off the west
coast of Africa and the Su ord Knot in the Indian Ocean
throughout the launch period. Both the Twin Falls and
the Sword Knot were to be used c ., receive and record
VHF launch vehicle and S-band spacecraft telemetry
data. In addition, it was planned for the Twin Falls to
track the C-band beacon aboard the Centaur.
2. Computed data. Using the overall tracking cover-
age data provided as indicated in Table ? the AFETR
read-time computer system r yas to provide the following:
(1) Parking orbit elements and inj:-c•tion conditions,
standard orbital parameter message, and interramgre
vector based on actual parking orbit C-band radar
tracking data.
(2) Parking orbit elements and injection conditions.
standard orbital parameter nu•ssage, anti interrange
vector based on Centaur guidance telemetry.
(3) Theoretical transfer orbit elements and injection
conditions, standard orbital parameter message
and interrange vector, based on parking orbit and
nrnninal Centaur second-br.rn performance.
(4) Manned Space Flight Netsyork look angles and
DS\ predicts. based on parkins; orbit and nominal
Centaur second burn perfornranc•e.
(5) Actual transfer orbit elements and injection con-
ditions, stand l yd orbital parameter message. intc•r-
ranee vector. limar mrnninr messa ge, and 1-matrix.
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based nn host transfer orbit injection C-band radar
tracking ditta.
(6) Actual transk-r orbit tIt-im , uts and injection con-
ditions, standard orbital parameters message, inter-
range vector. lunar napping message, and 1-matrix,
based on DSN tracking data.
(7) \fSFN look angles and DSN predicts, based on
actual transfer orbit.
(8) Actual post-retromotor orbit elements and injection
condit i ons, standard orbital parameter message,
interrange vector, lunar mapping message, and
1-matrix, based on post- retronlaneuver C-band
radar tracking data.
(9) The AFETR and \fSFN radar tracking data,
reformatted to decimal format.
Table 5. Range instrumentation ship positions
planned for Surveyor VII
Launch dote Ship
Position, deg
Latitude Longitude
Jan 7 Twin Falls 23.75 4.0 E
Sword Knot 26.0 S 53.0 E
Jon 8 Twin Falls 25.6 S 7.75 E
Sword Knot 23.5 S 54.0 E
Jon 9 Twin Falls 28.0 S 1 1.0 E
Sword Knot 30.5 S 54.0 E
Jon 10 Twin Falls 31.7 S 13.2 E
Sword Knot 32.0 S 54.0 E
Jon 11 Twin Foils 33.0 S 17.0 E
Sword Knot 32.0 S 55.0 E
Jon 12 Twin Falls 33.0 S 17.0 E
Sword Knot 31 .5 S 55.0 E
3. Real-time retransmission of telemetry data. Real-
linie retransmission of spacecraft telenuor y
 data to build-
ins; AO and DSS 71 %%-its required, as follows: (1) via the
Centaur 225.7-\Ilfi link, from T - 10 min to Centaur/
Surveior electrical disconnect, and (?) via the spacecraft
2295-\fHz link. from spacecraft high-po\\er
 transmitter
on to continuous DSN view plus ? nlin.
When more than one station s iewed the lfigh-Power-
On event, one station was to be configured to retransmit
that spacecraft event in real-tin g e. For the other viewing
station,, it was a class 1 requirement to retransmit launch
vehicle performance data during the inter:d front \(ES
40 s throu^,h \(EC'O 2.
C. Manned Space Flight Network
The \fSFN, managed by GSFC, supported the
Surveyor VII Mission by
 performing the following
functions.
(1) Tracking of the Centaur beacon (C-band).
O) Receiving and recording Centaur-link telemetry.
(3) Receiving, recording and retransmitting S-band
telemetry to DSS 43 in real-tinge.
(4) Providing real-time confirmation of certain mark
events.
(5) Providing computing support through the use of
,he GSFC data operations branch.
(6) Providing NASCOM support to all NASA elements
for simulations and launch, and extending this
communications support as necessary to interface
with the combined worldwide network.
The \fSFN tracking and telemetry facilities and equip-
ment used in support of Surveyor I'll are listed in
Table 6. The \fSFN also supported the operational
readiness test (ORT) prior to launch.
I
Table 6. Manned Space Flight Network configuration
Radar
Vr1F S-band	 I	 C-band high-
Location	 Acquisition SCAMA^' time
time
telemetry telemetry	 radar speed
readouts data
Bermuda x x x x x x
lonanarive x x x x x
Cornar • on x x x x x x
GSFC x x
Illrrr''---^^^^^^
• $i grichng, conferencing, and monitoring orrungeme-•f.
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1. Acquisition aids. The \ISF\ stations were equipped
ith acquisition aids to t r ack the vehic • Ic and provide RF
inputs to the telemetry receivers froth acquisition of
signal (AOS) to loss of signal (I.OS). Perfornuue record-
ers are used to record automatic i4ain control and angle
errors for post-mission autalvsis. The ae •quisition aid s ys-
tcnts performed their required tmoetions durin, the
Surveyor I'll Mission.
2. Telemetry data. The \ISF\ stations arc also
equipped to dec •rnooattate, receive, and record telemetry.
The teleme try rcquircmrc • nts placed oo the \ISF\ were:
(1) Bermuda, Tananarive. and Carnarvon were to
receive and rcc•ord the Cama y 225.7-\IHz link
from AOS to LOS.
(2) Bermuda was to receive and record the Atlas
2211.9-\ t Hz link from AOS to LOS.
(3) Centauu mark event readouts were required from
Bermuda. Tauaotari ye, and Carnarvon in real-time
or as close to real-time as possible, after the vehicle
was in view of the station.
(4) Bermuda was to display range safety parameters
on the Atlas and Centaur links.
(5) Carnarvon was to receive, record, and retransmit
S-band telemetry to DSS 42 in real-time.
(6) All stations were to provide recordings and post-
launch instrumentation message (PLI\I) data
sheets.
3. Trackinla. The C-band radars at Bermuda. Ta-
nanarive, and Carnarvon ssrrc required to beacon track
the Centaur vehicle. All stations were to provide real-time
data, magnetic tape recordings of high-speed data and
verbal confirmation of the time of AOS and LOS to the
\ISF\ network controller.
Bermuda station requirements were as iollows:
(1) Beacon tracl:ing and magnetic tape recordings of
the Centaur from AOS to LOS: FPQ -6 radar to
actively beacon track, FPS-16 to passively angle
track.
121 Real-time trantsntission of high-speed data and low-
speed data to GSFC i,nd RTCS at AFETR.
(3) Voice circuit for handover between Bermuda and
AFETI1.
(4) Verbal confirmation in real-time of the bane of
AOS and LOS to \ISF\ network c•ontrollcr.
(5) Magnetic tape recordings, st r ip ch,ot recordings,
and PLIM data sheets.
Tananarive and Carnarvon station requirements were
its follows:
(1) Beacon tracking and magnetic tape recording of
the Centaur from AOS to LOS. Tananarive to sup-
port on an engineering basis.
(2) Real-tithe transmission of lose-speed data from
Carnarvon to GSFC for reformattimt and retrans-
mission to RTCS at AFETR. Tananarive was
to transmit loss-speed data in the standard 38-
c•haractcr radar data format to RTCS at AFETR.
(3) Voice circuit for radar handover between Ta-
nanariyc and AFETR and between Carnarvon and
AF ETR.
(4) Verbal confirmation in real-time of the time of
AOS and LOS to the \ISF\ network controller.
(5) Magnetic tape rewordings, strip chart recordings
and PLI\1 data sheets.
4. Telemetry (VHF). The \ISF\ stations at Bennnda.
Tananarive and Carnarvon, as well as portions of the
NASC')\i network and the GSFC/AFETR interface at
Cape Kennedy, were to support this mission.
Coverage of the Centaur 225.7-\IHz link for receive
and record was required from Bermuda, Tananarive, and
Carnarvon. In addition, Bernrttda was to receive and
record the Atlas 229.9-\IHz link.
.11crk event readouts were required from all stations.
: it or as close to real-time as possible, when
the vehicle was in view of a station.
All stations were to provide verbal confirmation in real-
time of the • GMT of AOS, mark events aid LOS to the
\ISF\ network controller. Rcal-time transmission of cer-
tain telemetry data was required from Tananarive.
a. Bermuda requirements. Bermuda was requested to
perform the follosy ing functions:
(1) Receive and record the Centaur 275.7- \illz link-
from AOS to LOS.
(2) Receive and record the Atlas 229.9- \IHz link for
range safety purposes.
(3) Display range safety parameters on the Atlas and
Centaur links.
i
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(4) ProN ide real-tinx• readout of murk events.
(5) Telety pe c• oofirn,ation of nunk events.
(6) Furnish ma,uctic tape • recordings, strip chart re-
cordings, and PLI\I data sheets.
h. 7'amnun• it-V r•rgrtirrnu• t ► t.v. Tanan arivc was recpnircd
to perform the followin o functions:
(1) Receive and record the Centam 225.7-Milz link-
from AOS to LOS.
.' Provide real-time reade:ut of murk events.
(3) Teletype confirmation of murk events.
(4) Transmit in real time, via voice/data c•irc•uits.
specified telemetr y data to hangar AE at AFETR.
(5) Furnish magnetic tape recordings, strip chart re-
cordings, and PLINI data sheets.
r. Carnurro ►► rcrinirrmrnts. Carnarvon was required
to perform the followin g functions:Ln
(1) Receive and record the Centam- 325.7-\111z link
from AOS to LOS.
(?) Provide real-time readout of marl; events.
(3) Furnish teletype confirmation of mark events.
(4) Furnish magnetic tape recordings, strip chart re-
cordings, and PLIM data sheets.
5. Telemetry (S-band). There was a requirement for
Carnarvon reception of S-hand spacecraft telemetry data
and retransmission to DSS 42 at Tidbinhilla.
6. Con ► lnrter requirements. The requirements levied
on the Nlao cd Space Flight Ncth\ork. with respect to
computer support, were to:
(1) Provide pointing data printouts to be used for
mission plauuing Mud for conuritting MSFN sta-
tion coverage.
(3) Generate and transmit nominal pointing data to
participating NISFN stations.
(3) Receive launch trajectory data from Bermuda and
AFETR. s is the launch trajectory data system.
(4) Generate radar simulation tapes for Tananarive
and Carnarvon.
(5) Update and refine the orbit of the Centanr based
oil
	
TTY data received from participat-
ing Gband radars. and pass these data to the
\ISF\ network controllcr.
(6) Use the launch trajectory data to chi\e displays at
the (:SF'C operations c•nntrol crnter.
(7) Generate and transmit real-time acquisition mes-
sages to participating MSFN stations.
(8) Reformat Cannar\ on radar data to the standard
38-character radar data for transmission to IITCS
at AFETR.
(9) Reformat oil tape the high-speed radar
data received from AFETR in the tape format
specified ( YZ and .iit) and reformat oil
tape the logy -speed telet y pe data received from
AFETR and \ISF\ in the standard time, azinrtrth.
elv\ation, and range format for shipment to the
Ccntam office at Lewis Research Centcr.
(10) Reformat on magnetic tape the Bermuda high-
speed rase data, including a list of the contents
and formats for shipment to the RCA data proc-
essing requirements group at Patrick AFB.
D. Deep Space Network
The DSN was required to support the Stu• rryor I'll
Mission with the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility,
the ground communication system, and the DSN facil-
ities in the Space Flight Operations Facility.
The DSN' support included S-band tracking and two-
all(] three-way doppler coverage. The DSN was
responsible for obtaining continuous spacecraft telem-
etry coverage from the first acquisition by Tidbinhilla,
Australia (DSS 43) to the end of the mission. The Deep
Space Stations noted herein were required for this cov-
erage. The full Goldstone duplic •atc standard S-band
system in conjunction with the Surreyor telemetr y sys-
tem was used at these stations.
The qualit y and tpc of tracking data rceluired is de-
fined in Tables 7 and 8. These tables spccify the tracking
coverage required to meet the orbit determination ac•c• u-
mc•y requirements. Before presenting the tracking cov-
erage requirements, however. it \%-oil](] be proper to
delineate the ground rules upon which the tracking
c• oyeragc was based.
The most basic and puramoannt ground rule was that
the primary objective of this effort was to maximize the
probabilit y of mission success. Since the class I orbit
determination accuracy requirement had to be satisfied
to ensure that the primary mission objectives were met,
it was necessary that these class I requirements he
honored at all titres. In addition, it was necessary that
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Table 7. Deep Space Network tracking data accuracy requirements
Effective noise at	 1	 sample/min
Data accuracy Correlation width T	 min
Two-way
	 Three-way
doppler	 Angles	 doppler
(I-o),	 H:	 11-.?I,	 H-	 (I-o),	 H.
Time
sync, s
Absolute frequency
stability	 over
1 -min	 intervals
T < 1 0.01 0.05 0.05
A, guaranteed 1 < T i < 10 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.005 5.0 X 10
T ; > 10 0.1 0.2 20.0
T , < 1 0.005 0.01 0.005
B, desired,
	
not
guaranteed I < T , < 1C 0.005 0,01 0.005 0.001 3.0 X 10
T . ?	 10 0.005 I	 0.06 0.005
T , < 1 0.001 0.005 0.001
C,	 ultimate Surveyor
block	 I 0.00001 3.0 k	 10  '1 < T ; < 10 0.001 0.005 0.001
T, > 10 0.001 0.014 0.001
Table 8. Deep Space Network tracking
data requirements
Coverage and sampling rate Data required
Track spacecraft Iron separation to first Doppler (two. and three-
midcourse maneuver of
	 1-sample/min way) and antenna
rate (from	 initial	 DSS acquisition	 to pointing angles
T — 1 h, sample rate is I sample/ 10 s)
Track spacecraft from firs) midcourse Doppler (two- and three-
maneuver to touchdown at 1 way)
sample/min
Track spacecraft from touchdown to end Doppler ,two- and three-
of miss.on at 1-sample/min ,ate way) and antenna
during 1 h following 10-deg elevation pointing angles
rise, during	 1	 In centered around
— oximum elevation, and durng I 	 In
prior to
	 10-deg	 elevation	 set for
DSSs 11, 42	 and 61
Track spacecraft durin g midcourse Doppler (two- and three-
moneuver and terminal maneuver way or one—ay)
executions at the 1	 sample/s rate,
and transient data at the
1 -sample/ l Os rate
some class II orbit dc•tt.rmination accuracy requirements
be met to ensure achieving a mission success. However,
the class III accuracy requirements would not have to
be satisfied to ensure achicv ing a mission success.
Therefore, the greatest effort was directed toward the
goal of determining the optimum scheme for meeting
the class I orbit determination accuracy requirements.
Specification of the class I tracking coverage require-
ments in support of the class I orbit determination accu-
racy was based upon the assumption that each DSN
station supplying necessary data would. in fact, supply
data of good qualit y . To ensure that there would be a
suppl y
 of good-quality data, it was desirable to assign
additional DSN stations to a tracking pattern, arranged
so as to provide redundancy.
The prime DSN coverage %vas to be provided by
DSSs 11, 42, 51, and 61, Figure 18 presents the coverage
of these stations through the first 20 h after launch.
Additional DSN support was provided by DSSs 14 and
1; DSS 14 was to provide DSS l I backup support with
its 210-ft antenna during the midcourse maneuver and
terminal descent phases. Cape Kennedy ( DSS 71) was to
provide prelaunch checkout and launch phase support
of the spacecraft: DSS 71 was also the key interface in
relaying spacecraft telemetry data from the AFETR to
the SFOF in Pasadena.
The initial DSN acquisition station was DSS 42. This
was the only station with v it-w periods which permitted
conunanding the spacecraft tra , tsmitter to switch from
high to low power before the thermal limit was reached.
1. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The DSIF
%%-as required to provide all support arranged for
Surveyor I'll. A bar chart of Deep Space Station view
periods `or the various January 1968 launch opportunities
is presented in Fig. 14.
a. Initial acquisition station. The following minimum
capabilities were required from the initial acquisition
station:
(1) Acquisition and tracking of the Surveyor space-
craft.
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Fig. 13. Station elevation angle vs time from launch 10-20 hl
	X21 Genclration and transmission of tracking data to 	 (1) The DSIF \\ ill employ the acquisition aid antenna
	
the communications terminal equipment at the site. 	 and either the parametric amplifier or the second
(3) :Acquisition, recording, decommutation. display. 	 maser to the receiver. This configuration will he
	
and processing of Surucyor spacecraft telemetry, 	 use(] to detennine the tracking margin.
data. (2) The tracking phase lock loop phase error due to
(4) Transmission of processed telemetry- data, both	 the doppler rate \\ill not exceed 30 deg.
hi'h speed and TTY. to the ;Lppropriate (.01111111116-
cations terminal equipment at the site. 	 (3) A signal level of — 140 dBmNV dq or higher must
(5) C;eneration and transmission of Surveyor space-	 be available.
craft coman.uulN. (4) For an 85-ft antenna, the angular rate of the DSIF-
	
b. Acquisition criteria. The criteria for DSIF aequisi-	 spacecraft vector must not exceed 0.25 deg/s dur-
tion of a spacecraft are as follows:	 ing acquisition.
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Fig. 14. Bar charts of station view periods
(5) The antenna angular rates during auto track must
not exceed 035 deg/s for 85-ft antenna.
(6) Auto track on suhcarrier modulation cannot he
obtained mitil the elevation .Engle of the spacecraft
is more than 10 deg above the local horizon.
(7) From the 10-deg elevation point, 20 min will he
allo,wrd for the DSIF to acquire the spacecraft
and obtain auto track on subcarrier modulation.
(S) Acquisition will he considered complete when t1w
uplink and the two-way downlink are acquired.
c. Additional requirements. With a high degree of
probability, it is required that at the start of the appli-
cahle Deep Space Stations views. the following minimilm
capabilities exist:
(1) acquisition and tracking of the Sur-rc/or space-
craft.
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i •' (aneration and transmission of tracking data to
the c • onmuo)ic• ations terminal equipment at the site.
(:3) Acquisition, recording, dcconmontation. dkiflay.
and processing of Sm-reyor spac• cc• raft lelemc•try
data.
(4) Transmission of processed tcicnn•tr y data, both
high speed and TTY, to the appropriate comtnoni-
cations tcrinmal equipment at the site.
(5) Generation mud transmission of Surrryor spa(e-
craft commands.
At I)SS 11 oul%. in addition to the aforementioned
requirements, it is required that (with a high degree of
prohahilit • at the st.or t of the DSS 11 view) the following
capability exist: acquisition. recording, and processing of
Surccyor spiwvc •raft video data,
\\ ith it high degree of probabilit y , it is required that
,It the start of the Deep Space Station respective views,
the following mini)num communication capabilities exist
for each conmtitttd Deep Space Station:
(1) One voic•c line.
(2' Two dnplc •x telet y pe lines.
At DSS 11 onl y. in addition to the aforementioned
requircn)ents, with is high degree of probabilit\ at the
start of DSS 11 view, the following communication
capabilit y will be operational: one high-speed data lint.
(1100 bits/s or 96 kHz).
2. Ground 0 mumumications Fac• ilityANASC0111. Com-
nu nications support was to be provided its in Previous
Surreyor missions. A plan was developed for maintaining
operation of critical TTY circuits to and from the prime
Deep Space Stations ill the event of it conrnumic•at:ons
processor failure. This plan was doc•umentcd in the
con)uutmications support plan. and hardwire TTY circuits
were available it required.
Other GCF/\ASCO\I requirctuents are listed in VOI
IV of this report.
3. Deep Space Nettrork/SFOF. The SFGF wa., de-
signed to pro\ idc it reliable. flexible, ccnlralized, and
)clatively mission-independent capability to conduct and
control ,in)nllancous lunar or p1mictar\ missions. The
SFOF. ill )neeting its requirements to the Surucyor Proj-
ect, dedicated numerous of these mission-independent
c •apabilitics in support of the Surveyor I'll Mission.
These capabilities included such operating functions as
communications, displays, and data processing.
'Ill(, following mininnua capabilities were required in
the SFOF:
(1) Otte op•ratioml TPS 7288-704 .1 computer string ill
the y mode III configuration.
(2) Two opt-r.ttional 7094 comiputcrs to the mode IV
c•uufiguration.
(3) 1)iesel generators as the power somcc for all SF( )F
computers committed to Surveyor.
(4) The operational voice comimmic •ations subsystem)
eonunitted to Srrrreyor less its intercom capabilit.
(5) Closed circuit TV displays of teletype data and line
status.
(6) Transmission of incoming telcnictry (]at t, both
high speed and telet ype to the appropriate• proc-
essing and displa y devices.
IV. Surveyor VII TDS Flight Preparation
'I lit- TDS was responsible for tracking and data prep-
arations for the Surveyor I'll Hight. Flight preparation
was ac•c•onmplishcd by the unique TDS configuration tod
testing discussed in this section.
A. Configuration
Tlw configuration of individual agencies that con)-
prised the TDS in preparation for the Surrer/or Vll
Hight described 1-crein.
1. Air Force Eastern Test Range. - I he AFETR con-
figured its facilities in such a maimer as to gire maximum
coverage for the near-earth phase of the Surveyor V11
Mission. Thc• various facilities and their preparation; to
meet the rcquircn)cnts placed oil the AFETh arc dis-
c•usscd here. Thc AFETB stations and facilities prelaunch
configuration committed to suPport Suruc yor 1711 arc
seen ire Table 9. Figure 15 shoves the view periods for
all stations during the first hour of the near-carth phase.
u. Trac • kinl­. The AFETH was to provide adequate
C-band coverage of the powered Hight auc! p;u'king orbit
requirements with their up-range stations. 'table 10
gives the kFETB station facilities ant.] their various
capabilities.
1'hc C-band radar coverage that was planned, along
with the range instrumentation ship, and land-based
stations used in this connection, is shown ill Fig. 16.
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h. Telemetry (1I1F). 1 - hc planned telernctry configu-
ration and coverage for Surveyor V11 is sho%% n in Fig. 17.
Table 9. Air Force Eastern Test Range prelaunch
configuration, Surveyor VII
Station Radar VHFtelemetry
S•band
Telemetry
Merrill	 Island x x x
Cape Kennedy x
Patrick AFB x
Grand Bahama x x x
Grand Turk x
Antigua x x x
Twin Falls x x x
Ascension x x x
Pretoria x x x
Sword Knot x x
e. Telemetry (S-band). Figure 18 indicates the planned
S-band tcicmctry coverage by the various AFETH HIS
and land stations for Surccryor 1'11
c1. Corm acd data. In addition to relaying the data to
the RTCS was to use the data to compute orbital
eL•nients and injection conditions (parking orbit. transfer
orbit and post-retroi which would be transmitted to JYI.
in the folloss ins, formats: (1) standard Ji l l, orbital lucs-
sage. (3) iuterrange vector, and (3) standard orbital
parameter message.
AH US\ and \ISF\ acquisition information, based on
tht , parking orbit plus theoretical second bunt arid actual
pre-retro orbital computations. were to be prepared and
forwarded by the H'I'CS.
A "mapping to lur ar encounter" messabe was to be
prepared for both the prc- an(] post-rctro orbits. Follow-
ing the single-station solutions. the RTCS was to compute
TIME AFTER IAUNCM, min,
Fig. 15. View period graph for first hour for January 7, 1968
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Table 10. Air Force Ea--ern Test Range
station facilities
Tracking capability TelemetryStation7- (radar type) capability
AFETR stations
Cape Kennedy Area C-bond VHF; S-bond
Patrick AFB 0.18 (FPO-6) KSC
Cape Kennedy 1.16 (FPS-16)
KSC 19 18 (TPO.18)
Grand Bohamo C-bond VHF; S-bond
3.16 (FPS-16)
3.18 (T PQ- 18)
Grand Turk C-band VHF
7.18 (TPO	 18
A.ntig -a C-band 91.18 (FPO-6) VHF; S-bond
Ascension C band VHF; S-band
12.16 (FPS-16)
12.18 (TPO-18)
Pretoria C-band 13.16 (MPS-25) VHF; S-band"
AFETR ships
Sword Knot (10-knot VHF; S-band
cruising speed)
Twin Foils (15 . knot C-band (FPS-16) VHF; S-band
cruising speed)
-Three - ft anienno only.
and transmit to JPL pre- and post-retro recursive ac-
cumulative orbits. An 1-matrix Mud a luu,u- mapping
message based on each solution would be ii hldcd.
2. Manncd Space Flight Network. The AISFN, man-
aged by GSFC, was configured to support the Surveyor V11
Mission by providing tracking, VNF tcicinctry, and
computer support.
Table 11 shows the GSFC/NISFN station and equip-
ment configuration used for supporting Surveyor Vll.
All AISFN flight preparation for Surveyor VI1 was
similar in scope and requirements to that of Surveyor VI.
3. Deep Space Network. The DSN supports Surccyor
missions with the integrated facilities of the DSIF, the
Ground Com1 :unications Facilit- and the SFOF.
1'he DSN provides a command and telemetry link with
the spacecrft upon initial acquisition of spacecraft
signals by a DSIF station, enabling the DSIF station to
control the spacecraft and furnish range rate data,
angular tracking data, and real-time telemetry data to
the SFOF. Continuou- tracking and control is then pro-
vided throughout the remainder of the mission by t1w
prime DSIF stations designated to support each Surveyor
Mission.
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	After the SFOF has accunTuhite d sufficient tracking	 The DSIF under control of the Mission Operations Sys-
	
data, an orbit is determined that predicts tL-^ • iuturc path	 tern, commands the mideourse maneuver after engineer-
	
of the spacecraft. These data allow the computation of	 ing telemetry and tracking data are gathered and
	
a mideourse maneuver to compensate for injection errors. 	 transmitted via the GCF to the SFOF. The midcourse
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Table 11. Surveyor VII MSFN configuration
Location Acquisition Telemetry C-band
radar
Unified
S bond
SCAMA' Teletype
Radar
high-speed
data
Radar
low -speed
data
Reil-fine
readouts
Real-time
trans-
missions
Bermuda X X X X X X X
Tananarive X X X X X X X
Carnaryon x x x x x x x x xt'
GSFC x x x x x
GSFC/AFETR X X X X
interface
- , Signaling. c*nferencing, and monitoring or rangement.
'Telemetry data.
,t
maneuver is evaluated at the SFOF, and appropriate
commands for the terminal maw-tivers are computed.
After touchdown, Deep Space Stations receive video,
and engineering and scientific telemetry data, as well as
command the spacecraft during the hmar operations.
B. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
The following Deep Space Stations were committed
as prime stations for support of the Surveyor V11 Mission:
DSS	 Name and '_Location
11 Pioneer, Goldstone Deep Space Communica-
tions Complex, Barstow, Calif.
42	 Tidbinhilla, Australia, near Canberra
61	 11obledo, Spain, near Madrid
]it to the basic support provided by prime
stations, the following support was provided for the
Surveyor VII Mission:
(1) DSS 71, Cape Kennedy, provided facilities for
spacecraft/DSIF compatibility testing, and also
received and recorded telemetry data after liftoff.
In addition, DSS 71 used its command and data
console (CDC) and telemetry and command pro-
cessor computer to process AFETR range telem-
etry data for transmission to JPL.
(2^ DSS 14 Afars, Goldstone Deep Space Communica-
tions Complex, Barstow, Calif., provided backup
tracking an(] command support during midcourse
and terminal maneuvers, using its 210-ft diam an-
tcnna. At hnrchdown, the baseband telemetry out-
put of the DSS 14 prim,- receiver was transmitted
to the SFOF.
(3) DSS 51, Johannesburg, South Africa, provided
initial two- way acquisition and spacecraft com-
mauding and tracking support during the transit
phase.
For the January 7 launch (late, DSS 42 was desig-
nated the initial two-way acquisition station as it met
all the acquisition criteria of both the DSIF and the
Surveyor Project.
Figure 19 gives a view period graph for the first 20 h
for January 7, 1965.
C. Deep Space Network
The NASCOM/GCF intracommunications systems
were considered to be in excellent condition to support
the Surveyor VII Mission with no major problem areas.
1. Ground communications facility. Changes in the
GCF from Surveyor VI Mission were all minor in scope
(Fig. 20). They were as follows:
(1) One voice line (GP58726) was installed to inter-
connect AFETR and SFOF rooms 105 and 323.
This line did not appear on the operational voice:
communications subsystem console nor in any
other area under communications jurisdiction. One
additional voice landline b. ckup circuit (GP7213)
was installed between JPL and Goldstone. This
provided a total of five voice/data backup if micro-
wave were to fail.
(2) Teletype circuits remained the same as those for
Surveyor VI (Fig. 21).
(3) Changes in the high-speed data configuration from
that for Surveyor VI were minor. The configura-
tion included:
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Fig. 19. View period graph for first 20 h for January 7, 1968
(a) A 96 kHz line again carried DSS 14 high-speed
data direct to SFOF during midcourse and
touchdown ( Fig. 22),
(b) Carnaryon data via DSS 42 CDC and high-
speed data line were available as in earlier
missions (Fig. 23).
(c) Downrange data from AFETR 12 were re-
]ayed vi., DSS 72 high-speed data line from
T'-5h. 30 min toT — l h.
(4) No mayor changes have been made to this JPl./
Goldstone ►nicrowaye system. The antennas de-
stroyed by the brush fire at Sierra Peak in October
were replaced.
Special maintenance coverage for this system
was requested by the project as follo\vs:
Phase	 Requested coverage
Launch	 None
First midcourse	 T = 17 to T 4 2.5 h (8 h)
Second midcourse	 T + 39 to T + -I i h (8h)
Touchdo%%n/terminal T T 59 to T = 69 h (10 h)
(5) The communications processor, from it
 
standpoint, was well capable of supporting the
SurreyorVll Mission.
A plan was devised and equipment was implemented
and tested and-to-end to pass real-time data via hard-
ware teletype circuits in case of major communications
processor failure at JPL. GSFC, London, or Canberra.
This plan was called the emergence b ypass facility and
functioned as follows: In the event of communications
processor failure daring critical phases of the Surveyor VII
Mission. low-speed emergenc ev TTY circuits around the
communications processors were to be utilized. The re-
quired hardware TTY circuits around the processors
were to be madc at the time each station's TTY circuits
were activated. This emergency configuration is shov.-n
in Fig. 24. Included were the following features:
(1) Inbound low-speed TTY tracking data entered
(after appropriate speed change at GSFC or SFOF)
into the TSS bus on the DSS's A line. The DSN
monitor area connected the reperforator on the
appropriate line and converted the tracking data
to paper tape. The paper tape was fed into
IBM 04is (in the monitor area) and converted to
cards. The cards were delivered to flight path
analysis and command 1 and entered into the data
processing system by means of card readers using
established procedures.
(2) Teletype telemetry data were entered (after ap-
propriate speed change at GSFC or SFOF) into
the teletype switching system bus and could be
punched up on appropriate SPAC teletype ma-
chines and processed in the normal manner.
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TELEMETRY
AND COMMANDS
DSS 51 WILL SUPPORT :URVEYOR VII DURING LAUNCH
AND CISLUNAR PHASES ONLY
DSS 14 WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE MIDCOURSE AND
TERMINAL PHASES ONLY
AFErR 12 v,ILL SU QDOR T AS COMMUNICATIONS
INTERFACE POINT FOR DOWNRANGE HIGH-SPEED DATA
(T - 5 h, 30 mi. ro T - 1 hj
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Fig. 20. Deep Space Network/CCF configuration diagram, Surveyor VII
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Fig. 21. NASCOM/GCF teletype routing for Surveyor VII
(3) The 7094 computer used in mode- 4 to produce a
magnetic tape containing the appropriate stations
predicts. This magnetic tape was placed on the
PDP-1 c•omputcr in the simulated data conversion
center. The PDP-1 60-words/min output was
patched direct to JPL communications, which
speed changed to 100 words/min and retrans-
mitted to the appropriate Decp Space Station.
(4) Commands were transmitted to the • appropriate
station via voice in the normal mannwr using the
station %-oice line.
?. lntracommunic •ations system.
a. General. The iuterac•ommunications system (ICS) is
composed of the internal circuits and equipment re-
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DE SCENT ONLY
DSS 11 VOICE
DSS 141	
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COMMAND
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(l) STA IUS2
SYSTEM
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NW IDE BA NM
RECEIVER
COMMAND
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TRANSMITTER (W IDE BA ND)
DSS I I COMMAND
MODULATOR
TRANSMITTER IWIDEBAND)
MODUsATOF
DSS I I
VOICE LINE IU
STATION MANAGER
DSS 11
VOICE LINEDSS 
I I
COMMAND MODULATDR
COMMAND N',IDEBAND)
SUBCARRIER
OSCILLATOR
COMMAND
CONFIRMATION
CDC
DSS 14 TELEMETRY
CDC f%i DE BAND )
RECEIvER
I-MM. FREQUENCY
i REFERENCE /W tDEB.v4DI
VOICE 'NETS
TRACK
CHFC'c
^SS a NC`.
^kvEYOR
	 \
NET ION EOM^ND
	
M15SION
OUESTI
	 CONTROL
TELEM-
WIDEBAND GREEN-2
	
ETRY
so	 PROCESS-
ING
STATION,
I DSS a PARTICIPATED IN MIDCOURSE
AND TERMINAL PHASES ONLY,
2 STATUS NET BRIDGED TO GOLDSTONE
OVERHEAD SPEA,,ERS AT ECHO
COMMUNICATIONS.
MICROWAVE
VOICE
SiCKSIDE DSS I I
.1IGH-SPEED DATA LINE
JACKFEED CIRCUIT
COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER
F
Circuit
type/
mode
SFOF
display
designation
Direction
of data
DSS—JPLI
Special circuit uses and remarks
Voice DSS 14 ne r 5`ation voice line. DSIF control traffic
Voice DSS 1 1	 net f DSS 1 1 voice line extended on (L) basis to allow DSS 1e.
to monitor voice commands to DSS 11
Video None DSS 14 to Widebar.J	 microwave channel	 used	 for DSS	 14	 com.
DSS 11 mand confirmation to DSS 1 I 	 CDC
Video None DSS 14 to '.Videbond microwave channel used for D55 14 receiver.
DSS 11 Spacecraft telemetry data to DSS 11 	 CDC receiver
Video None DSS 11	 to `Micivband	 microwave channel	 used for	 D55	 11	 com.
D55 14 mand modulation to DSS 14	 transmitter
W deband 96 kHz DSS 14 to Wideband microwave channel used for 	 DSS	 14 CDC
(06 kHz) DSS I1 and receiver	 telemetry	 routed	 to	 Echo	 Communication;,
SFOF then split to DSS	 11	 CDC and SFOF telemetry pro-
cessing	 station
'Standard	 for m ; dcourse and touchdown wi!l be DSS 14 recNwr telemetry to SFOF telemetry processing Station via 96 kHz Il-e
Fig. 22. Space Flight Operations Facility/DSS 14 initial circuit configuration diagram
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USERS
60-	 100-
words min	 I	 worm	 in
REPER-	 TAPE
FORATOR	 DECK
JPL
COMMUNI-
CATIONS
GODDARD
iPACE
FLIGHT
CENTER
CANBERRA
SIMULATED
DATA
CONVER-
SION
DATA TAPE LOOP
LONDON
PREDICT
ARRANGE-
ME NT 100-w ord,. min
CIRCUITS
TV
-
MCNITORS _ _ _ _ _ _ — 
1-18
TTY BUSS
1-36
DSS 70
5-100-	 5-60-
wordt'min	 .	 ,ds min
TAPE	 REFER
DECK	 FORATO
60-words/ m intq^i^ — CIRCUITS 1	 DSS	 11
—, DSS 42
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rluired to provide an inter;Eated, nulltipurpose. internal
e4nnnunlicatiuns network- for the .upport of all space
fliu,ht missions and simulations conducted in flit , SFOF.
Both special-purpose and conventiona! communications
equipment are used. The majority of this communications
equipment is owns-d ht JPL: however, certain end items
Of equipment are leased from commercial sources. De-
tails on configuration of the ICS are contained in the
Surveyor V/I Mission communications support plan.
h. Fitly lion. The three hntctions of the ICS are dis-
rvraed fit
	 followhig paragraphs:
0 1 To provide an end terminal and switch;ng capa-
hilit for NASCOM and other special purpose
circuits external to the SFOF. LI this respect. the
capability of receiving voice, telet y pe, high-speed,
and wideband data from the various data acqui-
sition stations through the US\/GCF exists in the
ICS. The capabilit also exists to transmit voice.
telet \ pe. and }lint-speed and widehand data from
the SFOF to \arious external tennin.ik
(2) To provide it nu'ans «hereh\ incoming data to
the SFOF Ina\ he properl y
 routed to user areas
throughout the SFOF. In this respect, the capa-
hi!it of distributing such data through audio and
video means exists in the ICS.
(3) To provide a means whereby user areas of fli,
SFOF are interconnected. In this respect. the capa-
h4lity of transmittin g; and receiving through audio
and visual means exist in the ICS.
r • . Compovition. The ICS is composed of the follim ing
suits\ stems:
(1) Operational ",nice communications suhsystem.
(2) Opvratioual status recording subsystem.
(3) Operational public address subsystem.
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(4) Operational voice rcc•ording subsystem.
:) t )puration,11 miscellaneous audio subsyst(' ►n.
(6( ( )pt-rational teletype c•onnnnuic •ations subsystem.
TChAision C011111 l ► nlications subsystem.
(& High-speed data subsystem.
(y, Wideband c•otnnnnlieations subsystem.
(l. Shiluv. 1)S\ communications control provides three
status displays used to inform users about c•onununic•a-
tions circuit, activated in support of Ili ,_,ht projects.
I hose displa y s c yan he ohseryed on the teh ,y ision emn-
nn ► nic •atious subsystem and consist of thl• follos\ inq:
(1) Teletype status display.
(2) Audio starts display.
(3) propagation states displ,n
C. Selredulirr,. Portions of the ICS are available for
use :" It da\ ; other portions, however. must he
scheduled through the use of SFOF Fonn 1-A. 1-hc
internal communications requirements, and the SFOF
requirenleuts should he siated nn this form. The SFOF
Form 1•:1 should then he submitted to the DSti opera-
tions control clliel.
f. Inwrfaecv. The DS\ c•o ►mn mications center III-
eludes many operational interfaces of various t ypes and
► 1n,ulii r ies of circuits. The\ are:
(1 ^:1t Conunnnic •ations Ss stem.
(2 ) User areas.
(3) Simulation data c•onyersion center.
(4` Telemetry processing station.
(51 Dat,l processing system.
(6( Television gromid data handling system.
Public information offive.
D. Space Flight Operations Facility
The SFOF is comprised of three major systems:
(1) Data processing system.
I lltraecnn ► innicat ►ons wslem.
Support system.
1. Area c-onfigurations. The SFOF areas c•o ►nmitted
to sllpporl lho Sum ,ti r I'll Mission were c•onfignred as
shown in Figs. 25-29. 'These areas were:
(1) Data control area.
(3) Mission support area 1A.
(3) \lission support area 113.
(4) Flight path analysis area 1.
(5) DSN operations area.
Other SFOF areas s,lpporting Surf -yor I'll were:
(1) Data processing area (Fig. 30).
(?) Telemctrs processim4 station (Fig. 31).
i'
P PLO t(ER
O PMONi STATION
CMAIQ
Fig. 25. Data communications area (230-104)
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(3) Surveyor science evaluation and analysis team
room (Fig. 32).
2. Support system description. The various support
s y stems config,urcd for or used b % the Surveyor Project
ary described in the follo%ving paragraphs.
u. SFOF doc)oncnt control. 1 he SFOF document con-
trol provides the rcquired services for handling and
microfilming the flight data. Document control is located
oil the third floor of the SFt)F. Data l iandlin3 is defined
in mission-independent SFOF standard operations pro-
cedures.
b. SFOF reproduction urea. Services were availahle
to the Surveyor Project for reproduction of flight data
from computer printouts under near-real- and non-real-
tinrc conditions.
c. Display .vuhs•ystem. Displays were provided for
project use in each of the areas, as described in the
following paragraphs:
(1) The mission display board display equipment con-
sisted of two Eidophor projectors, two teleprompter
projectors, four sets of mission display projectors,
four sets of special time displays (countdown/up
clocks), and miscellaneous supporting display
equipment.
(3) Displays in the flight path anal ysis area included:
the maneuver board, orbital and miss parameters
hoard, tracking daaa hoard, and trajectory display
board. Chalkboards and/or bulletin boards were
also provided.
(3) The display in the spacecraft performance analysis
area was a spacecraft telemetr y measurement dis-
play board (prefonnatted chalkhoard). Chalk-
boards and/or bulletin hoards were also provided.
(4` Displays in the space science analysis area in-
cluded the TV identification display hoard, and
chalkboards and/or hulletin boards for project use.
d. Project publications. Project publications provided
support for space flight operations through the prepara-
tion of mission-independent (loci uncnts, such as standard
operating procedures, standard maintenance procedures,
engineering technical memorandums, etc.
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Fig. 31. Telemetry processing station
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e. Support services. Special support functions alit]
services were available to the project as follows:
(1) SFOF status plume. Information c •cn ccroing SFOF
access (i.e., type of badge required for admittance)
was provided 24 Ii/day by means of a mission-
indepcndent states rec •ordimn This status recording
\\ as automaticall y played back. Mission status in-
formation was obtained from the Surveyor Project
status recording.
(2) Generation of it Dti\ sequence of events.
(3) Headsets, handsets, Y boxes, and extension cords.
(4) Access control.
(5) Technical area assistance and supplies.
(6) Cafeteria arrangenn • nts for flight operations per-
sonnel.
(7) Coffee arrangements for flight operations personnel.
(8) SFOF special transportation.
(9) Discrepancy reporting.
3. Data processing system. The data processing sys-
tem of the SFOF was comprised of three hardware
groups:
(1) Computer equilnncnt.
(2) Input/output equipment.
(3) Telemetry processing station equipment.
a. Hardware. The data processing system hardware
groups and tht-ir area locations and references were as
follows:
(Troup	 Location
Computer equipment
	 Second floor, SFOF (area L)
input/output
	
Flight path analysis area
equipment Mission support area 1A
Mission support area 113
Data processing enntrol area
Telemetry processing
	
Second floor, SFOF (area H)
station cgoipnic•nt
b. Sofm are (c•ornpwh • r programs). The SFOF pro-
cich d tiro follo\%ing mission-inclepcndt-nt. DS\ computer
programs ill 	 of Stin cyor I'll:
(1) 1 I 7040 print program for listing magnetic tapes.
(2) iI)\I 7094 II;SYS monitor for compiling, assem-
bling, and running programs.
(3) 1 BM customer engineering diagnostics for system
checkout.
c • . Computer equipment. ThC c•ompnler cctiiipnu•nt
was set lip as follows.
(1) The \I', X, and Y computer strings were placed
in tilt- stand-;done condition as directed in tilt-
SFOF direct couple operating system/stand-alone
configuration switching procedure.
(2) The extended memory switch oil IliM 7044IV
aricl IBM 7044X were placed in tilt- 321; position
ill \with the SFOF cxtcndcd memory
svy itc•hing procedure.
d. luput/outlmt equipment. The input/output equip-
ment was set up as described ill following SFOF
standard operating procedure:
(1) Message composer and status display (input mes-
sage composer and status display).
(2) Administrative printer (administrative printer).
(3) 3070 bulk printer (bulk printer).
(4) 30 X 30-in. plotter (Milgo 30 X 30-in. plotter).
(5) Card reader (Burroughs B-122 card reader).
(6) As required by Surveyor V11, the data chief
switched input/output equipment between the W,
X. and Y strings in accordance with equipment
switching procedures.
c. Telemetry processing station c(l0pi rent. Telemetry
processing station equipment was set up and verified
for Surveyor as described ill telemetry processing
station real-time setup procedures.
f. Changes front Surveyor VI. The W string computers
vwcrc prime for Surveyor ViL This is a new combination
of the former 11' and V computers but there was nu
c •haurgc ill capability.
'Flic X string backed up the W string for Surveyor 171.
All preventive maintenance was completed 1.5 If
to ]ht- ORT. J:unra ry 5, 1966.
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4. Support system. Technical :urea assistant support
was liniited to two assistants for the ORT, two for the
flight. and one assistant after touchdown. Access control
remained the same as that for Surccyor VI,
A next' operations area display capability existed for
support of Sur•reyor I'll. Six prepared slides formed the
basis for the only requests received for this display. They
included:
(1) A map display of the anticipated near-earth track
shoty ing AFETIUMSFN stations and including it
table of times for acquisition and loss of signal.
(2) Two slides listing mark numi,ers 1-26 with provi-
sion of dynamic checkoff as each mark was
achieved. No time was shown.
(3) A slide of DSIF view periods with provision for
dynamic pictorialii.ation of one- and two-way lock
at cac•h station.
(4) A slide giving dynamic status of project utilization
of the data processing system.
(5) A slide presenting a nominal sequence of events.
E. Tests
The Surveyor I'll Mission required testing support to
ensure mission success. The various classes of test and
actual testing performed are described in the paragraphs
that follow.
1. Air Force Eastern Test Range/GSFC testing. Two
TDS tests were sc • hednled prior to the full project ORT,
which was eonduc•ted on January 5. 19fiS. These tests are
described below.
Thr first test, on December 20, 1967, was performed
to ensure that the use of the communications satellite
circuits from Ascension Island to the SFOF and AFETR
for spacecraft telemetry data (550 bits/s) and metric
trucking data, respectively. were compatible with the
dat,t transmission system.
The telemetry processing station at the SFOF was used
to verify the spacecraft data: the test was considered
succ•essf ill.
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T}tc• second test, conducted oil 2$, was per-
formed to ensure the readiness of the AFETII an(] MSFN
TDS stations to support the final ORT and launch.
No serious problctus were encountered and all systems
performed satisfac•torilw. with the exception of Antigna,
which lost tr acking data because of it problem.with a
computer. Data \were back oil at approximately
T • 10 tnin.
All elements of the near-e:oth TDS participated in the
project 0I11'. which was conducted ()it 5, 1965.
No serious problems were enc •ountered..oid the TDS was
considered ready to support the launch.
There %were no unresolved problems prior to launch.
'1 • he MSFN participated in two sinuilations in support
of the AC-15 mission. The first simulation ssrnt smoothly
except for the telemetry data flow test front
The yaw rate measurement did not read as anticipated,
apparently because of it f:utlty test tape. Iloxwe yer. lhc-
vaw rate was determined by using a tamable discrimi-
nator in lieu of the fixed discriminator.
No applicable problem. occurred cluring the second
simulation.
Durin,; the launch phase Tananarive experienced diffi-
culty with the serial decimal time egnipnient: the clay of
the year was in error, but hours, minutes and seconds
were correct. However, an instrumentation support in-
struction was originated and transmitted via telet ype to
Tananarive containing the information to be entered
on the tape labels. Upon receipt of the instruction, the
station took appropriate action to note on tape labels
that day of year \was in error prior to shipment.
Carnaryon did not receive the final network operations
plan prior to launch although all required support was
provided by utilizing the draft network operations plans,
premission documentation changes, and instructions.
2. Deep Space Network. The DSN supported the Sur-
veyor Project test plan, which included various opera-
tional, compatibility, and integration tests, The following
paragraphs define the tests c•onduc•ted hi preparation for
the Surreyor I'll flight.
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Fig. 32. Surveyor science evaluation and analysis team
The A (facility internal) tests were sc•hedEded and con-
dnctcd by each station manager and involved only
 the
individual station. (There was no GCF SFOF partic •ipa-
tion.) The A tests utilized the standard sequence of events
and were employed by the station as a countdown exer-
cise. l'lic t%%o test phases were as follows: those that
prepare the station for 13 tests and those that were desig-
nated to train for C tests. Both test phases developed the
abilits of personnel to use the proper proxedures and
hardware ss ithiu a gi g cu time constraint. All prime
stations completed sequences of A tests. The stations
continually perform signifirult segncnc•es in the A tests
for practice, station coumtdoss n, and training of new
people.
The 13 (functional cotlpatibility) tests were designed
to ensure that ground based facilities were capable of
processing telemetry data and \ideo data (DSS 11 only)
as revered frool the spa(-(-craft. Command capability
was also verified in all configurations and mocl(-s c)l oper-
ation. The sequence of events was also incorporated into
this .cries, Because the B tests •.ver y not perfornned in
Ie:l-times, it %\as not neressar: to rigidly adhere to the
operational procedures. During these tests. data were
sent from the prime and support stations to the SFOF
for processing, and f , Ell mission support in the SFOF
was required.
The purpose of the C (operational) tests was to vrify
that all princ e and support stations, communications and
the Si.OF were fully prepared to meet Surveyor 17 11 re-
sponsibility. Selected portions of the sequence of v tints
were followed rigidly, using both standard and non-
standard procedures.
Compatibility tests were run betwee ► , the test space-
craft (T-21). ;III(] the prime Deep Space Stations, Deep
Space Connumnic•ations Complex, CDC, and the SFOF,
to establish mnitmal comp:Etibilit y between all of these
elements of the network. The tests included RF tests,
c•ornimind tests, and te • leinctry tests.
DSS hack-up and stations under engineering cogni-
zance conducted training tests for operator craws.
The T-21 was used for Space Science Analysis and
CnIIIIII nd /SPAC lunar sequence training and as a clata
source for 13 and C tests with 1)SS 11 only.
Tests were conducted to check out the Surveyor on-site
computer program (SO(:P) and to verify data that could
he transinitted front it DSIF station of the SFOF and he
pE..,cessed there. Such tests were run on a regular basis
with each print(- station. These tests were concluded with
a c•hec•kout of the final mission version of the SOCP
program ► .
u. Test srnnmury. The test program prior to the launch
of Surveyor 1*11 consisted of two operational tests. The
primary objective of these tests was to ensure that all
elements of the DS\, including the technical and oper-
ational personnel, were capable of totally snpporting the
mission in accordance with the Surveyor Night opera-
tional plan. Class C tests:
(1) Utilized the full complement of personnel required
for Suru, yor Night operations.
(2) Included standard operational procedures and
heavily emphasized nonstandard operational
procedures.
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(3) Required handling, processing. and interpretation
of the fill range of mission data under conditions
Of normal and degraded communications.
(4) Generally r sL iolished the operational *eadiness of
the DS\ for the ^Pirvetyor mission.
h. Fli-rltt trainin l- It-W. The objective of the flight
training t( • st was to maintain and improve th(- cflicieney
of the personnel within the SFOF and selected portions
of the DS\. Particular cnnphasis was plac •ecl on the
critical portions of the mission that occur during the
transit phaw. 'I'll(- test was conducted in two segments
covering the midcourse (At), terminal descent, retroit:ni-
tion (R), and touchdown (TD) events:
(1) Midcourse: Af — 2 h. 45 min to At + 20 min
(2) Terminal: R	 2 h, 45 mill to TD +- 36 min
A summary of operational tests concluded prior to
Surcec/cr I'll Mission is shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Summary of tests conducted prior
to Surveyor VI ► launch
F
Test
December : ib' Jonvary 196E
Week
4 11 1E 25 1 E is 22 1 29
Fhghl training
Operational readiness
Q
Both midcourse and tcrmtin.d descent segments of the
test were accomplished on the same day (December 12,
1967). In each segment, spacecraft and/or station ground
s y stenn probl e ms were simulated by the test conductor
Mid sinmll.ttiou team.
III the midcourse phase, the following two failures
^^ere sinu ►Ltled:
(1) Timing failure al DSS 11 time code generator ITom
midcourse	 -15 nnin to test completion
(2) Spacecraft flight control programmer register
failure
At midcourse 45 min, Mien the command message
was being sent to DSS 11. the station reported a 1-pulse/s
code failure from the station astronomical time code
generator. rendering the on-site data processing equip-
ment (910 and 920 computers) data limidliug functions,
: t . well its the mission conntdowu clock, throughout
the station, innperati ye. This failure was not repaired
until after the mnidcourse 1><rrtion was called off.
The spacecraft magnitude register would not accept
the maneuver quantity c •ontimoids (luring the mtidconrse
ma ncu yers in preparation for thrusting. SPAC requested
it delay in midcourse- in order to stuck the problem
furt1wr. This -,vas disapproved by mission control, and a
sequence for inanual cxcc •ution of the nnaueuvcr was
prepared by SPAC. This segment of the test was ter ii-
natcd without performing the midcourse maneuver.
In the terminal phase, the simulated fallon • . were:
(1) Vernier lines heater failure at R + 2 h.
(2) DSS 11 operational voice communications subsys-
tcml rtet failure at R — 1 h.
(3) Flight control progra inwr register failure at
R-7h.
The vernier line heater 2 failure was correctly diag-
nosed at R — 1':: h as a result of spacecraft signals P-4
(vernier line 2 temperahtre) steadily decreasing. Calcu-
lations showed the rate of decrease would approach the
lower tennperature limitation for successful vernier
operation (luring the terminal descent phase. A 1 -dcg
yaw, thermal corrective -act ioil was recommended to the
SFOF mission operations controller, thus placing the
lines in direct sunlight. This problem was rc • nu •died after
the recommended action, and the spacecraft was re-
turned to normal b y simulation at R — 1 h.
At R — 1 h, voice c •ommmuni( •ation with DSS 11 \sas
lost for approximatel y 30 thin. The SFOF mission opera-
tions controller attempted first to establish black phone
cominuufcations for the command and control operations
but was unsuccessful. Teletype conference circuits were
established :aid in use b y R — 30 twin when the normal
voice circuits were regained in tine • for the term.nr!
descent maneuver sequence. This was a pliomcd failure
introduced by the sinntlation team.
Refusal of the spacecraft flight control programmer
register to accept the retro delay quantity at R — 7 nnin
forced the use of the DSS 11 retro sequence emergency
command tape. This tape was prepared especially for
this t\ pt- of problem in ac•c•ordanc e with corrective action
p rocedures. A successful tcnn:nal descent was acc •om-
plishc•d with the use of the tape.
The test objectives were achieved and useful experi-
ence was gained from the test series.
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c•. Operational readiness test. The objective of the
ORT was to exercise the total space flight operations
system in the mission ac•tk ities preparator y to launching,
and in the conduct of significant phases of the mission.
Emphasis was on integratin, all elements of the systt,nt
Mid exercising its nwny intrrfac •es as possible among
intcrac •ting element.. This was a final dress rehearsal for
the mission and \\-its intended to verify the system's
tli,ht readiness. Th^ test w its condue tvd in one Con-
tiiuous session consisting of the following three
segments:
(1) Prelatmc•h through initial spacecraft operations:
T- I I h to T— 1 h 15 min.
(2) Midcourse: 11	 3 h to If - 40 thin.
(3 1 Terminal! R — :3 h to TD -=- 38 ntiri.
No anomalies sere inserted in the system by the test
conductor. All three segments were relativel y uneventful.
As in the Hight training test. the U-NIVAC 1219 cony
pater proved t,^ he a very valuable backup to the SFOF
data system.
In general, test objectives were met.
d. Test coordination and simulation. To control mid
execute the A. B. and C test series in accordance with
test plan objcc• ti y(-s and directives, a ioint JPL/Hughes
Aircraft Co. ;11AC) test coordination team was forme(] in.
Jule 1964. The basic rvsponsibility of the test coordinator
was to create the total test ci yir•ttr:rent. The most im-
portant function of the test coordinator was to gather
;n d specify in detail the data simulation requirements
for each test and to pl an for it tinwl y and realistic display
presentation to the operations personnel. To carry out
these functions. flit- test coordination team was divided
into tcictuctrv, tracking. sc•icrtce. and TV simulation
groups.
The prime responsibilities of the test coordinator and
his staff are to: (1) plan the telemetry and tracking data
packages. inclndin, problems starting about two months
before flit- sc•he(hded test, (2) prepare and mail data
package kits, including trajectory specification, to AFETR
and F11-600 telemetry simulation tapes to AFETR and
Deep Space Stations for use and playback daring sched-
uled tests. and t 3) control during the test the playback
of the te•lentetry and tracking data. ss hich includes prob-
lems to produce a smooth-flos\ irn, realistic mission simn-
lutiun.
e. Pretest simulation activities. Tht- data packages
produced in support of Surveyor 111 were for the
SPAC/Hight-path .utalysis and command A series tests
and flit- operational readiness test. All these packages
acre delivered on tine and mailed to AFf:TR and the
Dt-cp Space Stations in tune for the sc •hcd tilt -d tests.
f. Fli_ht lrainin ,^; test. The Surreyor 1'11 fli,ht trailing
tests consisted of one• midcourse and one , terminal t nn.
The data packages for these tests w •re deswnud to
include spacecraft telenu•try problems, as ss ell as .elected
, round system problems.
The problems selected and presented by flit , simula-
tion test teant were a mixture of spacecraft and SFOF
equipment faults introduced b\ the test tc;on. Typical
problems presented and the portion of the mission in
which they were introduced are the foll(m ins:
(1) During the midcourse phase of the test, a DSS 11
time axle problem was int•od-ced by the test team
starting at midcourse —45 min and continuing
until midcourse completion. The problem intro-
duced was a timing failure of the 1-pulse/s time
code originating from the DSS 11 astro time code
generator. Lacking the 1-pulse/s time code, the
on-^.ite data processing equipment (910 and 920
computersi could not process and ship data to the
SFOF. Another result of the time code failure was
that the station countdown clocks within the CDC
and station mission control areas were rendered
useless. The problem created procedural changes
to the SFOF mission control and SPAC personnel
in the handling of the midcourse command mes-
sage tape normally sent via teletype to DSS 11 for
processing by the on-site data processing equip-
ment. This problem was coupled xs ith a spacecraft
Hight control programmer register failure which
forced thy• DSS 11 Surveyor operations chief to
manuall y send all the midcourse commands by
keyboard, based upon the timing marks for the
proper maneuver durations as measured by SPAC
at the SFOF. This procedure was being imple-
mented when mission control terminated the mid-
course phase. The problem of the 1-pulse/s time
code simulated failure prompted an investigation
of space modules and procedures to implement a fix
should this problem arise during an actual mission.
(2) During the terminal descent phase, three separate
nonoverlapping problems were introduced by the
test team.
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^. Co ►nputer program derclopnn v nt and verification.
The following IBM 7094 computer programs were de-
signcd and developed for integration into the SFOF data
processing system for use in conducting Surveyor mission
computations and operations:
(1; DIT'S—Direct .scent powered flight simulator
(IIAC).
(2) HPPS—Hughes post processor (HAC).
(3) \1TGS—\Iidcotirsc and terminal guidance (HAC).
(4) ODG\—Orbit data generator (JPL).
(5) ODP\—Orbi` detenninator program (JPL).
(6) PRD\—jPL predicts program (JPL).
(7) TDIA—Tracking data processor (JPL).
(8) T11 j \— jPL trajectory program (JPL).
1?ach of these programs was proven compatible in the
mode 4 (7094 nrtchine only) computer configuration be-
fore being checked out and certified in the mode 2 (7094-
1301-7044) system configuration prior to the Surveyor I
\fission. Interface of the FPAC programs via the 1:301
disk file was implemented and refined during the mission
simulation periods preceding the actual launches. Minor
changes were made in these programs after the
Surveyor 11 \fission, making it necessary to recertify
the programs in the s ystem prior to Surveyor III: how-
ever, no significant changes or recerti ficat ions %were
necessary for Surveyor IV. Only \ITGS was recertified
prior to Survctlor V due to minor changes in the program
from Surveyor 11 - . The PRD\, TDP\, and ODP\ pro-
grams were recertified prior to Surveyor VI due to mod-
ifications for the communications processor and the 44
redesign systems. The MTGS computer program was
recertified prior to Surveyor VII.
V. Tracking and Data System Flight Support
A. General
The near-earth (less than 10,000 mi) phase of the
Surveyor VII Mission was supported by the AFETR,
the MSFN, the DSN, and the NASCOM. This section
comprises a sunmlary of significant events, a narrative
description of countdown activities. and a presentation
of actual mission perforniance through touchdown. The
data were assembled from material presented at preflight
and postflight reviews of the Tracking and Data System
which supported the Surveyor VII Mission.
B. Countdown
Thr plcuua d conntdown for Januar\ 6 and 7, 1968
included two built-in holds; one of 60-min duration at
T --- 90 min, and a second 10-min hold at T -- 5 min.
Liftoff was scheduled for 05:55 G\1T, on January 7, with
it flight azimuth of 99 deg. The actual countdown time
smmilary is shown in Table 13.
Table 13. Surveyor VII countdown time summary
Time
Event Before
GMTlaunch, min
Started range countdown 335 23:10'
Started 60-min built-in hold 90 03:15
Hold extended 35 min for better 90 03:48
TDS coverage
Started spacecraft countdown 90 04:20
(during hold)
Ended built-in hold; resumed
count 90 04:50
Storied 10-min built-in hold 5 06:15
Resumed count 5 06:25
GRoff 0 06:30
'fan 6, 1968; other times are fan 7.
It had been decided that, during the hold at T – 90 min,
there would be an assessment of the RIS Twirl Falls
status with reference to a minimum capability of being
ahlc to receive and record launch vehicle data. If the
ship was in a GO condition in this respect, the hold at
T -- 90 min would be extended 35 min to permit liftoff
on a flight azimuth of 103 deg. ,'his would give better
assurance of obtaining TDS coverage during critical
periods.
The spacecraft system readiness test (SRT) was started
on schedule, progressed normally, and was completed
without difficult y . The first spacecraft frequency report
was transmitted to the SFOF at approximately 18::30 GMT
on January 6. A total of six frequency reports were sent
during the SRT and countdown. The verbal reports %%-ere
followed by teletype confirmation.
The first RF propagation forecast was received from
AFETR at 23:00 GMT. Six of these forecasts, each of
which predicted the propagation conditions for T = 0,
were provided. In addition : the last t -wo forecasts pre-
dicted for the conditions for launch plus 30 min. Table 14
lists the forecast conditions.
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Table 14. Surveyor VII HF propagation forecasts
Ascension/ Sword Knot/ Twin Folls/
Pretoria/ Sword Knoll Sword Knot/ Sword Knoll Twin Falls/ Twin falls/ Mahe'/
Time received, C^ape Ascension I	 Pretoria Mahe'
Ca a
P Ascension
Ca a
P Ascension Antigua Ascension
mii	 0 orn Kennedy Kennedy Kennedy
T T- T — T- T-4- T- T — T r— T- T- T- T — T= l' T — T — T-- T -launch date)
o 30 0 30
I
0 30 0 30 0 30 0 30 0 30 0 30 0 30 0 30
(T -
	0.05:55) Fair" Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor
343
240
183
(T= 0:06:30)
135
I70 Fair If Poor If Poor Poor If Poor If Poor IF	 .'oor Poor If Poor If Poor
30 Fair Fair Poor Poor (Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor	 Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor
e.	 Station on iland In the Indian Ocean.7st.e values are on a scale of excellent, good, fair, (marginal), poor (mostly unusable), and unusable.
The range countdown was started on schedule at
T — 335 thin (23:10 G\IT on January 6). All operations
progressed normally until T — 275 min. when the 91.18
radar at .Antigua was declared not operationall y ready
because of elevation encoder problems. The radar re-
mained down until 04:28 G\IT iduring the built-in
hold at T — 90 min).
At 02:51 GMT. shortl y before starting the hold at
T — 90 min. the Grand Turk 7.181 radar was also not
ready, because of problems v, ith digital formatting in
the radar target acquisition system. This radar was re-
turned to service at T — 80 min, at 05:00.
A weather forecast for T — 0 min, received at
0 .2:25 UNIT. indicated that weather conditions would be
acceptable for launch.
At 02:10 GAIT, the \ISFN reported a problem with
the peripheral antenna at Carnaryon used for detennin-
ing if the main antenna was on the main lobe. A
Carnaryon unified S-band problem was also reported:
however. it was stated that C:arnar yon way ready to
support. The \ISFN also stated that Tananarive sup-
port would he limited because of a continuing tunnel-
diode amplifier problem.
The built-in hold at T — 90 min began, as scheduled.
at 03:15 GMT. As anticipated, the hold was extended
an additional 33 min to obtain better downrange TDS
coverage.
The spacecraft countdown was started on schedule,
30 min before resumin g the count at T — 90 min.
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Telemetry data logy checks with the downrange sta-
tions and ships were successfully completed, and the
real-time telemetry retransmission system was considered
ready.
The built-in hold ended at 04:50. the count was re-
sumed at T — 90 ruin.
The \ISFN announced a problem with the serial
decimal time equipment at Tananarive, at T — 65 min.
This resulted in the indicated day of the year being
incorrect; however, the hours, minutes, and seconds re-
mained accurate.
No further difficulties ,vere encountered. The built-in
hold at T — 5 min began at 06:15 and the count ,vas
resumed as planned at 06:25. The terminal count pro-
gressed normally to liftoff.
C. Liftoff to DSIF Acquisition
The seventh Surveyor spacecraft was launched from
launch complex 36A at Cape Kennedy, Fla., at
06:30:00:545 GMT on Januar y 6, 1968 after a resched-
uling from 03:55 to 06::30 GAIT to obtain better tracking
from BIS Turin Falls. The -Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle
launched and injected the spacecraft into lunar orbit
with it haunch azimuth of 102.914 deg.
The entire transit phase of the mission was nominal
a ith all suhsystems working as expected and no anoma-
lic:;. At 01:05:37.6 GAIT on January 9, a successful soft
landing was made at 41:01 deg S and 11:41 deg W
on the moon's T ycho ejecta blanket 4.2 km from the
original target point, based on orbit determination data.
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The spacecraft landed after a nominal tenninatl descent
will, it of approximatcly 11 ft/s. Schedulcd lunar
operations, inclmdin, TV surveys, vttr • uua/solar pane]
positioner positiortin;', alpha scattering soil anal y sis, and
sod mcehauic•s/surfac •e sampler iSM/SS) operation, had
bccu snccessfulh conducted as of 07:00 PST January 13.
Spacecraft performanc•e during lunar operations was
generally nominal. The only problem encountered was a
tailnre of the alpha scattering instrun ►cnt sensor head to
deploy to the surface upon command. This problem
Was solved. however, by using the Ski/SS to exert force
on :hc head and thereby deploy it after tests at HAC
demonstrated the feasibilit y of this method.
The boost phase was normal: the Atlas pitch program,
as well :t, the normal opening and closing of the inertia
svy itCh. \yas c•uufirmed by spacecraft telemetry. In addi-
tion. marks 1, 4. 6. 7, 8, and 13 (Atlas booster engine
(utofl, nose fairing jettison, atlas/Centaur separation.
Centarn first main engine ignition. Centaur first main
engine cutoff, and Centaur second first main engine
ignition) were all verified in real-time from spacecraft
data). Evcnt, normall y detec•tablc, that could not be
verified due to data outages, were the atlas roll pro-
gram and marks ?. 5, and 15 (Atlrts hooster jettison, Atlas
sustainer and vernier engine cutoffs. and Centaur second
main engine Cutoff). A summary of mark c ycnts i, shovyu
ill
	
15.
Subsequent to injcc•tion and just prior to its separation
from the spaccc•rafl, the Centaur issued the prepro-
grammud c•onunands Extend Landing Gear, Extend
Onmiantennas, and Transmitter High-Power-On at
07:0-1:37, 07:0-4:45, and 07:05:00, respectively. These
events were not confirmed in real-time in the public
address area dnc to at data outage, but vvere reported by
AFET13 and later c•onfirmcd in tit( , area. Data were
restored before mcc•hanic•al separation of the spacecraft
from the Centutrr observed at 07:05:16 GMT.
Followin, separalio'). solar pautel stepping v y:ts initi-
ated. Also, the spacecraft cold gas jets vv crc • enabled. and
the flight control subsystem nulled out the tipoff rates
and initiated tht roll—yaw sequence to acquire the sun.
At 07:06:01, primary still sensor lockon was observed
following it roll of approxinrattcl y	32.1 deg and it
(d 37 deg. Concurrently vyith the still sc-
gncnuc, the A/SIT aas completing its solar panel and
roll axis deplo y ment and, at 07:14:29, the solar panel
was ill its proper transit position.
D. Acquisition to Midcourse Maneuver
Initial spacecraft acquisition wa, performcd b y DSS 42
) Canberra ). Significant c\ cats that occurred during this
phase are in Table 16. No problems were encountered
during this phase and the spacecraft initial acquisition
was nominal.
The spacecraft high voltage was commanded off at
07:31:47 GMT. resul t ing in 26 min, 47 s of high power
operation during the initi.a acquisition phase. At 07:40:04.
the 1100-hit/s data rate \vas sclec•tcd with a resulting
?7-dB nominal telemetry margin Lased oil reported
—111.6 dBnAV DSS 42-received carrier power level.
The spacecraft-received signal levels during the imiti,l
acquisition phase were —85 d1';nAV for receiver A and
—69 d113mW for receiver B. Also, with receiver B phase
locked, the difference between automatic frequency con-
trol A and static phase error B was approximately 23 kHz.
It was recomnicndcd, therefore. that rcc•civcr A remain
ill automatic frequency control mode since the re-
quirement of — 25-kHz automatic frequency control for
0.0-kHz static phase error was satisfied.
During the time from initial acquisition to Canopus
ac•qufsiticn ► . the spacecraft attitude in the X—Y (roll)
plane was uncertain to ±60 deg (i.e., the estimated
uncertainty of predictions) about an estimated reference
point. For the given trajectory elements of the
Surveyor 171 Mission profile, antenna gains for both
the uplink and downlink signals of omnidircetion l an-
tennas A and B could be an ywhere between 0 and —15 dB.
A plot of Deep Space Station received carrier power
vs time was generated using the Surveyor I'll trajectory
and assuming that the spacecraft is Canopus-oriented and
transmitting via onutiantenna I3. Actual measured mis-
sion values were plotted and coded by the Deep Space
Stations. The signal Icvel plots for spac• ccraft receivers A
and B were also generated. again assuming Canopus
acquisition.
After Canopus acquisition, the spacecraft attitude
during this phase vyns determined by antenna contour
Harps of omniantenna A dovyulink, omniantenna 13 do yy n-
link, omidantcnna A uplink. and onmiantcnna 13 uplink.
respectivel y . vy ith the cant) vector trace fur this mission
phase and all subscqueut phases superimposed. Obser-
vations of these• data confirmed that operation dnrint; this
phase was nominal.
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Table 15. Mark events
Mark No. Event Actual time, GMT Actual time, s Nominal time, s
Liftoff (2-in. motion) 06:30:00.545 L° -}	 0.00 L° +
	
0.0
1 Atlas booster engine cutoff 06:32:33.995 152.47 153.5
2 Atlas booster engine jettison 06:32:37.095 155.54 156.6
3 Centaur insulation panel jettison 06:33:18.055 197.51 198.5
4 Centaur nose fairing jettison 06:33:47.055 226.51 228.5
5 Atlas sustainer and vernier engine cutoff 06:34:09.015 248.47 248.2
6 Atlas/Centaur separation Oe.34:1 1045 250.50 250.2
7 Centaur main engine start 2 06:34:22.055 261.57 259.7
8 Centaur main engine cutoff 1 06:39:53.075 592.53 579.2
9 100-1b thrust on 06:39:54.055 593.51 579.2
10 100-lb thrust off Not available - 655.6
1	 1 6-lb thrust on 06:41:10.995 670.45 655.6
12 100-lb thrust on Not available - 1895.32 S t ' - 216.0
13 Centaur main engine	 tart 2 engine C2 07:02:21.015 1940.47 1935.32	 176.0
14 Centaur main engine start 2 engine Cl 07:02:21.015 1940.41 1935.32	 176.0
15 Centaur main engine cutoff 2 07:04:15.055 2054.51 2049.02	 63.1
16 Extend landing gear 07:04.36.075 2075.53 2069.32	 42.0
17 Unlock omnidirectional antenna 07:01' 44.075 2083.53 :079.82	 31.5
18 Surveyor high power transmitter on 07:x,:00.005 2099.46 2100.')	 11.0
19 Centaur/Surveyor electrica: disconnect Not available - 2105.82	 5.5
20 Spacecraft separation (injection) 07:05:16.055 21 15.51 21 11.32 S
	
0.0
21 Begin Centaur turn around maneuver 07:05:20.005 2119.46 2116.32	 5.0
22 Start Centaur lateral thnsst 07:06:30.005 2189.55 2156.32	 45.0
23 End Centaur lateral thrust Not available - 2176.32	 65.0
24 Start Centaur tank blowdown 07:09:16.005 2355.46 2351.32	 240.0
25 End Centaur tank blowdown 07:13:26.085 2605.54 2601.32	 490.0
26 Power changeover switch I	 07:15:06.055 2705.51 2701.32	 590.0
'
launch.
"Spore-F' separofion.
Deep Space Stations 42, 51, and 61 tracked the space-
craft during this transit phase with the spacecraft trans-
mitting data at 1100 bits/s.
During the time from star acquisition until midcourse
maneuver, the spacecraft attitude was known since both
the sun and Canopus had been acquired. Deep Space.
Stations 51, 61, 11, and 14 tracked Surveyor 17 11 with the
spacecraft transmitting data at 1100 bits/s in low power
Oil rnmliantenna B.
Deviation from the predicted received signal level
curves can be noted on both the uplink and downlink.
Gyro drift checks performed during this period accounted
for omniantenna gain variations that were not taken into
consideration when the predictions were generated.
At approximately T + 41 min, 33 s, the spacecraft
became visible to DSS 42 (Canberra), .which achieved
one-way lock. At T + 57 min, 54 s, the acquisition was
completed wlien two-.way lock was established between
DSS 42 and the spacecraft.
The first ground-controlled sequence (initial spacecraft
operations) was initiated at T + 1:01:46. Commands were
sent to the spacecraft to turn off equipment required
only for the launch to DSIF acquisition phase (e.g.,
Transmitter High Voltage and Filaments Off. Analog-to-
Digital Isolation Amplifiers Off, etc.), to seat the solar
panel and roll axis locking pins securely (i.c., by "rocking
the axes back and forth"), to interrogate telemetry com-
mutator modes so that the overall condition of the space-
craft could be assessed. and to change the hit rate from
550-bit/s low modulation index to 1100-bit/s normal
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Table 16. Acquisition events
Event
Time, ':;MT
(Jan 7, 1967) Comments Event
Time, GMT
(Jon 7, 1967) Comments
Transmitter B high pcwer on 07:05:00 Spacecraft commanded frequency control —^
to high power by capture; receiver B
Centaur pulling in, not phase
D55 42 acquires spacecrc,ft 07:20:25 locked
one-way on S-bard Phase lock, receiver B 07:27:26 DSS 42 receiver
acquisition aid antenna dropped phase lock,
DSS 42 automatic tracking 07:22:50 indicating phase lock
on S-band acquisition on receiver B
oid/paromplifier
DSS 42 command modulo- 07:28:40
DSS 42 switch from S band 07:22:57 tion on
acquisition aid to —band
Cassegrain-monopulse/ Transmitter B high power 07:31:47 Spacecraft was in high
maser (85-ft antenna) off power for 26 min,
47 s for initial
DSS 42 transmitter turnon 07:26:00 acquisition phase
Signal in passband of 07:26:07 From telemetry; receiver (a maximum time of
spacecraft receivers A in automatic 1	 h is allowed)
modulation index. All spacecraft responses to commands
were normal.
Because of the high value of the star intensity signal
(indicating the presence of the earth in the Canopus
sensor field of view), it was decided that the Cruise
Moue Oil should be delayed and that the flight
control subsystem be kept in sun mode. Also. it was
determined that there ,votild be no need to implement
the "if required" sequence for permitting receiver A to
lock onto the ground transmitter signal since the signal
was already well within the receiver passband (i.e..
receiver A automatic frequency control telemetry indi-
cated only a 22-kHz error).
The spacecraft continued to coast nonnally with its
pitch—yaw axes attitude controlled tv track the sun and
its roll axis held incrtially fixed. Tracking and telemetry
data were being obtained by the use of transmitter B
operating in logy power in the transponder mode. The
spacecraft continued to coast normally with no problems
being observed. An engineering interrogation was per-
formed beginning at T + 4:06:14, with the telemetry
signals indicating normal spacecraft performance.
Approximately 4 h, 18 min after launch, the SFOF
completed its analysis for determining the desired man-
ner of performing the star verification and acquisition
sequence. The recommendations were to obtain the star
map by executing the roll maneuver with the transmitter
oil
	 B. with mode 4 data being transmitted
at 4 .100 bits/s and with the transponder in one-wa y lock.
It was predicted that it loss of data of up to 60 s could
occur oil B, which ,vould happen during the
scan of the star Caph. A high probability of retaining
the uplink signal throu ghout the entire sequence was
predicted.
After completing ail interrogation initiated
at T + 07:36:31, the spacecraft roll sequence for obtain-
ing the star map and for locking onto Canopus was begun
at T -^ 07:54:04. During the first revolution, the star
intensity and error signals indicated four stars, the earth,
the moon, the Milky Way, and an unidentified object.
Canopus was clearl y- identified at 267 deg from the start
of roll. The three other stars were preliminaril y identified
as Eta Ursa \Iajoris, Caph, and a combination of Gamma
Ursa Alinoris and Kochab. Uue to the small separation
between stars, the uncertainty in star intensity, a slight
inaccuracy in roll rate, and the lack of high resolution on
the strip chart recorder, the preliminary identification
of one of the smaller stars was incorrect. The star identi-
fied as Eta Ursa Majoris was later found to be Mizar, a
star about 5 deg away. One additional star, Alpha Canum
Venatic•orum.. was found after careful analysis.
The same sources reappeared on the second revolution,
except for the unidentified object which was probably a
free particle. During the first passa,e of Canopus, the
star lockon signal came oil momentarily as the star
entered and left the field of view. It was therefore
necessary to prepare for acquiring Canopus in the manual
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mode. The time of the second passage of Canopus was
predicted, and slut mode was commanded at T + 08:14:38
to step the roll. The maneuver stopped with Canopus
very near the center of the window and, after alloying
the transients to damp, manual loekon was commanded
at T + 08:17:31, causing the spacecraft to lock onto
Canopus.
\cock 5 was reselected, transponder 13 was turned on,
the hit rate was reduced from 4400 to 1100 hits/s at
T + 08:19:58, and the transmitter high power was conl-
manded off 7 ntin, 57 s later. The vehicle returned to its
coasting as before, but with its roll attitude controlled
so that its star sensor remained locked to Canopus.
At approximately T + 12 h. the SFOF prepared the
necessary data for the initial (preliminary) midcourse
?triefing including the plots of energy remaining in the
battery, temperature matrix of all spacecraft thermal
sensor values, and the up-to-date status of the key space-
craft telemetry parameters compared to their predicted
values.
Continuou; engineerin g; data were obtained at 1100
hits/s for the remainder of this phase with transmitter
lo%%- power. Coast mode commutator data were trans-
mitted at all times during this phase except for the
periodic interrogation of modes 4, 2, and 1 from 10 h,
31 s to 10:12:51, 11:53:13 to 1 .1:08:39, and 14:57:18 to
15:13:06 after launch respectively. The gyro speed check
took place at T -1 15:15:01.
Two three-axis gyro drift checks from T + 09:06:01 to
T + 11:01:27 and T + 11:06:31 to T + 12:39:42 were
made during this phase, The solar panel switch tripped
four times during transit and was commanded on again
at T + 05:57:47, 06:16:01, 07:47:54, and 11:07:09. Space-
craft performance was flawless throughout this phase.
At the conclusion of each gyro drift check, Canopus was
reacquired by commanding manual loekon.
The SFOF had predicted a sun acquisition maneuver
of +43 deg yaw. The actual maneuver was 225 deg roll
and -+43 deg yaw. No prediction Nvas made for the
roll maneuver since the Centaur is not roll stabilized.
Canopus was acquired at 8 h, 15 min after launch with it
roll nrtncuver of 267 deg. The roll maneuver predicted
by the trajectory group was 258 deg.
The predicted view periods for the four committed
tracking stations are shown in Table 17. This summary is
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Table 17. Predicted view period summary
Event
Rise Set
DSS Time, GMT
5- 470- 90- 5- 270- 90-
deg deg deg deg deg deg
el HA HA el HA HA
51 x Jan 7	 1 1:28
61 X 13:08
42 X 13:26
11 X 20:58
51 x 22:14
61 x Jan 6	 01:40
42 x 04:38
11 X 09:01
51 x 12:34
61 X 13:19
4 2 X 14:06
11 x 21:20
51 X 2 2:3 5
61 X :an 9	 02:13
42 X 04:58
11 X 09:16
51 X 12:47
61 x 13:22
42 x 14:14
1 t x 21:26
51 X 22:40
a compilation of premidcourse and postntidcourse trajec-
tories. The rise and set criteria are included under the
Event column.
Since the midcourse maneuver was performed on
January 7 at 23:30:09 GMT, Goldstone had viewed
Surveyor VII for about 32 min prior to the midcourse
maneuver and for about 9.5 It it. For the predicted
touchdown time of 01:05:37.6 GMT on January 10, 1968,
the pre- and postlanding Goldstone view periods were
approximately 3.66 and 8.3 h, respectively.
The Surveyor VII launch phase trajectory profile is
shown in Fig. 33.
Figures 34-37 show the trajectory path on the stereo-
graphic projection of DSSs 51. 11, 42, and 61. Pre- and
post ntidcourse injection and terminal conditions were
tabulated. These results were obtained several da ys after
the mission and are considered final. It should be noted
that the postmideourse terminal conditions did not match
the orbit determination conditions ver y closely. 'this
was due to use of the gas jets parameter included in the
orbit determination program. which give a better fit of
the data. The trajectory program could not simulate
these jets.
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Fig. 33. Surveyor VII launch phase trajectory profile
'I - he uoc•orrcot-d. uuhrakcd impact point Lased upon
the then current best estimate was located in t1w central
area of Hipparchns at selenographic• coordinates of 6.05
dcg S lat and 5.39 deg E ]on. The target aiming point
seas 4.95 deg S fat and 3.88 deg E Ion. Tllc two points
arc approximately 77 Lm apart on the surface of the
1110011.
Fissures of an enlarged section of the premidc•ourse
area Nvere provided. A few selceted premidc •ourse orbit
computations were shown. The last premidc •ourse orbit
etas used to determine the required midcourse c •orrcc-
tion. Also shown arc the results of the :1FETR orbit
doct-urination from the Cape Kennedy computer at 60
and 150 min after lamich.
Figure 38 shows the earth track traced by Surveyor
1711. Spcc• ific• events such as sun and Canopus acquisi-
tion. midcourse maneuvers. touchdown, and rise and
set times for the I)ccp Space Stations are also shown.
It was imperative that the computations scheduled at
launch tin g e and inimediately thereafter be done on tinge
so the Latest accurate predicts could be supplied to
DSSs 42 and 51 before spacecraft rise. Yrcdictions gen-
erated at launch were lost from the buffers when both
the 704.15 and 1V computers were restarted to reestab-
lish the communications processor interface link lost
just before launch. The T — 5 min prcclic•tions were
again generated and were trausmitted successful]\ to
DSSs 42 and 51 onl y a few minutes later than normal.
The 7091-70441 string was subsequentl y replaced b)
the 7044Y string due to the communications processor/
1044 interface problem. The card reader error problem
that had occurred during the Surveyor VI \fission during
ODI'\ runs appeared infrequently during this phase of
the Illusion.
E. Midcourse Maneuver to Terminal Descent
The mideourse sequence hegan with an engineering
interrogation at T -- 16:16:39. All midc •onrse operations
were perforrned normall y . With the spac•ceraft con-
trolled by DSS 11. the maneuver sequence for applying
the desired midcourse thrust in the proper direction was
initiated: the first mancunrr (a roll of — 11 dcg) was
commanded at T + 16:48 :27, Initiation of this nrmcuvcr
was delayrd until the roll axis limit cycle was at a null
(i.c., the Canopus error signal was passing through it
null). The second maneuver (a yaw of +117 .1 deg) was
also delayed until the yaw axis limit cycle was at it null,
at T + 16:51:12. With the vehicle thrusting direction now
positioned properly. the vernier engine systein was pres-
surized at T 16:57:47. The mideoursc vclouity correc-
tion was applied by commanding the ignition of the
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vernier engines at T - 17:00:05 so that the necessar% con-
trolled thrmst was applied to achieve it constant accelera-
tion of 0.1 for 11.:35 s (-,I correction of 11.1:3 iii/s). Thc
au:dog recorder, 70 . 11 boll, awl telcprinlcr, and 1219
teleprinter data emifirmed the proper exec •utioii times
and direction for the attitude maneuvers, as well as the
duration of the thrusting period.
Dnriog the time from completion of the midcourse
initoumer to initiation of the terminal sequence (January
8 :uul 9) the spacecraft operated in it low-po\wcr mode
with DSSs 11, 42, 51, .oid 61 trucking.
At 19:55:50 GVT oil 9, the spacecraft rate
was rednc•ed to 550 hits/s. At the 1100-hit/s rate, the
received carrier power at DSS 51 had been running ap-
proximately —137.0 dBm«' with a nominal telemetry mar-
gin of -4 1.6 dB. Excessive errors in the data \were not
noted; however. the computer data system was experi-
encing some data processing difficulties, and the station
performed all rate check which indicated a hit
error rate of approxhoatcly 0.63 X 10 The hit rate re-
duction was then c•ommLi nded, and the • 550-hit/s data
rate continncd to be the normal clnta mode for the
remainder of the coast phase.
Gyro drift checks were performed during this period,
again acc•ouoting for deviations in signal levels from
those predicted, as \vas the case during transit 2.
During the second tracking pass over DSS 61 (17:51:56
oil 8), the ground station antenna sle\wed ' , deg
off the spacecraft. The result was it : ^ceiver/decoder
indexing caused by receiver A. The group d station an-
tenna servo system was switched to aided track and the
antenna \vas moved Lack on point.
The earth vector to omniantenna A was in the deep
will region of the antenna gain pattcr y,. for the greater
part of the coast phases. During coast phase 111, the
signal level in receiver A was not onh below the com-
mand threshold, but also varied around the receiver in-
dexing threshold. Bcc•eiver/dccoder indices occurred as
it of gyro drift checks and spacecraft limit cycling„
however, no cow mantling problems occurred. Command
activity was very low during this period and, when it
was necessary to send commands, intentional indexing
was initiated to ensure that reeeiver B was selected for
c•onurtund processing.
Following the midcoursc thrusting, the sun and Cano-
pus were reacquired by performing the reverse maneu-
vers. Thus, confirmation was obtained that the gyros had
re•taincd their inertial reference during the vernier engioc
sh , nldo\y n, Intl the need to perform it
st iff -
 
y crific • atiow to cwsurc loc•kon to the proper still- was
chinioatccl.
'I'he Canopus vcrific •ation and acquisition anaksk \vas
performed when the preliuiinitry computer output \\as
received. The anal ysis assumed approximately a T + 8-h
acquisitiou. Thu roll maneuver required for star mapping
lies along an angle H of 103.6 deg from the +Z itxis ;rand
passes through the decl) will regions of both the uplink
amd dm\iilink of oinni;oitcuna A and the do\wnliok of
unutiantemoa B. Thc• deep mill region of the onutiautcnma
B uplink is not enc•ountcrcd. The following recomitienda-
tions Intl conum nh resulted from the ;mal\•sis:
(11 Tl e space ,raft comfigmn;ntion shoolcl be high po\\( r.
trimsmittcr B. ooiniantenna B, -1100 hits/s, and
mode 1 data. Thc maneuver caw be executed in
two-way as transponder B, if desired.
(2) Thcrc is a possibility of the loss of data between
204 and 234 deg in a positive roll sense from
Canopus.
(3) Loss of the do\\ p link c•arrlcr may also occur \\ h, n
passing through the null region.
(4) Only one roll oil B is required to
map all stars with the exception of Caph. It is un-
likch • that this star could be idcwified even with
good data, however.
At 14:18:28, transmitter B was commanded to high
power with the ground-received signal level indicating
an increase of 16.2 dB. The 4400-bit/s data rate \\-its
selected at 14:19:10, and transponder B was commanded
off at 1-1:21:20. Adequate reeck—cr B phase-lock trucking
capability existed; however, one-way operation wits pre-
ferred since two-way doppler data were not desired for
the roll ni;unctiver. Star nmppfng \\-its initiated at 14:24:05
from DSS 61 with the spacecraft transnnitting data at
4400 bits/s in telcnnetry mode 1.
Approximately 626 deg of roll were required to map
the stars and to establish Canopus lock. Downlink signal
variations of approximately 30.7 dB were noted, which
agreed with the predictions for a 360-deg roll on omni-
antenna B. Intermittent dcc•onmnutator lock occurred in
the null region; ho\wc ycr, down link carrier lock \\as nnaim-
tained. Manual Canopus lockon \%-its successfull y com-
manded at 14:47:32. Uplink signal level variations for
the null maneuver were 31.3 dB for receiver A and 27.2
dB for receiver B its opposed to prcdic •ted variations of
27.2 and 25.4 (113 for receivers A and B, respectively.
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Variations it antenna gain were seen in the data se hcv
compared to predicted variations for both the do.,%nlimk
Mid uplink. The correlation heh(een the two sets of data
is t\ pical of that observed on previous spacecraft for
hoth the uplink and dMy uliok of onusi,uitenint B. Lower
,ain yulur-, than predicted are indicated between the
Y tend X axes on the onmiantenna .-^, uplink. This
hurl been observed on prc\ ions spacecraft. hoc c yer, a
will was also observed in the predicted high gaits region
\e Lich starts at the	 Y axis and extends for	 40 deg in
the direction of the	 X axis.
Transponder B was turned on at 14 :51:04 and txvo-way
operation was reestablished. The spacecraft was cein-
)nanded to 1100 hit/s data at 14:56:48. Transmitter B
high power was commanded off at 14:57:56. which re-
sulted in 38 min 20 s of high power operation for star
acquisition. The DSS 61 received carrier level for logy
power operation was -127.3 dBm\V. which was a
16?-dB decrease from high power and resulted in a
113-d13 nominal telemetry margin for 1100-hit/s data.
The post midc•ourse coast phase was begun and c •ontin-
ned until initiation of the terminal-descent maneuvers.
Throughout this period. data were transmitted contin-
uousl y at 1100 or a50 bits/s by the low-power transmit-
ter. During this interval, six additional three-axis gyro
drift checks were made at T- :
(1) 17:34:11 to 30:12:57.
(2) 23:36:22 to 26:05:49,
(3) 31:32:21 to 34:44:32.
(4) 44:35:44 to 47:04:23.
(5) 48:46:23 to 51:18:31.
16) 20:18:54 to 23:32:41.
Thirteen interrogations of modes 4. 2, and 1 \sere
made Burins; this interval at T - :
(1) 19:01:55.	 (8) 47:41:35.
(2) 24:18:45.	 (9) 25:29:40.
(3) 29:22:03.	 (10) 55:44:00.
(.4) 33:30:36.	 (11) 59:36:50.
(5) 36:39:41.	 (12) 62:28:08.
(6) 39:25:27.	 (13) 6417:49.
(7) 42:49:28.
Other sequences which were accomplished included:
(1) Turnon of vernier oxidizer tank 2 therinal cont rol at
T - • 32:34:57. (2) Compartment \ thermal control turned
on at T -- 55:30:20 and off at T ^ 63:34:13. (3) Surye\'
IN electronics thermal control turned on at T + 59:49:45.
.4) Bit rate reduction front to 550 hits/s at T -
61:25:15. (5) Compartment C' thermal control turned
on at T 63:57:23. (6) Turnon of the alpha scattering
instrument heater at T 4- 64:01:59. (7) Compartment 9
heater turned off at T - 64:14:03. (8) Vidicon tcmpera-
ture control turned on at T - 65:23:47. A g\ ro spee.:
check was performed at T -• 64 :29:16 and 50 normal
readings were obtained on all three gyros. The narrow-
band. voltage-controlled crystal oscillator frequency was
chc(-ked
 
5 min, 11 s later to permit determination of the
frequency offset required for terminal descent.
At T - 62 h. 45 min. the retrocngine bulk temperature
was computed to be 54'F. and a temperature of 53°F
at rctroignition was predicted. It was estimated that the
resulting retromotor burn time would be 42.78 s. This
information was furnished to Hight-path analysis and
command group at the final meeting with SPAC at
7' + 62 h, 45 inin, in addition to the following data: (1)
the pitch gyro draft rate was 40.2 deg/h. (2) the ya\y
gyro drift rate 0.0 deg/h, and (3) the roll gyro drift rate,
- 0.65 deg/h. It was also agreed that an attempt would
be made to  control the initiation time of the first two
maneuvers so that the limit c ycle errors would be mini-
mized (i.e., similar to the procedure used in executing
the premidcourse maneuvers).
Preliminary
 analysis of the nidcourse maneuvers was
performed at the SFOF upon receipt of the Hight-path
anal ysis and command group output. Eight maneuver
combinations were anal yzed for a 7' 16-h midcourse
maneuver. The maneuver anal ysis sunnnary form was
tabularized. Detailed analysis of other outputs were not
performed since variations were less than 4 (leg from the
corresponding prelimiinary maneuvers. Variations of 4
deg in omnidirectional antenna gain patterns \\ ill  not
affect performance margin calculations beyond the inher-
ent uncertaint y of the preliminar y analysis. The roll-yaw
standard maneuver was selected with the spacecraft con-
figuration as follows:
(1) Transmitter B/on:nidirec•tional antenna B/high
power.
(2) 4400-bit/s data.
(3) Two-way lock.
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At 23:02:03 GMT, the spacecraft was commanded to
high power and, at 23:20:41, the 4400-hit /S data rate
was selected. The ground-received signal increased by
15,6 dB when tic spacecraft was commanded from low
to high power, with DSS 11 reporting a received carrier
power of -120.3 dBnAV prior to maneuvering. Man-
euver initiation time~ were 23:18:28 for the roll and
23:21:13 for the yaw. Illustrated earth vector traces were
made of the maneuver on each of the applicable antenna
pattern contour maps. Signal level variations during the
maneuver are shown in Table 18. The DSS 11-rc,cived
carrier power of -121.0 dBnAV at the end of tic pre-
mideourse maneuver uldic •ated that a nominal 19.0-dB
telemetry margin existed for 4400 bit/s data.
Table 18. Signal level variations during
midcourse maneuver
Signal level variations, dB
Spacecraft to earth Earth to spacecraftAttitude, lomnidirertional
Receiver < Receiver Brotation antenna BI
deg
Pre- Pre- Pre-Observed Observed Observeddieted dieted dieted
Roll 1.1 0.1 5.8 4.2 0.5 6.1
- 3.2
Yaw 2.4 2.4 5.6 30.4 1.8 2.3
117.0
Thrust - 0.1 - 1.7 - 0.6
\fidc•ourse thrust was executed at 23:30:00 GMT.
Carr ier power received from DSS 11 was steady, with
reported 0.1 c1I3 variation during the thrusting period.
At 23:31:39 GMT, mode 5 data were selected in prep-
aration for the postmidc•oursc maneuver. The yaw ir1-
itiation time was 23:34:11. The reverse roll maneuver
was not necessary since Canopus was in the sensor field
of view at the end of the reverse yaw. The uplink and
downlink signal levels during the postmidcourse maneu-
ver essentially retraced those seen during the prcmid-
course maneuver.
Manual Canopus loekon was commanded at 23:41:08,
and preparations were made to r e turn the spacecraft to
its cruise configuration. At the end of the midcourse
sequence, the DSS 11 received carrier power of -120.3
dBnAV indicated that a positive nominal 1100-hit/s
telemetry margin should exist with the spacecraft ill
low power molt% At 23:4901. the 1100-bit/s data rate
was selected, and at 23:51:19 transmitter B high voltage
was commanded off. The spacecraft operated i1, high
Bower for 49 loin, 16 s during the midcousa • maneuver
sequence. A decrease of approxiuultel y 16.3 dB from Ilil;h
to lo\\ power was noted. The resulting - 132.0 clllm W
received carrier power produced a +6.6 dB nominal
telemetry margin for 1100-bit/s data.
Analysis was also performed on 16 maneuver c•oln-
binations for a second midcourse niaun•uver which would
be performed during the second tracking pass of DSS
11. The roll-yaw optional maneuvers of either t11e -s [1:,
or - U, velocity components were selected as the pre-
ferred maneuvers, with the recommended spacecraft con-
figuration being identical to that for the first midcourse
maneuver. It was subsequently determined, hewever,
that it would not be necessary to perform it mid-
course correction.
F. Terminal Descent to Touchdown
Terminal descent was initiated at T 1- 65:29:10 with
the performance of the last engineering interrogation.
The terminal-descent attitude maneuvers were initiated
35 min, 2 s prior to the predicted time of retroignition
(T + 65:57:13). In accordance with the prior agreement,
the first maneuver (a roll of 80.5 deg) was initiated as
the Canopus error passed through its null position. Sim-
ilarly, initiation of the second maneuver (a yaw of 1 96.1
deg) was dcla\rd until T - 66:05:49 when the sun sensor
yaw error was crossing its null position. These first two
maneuvers (which aligned the retroengine thrust axis to
the desired direction) were completed at T + 66:09:04.
A third maneuver (a roll of -16.5 deg) established the
preferred spacecraft orientation at retroignition and at
touchdown to reduce the probability of the RADVS
breaking lock and to provide the desired postlanding
visibility of engine 3 by the TV camera, was initiated at
T + 66:11:06 and completed 33 s later.
The three maneuvers, as well as other pre-rctroignitiou
spacecraft operations (e.g., loading the proper altitude
mark-to-vernier-ignition delay quantity-2.775 s, estab-
IkIiing the retroignition sequenc •c mode to ensure that
the automatic- Hight control sc(1ucuces w0111d occur ill
response to the altitude radar mark, establishing the
proper vernier engine thrust level for the retroignition
phase, and turning on flight control thrust phase power,
etc.), were executed oil and without difficulty.
In addition, the altitude harking radar (AMR) was
turned on at T 4- 66:27:33 and enabled 3 min later.
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Prior to the terminal maneuver scgocnee. three opera-
tional inputs were required from the teleconnnnnic•ation
snbsyslcnl. 'These input. were:
(1) Terminal maneuver teleconnnnuic •ation perfornt-
;utcr ,oral sis.
(2) Deep Space Station transmitter frequency offset
prior to rctromotor firing.
(3) Touchdown strain gage fcasihilit y anal ysis and
Inruon c•ritcrion.
Prclinjinary analysis of the terminal mancuyer was
performs d on these nand yers based on the final mid-
course compntacuon. Again, as ill case of thc mid-
course manumcr analysis, detailed anal ysis of sohse(lucul
terminal rnauenvercomputations was not performed since
variations ill corresponding maneuvers were less than
2 deg. "i - hc nrutem - er anal ysis summar y form presenting
the resins of the eight mancmcr combinations were
analyzed closel y . The roll—yim—roll stmidard maneuver
k its scicctcc] with the spacecraft configurations as follows:
(1) Transmitter B/onmidirectional antenna B/high
p(m cr.
(2) 1100 hits/s data.
(3) One-way lock.
The spacecraft xclocity change from ret•oigniticm to
touchdown c •auscd the effective spacecraft received fre-
quency value to increase. It is important to maintai ► i
cunr► ncord c•apahilit y with the spacecraft; therefore. the
Deep Space Station traosrrtitter fregnenc •y was adjusted
prior to rctroiguition to it that cnahlcd the
spacecraft-received Frequency, both before and after
ignition, to have minimum deviation from the automatic
hvgnene•\ control center frequency of the rcc•eiver se-
icc • tcd to he optimized. To c•omplic•atc the determination
of the frequency offset value, the frequency adjustment
is made \}hen the spaccc• raft is operating in the tans-
pondcr mode. It was ncc •essary then to determine what
static phase error frcqucnc •y corresponded to tilt desired
automatic frequent •} control frequency. This was deter-
mined for receiycr B at 23:04:26 GNIT (January 9) when
tauspondcr B was turned off to perform the narrowh:n d
soltagc-coutolled crystal ou•illator check. The touc•h-
domi frequency offset summary was tabulated. At ap-
proxinnalel y 23:52:00, the DSS 11 transmitter frequency
\\as set so that static phase error B read —1.8 kHz.
The dopplcr change from transmitter tuning to the time
\chcn t,crispondcr• B was turned off (00:21:51 GAIT.
January 10) caused static phase error 13 to react —4.7 LI Iz
and the correspondim, automatic frequency control 13
after turnoff to react 0.3 kHz. At touchdown, automatic
Ircclucucy control B react 8.4 kilz, N y hich was ill
agreement with the desired y cduc of 825 ki1z.
Following the terminal mancinereyaluation, the toll(-]]-
down strain gage feasihilit y anal ysis was performed and
it turuuu criterion estahlishc<l. Best estimates of space-
craft worst-case performance doling descent :utd at
touchdown indicated that, with the strain gage activated.
1100-hit/s data could he ohtaincd at it 3 X 10 hit error
rate at either DSS 11 or DSS 1-4 with the spaccc • raft trans-
mitting oil 	 13. It was recommended that the
stain gages be turned oil 	 the received carrier power
at DSS 14 was greater than 127.6 c113mNV at the cud of
the terminal maneuver with the spacecraft trimsmitting
data at 1100 hits/s onh.
For the greater part of the coast phase. the earth vector
to omniante ► ma A Was in the dccp null rcgiou of the
antenna gain pattern. At the time of preparation for
the terminal sequence, spacecraft limit eyc • limg caused the
signal level ill A to vary through the indexing
threshold. At all times the signal was well below com-
mand threshold for this receiver. During commanding
it wits nec•essary to assure that receiver B was related for
command processing. However, receiver indexing at
times occurred so frequently that it was necessary to
repeat some commands. Commands to select the coast-
phasc c•ononntator, to turn on high powc ►• , and to turn off
transponder 13 had to he repeated. The indexing would
not be a problem during descent since the earth vector
to omniantenna A would leave the null region after the-
spac•ec• raft had rolled approximately 5 de!"r.
The spacecraft was coniinicnded to high power at
00:07:23 G\IT (January 10), and 1100-hit/s data were
selected at 00:12:32. The resulting 123.3 c113mW signal
level indicated cut increase of 15.9 (IB over low power
operation. Transponder B was turned off at 00:21:51,
establishing the spacecraft configuration for the terminal
sequence. \I:otcuyer initiation times were 00:27:14 for
the first roll, 00:35:50 for the yaw, all(] 00:41:07 for the
second roll.
The DSS 11-rcc•eived carrier power at the completion
of the second roll nnanc•o yer was —125.9 d13nAV, which
was in agreement kith the nominal 1100 Zits/s on trcuns-
mittcr A. Onmiantenna A was selected at 01:30:41, with
a resulting 2.1-cIB decrease in the gromal-received signal.
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Omniantenna 13 was resclected at 01:31:24 because it
was the favorable transmitting antenna. The ground-
received total power of —121.1 dB nAV resulted in a
10.3-dii nominal margin for 200-line TV pictures. The
spacccr.Ift was configured for 200-line TV by approxi-
matel y 01:41:00, with the first picture being obtained at
approximately 01:470).
Starting at touchdown, minor fluctuations in the re-
ceived signal levels of both the uplink and downlink were
noted. A check of associated subsystem elements indi-
cated that the spacecraft was performing as expcetcd.
This condition then implied that a possible RF multipath
situation existed: however, normal spacecraft operation
was not affected by the resulting signal level variations.
The automatic-descent sequence was initiated by the
altitude marking radar mark, generation of the nark
was confirmed on the ground at 01:02:11.930 GMT
(T + 66:32:11). Vernier engine ignitions, retroengine ig-
nition, RADVS initial turnon and application of high
power after 18 s, rorocngine burnout, and retroengine
separation occurred normally. The moment disturbance
produced by the retroengine firing was small (on the
same order as the previous spacecraft) and indicated that
there was no large center of gravity offset. When the
enable doppler control signal was generated (2.15 s after
retroengine separation was initiated). the doppler control
phase was initiated. Realignment of the spacecraft Z axis
to the existing velocity vector was accomplished in 3-4 s,
with the gyro error signals confirming that the spacecraft
was being controlled normal]\- during this phase.
The vernier engines, under control of the RADVS, kept
the spacecraft oil desired range-V: contour, and the
1000-ft, 10-ft/s, and 14-ft narks were generated as
expected (telemetry confirmation was received on the
ground at T + 66:3-1:28, 66:35:30, and 66:35:36, respec-
tively). Touchdown occurred at T + 66:35:37.075, with
continuous data being received and the spacecraft in
excellent condition. Postlanding shutdown sequences
were immediately initiated with an engineering assess-
ment perforrned all(] the spacecraft prepared for tele-
vision operations. Table 19 shows the Surveyor VII
terminal descent sequence of events.
G. Touchdown to End of Mission
Terminal descent was nominal with all events occurring
as expected. Touchdown was at approximately 13 ft/s,
the order of leg contact was 1, 3, and 2 on a slope of
approximately 3 deg, as estimated from gyro error signal
shifts at touchdown and relative timing of the leg impacts.
Table 19. Surveyor VII terminal descent sequence
Event
Time, GMT
Actual Predicted
AMR 60-mi mark 02:11.930 02:11.944
Vernier ignition 02:14.730 02:14.744
Retroignition 02:15.830 02:15.844
Retroburnout 02:59.028 02:59.043
Retroeject 03:11.028 03:11.042
RADVS control descent 02:13.128 02:13142
1000-ft mark 05:13.323 05:13.338
i0-ft/s mark 05:30.223 05:30.237
14-ft mark 05:36.322 05:36.337
All spacecraft systems operated extremely well during
the transit and lunar phases, spacecraft thermal perfor-
mance was excellent and all temperatures were essentially
nominal. Tbe , mal performance during lunar operations
indicated a lunar surface temperature some 20 o F higher
than expected.
The telecommunications system performed essentially
nominally as expected during the transit part of the
mission. Operation during the lunar phase was generally
nominal: however, oil occasions lunar reflections
interfered with uplink commanding.
Electrical power system performance during transit
was normal. The battery was fully charged at launch and
the voltage remained high, resulting in tripping of the
solar panel switch only three times during the transit
phase.
Lunar performance operations were generally as ex-
pected. Postlanding operations prior to the first 200-line
TV picture were also normal as expected. Att?tude
determination, using combined A/SPP fine positioning
data and gyro error signal shifts at touchdown, was
completed at 12:38 GNIT oil 	 10.
By January 26, more than 20,000 TV frames had been
obtained. These included narrow-angle and wide-angle
surveys of the lunar surface and pictures of earth and
Jupiter.
In summary, the Surveyor VII Mission was regarded
as a very successful mission in terms of: (1) overall space-
craft performance, (2) accuracy achieved by the mid-
course correction making a second correction unnecessary,
and (3) successful operation of all scientific payload
instruments, including use of the soil mechanics/surface
sampler (SNUSS) to deploy the alpha scattering instru-
ment (AS]) sensor head.
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The overall ,tipport effort for the Sruroeyor I'll \li,-
sion. as well as for previon, missions. was significaotk
cnliallecd through the availabilit y aild u,c of the Spacc-
craft Oicckout Computer Facility 1219 computer data
system. Tic loss of prime (7044 system) data during the
critical final minutes prior to this launch, extending
through liftoff, has (h-monstrated tic rt-al lt ed and use-
fulness of the Spacecraft Checkout Computer Facility
backup system.
In addition to being highly reliable. the computer
facility has demonstrated complctc cotnpatibilit\ syith
the prime 7044 system. From tic user standpoint, it was
rccoguircd that the two computer s ystt-ms were (-oil)-
plcmentary . not competitive, in that the computer facility
was progranomcd to display am' change ill an unlimited
number of signals. whcreas the 7044 .vas programinccl to
cli,phty Al samples of it lintitt-d )-:umber of select,thlc
parameters.
It \\-its recommendcd that the Spacecraft Checkout
Computer Facilit be made an iotegral part of the DS.N/
SFOF computer data processing configurttiolt.
The aiming point at the time of the midcourse ma ncu-
ycr was 40.870 deg S lilt and 11.:37 deg II' lon. Based
on the final postlanding orbit determination. the com-
puted landing site of Stu•rrtlor I'll was determined to he
at 41.059 deg S lilt and 11.451 deg II' lon. This resulted
ill
	
6.0 kilt miss from the predicted aiming point.
Ill it ,tads of lmmir Orbiter photographs of
that area re yt-alcd the probable landing sitc to be 40.89
deg S lilt and 11.44 deg \1' lon. From this determination,
it miss of 1.69 kilt \%aN indicated.
Surveyor I'll touched do\y n south of the equator, m ith
its ) axis 22 dcg west of north: this orientation re-
,ultcd in the scientific payload being illuminated for
most of the Immu- clay. Figure 39 shows the Sur t-cyor X /1
landing location.
A number of backup command execution tint-- %verse
computed for the Surveyor I'll \fission. These included
the follo\\ iug:
(I t The optinnnn time to transmit tie backup AMB
murk command 'I - lie strategy employed to gener-
ate this command was based upon a predicted
probabilit y of 0.999 that the marking radar would,
stir dr
(2) Thu time to transmit tilt- entergcmc\ \\Ili mark
contmmtd given that the )-narking radar was knoscn
to he iltoperittkv. Tllc cononand could have been
scut at this time if confirmation of A\I I( hmcr ()it
and A\1li Enable were not received.
(3) The time to start the emergence terminal-descent
command tape. This tape could ha y c been used if
the counter were known to be inoperative and
would have started with the vernier ignition cony
nnoal.
The computation of these command times was based
Oil the final estimate of the unbrakcd impact time and
the uncertainty associated with it. These values were
obtained from the final pre- ret rot aneuver orbit determi-
nation generated 40 rain prior to ignition. 'I'll( , uneer-
taint (orbit (1etcrltination and )-manual itmplctocutation)
associated \\ith executing the A\IH backup command
was determined to be [(0.70) (0.15) = J` — 0.715 s (1(T).
Using this value and the amount of predicted vernier
engine propellant available, a backup delay of 1.2 s was
specified. ls:noss n fixed delays such as the propagation
delay, operator delay, command generator, and com-
mand decoder delays totaled 237 s. Fixed dela ys were
anticipated by executing the command earl. fn addi-
tion. because of it yuestionoUe situation with regard to
determining the final uubrakcd impact tilttc via orbit
determination, a conservative bias of 1 s was added to
the backup transmission time. The final time for trans-
mission of the A\1H backup command. rounded up to
the next second. \s its 01:02:12 GMT. This backup mark
command should have ar r ived att the spacecraft approxi-
mately 3.1 s after the predicted mark. The predicted and
estimated A\iR murk and backup times (G\1T) were as
follows:
.11nrk	 Backup
01:02:11?8 (predicted)	 01:02:14.37 (predicted)
01:02:10.60 -;-0.05 s	 01:02:14.52 _0.1 s
(estimated)
	 (estinutt,A)
For commands (2) and (3). the approach taken was to
determine it new burnout altitude ccutered \ y ith rev)ect
to the total burnout capabilit y defined by the midcourse
maneuver, descent contour, and predicted nominal burn-
out velocit y . In general, the new burnout altitude is
greater than the nominal \alne, and this higher burnout
altitude gives rise to earlier desired backup mark ;o d
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Fig. 39. Surveyor VII landing location
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ignition c •onumand times. These batc•l.up command times
((;\I'I 1 for th_- Stcrrettor I'll Mission were is follows:
(mminand	 'him.
Emurgency mark	 01:02:08
Stall terminal- des( cut c unamand hpc 01:02:122
1. Downlink .signal rariation. ~burly after touc • h-
dm\n. ;titc ­ thu 200 -liuc TV pic t ures \^cre lakeu. the
d(mi,link signal varicd in magnitude (about 0.7-1.0 4131
and frequcnc•y for several minutes. It was suspected at
lh. thud that these variations play have been caused by
maltipath transmission effects, and it special tcicc•otn
nmtttications test was designed b} SPA(.' to dclime the
cause. 'Ibis special test was p -11(m . ted oil da y 016 be-
tween 15:49 ;ofd 15:31 G\IT from DSS 42 and again
between 14:03 and 15:03 GNFV oil 	 017 Irmii I)SS 11.
2. Alpha scattering head deployment problem. The
.ilpha sc•atteritt, head was deployed to the background
position at 15:46 GMT oil 010 and calihrated. At
,ipproximatel y 22:01 GMT the command to deploy the
haul to tht• lunar snrfac• t , was trimsmitted. 1-clevisiou
pictures tal.cn alter the (1.ph) command indicated tlt•tt
the head was still suspended. However, all deployment
luuctions rtp to the sequence where the escape nlecha-
ni ,,m is supposed to lower the head to Ilse surface fune-
tiotted properl y . Attempts to shake the head loose by
stepping the S\1/SS were not successful, Initial aticinpts
to shake the head loose with the S\I/SS were also unsuc-
cessful. Deployment procedures were then des eloped on
it basis and extensivel y tested. Operations to imph -
mcnt these procedures were initiated at approxiiiiatcl\
07:30 GMT oil 012. -I'hc first problem was that the
heard was too hit,lr to position the S\1/SS claw on top for
the purpose of pushing damn. Because of this situation
the claw was mpcncd and positiomed oil 	 skirt that
projects around the bottom of the head. The head was
midged against the side of the spac•ceraft b\ the claw
;aid tht•n forced (I(mi and with considerable lure.. As a
result, the head was utoved dmvll sut{icic•otly to position
t1 e claw oil top. The head was then lowered with a
series of short pushes until it was finally confirmed that
it was in contact with the Munn• surface.
3. Television command failures. On clay 014 at 15:48
G\IT and again at 07:15 GMT oil 015, the TV
camera failed to respond to some eollunauds. Subse-
quent investigation indicated that: (1) 1'h. same TV"
command tape was utilized by DSS -12 and DSS 11, with
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the spac •ccratlt not responding to the same TV commands
at the identic•alh' sank point oil comma ml tape, (2)
'I'llc tcicvision cicctronic•s temperature \cas neau • its upper
operational limit at these times. (3) All commands %%ere
confirm "d as beans; transmitted.
1'hcrntal analysis using data from Surrt yptrs• 111, V. and
IT Io , ^clhcr with the projected cooler cm ironnit • nt. pre-
dicicd that units oI tit( . scientific lm^!oad \\mulct nut ex-
ceed their survival limits during the derv. Ilowever, the
S\I/SS electronics auxiliMW. the alpha sc•aticring sensor
head (ASSN), and comlomttncnt (: •,ccrc cxpccted to ex-
ceed their upper operational temperature limits of 155,
122. and 13VF. resivetivel.
Ful1mviii 1,, the toochd(m-n of Surveyor V/1. stilmstcnts
of the sc•icrililic • payload above their mutximmuu
operational teamperahu'c limits longer than pa\I)ads asso-
ciated scilh prcvious Spacecraft ' henc •c. the a\ai.tble film.
for scientific .xplor:ition was less for the Sure vi/or V//
lunar mission. During previous missions. the solar panel
and planar array were often used to shield units and
suhsystcnls front direct solar illumination, thercb\ in-
creasin!, the unit operational tinny . However. hccausc of
the touchdown site and Spacecraft orientation, it was not
possible to use the phimir array and solar panel to cast
shado\ts over thr scientific pa^ lual durira l,l the mid-
morning to maid-aftenanon interval.
4. Alpha scattering experiments. Preflight predictions
indicated that 11ic ASSII would exceed its upper oper-
ational temperature limit of 122°F at a solar azinnithal
angle of 95 deg (or 45 dug front solar azimuth cor-
respomling to zero degree elevation). 1 he ASS1I ex-
ceeded the upper temperature limit at it solar azimuthal
angle of approximatcl 93 deg. I I(mever. c • m itrar to pre-
dictions, the ASSII also exceeded its sursical U-mim-ra-
ture limit of 158 °F, The ASSII reached a peak
temperature of 163°F, Preliminary thermal analyses
indicated that the higher than c\pec •tcd temperatures
were probably caused by one of the following or both:
(1) Uncertainties in the optical properties, especially
the solar absorpt.tnc•e, assoc•iatcd with the ASSII
vycor mirror, and in the thermal contribution of
the sides of the container to radiator and electron-
ics temperatures.
(2) Uncertainties in the thermal corttrihution caused
by infrared energy exchange with the lunar surface
and the refledcd component of insolattion front the
spacecraft.
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The ASSI I radiator (vyc•or mirror) optical properties are
measured prior to suhicctint the spacecraft to systems
level solar thermal vacinim tests: property measurement
data indicate that the optical properties arc nominal, i.e.,
it — 0.11 - 0.02 and e — 0.80 ±0.02. In general, if con-
tamination prier to lamnch is eliminated, it becomes
plansihlt• that th, thermal c•ouplitit; between the ASSN
electronics/radiator assembly and the ASS11 shielding
c(mipartment is proh:rhly au order of nmgnit nle greater
th,in predicted.
5. Alpha scattering electronics compartment. The
alpha scattering electmnic•s compartment (ASEC) like
the ASSII excecdcd its tipper operational temperature
fruit of 131'F. The ASEC reached it peak temperature
of 157'F durint; the first Innar clay. The orientation of
the ASEC thcrnutl radiator results ill 	 solar beating
at still cleyation angles of 45 — 5 deg for equatorial ?and-
ings (approximatcly 20 h). However, the ASE(: thennal
radiator is subjected to peak or near peak solar loads for
sc%vral clays at the Tycho latitude. 'I he increased period
of near peak solar heating coupled %%ith the infrared
< ncrgy exchange %vith the imuar surface resulted ill
ASFC heroi4 abme its upper oiwialional temperature
limit longi , r than ()it previous missions.
6. Soil mechanics/surface sampler subsystem experi-
ment. The S\f/SS subsystem has t%%o major units: a sur-
face sampler mechanism and all electronics
c•ompartuu • nt. TIJc Inoar da y tht•rnrai periormance of
the Surveyor I'll auxiliary c•omparluu•nt indicates that
the compartment experienced either/or both a "hotter"
thermal environment and higher sol:tr energy heatin;l
-load (p ear pre y ion •. Sturrerror spacecr: rt.
I'll(- spacecraft touchdown orientation and Tycho
fixation resulted ill uerxinmun period of direct illumi-
nation ill the lauding leg 2 region of the spacecraft. The
S\I/SS auxiliary clectronies compartment and the rnech-
: nkm ss hit h are located ill this region were insulated
throughout most of the Irmtar clay.
The maximmo temperature of the S\I/SS catnpart-
ntcnt (1130°F) was 40`F higher than that experienced on
Surveyor 111 (the previous successful spacecraft with an
Sm/SS subsystem). The maximum operating tctnper-
attire of 158°F was exceeded for it period of 95 h. An
extrapolation of Surveyor 111 thermal data for the period
Micrr the compartment was shaded indicates that it
maxinaun temperature of 155-F could have been
attaincel. Therefore the maximum temperature of the
Sor•rcyor 1'11 auxiliary electronics compartment was
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25°F ware to than the extrapolated leak for that of
Surveyor 111.
'I here werc no fli(;hl sensors on the Strrccyor 111
SM/SS nn lors: therefore. no comparison ma y he made of
the Surectpn-s 111 and I'll thermal performance. I lom—ver,
the hulk lcniperahtre of thr im, haoism irad hccn ana-
lyticall\ predicted as it lunchon of percentage illunri-
natiou. A maximmi- hulk Wmpustore of I96'F was
predictcd for 50% illumination. This compares close]
to actual maxinnmo temperatures of I56 and 196F,
respectively, for the Sur: vyor 1 11 elevation and retrac-
tion motors.
7. Surrey TV camera. Operation .d the survcy televi-
sion camera syus limited during the mid-nttrrming to
arid-afternoon intcnal as a result of high temperatures.
Preflight thermal analyses indicated that the survey TV
camera \could he operation-limited at the southerly lat-
itude. Thermal predictions indicated that the electrical
cun yct'sion unit will(] exhibit temprrattnr rise rates (if
LPF/ruin. The actual electrical conversion unit temper-
ature rise rate is a function of the vanrc •ra club cycle
and actual internal power dissipation (s y hich is dept-11-
('( , lit oil battery soltagel. The tirurcyor I'll
electrical conversion unit exhibited an average temper-
ature rise of 1.0°F/thin during one operational interval
of approximately i mill. The tipper operational temper-
ature limit for the sunev camera electrical conversion
merit is 165°F.
B. Telerision performance, The first 200-line TV pic-
ture was tr:uismitted approxitnatc • ly 40 min after touch-
down. Based ()it I)SS 11 signal Icycls, the con)-
puted nominal signal-to-noise ratio for the first picture
was 14.5 ±1 dB.
"1-hc first 6011-line TV picture was transmitted approx-
imatt ly 2 1 _ h after touchdown. shortl y- after the planar
array was roughly aligned with the earth. Based on
reported station signal levels, the computed noininal
signal-to-noise ratio for the first picture was 16.3 ±-1.0 (Ili.
Ili both cases, the signal-to-noise ratio was high
enough to pros ide good quality detected video data which
is apparent ill the quality and resolution of the pictures.
Transmitter A was used for 6W-line TV operations
until clay 014 • at which tune the center frequency of the
ss rdebaud voltage cow-olled crystal oscillator drifted
outside the outing range of the DSS 11 receivers. The
upper tuning limit of the DSS 11 receivers is 22515.234560
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MHz, and at 22:00 GMT on da y 01 .1 the measured center
f rvquenc\ ..f spacecraft transmitter A operating in the
cs ideband 1- \I node was 2295?36-180 Ml Iz. Traov naitter
li was activated .rod used until da y 021, at sy hic • h time
Ow frciliienc•y of the Nsidchand voltage controlled crystal
oscillator of transmitter A was again within ground
statism limits. Tr,o ►snjittcr :! was then wlected and used
for the rcrta;aiodcr of the lunar cla y . Trouhle/Lailure
report 18273 was generated against tnuismitter A based
ou the abosc experience.
'When the oscillator center frequenc y drifted 245 kHz
above the nominal 2295 \Ill/ value during groa:nd tests
tronblc/failure report 87206 was written agahr t this same
transmitter on October 2, 19671. This report was closed
sy ithout c•orrc ,cti ye action on the assumption the fre-
\pn•ncy was witliin the b:urdling capability of the station
ground cquipownt. • Phis h•equency was, in fact, beyond
the tuning range of the receiver voltage coutrolled osvil-
lator available oil 	 at DSS 11.
9. Alpha scattering{ performance. The alpha scatter-
ing expc•rimcut was p. rformed during much of the first
lunar dity. The total power at the ground station with the
planar arra y pointed toward the earth was reported to he
approximatel y —110 dlim'X. This signal Ic yel for the
7 .15 kHz PC\1 subcan ier oscillator/alpha scattering mul-
tiplex mode resulted in nominal signal-to-noise ratios o1
2:5.0 dli fur the 7.35 Of/ P(:\1 channel. and 21.9 and
20.1 (Ili for the two alpha scattering c •han ►els. Good
duality data. therefore. were expected and received for
this experiment.
10. lil and signal processing; tests. During Surt• c yor 1'1
lunar operations. tests were conducted to provide data
for cyaluation of the performance of the spacecraft telc-
conunnnicalions RI and signal processing systems. The
BI conununic•atiun:, test is identified in the SPAC per-
forma nve anal ysis detailed operating procedure as op-
tional sequence 16 and the signal processing test as
optional sequence 17 (Tabl(- 20). Based oil
ohser\ations and preliminar y posttest anal ysis, the Ill
and signal processing; subsystem perionnanc•es during
all tests were as expected.
11. Signal level variations during; lunar operations.
Throughout the lunar cla y , periodic tfuctuations \sere
observed in the telemetcre•d automatic gain control of
both spacecraft receivers and in the ground station
rec•cived signal level \%he •n the spacecraft transmitter was
radiating on an on ► nidirectional antenna. No downlink
fluctuations were ( • \'dent w1wn transmitting via thc-
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planar array antenna. This phenomenon was first noted
immediatel y after touchdown. Rclati yely large step
changes in the spacecraft receiver automatic gain control
were noted M station transfers.
12. First Inner elan operutiorty . The postlanding poser
shutdown was cvntmiouled immediatel y after touc•hdosyn
and the pcstlanding engineering assessment was short-
ened ill to initiate 200-line TV operations as quickly
-►s possible. The first picture was cominam ed at 01:46.:• 0
GMT. In this mode, a tek'al of fourteen 200-line frames
\% ere commanded and rcc •ciccd. ill of gcod qu alit •, and
the c•anwra was c•onimmi led off :tt 02:11 GMT. Stepping
of the- A/SPP for 6W-line 'rV (positioning the solar panel
toward the suit the planar arra y toward the earth)
was completed in Icss tliau one hour. I'll( , first 600-line
TV sequence began at 01-11 GMT. and continued for
I'_ h. Very good pictures were received \c h ; uh revealed it
rough, rocky, uneven lunar highho ►cl .area, quite different
from the mare areas iu which previous Surreyor.s had
Imulccl.
Lunar operations were conducted in accordance with
thelunar operations plam as refined by the dail y lunar
o f er,ations phoning meetings. A ma j or problcn:, requir-
ing revision to t he plat ►, was experienced oil 10
whet. the ASI syould not deploy from the background
position to the lunar surface as commanded. A special
analysis and test effort was performed to overcome it
n ► cc • hanic •al failure in the deplo ,. nwnt mcc • hanism, and
the instrument was finall y deploNcd on January 12. using
the S\1/SS to push the in ,,truinent to the lunar surface.
The S\I/SS was subsequentl y used to reposition the•
ASI tw0 additional times, pros iding data ► samples hvn ►
three sep:uate locations.
In general, spacecraft temperatures were higher than
expected, and necessitated frequent cooldown periods
with consequent dela ys to science itet jy ities. However,
b^' juelieious scheduling of lunar ac• tk ities and (lose
power/thermal n ► a ► nagement of the spacecraft, essentially
all lunar objcc• ti yes were accomplished. Total data acqui-
sition included 20,99.1 video frames. 65 It acid 44 min of
alpha scattering data mod :36 It and 21 min of surface
sampler operations.
Following sunset at the spacecraft at 06:24 GMT on
January 23. first lanrar cla y operations were continued for
an additional 79 h. 48 min until final shutdown at 11:12
GMT oil
	
26.
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Table 20. Optional sequence for RF communications test
Day/time %tort of test: 	 015/1454 GMT
Supporting ground station:	 CSS 42
Initial conditions:
	
Transmitter A
	
Low power
Antenna
	
Planar array
Transponder power	 A ON, B OFF
Analog-to-digital converter	 2
Commututar	 5
Clock rote
	
1 100 bits/s
SCO	 7.35 kHz PCM
Omniontenno selected
	
B
Time, GMT Command Command title/data Comments
14:54:03.5 0207 Presumming amplifier ON
14:54:07.0 0504 Analog-to-digital clock rate 137.5 bits/s
14:54:01.4 0204 Lnunch data radar altimeter ON
14:54:12.9 0220 33.0, 7.35, 3.9-kHz SCO OFF
14:54:25 DSS-received signal level - : 14.0 d8mW Transmitter A unmodulated carrier
14:55.01.0 0500 0.964Hz A/D SCO ON Discriminator/decemmutotor Inck
14:55:35 DSS•received signal level -119.8 dBmW
14:55:55.6 0116 Transmitter B to planar array Omniontenno B transmitted power 346 BCD'
14:56:15 DSS received signal level - 144.0 dBmW
14:56:36.6 0120 Select omniontenno A Omr.iantenno A transmitted power 321-315 BCD
14:56 , 35 DSS-received signal level -150.5 dBmW
14:57:18.: 0102 Transmitter A filament pc -er ON
14:59:42.1 0125 Transfer switch A high power
14:59:42.6 0103 Transmitter high voltrge ON OmniaMenno A transmitted power 952-949 F'.D
14:59:55 DSS-received signal level - 132.16 dBmW
15:00.. 5.6 0107 Transmitter high voltage OFF
15;00:35.6 0121 Select omnianlenno B i
15:00:44.1 0103 Transmitter high voltage ON Oruniontenno B transmitted power 925-922 BCD
15:01:00 DSS-received signal level - 126.0 dBmW
15:03:12.6 0107 Transmitter high voltage OFF
15:03:19.1 0117 Transmitter A to planar array
15:03:22.1 0103 Transmitter high volinge ON
15:0340 DSS-received signal level - 102.2 dBmW
15:04:31.6 0107 Transmitter high voltage OFF
15:04:37.6 0126 Transfer switch A lower power
15:04:40.1 0110 Trcnsmitter filament power OFF Confirmed
CSS-received signal level -	 120 dBmW
15:06-52.6 0214 Summing amplifiers OFF Loss of data
1 5 :07:01.1 01 13 Norrowband VCXO OFF
Transmitter A widebond VCXO
Frequency drift measurements
15:18:51.1 0112 Narrow,band VCXO ON
15;18:54.6 0210 PM summing amplifier A ON
15.19:57.1 0210 Presumming amplifier ON Discriminator/decommutator lock
15:20:41.6 0124 Transponder power OFF Confirmed
15:21:15 DSS-received signal le vel -120.2 dBmW
15;22:33.6 0123 Transponder 6 power ON Transponder 5 phose-lock confirmed
15:35:55.2 0111 Transmitter low power OFF
1 5:36:02.7 0104 Transmitter B lower power ON
1536:06.2 01 12 Norrowband voltage controlled crystal oscillator ON
15.36:09.7 0214 Summing amplifiers OFF
15:36:20 DSS-received signal level - 136.0 dBmW
15:36 . 35.7 0207 Presumming amplifier ON
15:36:38.7 0211 PM wmming amplifier B ON Discriminotor/decommulafor lock
15:36:35 DSS-received signal level -- 144.1	 dBn,W Omniontenna B transmitted power 345-330 BCD (3 min)
• enorrsoded deci tool.
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13. Second hrrrnr Anal operations. The first revival at-
tempt on tilt' second lunar da\ \s.ts initiated by DSS 61
approximately
 I i0 It after sunrist At 19:00 G\IT. Felt-
luar\ 12. The spacecraft responded immediately. termi-
natim, it shutdown period of 1, da ys, 5 It. An engineering
,a"Ussment revealed it power subsystem anom-l.
ho\yeyer. which placed the spacecraft in it nrarginal sur-
y i\al cate r ors for the remainder of the lun:_r da y and
greatly limited operations. Other anomalies were:
I-andimt, 1" 1 v.as collapsed. giving the spacecraft
all 5-dt,g tilt a\wa y from the earth.
(3 Television in 600-line mode was inoperative. Tests
indicated a failure in the camera 600-line hori-
iontai s\vcup circuit.
Alpha scittterin, instrnment proton system in-
operable.
Scheduled science operations were limited to two
abbreviated activit y periods on February 13 and 14. The
T\' camera a-as operative in tilt , 300-line mode. however.
and approximate) 3 9 video frames of good quality were
received. These included pictures of ne\w, nearby surface
:areas revealed by the spacecraft tilt. Surface sampler
operations were lin-sited to a brief bnt successful test of
the extension stepping capability of the instrument.
Because of the critical condition which developed in
the battery. a decision was made to forego T\ - and
S\I/SS acti\ ities and preserve the spacecraft in favor of
the alpha scattering experiment which was given first
scientific priority. The AST temperatures were above
operating limits at this time due to the lunar noon. The
spacecraft was successful) `nursed' through the next
two da ys and power management techniques succeeded
in producing a limits-d improvement in batter y perfor
nuance. Further degradation could not be prevented, how-
ever. and the battery lost its remaining capability on
Februar 17.  Solar panel current was sufficient to support
alpha scattering operations. however, and more than 30 h
of good alpha system data vyere successfull y obtained.
Power management and operational experiments. ac-
companied by increasing loss of lock, continued until the
carrier \\-as lost for the final time at 00:34 GMT. on
February 21. This preceded the predicted l unar sunset
time by approximatel y 31'_ h. Efforts to revive the space-
craft were continued until 06:44 GMT on Februar y 31.
vr: hen all search activities were terminated.
H. Summary of Deep Space Station Operations
Ilt, follw%ins pa(yes comprise a summary of Deep
Space Station operation, for the Surreyor VII  Mission.
\ description of the tabular columns follows:
I :Acquisition/end of track (,\iT . cla y of year. time:
Each station entr y in these columns consists of two
sets of mmnhers. The first set is the clay and time,
in hours. minutes, and seconds. \IT. of space-
craft acquisition. Tlw second set of numbers indi-
cates the day and time that tracking terminated.
(3 1 Trackin g. ground mode. length of time: These
columns list the dnr:ation in hours. minutes. and
seconds, of each tn2cking ground mode. The
around mode indications. numerals 0-3, are defined
in Table 31. At the end of each station entr is the
total trackin gg time in all modes.
3 Ground-received signal level. - dBm \V . The
ground received signal level column contains two
fi gures for each station's entr . These figures are.
respectively , the maximum and minimum signal
levels received at the indicated station.
Table 21. Ground modes
Indicator Ground mode
0 Transm;f only
i One-way (recewe only)
2 Two-way coherent
3 Three-way coherent
4 Two-way non-coherent
5 Three-way non-coherent
(4) Television pictures received by command. non-
command: Unless otherwise indicated. these fig_ -
ures represent 600-line T\' pictures received b y a
station while the spacecraft %was under its com-
mand. - oncommand pictures are pictures received
by a station \\ hilt , the spacecraft was commanded
by another station.
15 1 Significant events, equipment failures. and anom-
alies: As indicated, this column notes important
events, equipment failures. and problems. All times
given in this colunm are GMT in hours and minutes
(four-digit numbers ) or hours, minutes. and seconds
(six-digit numbers I.
The summary of Deep Space Station operations is
contained in Table 33.
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I. Station Tracking Summary
Figure 40 shows a profile of the DSIF mission actisity
g roin launch until the anal of DSN-c •ontmittal coverage.
This figure contains: the periods each station tracked the
spacecrith glutted against mission time from liftoff: the
number of cnnnn.tnds transmittal by each station during;
each pass; the number of TV pictures receisrd by com-
mand b y eac•lt station during each pass; and the number
of hours of alliha seatterin, data rcc • cisvd by each station
during each bass. Table 28 presents the total number of
c•omtnands sent by each station during the mission. The
total number of T1' pictures received by command atul
uoncommand for each station is presented in Table 2.1.
The three prime stations committed to support alpha
watterint, operations received a total of 58 h and 0% mmi
of data. The total t^untber of hours alpha scatteringata
received by each station during each pass is presented
in Table 25.
1. Deep Space Station 71. DSS 71 support for the
Sun-eyor I'll Mission consisted of it DSIF—spacecraft
eottpatibility test. an ORT. a spacecraft prelaunch count-
down phase. and a postlaunc •h phase lasting through
approximatel y the first 40 unit of the mission.
The purpose of the DSIF—spa( •ec•raft compatibility test,
performed during joint flight acceptance composite test-
ing, was to scrify the ability of the DSN to support the
mission. Command telemetry and TV interfaces were
cxereise•d y ta the RF link.
The ORT. performed m January -I and 5. 1968. con-
sisted of processing simulated space(-raft data received
prior to T - 5 min front 
.
1 I l l.. routed via hangar AO. and
from T — 5 through T -• 40 min from KSC. The received
data in !)()tit cases were 550 hits/s PCNI. wid(li were fed
direc•tl\ into the CDC dueommutator. The data were
then outputted in the normal manner back to the SFOF
is teletype and high-speed data lnx.
During the prelaunch count(lown or Januar y G. space-
craft data were rec•ciyed from hangar AO in the system
test equipment assembl y area. At T — 5 min. the data
source was switched to 550 hits/s PCNI from KSC. The
KSC data c•onsistal of various AFETR tracking stations.
including Centaur telemetry link prior to liftoff. The KSC
data were rccei yod until approximatel y T — 46 min.
During the spacecraft readiness test, c •ountclo\s n. and
Launch, the DSS 71 antenna was opticall y aligned with
the spacecraft. Tit(- receiver was locked on the spacecraft
during these tests until spacecraft visibilit y was lost. 'this
served as a backup to the KSC data sour(•(,
2. Deep Space Station 11. The pioneer site of the
Goldstone complex was used to track Surveyor I'll.
Backup tracking was provided b\ the Mors site with
its 210-ft diameter .antenna. Provision had been made to
alloy the CDC: to utilize the Mars site equipment for
conuu.utclint; the spacecraft and reeeivint; spacecraft
telenavtt•y.
The midc•ourw mananer and terminal descent phases
of Ow Surveyor 111 Mission \yere the major cycnts of
the Sarreyor mission to he commanded front Goldstone.
The midcourse nnaneusrr seas acc •owph,hed during t1w
first Goldstone view period. A second maneuver was
antieipatal but was unnecessary bee •ause of the ac•c•utaff
of the first maneuver. Spacecraft and ground equipment
performed flawlessly.
Terminal descent occurred during the third Goldstone
vies\ period. The spacecraft performwd as expected to
touchdown and \vets transmitting 200-lime TV pictures
suite 45 min after touchdown.
There were no failures or anomalies in the CDC dur-
ing the mission. A summary of the station's view periods
is given in Table 26. Table 27 gives a summar y of DSS
11 CDC activities.
a. Pass 1. The spacecraft was acquired at 21:05 GAIT.
During this pass, 82 commands were transmitted. The
majority of these were required to perform the mid-
course maneuver. A manual lockon \s its regttiral for star
lock-on because of star intensit y saturation. The remain-
der of the commanding concerned routine engineering
interrogations and drift (-becks. The spacecraft bit rate
was 1100 bits/s throughout the pass vy ith the exception
of the maneuver period during whie •h the bit rate was
increased to 4400 bits/s. End of tracking was at 08:56
G N i -I'.
There were no CDC: anomalies during the countdown
or pass 1.
b. Pass 2. The second pass at DSS 11 wits tuu•venNul.
initial acquisition tints • was 21:19 G\1T utilizing DSS 1.1.
\1 ben DSS 11 acquired and had sufficient signal strength
for good data, the CDC: transferred to DSS 11 (21:28
MIT). Pass activity amounted to one engineering inter-
rogation and one giro drift eheck. Nine commands were
traw,mitted to the spacecraft. End of travi,it, occurred
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Fig. 40. Station tracking periods, first lunar day and night
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Table 23. Commands transmitted by Deep Space Stations
pan
Dote
1968 (GMT) Event
Commands transmuted
DSS 51 DSS I1 DSS 42 DSS 61
Launch 1/7
of 117 0
01 1/7 52
01 1/7,8 37
of 117, 8
	
Midcourse correction 82
02 1/7 10
02 1/8 16
02 1/8, 9 8
02 1/8, 9 9
03 1/8 14
03 1/9 26 15
03 1/9 2
03 1/9,10	 Lunar touchdown 8815
04 1/10 1077
04 1 / 10, 11	 Alpha	 scattering	 instrument	 to	 back- 237
ground position
04 1/10,11 4658
05 1/11 5239
05 1 / 11,	 12 464
05 1/11,12 4441
06 1/12 3353
06 1/12,13 1396
06 1/13	 Alpha	 scattering	 instrument	 moved to
i
8160
second location
07 1/13 3198
07 1/13,14 171
07 1 /14	 Laser experiment unsuccessful 5767
08 1/14 1910
08 1/14,15 153
06 1115 5874
09 1115 199
09 1 / 1 5, 16
	
Surveyors V and VI revival unsuccessful
I
3843
09 1/16 3629
10 1/16 76
10 1 /16, 1 7	 Conducted multipoth tests 324
10 1117 6661
11 1117 2348
11 1/17,18 446
11 1/ to 8404
12 1/18 2215
12 1/18, 19	 Rest-lock frequency meosuremrnt_ 32
12 1/19 6608
13 1/19 4791
13 1/19,20 2842
13 1/20
	
Laser experiment successful 5336
14 1/20,21 5795
14 1/20,21 116
14 1121 3953
15 1/21,22 7651
15 1122 302
IS 1/22	 Alpha
	
scattering	 instrument mewed to 5274
third location
16 1/22, 23
	 Spacecraft coTero sunset 5360
16 1/23 2240
16 1/23 2906
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Table 23 (contd)
Commands transmittedDate
Pass 1963 IGMTI Event
DSS 51 DSS 11 DSS 42 DSS 61
17 1/23,24 981
17 1/24 77
17 1/24 41
18 1/24,25 ;00
18 1/25 58
18 1/25 16
19 1/25,26 128
19 1/26 108
19 1/26 Spacecraft turned off 16
Deep Spoce Station totals 50 80,650 44,504 12,956
Grand total	 138,060
Table 24. Television pictures received
DSS Via station command Via external command
71 0 0
51 0 0
42 9,015 3,297
61 752 2,356
11 11,226 1,781
14 0 0
Totals 20,993 7,434
Grand total	 28,427
at 09:01 GMT. A hit rate of 1100 bits/s was maintained
throughout the pass. A marginal signal level at space-
c•r;ift receiver A resulted in periodic decoder cycling
tluoutihout the pass.
There were no CDC anolttulies during countdown or
pass.
c. Pass 3. The spacecraft was initialIN ,required at
21:06 G\IT utilizing; DSS 14, the spacecraft was trans-
ferred to DSS 11 data at 21:38. Events progressed nomi-
nally throughout the pass. Prior to the first maneuver, it
v: as necessary to repeat a few commands because of
decoder cycling. Terminal maneuvers were initiated
at (10:29 G\1T, and subsequent events occurred as
sc•h,duled.
Touc•hdo-,vii occurred at approximately 01.05:37 G\IT.
\ modified postlanding sequence was accomplished, and
the• first 2W-line TV frank was received approximately
Table 25. Alpha scattering data received by
Deep Space Stations
Date Hours of data receivedPuss
DSS 11 DSS 42 DSS 611968, GMT
04 1/10 5 17
04 1/10,	 11 1:01
05 1/11 0:15
05 1/11,12 7:16
05 1/11,	 12 0:11 1
06 1/12 0:36
06 1 / 1 2, 13 6:45
06 1/12, 13 1:12
07 1/13 1 :2 7
07 1114 0:28
08 1/14 0:1C
08 1 / 14, 15 6:31
14 1/20,  21 2:04
14 1/20,21 7:01
15 1/21, 22 1:45
15 1/22 8:02
1 5 1/22 1:26
16 1 /22, 23 4:24
16 1/23 2:26
16 1/23 0:50
Totals 4:08 15:58 39:02
.hand total	 59:08
45 min after touchdown. Fourte-en 200-line fraines were
received. The A/SI'l' positioning wa i accomplished, and
the remainder of the pass was devoted to 600-line TV
and engineering interrogations.
There were 8815 c •onllnands transmitted to the space-
craft and 1055 video Irmiivs received(including 2W-line
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frames). In addition, 169 video frames commanded by
DSS 42 were received prior to the end of lrackinb at
09:30 G\IT.
There were no CDC anomalies during countdown or
pass 3.
The Pioneer site of the Goldstone complex continued
triwking Surveyor Vii throughout the fir%t lunar da y and
into the lunar night. Spacecraft tracking operations wcrc
suspended January 26, 1965 at 14:12 GMT. The activity
at this station emphasized culumanding S\I/SS opera-
tion and TV pictures. Alpha scattering data were accu-
mttlIated and engineering interrogations were performed.
Operations during this period included the unique
deplo%Tnent of the S\I/SS to force the ASI to the lunar
surface i1fter norma l ASI deployment tec oniques failed,
and the repositioning of the ASI to new locations on the
lunar surface. In addition, a laser experiment was per-
formed in which the spacecraft TV was successful in
"seeing" laser light beams transmitted from earth. Excel-
lent earth pictures were received throughout this opera-
tional phase.
d. Pass 4. This pass emphasized TV and S\I/SS oper-
ations. The S\t/SS operations were conducted with the
station in a two-receiver configuration, with the CDC
receiving telemetiy onk.
When the ASI failed to deploy from the back ;*round
position to the lunar surface, the S\I/SS was utilized to
force deployment. Deployment of the ASI with the aid
of the S\I/SS was unsuccessfui. Television was then
utilized to survey the ASI for possible fault location.
During receipt of it command tape, the paper tape
punch fuse failed. The fuse was replaced and normal
operation was resumed.
During this pass 4658 commands were transntittt^d,
including 751 TV fames.
e. Pass 5. This pass saw a repeat of the attempt to
lower the ASI to the 14nar surface utilizing the S\I/SS.
After apparently succeeding in the air deployment. a
10-min data accumulation was run which indicated tht
surface had not been reached. Subsequent deployment
attempts were then attempted prior to transfer to DSS 42.
A total of 4441 commands xvrre sent during this pass:
601 were TV frcunes.
Table 26. Summary of DSS 11 view periods
Pass
Date/time,
GMT
No, of
commands
CDC problems
1 Jon 7	 21 :05 82 No equipment
8 08:56 problems
2 8	 21-19 9 No equipment
9 07:01 problems
3 9	 21:06 8815 No equipment
10 09:30 problems
Table 27. Summary of DSS 11 CDC activities
Pass
Date/stari
and finish
time, GMT
No. of
com-
mands
TV
frames CDC problems TFR No.
4 Jon 10	 22:12 4658 751 Paper tape punch 47769
11	 10:19 fuse blown
5 11	 22:55 4441 601 None —
12	 10:40
6 12	 22:55 816U 846 None —
13	 12:00
7 14	 00:42 5767 842 None —
14	 11:39
8 15	 01:36 5874 995 Command 47770
15	 13:47 subcorrier
osciilotor 2
had no output
9 16	 02:35 36"9 356 None —
16	 14:41
10 17	 0 3:2 5 6661 860 None —
17	 15:34
I1 18	 04:15 8404 1220 None —
18	 16:22
12 19	 05:14 6608 720 None —
19	 17:06
13 20 06:07 5336 846 None —
2G	 17:53
14 21	 07:17 3953 672 None —
21	 18:21
15 22	 08:17 5274 966 Camera film 4777,
22	 18:49 counter switch
intermittently
chattered
16 23	 09:31 2906 496 None —
23	 19:12
17 24	 11:25 41 0 None —
24	 14:40
18 25	 14:50 16 0 None —
25	 15:20
19 26	 13:56 16 0 None —
26	 14:14
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f. Pass 6. The ASI ,vas louud to be properl% dcploycd.
During this pass all scientific instrumen ts were exercised.
The ASI accumulation time totaled 52 min.
During this Kass, 8160 commands \sure transmitted
including 846 TV frames.
^. Pass ; . A laser search was conducted durin g this
pass without apparent success at the time. Three \%ide-
ban(] volta,(- controlled auxiliary oscillator checks were
conducted utilizing spacecraft transmitter A. Rising tem-
peratures necessitated it 50% dut y cycle on TV opera-
tions.
During this pass, a total of 5767 commands, including
842 TV frames, .sere sent.
It. Pass 8. During countdown. command SCO ? failed.
Tfu• system tester 2.:3-kHz SCO was patched and avail-
able for backup if command SCO ? fail(-(] during the
pass.
Operation of the spacecraft ha:d l,cen transferred to
spacecraft transmitter B prior to DSS 11 acquisition.
Operation continued on transmitter R throughout the
pass.
During execution of command tape 202, the camera
failed to respond to all positioning commands. No posi-
tioning errors were noted in subsequent TV operation.
During this pass 5874 commands \vcry transmitted. in-
cluding 995 TV frames.
i. Pass 9. Activit y during this pass was limited be-
cause of high temperatures. .Attempts were made to
revi ve Surccyors 1, 111, V, an(] 1'1: all attempts were un-
successful. Surveyor x%11 was then Brought up on trans-
mitter A. then transferred to transmitter 13.
Command activity totaled 3629 commands with 356
pictures received.
I. Pass 10. Activity \\-as again somewhat limited be-
cause of lunar noon temperatures. Both spacecraft trans-
mitters \\urc
 exercised, although spacecraft operations
\\ (-re predominantl y conducted with transmitter B. The
nn ► ltipath experiment was conducted during this pass.
1 clevision deviation appeared greater during this pass
than on the previous pass.
Commands transmitted during this pass totaled 6661.
\\ ith S60 pictures received.
k. Pass 11. Activity during this pass consisted] of TV
operations and engineering interrogations. Tcn ►peratures
did not present the problem anticipated, therefore, addi-
tional TV work was accomplished.
During, tni. period 8404 conunanals \\(-r(- transmitted,
and 1220 pictures \sere received.
1. Pass 12. The S\1/SS operation was resumed clurin,
this pass, and it seco-id attempt at the laser experiment
was made.
Commands totaled 6608 during this pass. inchrcling
720 TV frames. An additional 186 pictures coru.m andcd
by DSS 421
 were received.
m. Pass 1 .3. This pass emphasized SNI/SS and TV op-
erations. The laser experiment \\-its conducted again and
Space Science _Anal ysis and Command indicated success.
During this pass. 5:3.36 commands were transmitted.
including 846 TV frames. An additional 120 pictures
cc.amanded by DSS 42 were received.
n. Pass 1 .1. The spacecraft was returned to operation
on transmitter A. The ASI operation was resumed in
addition to normal TV and SM/SS operations. The ASI
was moved to ne\y site.
Commanding activity totaled 395:3 commands. includ-
ing 672 TV frames. In addition. 321 pictures commanded
by DSS 4? were received.
o. Pass 15. This was a routine operational pass \yith
the exception of moving the .ASI to a third site.
Durin . this pass, 5274 commands were transmitted.
including 966 TV frames. An additional 391 pictures
commanded b y DSS 42 were receive 1.
One problem occurred during this pass: the 35-mm
camera film counter switch intermittentl y chattered and
produced an erroneous footage count. Camera operation
was not affected.
p. Pass 16.. The spacecraft was already into the lunar
night when acquired, although some lunar features
were still illuminated. Television operations continued
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throughout the pass. Excellent earth pictures were re-
ceived and the planet Mercury was photographed using
the integrate mode of operation. The SM/SS was utilized
to perform bearing strength tests. The ASI was turned
on at completion of SM/SS operations. and data were
aeclunl:lated until thermal restrictions prevailed.
Commands totaled 2906 during this pass, including
496 TV frames. An additional six pictures commanded
by DSS 42 \k(-re received.
y. Passes 17. Is, and 19. These passes consisted of
engineering interrogations and thermal cc rtrol checks.
Command activity during these passes totaled 73 com-
mands.
Pass 19 concluded the DSS 11 first lunar da y track.
3. Deep Space Station 42. During the transit phase of
the Surveyor I'll Mission, DSS 42 had three tracking
periods prior to touchdo\\ n. The station was in two-way
lock with the spacecraft for 4 h and :33 min during the
first pass ( launch), 7 h and 15 min for the second pass,
and 7 h and 30 min during the third pass. Eighty-three
commands were transmitted to the spacecraft during the
transit phase.
A summary of the DSS 42 view periods is given in
Table 28.
Table 28. Summary of DSS 42 view periods
Pass Date/time, GMT No. of commands
1 Jon 7	 07:20 52
13:35
2 Jan 8	 05:05 16
14:19
3 Jan 9	 05.25 15
14:28
a. Pass 1. The spacecraft was acquired at 08:21 GAIT,
and, after two-way lock was obtained, initial spacecraft
operations were performed.
b. Pass 2. During pass 2, this station performed two
engineering interrogations. Tllc rest of the pass empha-
sized gyro drift checks.
c. Pass 3. As in pass 2, two engineering interrogations
and several gyro drift checks consumed much of the
commanding activity during pass 3.
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During the first lunar day of the Surveyor I'll Mission,
DSS 42 tracked Surveyor I'll for 13 passes prior to sunset
and. three passes into the lunar night.
During the lunar phase of the Surveyor I'll Mission
44,438 commands were transmitted to the spacecraft, and
12.312 TV frames were received, of which 9015 were
commanded by DSS 42.
A total of 242 min of alpha scattering lunar surface
information was accumulated. as well as 15 min of
background information and 252 min of stowed data.
No equipment problems or failures occurred during the
passes: therefore, no trouble/failure reports avere raised
for the mission.
The DSS 42 CDC anomalies encountered during this
period are described in the pass summaries and are
listed in Table 29,
d. Pass 4. Track began at 05:42 GMT with the station
going two-way at 080) G\IT.
The station was reconfigured for TV at 08:06 GNIT,
and narrow-angle sector 5 survey was commanded. From
08:29 to 08:51 GMT, narrow-angle pictures of the earth
were taken using the various polarization filters.
At 09:06 GMT, the spacecraft was reconfigured for
PCM and an engineering interrogation was performed.
At 09:27, GMT alpha scattering operations commenced
utilizing optional sequence 10, items 9.0-34.0. A total of
4 It 	 12 min of ASI stowed information was accumu-
lated.
At 10:12 GMT, A/SPP fine positioning started, with
the A/SPP optimized at 12:24 GMT. An engineering
interrogation completed the DSS 42 commanding for the
pass at 13:40 GMT.
Transfer to DSS 61 occurred at 14:15 GMT. with end
of track at 14:51 GMT. A total of 1077 commands were
transmitted to the spacecraft, and 972 TV frames were
received, including 169 commanded by DSS 42.
e. Pass 5. Track began at 06:42 GMT with the station
going two-way ,t 09:30 GMT. The attempts by DSS 11
to free the ASI using the SM/SS were monitored prior to
transfer, as were the earth pictures,
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Table 29. Summary of DSS 42 CDC activities
TV frames received
Date/start
Pcss and finish time,
No. of CDC problems
commands DSS 42 DSS 11
GMT
command command
4 Jon 10
	
05:42 1077 169 803 None
14:51
5 I1	 06:42 5239 1261 121 None
15:23
6 12	 07:41 3353 799 202 ESP' and TV on at some time causing loss of
16:00 TV ID. ESP turned off before goinq on
with TV survey, solving problem
7 13	 10:50 3198 984 — None
16:48
14	 1 1:44 19.0 382 133 Spacecraft transponder dropped lock during
1 1	 17:46 a TV survey, causing TV not to respond
to commands
9 15	 10:26 199 — 300 Spacecraft receiver A had 20-30 dB
18:49 AGC` variations and dropped AFC luck
10 16	 1 1:06 76 — — Some as pass 9, variations reduced to 10 dB
19:56 by biasing predicts by '- 150 kHz
I
11 17	 11:44 2348 — 233 None
21 :00
12 18	 12:13 2215 — 405 None
2 2:0 1
13 19	 15:57 4791 1053 S'3 None
2 2:3 5
14 20	 16:52 5795 1297 106 None
21	 00:13
15 21	 03:50 7651 1838 71 Filter wheel struck in mid-position for CT
22	 01 :14 803B 241 and part of 242
16 22	 13:58 5360 1184 692 None
23	 0 2:2 6
17 23	 14:30 981 48 133 None
24	 02:14
18 24	 1 6:00 100 — — None
25	 03:16
19 25	 17:10 128 — — None
26	 05:48
'Engineering signal processor.
"Automatic gain control.
' Automatic frequency control.
An engineering interrogation was performed at 09:34
GATT with the spacecraft configured for TV at 09:50
GNIT. Focus ran4ing surveys were commanded from
09:57 GMT until 11:04 GMT.
After an engineering interrogation, a wide-angle 360-
(legpanorama was commanded from 11:11 until 11:33
G\IT. At 11:37 GMT an engineering interrogation was
performed.
At 12:00 GAIT a narrow-angle 360-deg panorama was
started, with the five segments completed at 14:09 GMT.
The ASI was turned on at 14:19 GMT and an engineering
interrogation was performed.
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Traustcr to DSS 61 occiw-t d at 15:00 GAIT v. ith the
end of track at 15:23 G\11. A total of 33s9 commands
were transmitted to the spacecraft, and 1383 TV frames
vv ere received. 1261 commanded by DSS 43. Then• vycrc
15 min of ASI bac•kt;rouud information accumulated.
f. fuss 6. Track began at 07:41 GMT %%ith the station
goiu, t\\o -way at 10:40 G\IT. During the thre(--vya)'
period I )SS 42 was able to observe the final positioning
oI the ASI on tlic lunar surface using the S\I/SS.
Commanding consisted of three engineering, interro-
( rations, a special survey of the rock field at the TV camera
cud stops. focus ranging at thicc different azimuths, and
narrow-angle segment surve ys of segments 1, ? and the
first halt of segment 3.
Transicr to DSS 61 occurred at 15:30 GMT, vv ith the
end of track at 16:00 GMT. A total of ?,353 commands
were transmitted to the spacecraft, and 1001 TV trames
were rcc•eived. 799 commanded b y DSS 43. Thcrc were
" min of ASi h;nau snrfacu information accumulated.
A minor problem occ • urrcd at the start of the narrow-
angle surveys. The engiaeerin, signal processor (mode 4)
Wits left on calls];! ,, h;;s of TV identification for the first
TV frames. The initial command sequence for rec•on-
fi^,uri 	 the spacecraft to TV turned off the processor
i mode 5) leasing the mode the Spacecraft was in (mode 4)
on. The problem was rectified by sending command
02 :33 and couliuuiug with the TV sur•vvy.
^. Puss
	
Track began	 10:50 GMT vv it] the station
going two-way at li:35 G\IT.
Commanding consisted of a special area surge).
narrow-angle segment survev (segnu• nts 1, 2. 3, 4, and 5),
the rock field at the camera end stops, and two engineer-
ioq interrogations.
Transfer to DSS 61 was at 16:30 GMT vy ith end of
track at 16:48 GMT. A total of 3198 commands were
transmitted; 984 Tv frames were received, all transmitted
by DSS .;^ A total of 87 mill of ASi Innar information
, Vas acc•unndated
It. Pass 8. Track began at 11:40 GAIT vy itli the station
wing tvyo - vyay M 13:35 GMT.
Commanding consisted of three engineering interro-
gations, photometric surveys of selected areas, a 360-deg
Wide-angle panorama including a special look at the ASi
auxiliary mirrors, narrov y -a nglc segment 1 suryey. and
11Ipha scattering hrrnon.
Transfer to DSS 61 ocrtn • red at 17:10 GMT with end
of track at 1 :46 GMT. A told of 1910 commands were
transmitted; 530 T\ • frames were received, 383 com-
nroided by USS 43.
The onl y operational problem \\-its  dropping of the
spacecraft transponder receiver lock about hiihble 363 of
tape 341 (narrow-angle segment 1). This caused it failure
of tliv TV to respond to c•onnnands. When the spacecraft
vvas recouligtircd to PCM for t otihleshootin,, it \yas
observed that mode 4 datit were ver y erratic. It was
concluded that the TV was still on, so command 1104
was transmitted. resulting in good mode 3 data. A normal
uplink search resulted in capturing the spacecraft trans-
ponder. No evidence of DSS t ransmitted power difficul-
ties or VCO malfunctions could be found. The n•mainde•r
of the T\ • surveys were dono vy ith the shaceeraft trans-
ponder off.
i. Pass 9. Track began at 10:26 UNIT v y ith the station
going two - way at 13:40 GMT.
Com-Tiandillg consisted of two engineering interro-
gations and optional sequences 16 and 17. No problems
occurred during the sequences.
Transfer to DSS 61 occurred at 18::30 GMT. A total of
199 commands were transmittcd:.300 TV frames were
received, all vv hilt three-wa y vy ith DSS 11. End of track
was at 18:49 GMT. The only problem scats a loss of
receiver A automatic irequencA control lock with the
automatic gain control voltage for receiver A var ying as
much as 30 dB during the pass.
I. Pass 10. Track began at 11:06 GMT vv ith the station
going two-wa y at 11:15 UNIT. After an engineering
interrogation, the station transferred the command link
hack to DSS 11 at 11:50 GNIT. Final transfer from DSS 11
oc•currcd at 11:35 GAIT. The purpose of the earl y transfer
was to obtain two -way doppler information from the
spacecraft vv bile the rates were high earl\ in the DSS 42
pass.
The remainder of conun;uuling for the pass consisted
of an engineering interrogation and IIF link (multipath
experiment) commands. The multipath experiments were
designed to duplicate cyclic v;u_iations in the ;illtomatlC
gain control and frequency ohserved hy DSS I 1 just after
Surveyor V11 touchdown. All BF link combinations were
tried in high power with only it 	 d13 povyer level
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observed in a random fashion. The frequency shrncd
fait ln c •onsi. ►nt oil narro \\ fund voltage controlled
crystal oscillator.
Prohlums a,ain oc • c •nrred \\ ith large variations in rr-
ccincr.l automittir gain control. After hiitsin, th( predicts
bn 150 kliz, the receiver r •cnmiracd in firm lock \\ ith
tic variations n (lacing to less than 10 (Ili.
Transfer to DSS 61 was at 19:20 GAIT, with end of
track occurring al 19:56 GAIT. No TV \%-its received,
A total of 6 commands \n(-rc transmittal.
k. Pass 11. Track began at 11 :44 GAIT with initial two-
wan transfer to DSS 42 at 1'_:10 GMT. Trausfcr hack to
I)SS 11 \\; ► s at 1 .2:50 GAIT and final t ransfer from DSS 11
occurred at 13::30 GAIT.
An cmzinccrin, interrogation was commanded at 15:30
GAIT foll(mcd h\ a scvltu•ncc to shade tic TV camera at
16:28 GMT. At 15:00 GAIT another engineering intcrro-
,atiou \vas commanded. From 18:23 to 19:22 GAIT
\;u-ion.s commands were transmitted to turn rni spacecraft
lords ill effort to reduce the battery charge to a rate
\\ here
 tic solar p;ulei switch wrndd stay on. Commandin,
for the pass concluded with an cn,iocerinl, interrogation
at 19:25 GMT. Throughout the pass the switch tripped
three times and \\-its comm:nulcd hack oil 	 time.
Transfer to DSS 61 was at 20:00 GAIT, with end of
track occurring at 21:00 GMT. A total of 2 :348 comm:nrds
were transmitted: 213 TV frames were received, all
c •ommandcd I)% DSS 11,
1. Pass 12. Track began at 12:13 GAIT with initial
t•:uufcr hom DSS 11 at 12:-10 GATT. After commanding
an enginecrirr_ interrogation, transfer hack to DSS 11
\\-its
 at 13:211 (;\IT. Final transfer to DSS 12 \vas at
16:15 GAIT.
At 16:28 GMT the A/SPP was stepped to provide
shade on the TV camcra. At IS:OS GAIT tic • solar panel
s\\ 1(h \\:as commanded on. •1t 18:19 (:\IT fil:unent A
and touc •hdo\\n strain gau .tdcs were tumcd on to recucc
tic hatters •
 charge current. Two more en^,ineering inter-
rogations completed the commanding for tic pass.
Transfer to DSS 61 was at 21:20 GAIT, with end of
t -ac•k occurring at 22:01 GATT. A total of 2315 commands
was transmitted; 405 TV frames were received. all c •orn-
tn:oulcd by !)SS 11.
its. Pass 1 .3. Track began at 15:57 MIT \\ ith transfer
to DSS 42 at 16:30 GAIT.
Commanding consisted of three en,inecrio, interroga-
tions on TV commands tapes 805, 80111 (sc(tnenc •cs 2, 3,
5, 7, wid 8), 50311. 241 (starti ig at sequence 162), 243,
24:3. 2:3 (sequences 162 to :363, sequence 547 to 651),
202. and the special rock field sur\ cy at the camera cnd
stops.
'I"ransfcr to DSS 61 was at 72:30 (:\I I' \nits end of
track occ• nrrio, at 22:35 GAIT. A total of 1146 TV frames
\\ crc rvcci\ eel. 105:3 coy );, ► : ndcd hn DSS 4 .2. The total
number of commands t ransmitted to the spacecraft was
4791.
n. Puss 11. TI'A-k began at 16:52 (;A11' \x ith I:ursfer to
I)SS 47 at 17:25 UN IT.
Commanding consisted of two engineering intcrrol^a-
tions, an al1)ia scattering calibration scclw • nce (10A), and
TV command tapes 202. 806, 80111, 80:313, 241, 242, 243,
2 .11. 245, and the special end stop coverage plus some
narrow-angle
 
carth pictures.
Transfe, to DSS 61 was at 2:3:30 GAIT. \ni!h end of
track oc •crrrrim> at 00:13 GMT. A total of 1 10,3 TV fr:unes
were rceeined, 106 wh'ic three-way \\ ith DSS 11 and
1 ._'97 commanded by DSS 42! 3795 commands were
transmitted to the spacecraft. There were 1:30 min of
lunar surface ASI data accurni(lated.
o. Puss 15. Track began at 16:51 GAIT \nitlr transfer
from DSS 11 oc •c • urrin, at 17:20 GRIT.
Commanding crow kh d of lira engineering interroga-
tions. .ol.0 panel slopping (70 step solar panel plus
commau;Is), all sc •attcring calibration sequence
(10A), and TV command tapes 824 (at S different azi-
muths), 80111. 80:313, 241. 242 24.3, 24-1, 245, and 203.
An operational problem occurred during , this pass in
that the filter \\ live ] stuck in i,df-st ray position for approx-
im atcl\ lbe wbolc of command tapes 803B, 241. and tie
i • ritial scgnt( • nt of 212. This was caused by transmitting
tie step filter \\ hccl cornna:ands \nithout \\;uting the
proper internal bclwcetn commands. Tic problem was
difficult to detect because of the extreme shadow detail
,to pict ►res. The filter \\ ice) \nits reinitialized mid
the coni l .lcte segnuval 2 narrow-angle survey was rcrtm.
Transfer to I)SS 61 was at 00::35 GMT with end of
track occurring at 01:14 GAIT. A toial of 1909 TV frames
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sc ere received, 71 commanded by DSS 11 and 1838 com-
nrrttded b y DSS 42, A tot.tl of 7651 commands was traus-
mitted. There were 90 mitt of lunar surface ASI infor-
matiou ac•c umulatcd.
p. Pass• 18. Track began with downlink lock at 16:00
GAIT on cla y 24.
Coninianding consisted of bringing up the spacecraft
five times during the engineering interrogations, and
transponder frequcncy measurements. Start/stop times
lot' the standhc-to-engineering interrogation back to
standhv were:
Time. GAIT
Start	 I	 Back to standhv
16:00 16:16 Day 24
17:59 18:14 Day 24
21:00 21:13 Day 24
W:00 00:17 Day 25
03:00 0:3:09 Day 25
End of track occurred with transmitter off at 03:16 GINIT.
No TV frames were received. A total of 100 commands
were transmitted to the spacecraft.
q. Pass 19. Track began with downlink lock on dad 25
at 17:10 GMT.
The initial commanding was all engineering* interroga-
tion. The shutdown sequence completed at 17:28 GAIT
left the spacecraft transmitter on widcband voltage con-
trolled a uxiliary oscillator with transponder B rnt, fila-
ment B on, and the AAllt heater logic on to temperature
hahutc•c loads.
At 19:30 GAIT the spacecraft signal processing was
turned on for a second engineering inh • rrogation. Onh-
tnodcs 4 and 5 were accessed. I'll(- AMT{ heater logic
was tur ned off and the spacecraft war, left with trans-
mitter Ii in widcband, transponder 13 on, and filanu•nt B
oLt for the shutdown period starting at 19:37 GAIT.
.1t 21::30 GAIT the spacecraft was interrogated again.
ith all modes exaunincd this time, including modes 3
and 6. loads were again shifted. leaving the spacecraft
shut clown at 21:52 GAIT with the transmitter B on
narrowband voltage controlled auxiliary oscillator, trans-
ponder B on, and the AAlli heater logic on.
Oil day 26 at 00:00 GMT the spacecraft signal proc-
essing \\-as
 commanded on for an engineering interro-
gation. All modes were again cycled through. The shnt-
down loads were the same as interrogation 3 with the
additional load of transponder A. Shutoff occurred at
00:25 GMT.
At 02:30 GAIT the spacecraft signal processing was
brought np for the filth time for another look at all the
commutator modes. Shutdown occurred at 02:45 GNIT
with the same loads as interrogation 4 remaining on.
At 05:00 GAIT the last interrogation was started
c• \rling through all the commutator modes. The Jmt-
down left the samc loads on, transmitter B on narrosv-
band oscillittor, transponder A and B, and AMB heater
logic. The shutdm\ n occ • ttrred at 05:10 GAIT. The battc y
temperature had remained constant throu , Zlt the last three
interrogations, indicating the loads were well selected.
At 05:25 GAIT the signal processing was brought up
in mode 5 for transfer to DSS 61. This was to allow DSS
61 to acquire the uplink with telemetry as their rise time
was later than the DSS 42 5-deg transmitter off limit.
The DSS 12 transmitter off time was 05::30 GAIT.
A total of 128 commands were transmitted to the
spac•ccraft. Eno of track occurred at 05:46 GAIT. Table
30 gives the track stunmaries daring the Innar phase.
4. I)eep Space Station 51. DSS 51 hact deconunutator
lock for onl y 4 min during the launch pass. Darin! the
additional three tracks, c •ou,r.tand activity at DSS 51 was
rather minimal, consisting of the fclloss.iog:
(a) Seven enginee • rntg interrogations.
(b) Onc • bit rate change (1 IW-550 Fits/s).
(c• ) -Three gy ro drift c•hcc•ks.
Assorted commands were detailed iu the view period
sutntnaries.
Fifty commands were transmitted from DSS 51 and
,ill were accepted by the spacecraft. A summar y of the
station's view periods is given in Table :31.
a. Launch Pass. Although communications were poor
at the time of launch. DSS 51 obtained the necessary
information to z quirk , Surveyor I'll. T- hc• decommutator
was in lock for 4 min with the spacecraft in high power
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Table 30. Track tummarics, lunar phase
Pass
Date/start
and finish No. o.
TV frames Alpha
scatteringNott ,ime, GMT commands Commanded commanded Total limo, mints
4 Jan 10	 13:35 237 108 451 559 339:00
I I
	
r3-15
5 11	 14:14 464 0 367 367 449:59
12	 04:14
6 12	 14:55 1396 294 597 891 418:39
13 05 06
7 13	 14:4? 171 0 365 365 265:05
14	 02:00
E 14	 16:42 153 0 0 0 469:51
15	 02:30
9 15	 17:37 3843 0 0 0 —
1 6 07:50
10 16	 18:45 324 0 338 338 --
17	 08 27
11 17	 19:50 446 0 416 416 —
18	 08:52
12 18	 20:54 32 0 0 0 —
19	 06:30
13 19	 21:58 2842 0 65 65 —
20 07:03
14 20	 23:06 116 0 64 64 400:00
21	 08.40
15 22	 00:19 3022 0 0 0 470:00
09:35
16 23	 01:42 2246 350 109 459 tor)-00
1 1 :05
17 24	 03:08 77 0 0 0 —
10:40
18 25 07:00 58 0 0 0 —
11 :23
19 26	 05:34 108 0 0 0 —
13:11
Table 31. Summary of DSS 51 view periods
Pass Dot-/time,
GMT
No. of
commands
1 Jan 7	 11:32 10
21:20
2 Jan 8	 12:34 14
21 :56
3 Jan 9	 12:47 26
22 00
\s ith all systems appearing nominal during the neees-
saril\ quick anal y sis of the tcicluctry. Tlic solar panel
had stepped up about halfway to the transit position.
No commands \%,ere transmitted from DSS 51.
1J. Pn.vs 1. I'll(- ciccommulattn was in lock at 11:32
GMT with the spacccralt in lnod(- 5 at 1100 hits/s.
Transfer of spacecraft control from DSS 42 to DSS 51
occurred at 12:00 GMT.
It was noticed that the solar panel switch had gone
off at about 12:05 GMT. This was reported to Mission
Control. Cotntuand 0306 was transmitted at 12:21 GMT
to turn the solar bunt switch on. The %witch w(-nt off
again and command 0.306 was again transmitted at 12:46
G\IT.
Spacecraft control ryas transferred to DSS 61 at 14:00
GMT with the solar panel switch again off.
Star acquisitiop pt-rftrrmed by DSS 61 was monitored
by DSS 51. Dccommutator lock was lost (luring the
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spitccc •raft roll mancuver. Aftcr the spacecraft was c•om-
mmidcd back to 110(1 bits /s. it was disc • oyercd that th,
rceci ycr telemetry handk idth bad not been sm itc•hcd
to 420 I,II/ dtiriml the -1111(1-bits/s operatio.t.
Spac •ccraft control wa% lransfv.--ed hack to DSS 51 at
I^, (N) cm I witic .t 0 , 170 drift check ill An cnt;i-
uec • riniz iutcrrogalion N% as pcHomwd at 1'1:33 GMT. -I-hc
_y ro drill c hook w as terncivatcd .it 161:1(1: MIT wit ► t
eonan:tttds 0704 and 11116. (:ontrol cot the spac•ccnitt wits
transtt•rre •cl to DSS I I at =1:20 GMT.
AI conan:utcls were trawmittcd from DSS 51 and
tc•cVptcd b\ the Spacecraft.
r. Pcrsx ?. Dcc •ommut ator w , in lock at 13:31 GMT
with the spac•curaft ill 	 5 at 11M bits /s. (:ontrol of
Surrerlor I . 11 was transtcrrcd to DSS 51 at 13:45 (:MT.
A gyro drift check \y;u initiated h\ DSS .51 at 14:02
GMT. This clivek was tenuin,ticd by DSS 61 after trans-
fer of control.
I:nt;inecriu, intcrror;ations acre l:erf— reed at 16:01
Moll 141:111 (:\I'I from DSS 51 durinv hyo - way lock.
Spacecraft control ► s-. ►s tr:atsferred to DSS 61 at 16.30,
hack to DSS 51 at 15:30. and back to DSS 61 at 30:30
GMT.
Com m,, : -d 0615 was I ran rit!cd at 20:05 (:MT to tune
oil
	 vernier oxidiicr unk 3 temperature control.
An eugiuccring interrogation. c •omtnanded by DSS 61
w:u monitored at 31::56 C\I I I,s DSS 51 while ill three
way lock.
Pourtecn comm:urds were transmitted from DSS 51
.lid all Isere accepted properl\ b y the spacecraft.
d. Pua•.s 3. Initiall y . the deconunutator lock was intcr-
millcut at 12:4 G \IT during acquisition due to horizon
noise. Solid luck a•as obtained shortl y ss ith the spac•c-
c •raft in mode 5 at I JW hits/s all(] DSS 61 ill
Spacecraft control was tran,ferred from DSS 61 to 51
at 13:30 GMT. At this tune. sumo decoder switching
ss:n observed its the signal into rccci yer :\ was occasion
all\ 1 w1low indexing thtrshold. A dummy command. 3131.
was accepted by the spac•eeraft at 14:00 G\IT. It was
decided to initiate it gyro drift check with command
0700 .nrcl turn oil 	 eompa rtn -tit A heaters with corn-
mand nII1.
An cn-.inccrimz interrogation %%-;is performcd from DSS
51 at 1 . 1:1 .1 GMT.
Spac•cc •raft conhol cc.n transferred to DSS 61 at 15:30
.ucd back to DSS 51 at ISO) (:\I'I.
Fiat iuccrinv interrogation% were performcd It 18:01
.urcl 20:58 G\IT . At IS: 10 G\I'I - Ilic survrc • camera elct -
tronies teurperatrtre control was turiwd oil coin
wand 11:30. 'I - lit , bit error rage was checked ccith Ow
foll(m-ing result,:
Tirne. (:\I - I - 	Bit errors /1110(1
	
15:05	 0.:36
	
19:21	 0.71
	
161:36	 0.63
At 19:36. the bil rate was reduced to 550 hits/s using
command ma trix 7133.
Spacecraft control was transferred to DSS 11 at 22:00
G\IT.
Twenty-six crnn:nands were transmitted by DSS 51:
all were aarpted bs Surveyor I'll.
Johannesburg operations we•rc not committed for the
Surecilor • I'll scission .otter touchdown.
S. Deep Shaer Station (it. DSS 61 operations daring
the transit phase were minimal, with most of the track-
ing period being three - wad- s: ilh DSS 51. The train
exception to this was for star acquisition, \y hic • h was
perforated bn DSS (if.
Surccjlor 1 - 11 was tracked for duce passes hcc,iunin^
at T • 6It. i0 ruin until touchdo ►sn	 1 hr. 15 ntiu. The
operations crew was ill 	 the laurtch and the complete
event was monitored oil 	 status act.
Star acquisition proc •ccdcd smoothl y although it was
accessary to use • manual lockolt.
Forty-seytu commands \%crc transmitted during the
tr;or,it phase. Tltcre were no (:D(: equipnmorut or opera-
liunal problems.
Table 33 summarizes the DSS 61 y ic\c periods.
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Table 32. Summary of DSS 61 view periods
Pass Date/ time,GMT
No
	
of
commandr.
1 Jon	 7	 1255 37
Jon	 8	 01:32
2 Jon	 8	 13 15 8
Jon	 7 02 08
3 Jon	 V	 13	 1 2
Jon 1C 0:20
a. fuss 1. Surrrf/or I'll %%-its ac(loired with decommu-
tator lock at 13:00 GMT to begin the first pass -with DSS
iI io control it the tines. The station transfer to DSS 61
wits executed at 1 .1:110 GMT. An engineering intt•rroga-
tion was perfornivd, foi;owed by the star-acquisition
nroccdurc. During div roll ntanctiver, the antoinatic star
loc • kon sign! (lit] not function properly. \1 "bile rolling
the second time, the spacecraft \\-its stopped ssith the
star in view by sending the suit (reset roll latch)
cotuinaod at 14:14 G\1T. After the gyros stabili/t • d, the
m;unutl loc • kon command was sent and the Canopus error
nulled out.
1 gyro drill check was completed mid another engi-
neering interrogation was performed prior to transfer
back to DSS 51 at 15:00 GMT. .\n ciigiocering interro-
gation and gyro drift checks by DSS 51 were monitored
until transfer to DSS 11 at 21:20 GMT.
A c•omptete prcmidcourw sequence, midcourse inancu-
vcr, and pustnticicuursc sequence, exec•utud hy DSS 11.
were nuntitored by DSS 61 prior to the end of tracking.
End of tracking was at 01:322 GMT. Thirty -seven coln-
mands were transmitted during this pass.
h. Pay's 2. 'Th(- dec•onunutator was in lock at 13:20
GMT to begin pass 2. Activity during this pass consisted
of mo nitoring the spacecraft engineering interrogations
and g)io drift cliec•ks.
Station ':ansfers occurred as follows:
DSS
Time, GAIT
1'rolu	 To
51	 61	 16:30
61	 51	 15:30
51	 61	 20:30
61	 11	 22:30
Diring the DSS 61 two-way tracking, t1Le dcuomn:u-
tator lost ltK•k for a short period. The station antenna was
in auto track and mo v(-d off the spacecraft signal for oo
apparent reason. The coit(, wia was sss ih bed to aidt•d
track and moved hack ont,t the signal and thy • deconrlTti
tator \t • as hack in luck. The problem did not recur (Im-6w
this pass.
The end of the pass occurred at 0 .2:08 GMT. Eight
commands were transmitted to terminate one gyro drift
c lwck and perform one engineering interrogation.
c. Puss 3. Pass 3 began with decommutator ItK•k at
13:30 GMT. DSS 42 was in control at the tinu • hit
immediately transferred control to DSS 51. Station trans-
fer front DSS 51 to 61 (wcirrud at 15:30. A gyro drift
check was terminated at 17:04, and transfer back to DSS
51 was exec • utcd at 18:60 GMT.
A parity error rate of 0.55 per 1000 bits %\;t ,, measured
at 19:00 G\1T. A bit rate reduction to 550 bits/s was
c•ommandcd at 19:55 b y DSS 51. Terminal descent se-
quences were all nuniitoied, as were 200-line TV se-
quences after touchdown.
The end of tracking was at 02:20 GAIT. T y•, ► c•om-
inands were transmitted during two-way tracking.
DSS 61 continicd to track Surveyor I'll for 15 addi-
tional passes of lunar operation to comph-tc the• first
lunar day for the mission.
As long as the iwtrunient was operating (when tenT-
pt ratures were not cles ated) DSS 61 activity was limited
to accumulating ASI data. A TV sequence was also
obtained as the instrument was deployed to the back-
ground position, Most TV activity, however occurred
while the station i-,as tracking three-way.
Operationally, the host significant activity of this
mission came as a result of lunar sunset occurring over
DSS 61. Television shadow progression sequences were
run until near sunset, and during one of these sequences
it was realized that sunNo would occur earlier than
expected, Solar corona and other horizon pictures at
sunset were obtained, as were temperature data tit
 modes.
During the lunar noon. \%hen the spacecraft was too
hot for much activity, Surveyor 1'11 was pit in standby
and re%ivals of Surveyors 1, 111, V, and VI sere at-
tempted. These attempts were unsuccessful.
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There were no CDC equipment problems during the
entire mission and there were also ill, operational
pr^,hlcnts.
tl. Puss 4. Pass I started with decontmutator in lock
at 13:38 G\1T. Alpha scattering accumulations were in
process at DSS 42. and DSS 61 started tracking it, three
way. Transfer to I)SS 61 occurred at 14:15 G\iT.
Preparation of an on-site command tape was requested
to accomplish dep1m mcnt of the ASI to tilt- background
position. Tae command tape consisted of deployme it
commands followed by 100 start frames with '_'_-s delays
hctNcccn each start franic.
The ASI was deployed to the background position at
15:48 G\I -T in conjunction kith special command tape
to get video during instrument swinging. Total s itteo
during this scyuence was 108 frames.
The telcntetrv_ was reconfigured for PCM at 16:04
GMT: bit rates of 1100. 1`37.5. and hack to 1100 hits/s
were exercised. The cre:y experienced expected inter-
ference in ;tlpha scattering T0 kHz channel 0.960 kHz
SCO Burin, 13 .5-bits/s operations.
Photographs of alpha scattering deployment sequences
were examined in an effort to analszc possible objects
that might have been under the instrument when it was
deployed to the surface. Views of the surface were ob-
tained att the farthest swing of the instrument. One
small rock. apparently ' ill. in diameter, was visible in
surface area of concern.
Some noist- was observed in all discriminator hand
passes affecting hit error and synchronization of de-
commutator and alpha scattering ground equipment.
Noise appa rt-ndy cone from ground microwave still-
system. and was coincident \\ ith  large gusts of local
"inds. The noise did not seriousl y affect the quality of
the data and was ignored.
An altcmpt was made to dt-ploy the ASI to tl:e lunar
surface at 22:01 G\IT. Deployment was appareut1% un-
successful since no increase in alpha scattering channel
actiy it\ \t as detected. Deployrncut commands were again
attempted with no success.
1 transfer to DSS 11 occurred at 22:25 G\1T. The
video of ASI was monitored which confirmed little move-
ment of the instrument head.
The S\i/SS mechanism - was released followed by
S\l/SS operation witli Tv mode 4, then with Tv
mode 7. The station configured one receiver for Tv
and one for PC\1 telemetr y. The transfer hack and forth
ttt•nt very smouthl.,. Several attempts were madt , to jar
the ASI to see if it could release. This included cony
mandin', the A/SPP ill three axes. both plus at d minus.
At the end of this pass the instrument \%as still ill the
background position.
T11C total commands were 237. total . ideo commanded
105. and total % idco received 451.
e. Puss 5. The pass began slowly with au•quisitiom
occurring as DSS 42 was completing Tv operation, how-
ever, no pictures were received as commanded bs DSS
42. Shortly thereafter. the spacecraft was returned to
commutator mode 4. Station transfer was effected at
15:00 GMT autd the remainder of the two-way trucking
period \\-its
 utilized for accumulating alpha scattering
data in the background position. The alpha scattering
operations were perfonned concurrent) with inter-
spe-sed engineering interrogations. The solar panel was
stepped as required to keep pace with the sun.
After it station transfer to DSS 11. DSS 61 monitored
-TV and engineering operations until loss of signal.
During the pass, 464 commands were transmitted and
367 Tv frames were received as commanded b\ Gold-
stone. In addition. 450 min of alpha scattering data were
collected.
f. Puss 6. The pass started with acquis`.tion at 15:53
G\IT. DSS 61 \%-its monitoring 600-line video as com-
manded by DSS 42.
Station transfer occurred at 15:30 G\1T as DSS 61
continued the TV operations with completion of narrow-
angle section :3, survey from sequence 354, and all of
sector 5. Total Tv frames commanded and recci\ed
was 294.
Subsequent to Tv operations. the alpha scattering
subsystems were energized and alpha scattering and
engineering interrogations consumed the balance of the
evening. During the first alpha scattering calibration
sequence, an intermittent signal from the calibration
pulses was detected and reported. Subsequent analysis
revealed no anomalies in tic calibration spectrum or
event rates. Scope triggering was suspected as tilt- cause
of the intermittent indication. This was verified during
it later calibration sequence.
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Total commands was 1355. Total TV frarnes was 873.
of %N hic •h 29.1 were commanded from I)SS 61. Fivc hours
:sal IS main of alpha scattering data were acetimi dated,
including two calibration sequences.
Puss 7. The dec•ommutahar was ii; lock at 15:49
(:\I"I' to begin pass 7. The hit tale was 1100 hits/s and
the .\S1 was turned on. Two minutes later the hit rate
%%aS dropped to 550 bits/s uith low modulation index
stabc•arrier oscillator (SCO). Transfer front 42 oc-
curred at 16:20 GMT, and the first engineering intcrro-
t,^.ttion was pc formed at 15:01 C\iT. 11pha sc•attcring
data ;tccumi;Latiuns coutinucc] ;until 20:21 (:\IT, \then the
instminent was turned oil' because of excessive heating.
With the AS[ turned off. the hit rate was increased to
1104) (;its/s, dropped to 1:37 bits/s for accurate alpha
scattering temperature readings. and then rettrrned to
111111 hits/s. \fore engineering interrogations score exe-
cuted with cow idcrable witching hetween modes 4 and
5. The .% SI tv;ts turned hack on at 02::37 G\11' and more
data accunntlations were made. Minor solar panel step-
piwr was executed and a receiver zero beat frequency
check in N\ idcband node was made.
Transfer to DSS 11 occurred at 00:30 G\(T after which
TV sequences were monitored until end of track at 02:00
G\iT. DSS 61 track times were shortened by approxi-
matcl y
 4 h, during DSS 11 overlap, for passes 7 and 8.
A total of 171 commands were transmitted and 365 TV
frames received during DSS 11 overlap. and 4 h, 25 min
of alpha scattering data were accumulated, including
calibration data.
h. Pass 8. Pass 8 was it von quiet pass, alpha scatter-
ing data accumulation was the •
 prince activity. Several
engineering interrogations were performed din-ing the
data collection. A Ntidchand frequency modulation fre-
quency measurement was made on both the A and B
transmitters. The A transmitter was near the limit of the
ground receiver VCn, so it was decided to stay on
the 13 string notil farther notice. Alpha scattering data
acc•umolations were stopped and the instrument was
Inrncd off because of excessive heating.
Station transfer to DSS i t was executed ;at 02:00
G\IT, and I)SS lit Nvas relcascd froth track at 02:30
G\11.
A total of 153 commands were transmitted and 6 h,
10 min of alpha sc• attcring data were accumulated. -there
was no TV activity chtring this pass.
i. Puss• 9. As pass 9 began. DSS 42 \\-as just starting
optional scvlocnec 17. This scquenee was being run
throu,h rather rapidk so it \\-oil ](] be complete by h;nas-
fcr time. 15:30 GMT.
There \\-Lis it minimum of aclivih duriu, this pass as
the spacecraft was ver y warns. Ertgineerin, interroga-
tions were performed about even- 2 h. At 00:30 GMT
Snrrryor I'll \cas .shut down and Smi-eyor.s 1. Ill, V,
and I'l revival attempts \sere made until 01:50 GMT.
These were onit tried on transinittcr A and no signal
was detceted.
Surveyor 17l was turned hack on, and the A/SPP was
stepped around to shade the TV camera. At this time
the transmitter was sv.-itched to the onmiantcnua ;ord
the hit rate was rcdaccd to 550 hits/s. With this si-nal
level (-137.5 dBmNV) DSS 61 was still getting it parity
error rate of 1.4/1000 bits.
Station transfer to DSS 11 oc•currcd at 03:00 GMT.
At 04:40 GMT the spacecraft was commanded into
standby and DSS 11 made further re\i\al attempts for
Sill-reyors 1, 111, 1 7 , and V1. At 07:10 GMT DSS 11 trans-
ferred back to DSS 61 for 30 min of dopplcr data. During
this period the A/SPP was realigned to provide planar
array operation.
Total commands sent to the spacecraft waF 3843.
j. Puss 10. Pass 10 started with dec•onmuutation in lock
at 18:47 GMT. Transfer from DSS 42 occurred at 19:20
Gi\iT. Spacecraft temperatures were quite high daring
this lunar noon period, and. therefore. command activ-
ities were minimal and limited generally to engineering
interrogations.
Transfer to DSS 11 occurred at 03:40 GMT. Total
commands transmitted was :320. Total TV frames re-
ceived was 3:38.
The track ;ad\ isor questioned the voltage levels pro-
duced by the CDC demodulator during TV operations
as FR-1400 magnetic tapes produced on station, have
shown overmodtalation. Video checks were performed on
the demodulator to prove all outputs were within
specification. The phenomenon was interesting as prc-
mission anal ysis ;adic•atcd that the spacecraft video
sync tip would have a 2.3-V level: however, the DSS 61
demodulator was producing 2.7 V. The premission anal-
ysis is considered gmcstiortablr as on-site egnipmcut
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performance and operational procedures appear to be
proper.
k. Pass 1/. The deconunutator was in lock at 19:55
GMT. DSS 61 was three-wad' with DSS 42. Transfer to
DSS 61 occurred at 20.00 G\iT.
f:ngineering interrogations were performed approxi-
niately even '_ h. A spacecraft hest-lock fretlnency ntc •a-
wreinent, autl mmement of the A /SPP to shade the ASI
coustihtted the onl y spacecraft activities due to high
lunar noon th rrrprralores.
The total wimher of cornniands was 446 and 416
'1A frames \y ere recei\rd.
Some 30 ruin of two-stay doppler data were gathered
josl prior to DSS 61 set.
I. Pass 12. The deconartutator was in lock at 20:55
G\IT to begin pass 12 with station transfer front DSS
42 at 21:20 GMT. Activity clnriug the pass consisted of
four engineering interrogations at approxi w tely 2-h
intervals and a best-lo-k- frequenc y test by the station.
Transfer to DSS 11 occurred at 05:30 GM \kith DSS 61
released from tracking at 06:30 G\IT.
A total of 32 commands were transmitted during this
pass.
m. Puss 13. At 27:00 G\1T tI , , deconunutator ryas in
lock to begin pass 1:3. As soon as station transfer front
DSS 42 was complete at 22:311 GAIT. the station per-
formed a best-luck frequency check. 1'.ngineering inter-
rogations about every 2 It were the prince activity during
Iris pass except for extensive solar panel stepping. The
signal was switched to the witinanlcnna at it low hit
rate and the planar arra y moved to shade the TV camera.
Just before transfer to DSS 11 the antenna was moved
back and the bit rate increased.
Station transfer to DSS 11 occurred at 06:30 G\IT
after which S\I/SS and TV activit y were monitored. A
total of 2842 commands were transmitted, and 65 TV
frames were received before the station was released
from track at 07:30 GMT.
n. Pass 1 .1. Alpha scattering operation was once again
activated after the iw4mi rcnt had caned. Alpha scatter-
ing data were accumulated for the entire pass inter-
spersed with engineeriu, inter rogations, One zero-heat
fregnr•nc y check iri \cideh.oal frequency uurdulittion
mode was made on transmitter A. Station transtcr to
DSS 11 occurred at 07:30 GMT. After the spact-cialt had
been mconligored. TV pictnres of the earth conun:oalecl
by DSS 11 were monitored. DSS 61 was released Irom
track at (Xi:40 GMT.
A total of 116 commands were transmitted and 6 h.
40 inin o1 alpha scattering data \% ere acconnrlatcd. 'there
were 64 TV frames commanded by DSS 11 that were
received.
o. Puss IS. Pass 15 started with deconunutaior in lax,k
at (X):19 G\iT. Station transfer occurred at 00::35 G\i,I,.
Alpha scattering accumulations were made throughout
the pass a l ong with one standard calibration sequence.
Several engineering interrogations were performed and
the battery charge regulator was commanded first to the
preregulaled bus and then to the mregulatcd bus. At
01:34 G\IT the PC\I SCO was changed front kllz
(1100 bits/s) to the log y nod index SCO (350 bits/s). The
latter two commanding sequences were exhausted for
decomntntator stabilization. The solar panel was lagging
the still and it was necessary to step the solar panel to
improve the charging rate.
Transfer to DSS 11 occurred at 08:30 GAIT. The station
sent 302 commands to the spacecraft. and 7 It and 50 tnin
of alpha scattering data were accumulated including
calibration time.
p. Pass 16. Lunar sunset occurred at 06:06 G\iT
during this pass. as it the pass was one of the
husiest of the mission for DSS 61. The decommntator was
in hock at 01:45 GNIT and station transfer from DSS 42
occurred immediatel y after, at 02:00 G\IT. Alpha scatter-
ing operation began before station transfer and was in-
terrupted onl y for it TV shado\y progression sequence at
03:00 G\iT. A t • rtal of 2 h. 20 min of alpha scattering
operation, including calibration. was completed before
the second TV shadow progression sequence was
started. During this shadow progression series it
was noted that hrnar sunset appeared to he much closer
111,111 anticipated.
Special command tapes that had been prepared earlier
were used for the TV sequence for shadow progression
and various filter wheel positions, which went very
smoothly. Sunset on the camera was declared to be
06:06 GMT from verbal description of the TV polaroids
and the camera was then moved around for the corona
pictures. The remainder of the pass was spent running
short engineering ioterrogations and many TV sequences.
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Also included during this time were some SM/SS
operations.
Despite the rush to accomplish as much as possible in
as little time as possible ever y thing event smoothly. The
crew ryas very efficient. Then , were no equipment or
operational problems during this pass.
Transfer to DSS 11 occurred with a nonstandard hur-
ried transfer at 09:32 GMT and went ver y well. A total
of 2240 commands were transmitted, including 350 TV
frames commanded and received. An additional 109 TV
frames from DSS 11 commanding were received before
the end of this pass at 11:05 GMT.
q. Pass 17. By this time the spacecraft has been put
in standby mode. Every 2 It this pass the space-
craft was brought up for an engineering interrogation
and then put back to standby. During the third wake-up
a hest-lock frequency test was performed. A total of
four interrogations were run during this pass with a
total of 77 commands transmitted.
r. Pass 18. The spacecraft was in standby mode at
this point in the lunar night and engineering interroga-
tions were performed approximately exery 4 h. First
interrogation for this pass was at 07:00 GMT. Some
telemetry values obtained during this interrogation indi-
cated the thermal switch in compartment B had opened.
The spacecraft was brought up at 08:30 GMT for a
recheck and then put down at OS:32 G\IT. At 09:05 GAIT
the spacecraft was 'urned on once again for certain
electronic reconfiguration for thermal reasons and then
shut off. The last wake-up and engineering interrogation
for this pass was at 11:00 GMT. A total of 53 commands
were transmitted.
s. Pass 19. On this. the last pass of the first lunar day,
Surveyor VII was acquired first at 05:35 GMT in conT-
mutator mode 5. It ,vas at that time being commanded
by DSS 42, prior to DSS 42 set.
The spacecraft was turned on again at 07:30 GMT and
an engineering interrogation of all commutator modes
was performed. Also best-lock frequency measurements
were made on telecommunications strings A and B.
Thereafter. for the remainder of the pass. the space-
craft was turned on at approximately 1-h intervals in
commutator mode 5 to closely monitor the falling
compartment temperatures.
A total of 108 commands were transmitted.
VI. Tracking and Data System Performance
Evaluation
A. Near-Earth Flight Phase
The near-earth flight phase is that portion of fli;ht th;tt
is within 10.000 n1i from earth. The TDS near-earth phase
network is comprised of those facilities and operations
that were committed by the various agencies of the
AFETR. GSFC/MSFN, DSN, and NASCOM to support
the launch through DSIF acquisition. Thereafter, the
DSN is solely responsible for spacecraft tracking and
data acquisition functions.
1. Air Force Eastern Test Range. Being a part of the
TDS near-earth phase network. the AFETR was to pro-
vide coverage for tracking (metric data), Atlas/Centaur
telemetry (VHF1. and Surveyor spacecraft telemetry
(VHF and S-band), using land stations, range instru-
mentation ships and aircraft, as needed, to meet the
commitments.
The TDS configuration for near-earth support of the
Surccyor VII "fission is sho\^ n in Table 33. Earth tracks
and anticipated coverage intervals are illustrated in
Figs. 11 and 12.
Table 33. Tracking and Data System configuration for
near-earth support of Surveyor VII
Station
Metric
tracking
VHF
telemetry
s-band
telemetry
Kennedy Space Center X X X
Cape Kennedy X — —
Patrick AFB X — —
Grand Bahama Island X X X
Grand Turk X — —
Antigua x x x
Twin Faris x x X
Ascension X X X
Pretoria X X X
Sword Knot — X X
Bermuda X X —
Tananarive X x —
Carnarvon X X X
DSS 71 — — X
DSS 51 X — X
DSS 42 X — X
a. Tracking. Estimated and actual radar coverages are
shown in Fig. 41. All class I metric coverage requirements
were met, with the actual coverage equalling or exceeding
the estimate at most stations.
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Fig. 41. Air Force Eastern Test Range radar coverage
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A short dropout, attributed to halance point shift.
occurred as predicted during the Grand Turk coverage
interval. Redundant coverage from Antigua. syas available
during the 34-s dropout.
CoverLge from the Ascension 12.16 radar was less than
prodicted. This was attributed to low signal strength.
Full coverage was obtained from the 12:18 radar at
Ascension during this period.
b. Tclemetry (VHF). Estimated and actual VHF
telemetry coverages are shown in Fig. 42.
Continuous and substantiall y redundant coverage was
provided, with the exception of the expected gap between
.Antigua and Ascension.
All VHF data were of good duality, with the exception
of a nois y interval of data that was noted around space-
craft separation. Pretoria was the only station in view
at this particular time.
Spacecraft data that were retransmitted in real-time
were of good dualit y , and good launch vehicle telemetry
was received in real-time from RIS Twin hulls,
11(irk event times that were received and read out by
AFETR and MSFN stations are shown in Table 34.
c. Telemetry (S-band). The estimated and actual S-hand
telemetry coverages are shown in Fig. 43.
Good S-hand support was realized, both in receive/
record and In real-time retransmission.
The actual coverage from KSC was about 100 s short
of the estimated coverage. This has been experienced on
past launches, but has varied with the launch azimuth.
Coverage from each of the remaining stations and ships
exceeded the estimates.
The AFETR capability fcr providing future launch
vehicle and spacecraft S-hand support has been
demonstrated.
d. Surveyor real-time telemetry data, The AFETR con-
figuration for spacecraft telemetry retransmission from
the supporting stations and ships to building AO and
DSS 71 is shown in Figs. 44-46.
The data were to he routes] to KSC as shown In
Figs. 44 and 45. There, after analysis by using the time
128
Table 34. Time of Surveyor VII murk events
Mark Time, GMT Source
Liftoff 0,5:30:00.545 Cape Kennedy
1 06:32:33.100 Kenned/ Space Center
2 06:32:36.080 Kennedy Space Center
3 06:33:18.050 Kennedy Space Center
4 06:33:47.600 Kennedy Space Center
5 06:34:09.200 Xennedy Space Center
05:34:08.900 Bermuda
6 06:34:11.400 Kennedy Space Center
06:34:11.500 Bermuda
7 06:34:22.120 Kennedy Space Center
06:34:21.900 Bermuda
8 06:39:53.700 Antigua
06:39:53.800 Bermuda
9 06:39:54.600 Antigua
06:39:56.000 Bermuda
10 06:41:09.5
11 06:41:11.100 Antigua
12 07:01:51.700
13 07:02:21.300 Pretoria
14 07.02:21.300 Pretoria
15 07:04:15.500 Pretoria
16 07:04:36.700 Pretoria
17 07:04:44.700 Pretoria
18 07:05:00.000 Pretoria
19 Not available
20 07:05:16.500 Pretoria
21 07:05:20.000 Pretoria
22 07:06:30.900 Tananarive
23 Not available
24 07:09:15.000 Tananarive
07:09:15.700 Sword Knot
07:09:16.000 Pretoria
25 07:13:26.800 Tananarive
07:13:26.300 Sword Knot
07:13:25.000 Carnarvon
26 07:15:06.500 Tananarive
07:15:06.000 Sword Knot
07:15:06.000 Carnarvon
division multiplexes, the AFETR telemetry coordinator
would select the best source for transmission to building
AO and DSS 71 via modems. As shown in Fig. 46, there
are two modest lines between KSC and the X-Y building
to provide redundancy.
The modem lines were bridged at the X-Y building to
provide two modem lines each to building AO and DSS
71. The DSS 71 routes the data through a CDC and
telemetry and command processor for further trans-
mission to the SFOF via a NASCO\I high-speed data
line. This is the prime route to the SFOF. In addition,
downrange data were relayed directly to the SFOF
front Ascension, through the use of conunnnication
satellite circuits.
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Fig. 42. Air Force Eastern Test Range VHF telemetry coverage
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n
111 requiren ►ents ww • rc met. Thc \ IIF telenretrN data.
including spaceeralt data, were trulsnlitt(-d in r(•al-time
to Ib(• SFOF front lifloff to spiwv(rtfl
\t Ilitll I'osscr -(h1 	 \I -JIi Ntsil(h(A. its plmllw . to
rt•al - linte transmission of spiactrtlt S-b:ttul tt•Ientetry
data. lit•al-lint(• (lute IIoNN was of cu -cil ' •nt (111,(lih '1•b(.
IIF propa--,dion condilious werr such that 11w rrtiaw-
mission of data r. •aN not h;unpt•r-d by ( onuunni('ation
(•onditions.
Betranslnission coverage is shoran in Fig. 4
e. Real-time mn(Imh • r syNtem. Thc IVI -CS prosi(Icd
,III ruquircd support for Sttrreyor I'll. The follovt•in,g
computations Wert• math • from AFET11. \ISIA. ('en:unr
guid,uur telemetry. and I)SN data.
1 parking orhil was eowpuMd usin(qr Antigua free
flight data. -I'he solution was consi(h •red mood .uul iLgret-d
elos( • It St ith Ill( imminal. lnterrangt • \( •(tor. standard
orbital parattielcr ►nessat(e. and orbital cl( •tnents wt-re
prosidt(I honT this solution.
A thcoreth-al tr:ul.fr•r orbit was (•unll)ult•d. using the
above Solution plus nominal second !mrn datu. A inter-
rnll;c src • tor, st,uldard orbital paranu • tur m e ssage, orbital
Ili mcias, and look ,ul_h•s hw 'lan. .trive ,Ind Carnarvon
^ttr( prosid(•(I. I)(rp Spmv 'wt\sork pnodicts for I)SSs
51 and 13 were also procid( •d. The system data analysis
group indicah •d that these Inc(li( •ts agreed closely with
th(• uonlival prvdicts.
\n initial trulsl( • r orhit was eompuwd. using about 3
Irvin of PrOoria data. This solution \v.is considered a ,good
it by th(• HIVS. and an int( rrungv src •tor. standard
orNial Imi.uneter message. and orbital vlements arr(•
pro\i(Icd hvnl this computation. Updated look alll;b•s
for Cartlarson ;nut I)S\ predi( • ts for I)SS 42 were also
prutid( (1. The systcn ► (lat:t anal ysis group indieatcd dwse
predi(-(s agr(-e(1 closch \001 the noinhial predicts for
-	 —^— — —T-
SIATION
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Fig. 47. Real-time retransmission of spacecraft telemetry data
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the transfer orbit. The RTCS also provided moon map-
ping (in the B-plane) and an I-in atria from this
computation.
Tables 3.5-37 show the orbit generation. computations
and iuiti,al lunar encounter pre,licts produced b% the
BTCI^.
2. Manoted Space Flight Nettcork. The \iSFN, man-
aged by GSFC, supported the Surveyor 1"A' Mission by
performing the follo%%ing functions:
(1) Tracking of the Centro r beacon (C-band).
(2) Receix"ing and recording Centaur-link telemetry.
(3) Recei\'ing. recording and retransmitting S-band
telCInCtry to DSS 42 in real-time.
(4) Pro\"iding real-time c•onfirm,ition of certain mark
events.
(5) Pro\ "iding computing support through the use of
GSFC data operations branch.
(6) Pro%-iding \ASCOM support to all NASA elcmunis
for simulations and launch. and extending this
communicatiGns support as necessary to interface
with the combined worldwide network.
a. Tracking (C-band). Figure -fS gives the \ISF\ radar
co\"erage support pro\"ided for the Surtcyor 1'11 Mission.
Because of nois y pararnp Klystron thermostat. FPQ-6
was operated in the paramp bypass mode. Bt•rinuda
reported FPQ-6 had excellent pass, achie\'ing 426 s of
\"alid auto-t rack data. The FPS-16 trucked passk-ely,
obtainin f,r 295 s of track dc.ta.
Table 35. Real-time computer system orbit generation
for Surveyor VII
Time of
Orbit Spoch, s compute- Data source Ouality
lion, s
Centaur/spacecraft 676 900 Antigua
I
Good
parking orbit
Predi-ted Centaur I	 2049 1 190 Aniwda plus Good
spacecraft i	 nominal
transfer orbit i	 second burn
Preretro transfer 2123 2520 Pretoria Good
orbit (3 min)
Certour postretro 2819 3420 Carnarvon Good
orbit (7 min)
Centaur/spacecraft 674 3660 Guidance -
Parking orbit telemetry
Preretro transfer 2162 5220 Pretoria (free Poor
obit flight data
only)
Cc :our/spacecraft 673 6000 Antigua Good
parking orbit telemetry
via KSC
Actual spacecraft 4813 8400 D55 42 Good
transfer orbit
Table 36. Real-time computer system orbit computation for Surveyor VII
Orbit Data source	 i	 Epoch,
GMT
Semimajor
axis, km
Inclination,
deg
Eccentricity,
deg
C
km'/s'
Parking Antigua 06:41:16.9 6542.5 30.692 0.00061 -60.92
Parking Guidanc= 06:41:15.3 6545.3 30.688 0.00076 -60.89
telemetry
Parking Antigua 0( 41,14.2 6543.4 30.686 0.00046 -60.91
telemetry via
KSC
Theoretical Antigua 07:04:09.5 361,320.3 30.687 0.98188 -01.10
plus second burn
Preretro Pretoria I	 07:05:24.0 355,366.6 30.69: 0.98158 -01.12
(3 man)
Preretro Pretoria 07:06:03.0 329,368.3 30.693 0.98012 -01.21
(free flight)
Postretro Cornarvon 0717:00.0 230,247.5 30.685 0.97157 - 01.73
(7 min)
Actual transfer DSS 42 07:50:17.0 361,236.8 30.663 0.98187 -01.10
-Ecorh
	 , for Jan 7, 1968.
"C . twice the energy p er unit mass.
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Table 37. Initial lunar encounter predictions for Surveyor VII
Orbit mapped Duio
source
fl, km 11 • T," km It • It, 	 km
Time of
closest approach
I1 / iC /681,
GMT
RTCS transfer obit Pretoria 2,947.3 2,926.5 349.4 01 :39:48.4
RTCS postretro	 (Centaur) Carnarvon 24,427.0 24,403.0 1,075.9 13:19:15.0
RTCS DSN	 spacecrutt orbit bated on	 DSS D55 42 1,927.0 1,847.3 551	 1 01:00:54.2
42 data
SFOF transfer orbit (radar data) Pretoria 2,040.0 1,993.36 433.7 00:5808.1
SFOF first	 spacecraft orbit	 based on	 DSN DSS 42 2,077.9 2,009.1 530.6 01 :U1 :11.1
data
Final SFOF solut on used for midcourse DSS 42 2,075.4 2,044.1 359.0 01 :02:53.5
maneuver D55 51
DSS 61
, Ii, mognit •rde
 
of the impact parameter.
T, proiecton ofthe imroctparameter R upon the vector T.
R, pr oiection of the impact parameter R upon the vector R.LL
Tananarive provided valid data during an ovc.all
interval of 458 s.
Tananarive had loss of track at 07:12:58 MIT, and
reacquired at 07:1 .1:13 GNIT. The first AOS occurred at
07:11::9, first LOS at 07:12:58, reacquired at 07:14:13
GMT. Final LOS 07:19:35 GNIT. Good signals were
reported.
Carnarvon reported beacon exceptionally good during
vie\\ periods. Experienced
 abrupt LOS preceded by
heavy lobing. Loss of t1 ack at 07:27:54 and reacquired
at 07:34:24 GNIT. Carnarvon first AOS occurred at
07:14:12, first LOS at 07:27:54, reacquired at 07:34:24,
a11d final LOS at 07:48:06 GNIT. initial Hacking interval
provided 822 s of valid data, and another 822 s of data
wore obtained after the drop,)Llt.
h, Trlcmetry (1'1117). figure 49 gives the MSF1 telem-
etry coverage provided for Surveyor I'll.
Carnarvon reported it 1-min telemetry dropout caused
by interference from the local airport equipment.
Computer coy era lr e extended to 04:05:00 GNIT only.
but Carnarvon would have had i nlch longer coverage
if there had been such it requirement,
The DSS 42 reported using Carnarvon data from
07:13:13 to 07:27:18 UNIT onl y . The reluaindcr of their
track was as backup to DSS 42.
Carnarvon was given release at 07:50:45 GNIT.
c. Computer. During; launc -1 the prepass acquisition
messages generated by GS! C. data operations hrarlch
Nvere in error, but those transmitted durin t , the pass were
excel lent.
All other support was provided as required.
Ber.nuda covered mark events 5. 6, 7, 8, and 9. The
Bermuda actual AOS time was 06:33:55 and LOS time
was 06:40:58 GNIT.
Tananarive covered murk events 22, 24, 25, and 26,
but was unable to confirm mark event 23. Tananarive
actual AOS time was 07:03:30 and LOS time was
07:25:10 GNIT. Real-time data transmission to hangar
AE included Centaur yaw rate, roll rate, and spacecraft
separation. Tananarivc had it decimal time problem
during launch that produced an erroneous day indication,
Carnarvon covered mark events 25 and 26.
Carma-von actual AOS time was 07:13:45. and LOS
time was 08:03:54 GMT.
The actual coverage for Tananari-:e and Carnarvon
significantly exceeded the estimated coverage. This is
valid for Tananarive. because of equipment modifications
which improve the range, but is unrealistic for Carnar-
von. The latter part of this station's actual coverage
comprised had data.
d. NASCODI support. The \ASCOM m4work pro-
vided teletype, voice, and high-speed Rata circuits in
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Fig. 49. Manned Space Flight Network te l emetry coverage
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support of Surveyor 171. The circuits \\ere assigned as	 were lost. The voice circuit via this route %vas marginal.
indicated below.	 but usable.
No. of circuits	 The DSS 51 high-speed data circuit uas imt of suf-
ficient (lnalih to proy idc acq1 isition support, Instead,
Site	
TTY
	
Voice	 High-speed	 I)SS 51 average alarm and trackiiii, data were trans-data	
,Witted to JPL via TTY. All circuits to DSS 51 suffered
Building AO	 3	 3	 1	 periodic outages, commencing at about T 4 b and con-
DSS 71	 3	 1	 1 tinning through liftoff.
DSS 42	 4	 1	 1	 With the exception of the high-speed data and voice
DSS 51	 3	 ?	 1	 circuits and the two TTY circuits to DSS 51, the
DSS 61	 4	 1	 1	 NASCOM network was green at liftoff. The DSS 51
Carnaryon/	 :nice and teletype circuits were restored prior to DSS
DSS 43	 —	 1	 1	 51 rise.
Ascension/
Cape	 Excellent quality \\-its Maintained oil 	 the TTY
Kennedy 	1	 —	 1	 and voice/data circuits that were routed from ASCVI1Si(111
Ascension/	 to Cape Kennedy and JPI. via the communication
JPL
	
—	
—	
1	 satellite.
3. Near-earth phase performance evaluation. The conn-
Special coverage was established commencing at
	 hincd AFET11) and NISFN TDS coverage sumniary is
approximately T - 7'_ h, and special propagation 	 illustrated in Fig. 50. As can be seen, the actual coverage
forecasts were provided for HF radio cir -uits effective
	
exceeds the estimates in most cases.
atT-9'211.
The project and the individual data users agreed that
One TTY and one voice circuit were activated from
	
the TDS support provided for this mission was the best
DSS 51 via Pretoria, Ascension, and conununication satel- 	 to date. The lack of operational problems, as compared
lite to GSFC to JPL. Quality of the telet ype circuit was	 to past missions, was noted; it was considered that the
excellent during the time when other DSS 51 circuits	 TDS, as an integrated whole, performed excellently.
DATA TYPE ESTIMATED
ACTUAL
C—BAND
TO 5713
®	 ©
4326
VHF
I ZZZL	 TO 5630
S — BAND 0
LJ.L11.L1.i.J
4845
0	 1000	 2000	 ;000	 4000	 5000
TIME AFTER LAUNCH, s
Fig. 50. Combined AFETR and MSFN TDS coverage summary
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The TDS near-card, phase network included selected
resources of the AFETH. the hISF\. the DSN, and
\ASCOM. Coverage %vas provided for Atlas•/Centato•
tracking data (nnehiO. Atlas/Ce-ttaur • telemetry (VIIF).
Sinn cyor tch-mutr\ \ t1F and S-hand), and real-time
orbit c•ontputation. Tll-- TDS support for the mission \vas
considered grind and the minor prohle • nts experienced
had nmsigt,ific ant effect nit the overall support. All re-
y6wi ,ents were ntct and. in most cases, exceeded. An
option \cas exercised to extend the 60-ruin hold at
T 90 atilt by all additional 35 min. thus ensuring near-
uptinnrtn tracking coverage by do\ y nraimre stations.
Tracking dat:c acquisition during the near-earth phase
,.vas good, and all class I regnircments were met. The
mainland stations, Grand Bahama Island, Grand Turk.
and Aiiti ,goa provided c•ontinnous coverage front liftoff
to T	 808 s. Ascensiou covered the inter ya from
T 1.186 to T -- 1592 s. and RIS Twit Fal/s and
Pretoria provided coverage from T -t 16;0 to T + 2342 s.
A short droptnnt occurred as predicted during the Grand
Turk inters al.
Ada s•/Centaur• telemetr y coverage via VIiF was greater
than predicted and all ruquiremmnts were ntc •t or ex-
e•ceded. Continuous and substantiall y redundant VITF
telemetry Avas received beginning with the c•ountdmxyn.
through Antigua LOS at 7' + 826 s, and from T - 1225
to T 4 3261 s. All mark events except 19 and 23 were
received and read out by AFETR and MSFN stations.
Spacecraft S-band telem e try was received c•ontintcously
from liftoff to T + 760 s b y KSC, Grand Bahama Island.
and Antigua. With the exceptimn of a short gap between
Ascension and HIS Tula Frills. these two statios,
Pretoria, and HIS Strord Knot provided contintnnous
coverage from T	 12 .25 to T -' 3709 s.
All requirements for real-time transmission of
Surrcylor telemetry data to (lie SFOF were mct. As
planned. data t is VIIF was provided from liftoff to
spacecraft high-Power On, and thereafter via S-band.
]'he RTCS provided all rcquired support. A total of
eit,ht orbits were computed by the RTCS, including a
parking orbit using Antigua data. it second and third
parking orbit nosing Centrntr• gnidanc•e telemetry data, a
theoretical transfer orbit using Antigua data plus nomi-
nal second huru data, t\ y o actual preretro transfer orbits
front Pretoria data, a postretro orbit using Carnarvon
data. and it spacecraft orbit from DSS 42 data. From
these, interrange vector, orbital elements, \ISFN look
angles, DSN predicts, ,anon ni,npping :uiel injection
ntatric •es were provided.
B. Deep Space Network Phase
As \y ith the Strr •reyor l'1 Mission the DSN provided a
constan t Iti-_, 1j Level support for Stlrceyor I'll, Keith the
exception of that listed below.
The DSS `71  received spacecraft tcicure •try from prior
to I;unwh to T ' 6 min, 2 s. The signal strength was
nominal. confirming it good spacecraft tr: wimtter at
launch, as shown in Fig. 51.
The prime data source for transmission of AFETit
real-time telemetry from KSC to the SFOF \\as  via the
conimmid and data console (CDC) and telc metry and
command pr ocessor computer at DSS 71, x yith the Bell
202 dataphone circuit as backup. This link provided
excellent high-speed data at the SFOF.
The Carnarvon-to-DSS 42 link delivered go, od data to
the SFOF fmin DSS 42 dec•onunutator lock (on Car-
na von data) at 07:13:12 GNIT mitil the telemetry proc-
essing station changed over to processing DSS 42 data
at 07:28:34 GNIT.
The DSS 51 acquired the spacecraft of 07:04:53 GNIT
and tracked in the on-wa y mode until 07:08:38. The DSS
42 actloired at 07:20:25 GAIT, which marked the begin-
ning of continuous DSN view. The DSS 72 was not
aeti yated for this mission.
1t 06:52:50 GNIT, DSS 51 at id DSS 42 predicts were
repmrted leaving AFETB and arrived at the stations in
titre for acquisition. in view of the problems existing at
the same time in the JI'l./c•ommunic •ation processor inter-
face which c •ouid have prevented Ji'l, predicts getting
to the stations. the timely arrival of AFETB predicts was
signifie ant.
From the tine of two-way acquisition by DSS 42 until
approximatel y retroignition —40 min, the USN tracked
Srrr•ceyor 1'11 in the two-way mode and, with minor
exceptions. returned extrcnnel y high etnalih, t\yn-\yay
dopplcr data. Stn-t—eyor 1'1 ,narked the first use of doppler
res ,l yer data during the inflight portion of a Surveyor
mission: for Surrryor I'll, all participating stations were
equipped with dopplcr resolvers and the data were, of
course, used in flight. The result of using the doppler re-
solver xyas a reduction in the standard deviation of the
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d(opplcr data (fi0-s saml)Ies) iron) ;t prcresoh cr Ic y cl of :tf)-
proxintatel\ (t.110ti to about 0.0(2 Ili, or it reduction b\ it
factor of 4. Unfa•tctnately, this did out prochtce a signifi-
cant dec•reusc ill corresponding target uncertainties
because, at dupf,lct' rem6er Icscls. the stain c•onax)ncnt
of the targcl nr certainties is c•omputcr nuisc imd nr,t
data uoisc. The rattly signific•unt losses of good two-way
dtypler data uccnrrcd during the first Musses os'cr DSS,,
51 ;u •, l 11. Appro0natcls '_ It of good two-vvm dopplcr
data	 the start of its first pass	 lost by I)SS 51
bvcausc • of ;I frequency shifter ttuit: the problem
was climinalcd bs replacing thc • unit. Thu DSS I1 lost
:30 still of ctol,plcr resumer data during the midcourse
mimcmcr (althon>;h the basic two-wa y doppler d:tt:t \tits
rtol alfeeted) dnc to a ntis,tdiustcd poteutiouu • tcr in the
(ol)plcr resolver counter, the problcntwas eliminated b\'
c•orrec •tlt adjustin-1 the Imtentimoctcr (however, DSS 1.1
rttadc the same error on its third pass).
The DS\ tracking data :aid all)lm scattering data
rec•ut • ct'v \\-as good tlnonghont the mission, with very
little real-time data lost. Data losses a ere caused•
lrrittutt'ily. b\ minor CCF problems tthicl: occurred dur-
ing the nperaliuual periods.
1. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The follow-
ing Dccp Space Stations ttrrc c•unuuittcd as prune sta-
tions for support of the Surveyor I'll Mission:
DSS	 !dame
I 1	 Culdstortt• Dccp Spac •c Conununications
Complex, Barstow. Calif.
42	 Tidbiul,illa, Australia. near Canberra
61	 Iiublc•do, Spain. near ?Madrid
fit to the basic support provided by prime
stations, the folfm iug support was presided for the
Surr cym 1'11 Mission:
(1) DSS 71. Cape Kennedy, prmidud facilities for
spac•cc•raft/DSIF compatibility tcstiug, and also
recviteel and recorded tclt • rnctry data after liltoff.
[it DSS 71 used its CDC and tcicmetr\
and conimmid processor computer to process
AFETR r;utge telemetry data for transmission
to JPL
(2) DSS 14 Mars, Goldstone Decp Spac•c Cormmini-
cations Complex, Harsto\\ . Calif., pt •o\ id(-cl backup
trucking and command support during midcourse
and terminal maneuvers, using its 210-fl-diam
untt•nna. At touchdown, the baseband telcnu•lry
output of the I)SS 13 prim • rccckur wits trans-
rn it ted to the SF(W.
(3) DSS 51. Jult,tnucsburg. South Africa. I,rn\ itl, d
tracking supl,orl dtaring the lrausit phase.
For the tumor} 7. 1968 lannclt d ttc. DSS 12 mas
designated the initial lcto-tta\ actluisiiion Station ,ts it
nu • t all the acyuisition c•ritcria of both the DSIF and the
Strt t cyor Project.
\t)proxin);tt('l\ 46 null after ItIllar touchdown DSS I I
c•on,nt;uufcd and rcc•citcd 200-line TV 1)iclures. ()It
 10. daring the ;1mc •cc•ridt's fourth pass mcr DSS (if,
OW :151 ttus connn:uulcd to the backt;ruttud dutht position
and rcc •cited the first alpha scattering (xl)(rin)cnt dat;t.
DSS I 1 c •ommandcd the :1S1 to be lowered to the lumur
surface during the "Imccc • r)tft • s fourth pass otrr DSS H.
hottcter, the inshrrntcut failed to hmvr because of a
malluuctiouing c • sc•apt • nu • nt mcclumism. During the fifth
pass over DSS 11, the surface sampler Was suc•ccssfull\
cotntn:utdcd to push the ASI to the lunar surface.
Starting on J:unmry 13, 1968, the DS1F provided track-
ing support during a series of laser experimcnts. From
January 15 through 17, 1968, the DSIF siyported two
nusuc•cessful attempts to revive Surveyors 1. 111. V, and
VI spacecraft. For the remainder of the first lunar clay
the DSIF provided spacecraft operations support by
comet urding soil sampicr, alpha sc•attcring cxperinu•nt.
and TV picture sequences, us Will as recci\ ing and
recording the foll(ming t\pes of data: lunar ruck bear-
ing. TV nu teurulogical pictures of the earth, nutgnct
stud\, polanuctric stirtr\ and rock polari/ation studies,
star snr\eV, alpha scattering; experiment shtdics, laser
beam experilncnt, and nutllipath tests.
One-way spacecraft signals were receited by DSS 71
for 6 min and 3 s after liftoff:. Sign;tl le\cls rcc•citcd
\aried hunt approxintalclt 68 dBnAV ()it the pad at
liftoff to —158 dBnAV at loss of signal. Also, DSS 71
processed real-tithe AFLTH telemetry with its CDC and
on-site telemetry cut(] command processor c•ontl)utcr.
DSS 51 acquired spacecraft signals 34 rain after latm( It
and tracked the spacecraft for 3 ruin and 45 s (luring the
first pass. The DSS 51 provided support daring all three
of its transit-view periods.
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T1Ic • initial ts\o- say acquisition Nits ac•hie\cd h\
DSS 12. min mull 58 s after spacc • c • ridt rise over till•
stations horiirn. Slit;litl\ over 8 min (-Lapsed from till-
receipt of till , first spacecraft signals until DSS 42 \vas
prcparud to command the spacec•r:tft. Signal Ic\els \a ric•d
Iront approxint•ctl-l%	 128 dlinAV at first BF contact to
Sh dBIII\\ at
 tilt , time conciu,indint; begaur.
From the• time of initial 1m)-\\a\ acytiisition by DSS
42 until alil)t• n\imalcl\ -10 ntiu hcforc spaccc•raft main
rctroig lit ill , Ucep Space Stations tracked Surveyor V11
ill the two-way mule, and, with minor exceptions.
rucci\ed hiJr-qualit y
 dolililer data. Fm . S111 . 1-cyor I'll all
pallticipalin ,g stations \\crc egnippcd with dopplcr re-
sohrrs, s\hich resulted in it
	
in the standard
(Icsia Lion of the dopplcr data b y a factor of 4. However,
tins slid not produce a significant devivase in the c •or-
respondiot, tar,ut uncertainties because at doppler
resolver Ic\cls lilt, train c •omponcut of the target tut-
certaintics was computer noise and not data noise.
The mid( oorw manctiver was strc•c •essfnll • comma micd
h\ USS 11 durin, its first pass. Two ntidc•oursc adjust-
ments wcre scheduled but orbit calculations indicated
that the first mil min—sc performed the nccessar\ adjust-
ments, hence tic second midcourse \\as not rt,gnircd.
DSS 14 also provided support during the midcourse
maneuver ttsim4 its 210-ft autleuna.
The spacecraft terminal maneuvers and rctrodescent
wcrc suc•cessfull comman lcd during the third DSS 11
pass. A smooth spatc • cc • raft touchdown ill targeted
area was achieved \\itli no loss of ncci yl-r lock at the
three stations ha y ing spacecraft visihility (DSSs 11, 14,
Mid oil ).
"I"he signal levels received at tlrc Deep Space Stations
during the transit phase are sho\\n in Fig. 52 and cor-
respond very (• lose]\ to the prcdicted fl-\cis. The pre-
dictcd levels for the prestar acquisition track are not
gi\cn as the spacecraft \vas not roll-stahili/cd (filling this
period. Therefore, the received signal lc\cl could vary
over it wide range because of variations ill
antenna patterns. During star acquisition, midcourse
c•orrcction, and retromancu\cr, the spacecraft was in
high-power mode and lilt- rec•eiyud data wcre 16.5 dB
ahovc the low-power signal lc\el. Uat;t iii( rate changes
occ•unr•d \\ithin
 2 (Ili of the prrdictcd thresholds. The
periods during s\hici g, ro drift tests were c •on(lncted are
shown at the top of the illustrations. The random gyro
drift and subsequent antenna pattern variations pro-
duced it 	 in the received signal level of ±3 (Ili.
At looehd(mn, the bast-band telcmt tr y oulpul of Ili•
DSS I I prim • receiver was transntilled to till- SFOF
using the midcb:uul mierowa\c lint•. The DSS 14 pro-
\idt-d excellent support durin>; all of its tracking periods.
After tilt- Innatr landin,. tilt- DSIF provided 21-h/day
tracking coyeragc, with USSs 11, 42. and 61 presiding
post Lmdin, mission operations support.
During lunar operations, several losses of uplink lock
weir expericnced h\ both DSSs 11 and -12. \\ith  a con-
scquenl loss of command c•apatbilit\. lit cast ultlhik
was teac •guired and c•onttn:uulirrg proceeded normally.
The I)SIF prmided continuous support to
Sm-reyor 171 (Irving all spaccc • radt operating periods.
hime station support \\as p o\idcd b y DSSs 11. -12. and
tit; DSS 51 provided additional strpport during all three
of its transit-phase vie\\ periods. Initial  ts\o-way acqui-
sition and commanding of the spacecraft seas performed
by DSS 42. DSS 71 supporlcd the prclannc •h spacccraft-
DSIF RF compalihilih tests. anti. (Imiu c, the lanncl-h
phase, was the prime source of real-tune AFE'Ili tcicnr-
elr\ transmission to the SFOF. 'I hl- DSS 1 . 1 prm idcd
tr:nrsit phase and Innar operations support usim!, the
210-ft autcnua.
Dmim4 htnar operations there were instances of loss of
Uplink lock and consc(lnent loss of command capability.
Ill cac•h case. the uplink \\as rcac•quircd and (-onnnautding
procctcled normally . This occ• urrcd at DSSs I I. fit, and
42 oil occasions. The DSIF parlicipatrd full y in
invustigatin, these problc•nts hnt no (-sill, ncc of ground
equipmcnt nsrlfnnc• tions could be found.
During prelannu It preparations. there was momcnt;uy
concern over till- readiness of the TV ground data
handling system at Goldstone (TV-I1) for mission sup-
port. The main problctns \%cre due to extended mission
support provided to Surreyors V and VI during Dcc•crn-
her. the tight sc•hcdnle. and the amount of testing
m(lnired prior to till- Surreym I'll Mission. \\ ilh the
help ;oil cooperation of TV-1 personnel, all tests were
c•ompll-tcd and 'IY-11 performed efficientl y and reliably
throughout the first lunar clay.
Various operational, c(Impnrcnt, an(] interface prob-
lems were experienced (luring till- mission; Imm,ver,
none caused it serious loss of data or had any significant
effect oil 	 overall mission.
Till- follos\ing is a summary of till major activities of
each station during the mission.
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a
u. I)SS 11—Goldamic (Pionrrr) Calif. 'I'In• DSS 11
tracked Sim cyor 1'11 for thrcc passes tlurim4 Illc transit
phase, c•onunartlliu, till- c • r• itic,ll midcu11tsl• .1rtd tcrtniva)
11011eu\ct , . \ftcl. the toucillo\\n pass, DSS 11 conlinucd
tr.0 kind dnrint; the rl 11t,tinder of the Irurar day aui illto
the 11111.11 ui ,gllf, compilirlt; a total of Ili passes. Durint;
the first pass on (lad 7-8, the unidcourse mancu\cr \\-its
connnandcd \\ith no urinal performance except for still-
lot kort \\ Ili ( 11 \\as 1),1ImIned m.u111all y duc to sensor
satot;llion. - I he lcrnrirt,ll desecnl ,cg11cncc \\ • its SuCCess-
hrll\ c•onn11a nded on tfrc third pass \\ ith  uomin .1l spitvc-
c • rall respon,c. .\ modilicd postl.utdiu lf" segrn nc•c \cas
ac•c•omplishcd and the first ^_(Nl-liul- TV frame , was re-
ceivcd \\ithin 15 mill alter touchdown. The ANT
positionilr- was acc •onrplidwo after f: 'tccn •dill-liuc
frann • s wcrc rcccircd. and the remainder of tic third
pass \ras devol.•d to (illll -line 'I V ,old envinccriiig inter-
rogations. Station ;cc • ti\it\ oil ,uhw(plent passes cmpha-
,ircd S\I/SS operations and TV pic • lnres. The ,nrfac•c
,:u11plcr- \\as utiliil•d to dl pill\ the ASI aftcl till, uorlmll
cicplu\ nrcul uu•ch;rrli,nt failed. :u1d to move ill( . iustrn-
iu • nt to t\ro other loc•atious on the hinar surface. Alpha
walturing data \rcrc ac(lnircd :unl cnl,iuccrhig intuin -
gations \rcrc perfortncd thrmighonl the lnmar operational
period. In addition. the Station p;u • ticipalcd ill the laser
exp•. rirnenis mud an lit rnultipath cxperiirvl. Several nu-
sucet-ssful ath ntpts were made to rcrive outer Sr.r• r • vyo r
spac•ceraf t \\ flcn Silacyor V11 was in standh%,
Sev(v•al operalioual ;u1d clluipnu • 111 prohll ins were
crrc •ouutcrcd: howc\cr. nuuc resulfcd in any serious
cffcct 1111 the mission.
1,. DSS 11—GolrGtone (Mm-0. Calif. I'll( . DSS 14 \\ ith
il, 210 It aulcrtnm provided tiawif phase support duriu,
All 1111 c passes. Pru\isiml had 1). (-it made to alhm the
I)SS I I (.*I)C to uti!iic the DSS I I receiver ontpot. if
ncc•essarr. Proicct-furnished equipment was installo. d to
permit prc(letcution rccordinly. At midc •ourw :u1d tonch-
do\\n the b;tscbmnd lcicirclr\ rcc •( • i\t-r outpul \ras tratrs-
itittcd to the SFO \ia the mi(rowa\c link. Good data
were rccci\cd from I)SS 11 during all three lrac•kin,
periods.
c. DSS -12—Tidbinbilla (Cnnl,rrra) Amstralia. During;
the transit phase of the mission. DSS -12 had lhrt•t • track-
ing periolls and perfortncd the initial two-\\ay ac(pti-
sition and spac •ecralt cone aiitliis . Good PCM data \rcrc-
rccci\cd from (:arnar\orr prior to DSS 42 first vie\v.
Thcsc dat;t were processed ;aid transmit Icd  lu tie SFOF
for appru\imalcl\ II mill Itclorc s\\itclrinf; to DSS -12
datht after acqursilion. Altcr toil-hd(mn, DSS 42 con-
tiuucd to track fill Ih pmsscs liana., the Innar tla) • and
into 1111 Innar night. Ouritm the limar passes, the station
\\it ,, gull- active \\ith cxtcrrsi\c TV operations, alpha
u,lltcrill12, !1.11.1 acgiisitions, A/SPY positiouii .t;. BF and
signal proccs,ingexperimc its. cnginecrilit, intcrrogalions,
and Iw\rcr/IhcrlIIa1 m;nrat;cnx nt acti\ itics.
;lthlrnt;l ► several operational and ccloipillcnt problt•ms
\%crc cic•ountered, none had .tm si,uific:urt cffc( . t on fill-
mission.
d. I)SS 5]—jolt(oInv buri;, Sulrllr :Africa. 'I'll( DSS 51
ac(prirccl on the I 'nlch pass aflcr inicc •tion autd tracked
11,• ,pac •ccraft 1111 ,lppro\inratcl\- I min during a \l•r)
,hurl \ic\\ period. Althou ,h commimitations were pour.
Ow station was abL• to \crily that fill- spac•ccraft Status
\\;ts uotnirlal and that .oltoiratic ,01:11 panel dcplo\nu•nt
\ras Lakin. place. Ulniuq, the tlocc sncc •ccdim, transit
phase pa „t ,. DSS 51 trac •kcd both two- and three-\vat•.
urt,nitored tic star acgttisitiou performcd b\ DSS 61.
and perfortncd catinecrin, intcrrot;ationS and t;rro (hilt
cheek%. Sonic decoder s\\ 1(hirtt; wits obslncd d11riu”
till , third pass. Exc •cpt tar the loss of approximately
30 ruin of (\ro-\vat data durim, the first pass because
of a f;utlt\ frc(lucnc\ shifter t ►nil, no sii;nific:art equip-
ment or operational problcirs \rcrc • encountered \rhich
;rdvcrscl\ uficc • lcd the mission.
r. DSS 61-11arlrid, Spain. Thu DSS (if tracked the
spacecraft lot- three passes durintz the transit phase and
for 16 pa,sl,, (hiring the lunar phase. Stai n acquisition \%-its
performed on the first trawit lms,. I)nrirc, the roll
manum , cr, automatic star lockon (It , ] not Imi(tilm prup-
c • rlr ;urtl it \\-its ncccssarc to perlotm it manual Inckurl.
Exc •cpl l01 the star ac •yuisiliou sequence. conun.uilin,
from DSS (il \\as ntiiintal dnrirri , the transit passe,.
Ilo\rever. till- station \ras in \it-\\ • dmitlt; midcourse mull
tuuchdn\\u alit(] these evcits \rcrc m(mitorcd 11ntil till-
cud ul tit,- \ic\r. Acti\ilics tic 11111:11 d,rr and
night c •on,i,tcd of cxtcnsivc television, alpl ►a scattering
accumulati(mN, enginccri , ru, inlcri-w ations, A /SP1' posi-
tioninq and po\rcr/lherir,d manat!t-mcnt_ Srruscl at the
,pacccralt occ•tnrc(I c;u-lic•r th,ul anticip,llcd dorin!,
I)SS 61 view, and the station sncccsslull\ obtained
shadow progression and solar corona TV seclucnct•,.
During one pass, a period of high \\ inds  caused noise
spike, in the RF system acid forced a cham!c in hit rate
from Hill) hits/s for both tt 4 meta and all,ll.t ,c:tttl rin>;
data. 'I In immt-diatc source of this prohlent was not
determined. Several other operational mid cquiptucut
problems were enc •onntc •rcd. noel- had an\ significant
ulft •ct	 ()It	 tit,	 err "iwi	 II1,\\1•\t•r.
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1. /)SS 71—Calm, Kenrrrrlrl. Fla. Tic DSS it snppmt
lot.
 till • mission cousistcd of providi11, PCNI d,tl,t In the
SFOF (Im iii, the spacecraft Inclannc h c •ounld(m it ;11111
ill) Ilnon,li Ill(- ,,nd (.I till- Iwar-earth phase. Sourcc of
Ih( data \\as Inrildin, :\O until T	 i min ;fit(] KSC
Ilicrcaftcr until :1pin,rsim:rlcl y T	 10 min. Data in both
( •uses sill,, l,rocesscd h\ the CDC and till- tcictnctn and
command processor computer mid t arlsmilt,,d too
SFOF \ia Iri,h-speed dat.1 hou and TTY. This data Imth
wrrrkecl (mite w,,ll ,ind ,00d dales \\ere received at til l -
SFOF dolilig all links that t;nod data were rec•ckt-d.
°. Dccp Space cltt •ork/CCF. For ,SiOrrtlor missions.
till . (;(:F 1r,oisnlils 1lackin,. I(•lcm Ir\. an(] connoand
d;tta from till- OSIF to till . SFOF. and control ;aid
c •omm;ual lunctiow, front till . SFOF to the DSIi h\
rueatts of \.%SCO\I facilities. The GCF also traisnrils
sittiolat,,d lrackin, data to till . DSIF w d video data
.(nd hasch;rnd tel,,nu • lry fr(rlti DSS IL (,oldston Ue cl-p
Space (:0nuonttications ('onilrlcv to the SI OF. On the
girt v tlor \ 11 Mission all ,, mimimicatio n c • irc • nits hctween
th- 1)SIV and SFOF were aototnaticalh • ss\itched using a
c Mill Ill nic•alion processor.
In gener.d. till , \ASCO \I mb\ork Ino\idcd exec]](nl
" a i rport throughout the mission. Coll Ill 11111leati011S pro-
cessor operations prmud relialdc daring critical mission
phases. Unrin, Innar ,tP•rations. the Goddard c0nun111Ii-
(AttiOtlS In-)cess)r l-xperi,,uced it r111n1her 01 lailtu(•s hul
these did not cause serious loss nl data. i larch\ irc telc-
tvpe (ircuils were available ill event of a conunu11i
cations processor failnrc (luring critical periods, hot \scrc
1101 nl-edcd durittt; the nrissiou.
Two nc\s  'it tII Sit tcllitc c •ontnntnic;ttinns circuits \\l-rc
rnadf .
 a\ailahie to till- A ETIi Ascension Island station
to plovidl- iulpl-mcd downrulge communications rclia
hilik. Ott(• satellite circrtit cousistcd of a daLtphooc
circuit Irow AFETH station 12 to II'I, via GSFC. Good
data were recei(ed ill tell mctr\ processing station
0a this circuit. Iw\\e\(r . 11c (Lila sore not processed
because of till hi,141ualit\ (tali recci\ed via the normal
KSC/DSS - I path. A second satellite circuit \\A(s used to
transmit du\\ma m1. v metric telet\pc data from Ascension
to Cape heuncd\; this circuit ails) provided good dul;t.
Tllc Goldstone microwave virc • nik. includitrg the 6 \Ills
y idcu line, pci-fcrrna•d vcrc ((ell (laming the mission. One
si'nific •aut 6 \Ills line prohlcm occurred, causing loss of
real-time data for part of one pass. AH (I.tta were recov-
ered at the end of the pass, and the prune data recorded
at I )SS 11 s( ere not allected.
Special communications support linking all Irartici-
patim> stations was prosidcd for the laser r•xlrr•rinr•nt.
u. Tek • ir/Ire eirctrils. TcIctvpc c• ircufts (four asailahlc
to prune stations) arc used Irrr Irausnlitting Irackiul; and
lch-Inct •v data. coo Ill ands.aurl adlninistratise tr:tllic•.,11c
Sro • rrrlor \ ;1 \lission \vas snlrlrorted thrnul;h Ilic C:111-
Ircrra, Loo(fon. (mddard. and	 IPI. Collin 11111ication
I ) r( rc•cssor.
\t Lomi.It Ili, , communications processor/dat.t proc • ess-
iu>; s ystctn iulcrfac •c could 1101 he established 11111 \sus
rl-stored I mio tiller lanncl :n d causcd no (1-da loss.
• Ihc connnunicatio11s processor Irroscd s( • 1.\ rcliahle dor-
ini.^ c • ritic,tl mission phases. IL,11dwirc lelcI\pe circuits
((et•(' avail;thlc ill went of ;I Ltilttrc. "These
circuits wcrl- chec kud out dnrin, prcmissioo testing, hot
lhc( \\err 1101 nl-edcd dioin, 11c transit phase of till-
tli,ht hcc;tux• of the Itiq,h rchahilit\ nl the processors
durimi this period. Doring Illilar operations till' project
(fill Dot l-lcct to use till . lla p k\ ire 61-clots hecausc of till.
,eo( rail\ short duration 01 the processor onla,l-s th•tt
(fill occur. During Inn,m op(•rttions G0(1(1a1d :old o"r-
seas processors experienc:-d many periodic outages,
\\ hic h diet not, however, cause it serious loss of data.
Telet y pe c•oerlunnicatio11s through this s ystem \\erc
considered excellent_ During lunar opt-rations thcr,, were
12 failnr,,s at Goddard. necessitating manual and uuto-
tnatic• recoveries moll sonic s) •sicnl swaps: 1o\\ever. th ,,ir
,,Ilec •ts were minitn.d. 'I he Caidwrra c•ononunicalions
Irroeessor exp( • rienccd truce failures and I.00(l011 pro-
cessor experienurd live: all were of short duration.
1 ' 1iliialioo 01 the c •0ntnnoiications Irroc •essor syslcm•
ltocccvcr. dill not cxcmpt I)SS 51 Irenr prolr:t!,aliou-
c•aused mitau,cs. Telct\pc communications doling the
Surrey	 111 \fission were ncv,,r1lcless degraded he-
causc of this continuio, problem.
'I he tcict pc circuits and the processor sere excep-
lion:dly reliable; the Nvcakest circnits(to DDS S1)slowed
approximatel y Ji ric reliability.
i1.. Voice rirrt(ils. The voice circuits are slr:11rd be-
tween the DSIF and till- Surretlor Projcc•t for admiuistra-
tic,, cnrltrol :utd col u flit uding functions. The NASCO\I
\nice circuits provided for the Stiff ( ,?lot- I'll \fission
lrctirnrnc(I s+cll except lot . sc y eral 11111101.
 outages.
The voice portion of the \ASCO \I network generalk
I)royides if higher reliahilil\ factor 01,111 the TTY, ss itl
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tftc exc •cptio11 of Ilic radio 1111k .aid
I^li'Inf1:1. Si11tiLtr to the I)SS 51 itletvpc circuits, dc-
gradcd propagatioil conditions cause(1 tit(- majorit y of
ccii(t • lailtn(-s It-) S(I11tli \1ri(a. 'I'k I)SS 51 "nice was
Hill at latnu It (fill- to pmpat.;.atioil. h,,l was restorcd prior
to acqukitio,,. 'llic baLutee of Ilic \ASCO\I voice ( , ir-
(Hits enco11nlcrt-d very little oul,agc litni•, and	 hen
'nllages dill occur. Rtes • were held to short durations by
means of to allc rn,ttt make•- t(oud c irc•uits.
Voice co,,n11il,,ications ssitlt tit( . (:(1ldslone stafioils was
lit-ark o I )l ill t11111.ual ilo major prol)Icnts were encountered.
All sr)ic •c c irc nits exhihitc •d 99- 100, rcliahilily except
1)SS 51, tit(- weakest circ•ttil, sshic •h sho)(ed 95%
r•liahilit'.
r. Ili_h-.vpccd dala lines. Onc high- speed data line is
prosidc(1 to each pri11tc site fur Icicnr( • trw data tr.uls-
mission In the SFOF 111 rcal-tim . 'Ills part of the
cotmncntications s y stc 111 1wrformcd well during Imth ill(-
prch,mcli tcstinv and mission phases.
Tltc ootltuuucl sides of the lines were used d,,ring
tesli11, to tr:utsntil sitnnlation data to the stations and
dnrin, the tnksiot( to bac • klccd xalious ,ice acts as
rt-(Iuircd. I)nriilg Iltc mission all high-speed data lines
exhil)itcd frmn 99 to IN)% ruliahilit exc •cpl I)SS 51.
"\Mich showed 91% rclialtility, as it cxl1erivnccd outage
duriti, flit , initial short I.It ich pass due to I )ropar;ation-
Both \ \S(:()\I and llallicr(Ilcr data sets ( I)SS 51 only)
were employed for St► rregor 1 f1 and no major pruld, ills
were encountered at ;,,i\. of flit- I)SN stations.
(l. 11'X1( band  rni( rotrarc .► ysicin 'I'll(- sc idcl)a;td mium-
w;a\( link I(cho,cen I)SS 11, (:oldslurtl- Uccp Space (:ont-
ttuntications ('otnl)Icx. and the SPOP consists of one
6- \III/ simplex (onc-wad ) chmin I for video, and out-
96-klli dtiplc • x (two-\cay) data ch:urttcl.
Conmtuilic:ations between JI)l. and Goldstone via flit-
\\'csturn t uion Microwave s ystem was almost 100';
rcliahlc in passit ►g TTY. voice, and high-speed data.
11lowt-\er, that Iwrtion of the micr(mave system that
carries Ilse (j-\Ill/ sidco channels did expericilc •c one
outage of 2l-3 111111 durin, the '^Ilfrcgor 1'11 \fission. '1•his
outage was due to a hi,h li- Deal pilot tune, causing tut-
beam to sus itch to owill.(lc sooner tliau ilorntal. Other sys-
tem lailctres were ,,tinor. and of short (Inration. Lo11gcr
outages oil flit- mstc11t evert- avoided 1)s inuttl-diatc
switching to flit , h:t(ka:p Lutdliilc circuits.
e. TvIcrision ,enfold chtln lunullir ► _, syslrr►► . , I . to . "\"1(.11.1
used fill the Sarcerlor 1 11 Mission s e as tilt , sang(• as Ill(
co,,fig,,ralion its(-(] during flit- Sim c1 or \'1 \lk%ion,
( )lwratimis in Ili( , TV - 1 area m-re comparatively
s1114)(011 an(1 troui)Ic-Iree dminf, the entire I11tuu • day.
lical time spacecraft signals receis cd via I lit microwave
link from I)SS I I were • of exc • c11L 111 y,,alit, (Gilt the
excrptio11 0l a Iml-tiorl of un(• wit-)% pl-riod ss I(c o micro-
wavc cha,,ucl s\witchi,,, 1m)W( Ills occm-wd. Tlic Iost
data Ewen , rccmcred un tit( . foll(miil!", day Imm Ilic
USS I I F I(-900 rcc•ording.
\Then possible, minor cclttiln11c,,t fail,,res within the
TV-I arca were corrcctcd in real-time and "I'Vdata los%cs
v.crc held to a minims m. Ananlg these failures were:
(1) -I'llo main ciulc•h sprint; in fill,, tra11slu g rt 1 broke
but was rchuilt and insl;tllcd hs .111, macltiuists
with tninitutnu loss of lilts data transfer.
(2) Tl(e wilco data simulator used (hiring count(loswn
c:alilnations fail( (I to u1)crate in ill(- fr:uning ntodc.
'I'l l( .
 TV41 simidatur was employed as a backup
and c•omit(Im(,, calibration sc•licdules were met.
(3) 'formal %scar to photo processing cyuipila•nt gear
t aius and drive hclts re( I (tircd replacement lit
 
during operations but dill not affect 1)11Oto
luoduc• t dt-livery scbcduIcs.
I)m-ing the first lumr (l.as. TVA recovered a total of
)0,9J:i video Ir:unes via microwave from 'I V-11 and
front P11-800 Iapcs recorded overseas. From these, the
foil()\\ ing phuln products ware produced:
Type Qu:u t t i t y
Mosaic 648 negatives,
113 .1 1)1 tots
Photo enlargement 5619 prints
Strip contact print 560 rolls
Master positkc 80 rolls
1)uhlic Information Office duplicate 80 rolls
Eilgim-cring data record 80 rolls
Command and data console film 59 rolls
Vidcu tapes recorded at TV - 1:
I\1'-i(i(tll analo g, recorder W each
F11 - 1-100 analog recorder 26 each
1' li '(NI	 idco recorder 68 each
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f. Decp Spare Ncttcork/.1FETR intcrface. The DS\/
AFETR iuterfac•e provide, oral-time data transmission
c•apabilih for both \ IiF and S-band downnui,c teicnt-
etrn from building AO at Cape Kennedy to the• SFOF.
The nominal s\l itcliocrr time from VIlF to S-band data
is after the spacecraft S-hand transmitter high-power
turnon. Incomine 1FETR telemetn_ is sent from KSC
si •nultalwouslw to buildiu, AO and to DSS 71 for pro-
cessing and transmission to JPL. The output of both
stations is transmitted to the SFOF via the GCF/
\ASCO\I. Durin g, t1w Surucyor I'il Mission. the KSC
to DSS 71 confi ,_uration was established as the prime
link between the SFOF and AFETR to pros idt an inter-
face similar to the data transmission links with prime
Deep Space Stations. The pres iousl used link between
huiloiue<, AO and SFOF. \ is Bt•11 modems, was retained
.is backup.
In addition. two new satellite communications circuits
swe-^ used from the Ascension Island station of AFETR
to provide improved reliabilit y of communications from
down range. These circuits were implemented by
ASCO\1 in cooperation with AFETR. One voice/data
glade circuit extended from AFETR station 12 i Asceension
to JPL s is GSFC. .A total of 202 data sets were used to
transmit 550 bits/s Surveyor data direct to JPL from
-Ascension and stations farther do-wn range. Good data
were rec•e iyed in telemetry processing stations via this
circuit. however. it was not processed because of the
hide quality of the data cc:ming in via the normal KSC/
DSS 71 path. A second satellite  circuit was used to
transmit downrange metric data via teletype from
Ascension to Cape Kennedy. This circuit was also
checked out and provided good data
Infli,ht spac•ceraft telemetry was received from the
AFETR stations and rela •.e•d to the SFOF until approxi-
matel y
 40 min after liftoff.
Both the prime DSS 71 and the building AO backup
circuits provided good data during the mission. but due•
to the hi'h gnalit of the DSS TI data. the building AO
data were not processed. The backup s ystem was also
used durin!z the ORT to provide simulated telemetry
data from the SFOF to huildiri ,V AO and performed well.
The DSIF trackin, data for earl y orbit determination
%%,is succes.hrllc bac•kfed to the real-tine computer s y ,-
tctn at the AFETR.
The system for transmission of real-time telemetr y data
from the Carnarwon. .Australia \ISF\ station to the
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SFOF via DSS 42 was again activated for Surreyor I'll.
This sy stem performed ver y well and good d.eta was
t-c•ened in the SFOF from Carnar yon acquisition until
D:JS 42 switched over to processing their own data. a
period of approximatel y 14 min.
3. Deep Space Netu•ork/SFOF. Tbc DS\ supports
Surveyor mi.sions b\ providing mission control facilities
and performing special functions sc ithin the SFOF.
a. Data proceWn_ system. The SFOF Data Processing
S ystem performs the following functions for Surveyor
Missions:
I Computation of acquisition predictions for DSIF
stations antenna pointing angles and ree•civer and
transmitter frequencies).
Orbit determinations.
3 Maneuver computation and analx'sis.
4 On-line telemetr y processing.
5 Command tape generation.
6 Simulated data generation (telemetr y and tracking
data for tests I.
The data processing system Leneral configuration for
Surveyor rissions consisted of two PDP computers in
the telemetry processing station, two strings of IBM
,044/7094  computers in the central computing com-
plex and a subset of the input/output system.
The IB\I -044/7094 redesign software s ystem. modi-
fied to process both darner 11' and Surveyor I'll data.
was utilized in the data processing system during the
Surveyor I'll Mission. Teletype traffic. other than
Currcr/or. %was not rc•mo\ed from the communications
processor during the critical periods as had been clone
on the Surveyor, V and \'l Missions. Manning of the data
processing s^ stem was adequate and the performance of
all personnel was skillful and proficient.
Si,nific.uit differences from prior missions were:
Ili The IB\I ,044W a • ,d IB\I T094V were rt•config-
ured as a movie 2 string and closed-circuit moni-
tors were installed.
121 Computer prouram \ITGS was modified to in-
crease the accuracy in some of the constants.
-3 1 Coor(Pi ation p:ocvdures were modified in order
to spec d up the initiation of predict transmissions.
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(4) The NASCOM end-of-m essage marks and new
headers were getneratcd by the IBNI 7044 eyeiy
15 join or every 5400 teietype characters, which-
ever occurrccl sooner.
The following problems deserving special attention
were encountered:
(1) At liftoff, the iuterfac •e between 70444 and the
c •omnnulieations processor failed. causing inc • onn-
pletc words to be received b y the 7044. The
computer programs were loaded oil the Y-string
as expeditiously as possible and operations c •on-
tinucd on the Y-string.
(2) During the midcourse maneuver, telemetry pro-
cessing station 2 faulted. causing a momentar y loss
of data until the program was restarted. PDP-7 3
was re •pinc • ecl by P1)P-7 1, but the faults recurred
to the extent that station 2 operations were signifi-
c •ant1v curtailed din-ing lunar operations.
(3) During the terminal phase, the 704411' queue list
could not be cleared. The 7094 also indicated disk
transmission errors. The telemetry processing xvas
switched to the Y-string. This resulted in orbit
determination program card read problems. The
7044\ Nvas then made available and was used to
process telemetry data during the terminal descent.
(4) Communication processor computer changes in-
duced interface problems between the processor
,Ind the 7044, necessitating several resta_'; of the
7044.
(5) The orbit dc •tcrmination program did not run
successfully when tcictuetr y
 data ware being pro-
cessed I-y the same ,tring. It is suspected that the
problem may he due to a c•aid read problem in
the 7044/7094 program.
(6) The organizational interfaces between mission-
do.-pendent and mission-independent personnel in
the SFOF c •ompnter operations became extrome•ly
awkward and drawn-out at times. These interlaces
should be better defined and well understood.
Surveyor I'll utilized a redesigned computer c •onfigu-
ratiou in conjunction Willi it communication processing
s ystem \\hiclt
 aoitoniatic•alk switchcd t(letx-pc lines and
;Jlowcd computer shaping ill of other concurrent
space program missions. Its c • apahilities inc•ludcd switch-
ing. real-time monitoring, quick- access message logging
n,d recall. Coll if[imlicatiou processor problems. although
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not significanttl affecting the mission, did cause utiuor
dela ys in providing SFOF user auras with incoming data.
The data processing system performed ill excellent
manner, with onl y minor har(N-are pro Ncnts that did not
detract Iron] mission support. The two PDP-7 cn,utititers
ware mcd extensivel y to process high -speed telemetry
data for the Surveyor I'll Mission. This processing con-
sisted of dec•onn rotating and transferring the data to
the 7044 computer via the 7288 data channels, generating
it digital tape for non-real-time processing, and sopplywl;
digital - to-analog converters with discrete data param-
eters to drive analog recorders ill 	 the spacecraft
analysis area and the space science analysis area.
The 1B\f 7044/7094 coo-mier string dual configura-
tion suc• c•essfnlly processed all high-speed data received
from the telemetry processing station and all teletype
data received from the comnninications center, as well
as all input/output requests from tine user area,.
The input /output system provides the capability for
entering data control parameters into the 71144/7094
computers and also for displaying computed data ill
user areas xia the vauimis display devices. 'I -he input/
output system performed adequatel y ; many minor prob-
lems were reported, but were resolved in real-time with
only a minor loss of data.
b. Dcep Space Nettt •ork/ICS. The DSN /ICS provides
the capability of receiving, s\y itching, and distributing
all types of information required for spaceflight opera-
tions and data analysis to designated areas or users within
the SFOF. The system includes fac • ilitics for handling all
voice conuuunicatiom, closed circuit T1 - , 7 FY, high-
speed data, and data receive(T over the microwave
channels.
The DSN/ICS performed iN all exceptional manner,
with onl y inror anomalies.
Roth modem* types (NASCOM and Hallic•rafters) were
required (bu r ro ', the Surce rlor 171 Mission. • I T he NASCOM
inodems were tlscd for wading high-speed data from all
stations except DSS 51, and reliability was very high.
The DSS 51 a!sed the Hadlic •rafters modems. which per-
fornned reliably; the onl y circuit problems were caused
by propagation. 'Minor problems occurred during launch
*A modem (modulator-demo(Iularor) is a device for con verting a
digital signal to it sit;o;,l \%Ili[], is compatible \%ith telephone line
transmission (e.g.,Ire•(ucac^-nu)Julat(d tmirl.
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when several stations were active and modem ssitcbing
was re(Inired within the SFOF so that each station could
perform data transfer tests.
The TV conuminications subsystem eaperiumcd Minor
equipment problem, that were resol ved in real-tinge.
I)nring title launch phase there was a shortage of TV
monitors used for \ it•wing teletype lines.
c. Evaluation. The overall performance of the main-
tenance and operations personnel and equipment in the
SFOF in supporting the Surrcilor I'll \fission was satis-
factory . Stalling for the mission \% as adequate. and no
minting problems were experienced in an y of the
Operation alld support areas.
Major changes in the facility between the Surveyor I'l
and I'll MissiOns WIL-re:
(1) The 7044W and 7094V computers were reconfig-
ured into a new operational W-strint*.
(2) The new SFOF computer-driven display system
was used and a nunber of interesting and useful
displa\s \\ere developed to support real-tingle
operations.
A significant problem in the interface between the
communications processor and 7044X occurred shortly
before liftoff. As discussed above, the 1'-string w•as
brought up as a replacement for the \-string. The net
result was it 15-mill loss of the CY/7044 at a critical time
during the countdown.
Another significant problem occurred on January 18,
1968 \Own a circuit breaker controlling the diesel po\ycr
unit was switched off in error. Tbis resulted in a shut-
down of some communications equipment in the SFOF.
and caused a 25-mill delay ill prm iding data to the
project.
C. Tracking Data Analysis
The Surrcyor I'll spacecraft was tracked by prime
Surrcl/or DSIF stations at Johannesburg, South :Africa
(DSS 51). Canberra, Australia (DSS 421, Madrid, Spain
(DSS 61), and Goldstone. Calif. (DSS 11), ail(] by backup
station DSS 14 at Goldstone. Calif., from shortl y after
transfer orbit injection nail lunar touchd(i n at 01:05:28
GMT on January 10, 1965. The DSIF then continued to
track title spacecraft on the lunar surface until 14:14:00
G\11' on January- 26. 1968, or approxiniatcl- 80 h into
the lunar night. Actual station tracking periods during
the inflight portion of the mission, together \s itb nominal
view periods, may be seen in Table 38.
1. Spacecraft center frequencies. So that spacecraft
predictions may be generated and supplied to the DS\
tracking stations for purposes of spacecraft acquisition,
aided track, and station-to-station transfers of the space-
craft, it is essential that the spacecraft transmitter (one-
way) center frequencies and transponder (two-way)
center frequencies be accuratel y known. The nominal
values for these frequencies are 2295.000000 \IHz (at
carrier level) for the transmitter center frequency and
Table 38. Nominal view periods vs actual tracking at Deep Space Stations
Date DSS
Nominal rise,
GMT
Nominal set,
GMT
Nominal view
period'
Acquisition
by station,
GMT
Loss of
signal by
station, GMT
Actual view
period
Jan 7 51 07:03:01 07:07:11 00:04:10 07:05:06 07:08:36 00:03:30
42 07:20:04 13:37:08 06:17:04 07:22:12 13:35:02 06:12:50
51 11:33:52 22:19:33 10:45:41 11.33:02 22:24:02 10:51:00
61 13:00:15 01:35:53 12:35:38 12:59:02 01:33:02 12:34:00
11 21:06:54 09:02:10 11:55:16 21:07:02 08:56:02 11:49:00
Jan 8 42 05:06:43 14:18:59 09:12:16 05:15:02 14:18:02 09:03:00
51 12:32:48 22:34:30 10:01:42 12:32:02 22:24:02 09:52:00
61 13:16:47 02:08:48 12:5201 13:18:02 02:06:02 12:,,8:02
11 21:19:37 09:17:05 11:57:28 21:27:02 09:11:02 11:44:00
Jan 9 42 05:27:52 14:26:39 08:58:47 05:30:02 14.28:02 08:58:00
51 12:44:38 22:37:33 09:52::5 13:20:02 22:39:02 09.19:00
61 13:18:44 02:21:26 13:02:42 13:33:02 02:20:54 12:47:52
11 21:25:41 09:34:21 12:08:40 21:34:02 09:37:00 12:01:58
"Based on horizon mask for all stations exce p t DSS 72, which is based on 0 deg elevation.
1
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22.013610 MHz (at station VCt) level) for the trans-
ponder center frequency. Thesc frequencies are mea-
snrcd nunatlls bidfow the mission for use in the prcllight
pl. cdi(iioo document. and a";1ili ou • asurcd several times
	withiu the Last 10 	It 	 the countdown for use ill
predictions. 'I'll( , frequcnc • ies which were usud in the
prcllight prcdictiou J";cument w•cve:
	Frcilncn('), \II 	li	 •I ran"l lit lrr/transponder
	
2294.990100	 Transmitter A at 110 'F
	2294.W)0100	 `rransinitter B at 110'F
	
22,01:3672	 Transponder A at 90'F
	
22.01:3615	 Transponder B at 90'F
Thcsc frequencies - w ere ahstrac• ted f rom preflight da';a
supplied by IIAC. During the countdown, frequency
measurements were made and sent to the SFOF at
T 669, 565.:326, 50, A and 20 olio. approximately as
called for in the sequence of events. 11icsc measurcn lei its
were plotted against the preflight frcquenc•y vs tctripera-
turc curves and call he seen in Figs. 53-56. in previous
Sitrucyor missions (III—V) the preflight data were biased
b\ the countdown frequency measurements for use
during the actual flight, For Surcef/or IT a 60 - 11z bias
was added to the prcllight transponder frequency vs
temperabi e curves in all to more accurately pre-
dict inflight frequencies. However, since neither of
these methods has effectively achieved the desired result,
the preflight curves were used unaltered. Real-time
frcalncucy predictions were obtained b y using the pre-
flight cs tcinperatnre curves ill coiljinlc •tion with real-
tinic tcinperaturc predictions: chose yalucs are shown in
"Ruble 39. The varinns transmitter B One-way frequen-
cies reduced from the one-way data recorded dining
	
Siarceyor I'll are
	 presented ill 	 40; these \allies can
be compared to the data presented in Figs. 5:3 and 54.
2. Spacecraft predictions. Spacecraft predictions,
which are composed of time-tagged observables such as
antenna pointing angles, one-. two-. and three-way
duppler% best-loc•k ground transmitter frcqueucN" etc.,
are routincly provided to the DS\ tracking stations to
insure the success of spacecraft ac•cluisition, aided track,
and station handovcrs of the spacecraft. however, during
the launch phase, the provision of accurate predictions
to DSSs 51 and 42 bcc•om s it critical matter because of
the crucial iced for early acquisition and c•ommLinding
of the spac•cc•raft. For first two -way acquisition at I)SSs
51 and 42, there arc three distinct sets of predictions
ayaiLible:
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2295.021
2295.01-	 —
T-669 in REPORT
Z 2295.00	 —
0
T-326 min REPORT
2294.99 ^	 1
2294.981	 1	 1	 1
30	 60	 90	 12u	 150
TEMPERATURE. 'F
Fig. 53. Transmitter A frequency vs temperature
(1) Yreflight prediction document.
(2) T — 5 min predictions based on actual Lonic•h azi-
nnith.
(3) The AFETH predictions based oil 	 post-
injection tracking data.
Although both tfac prcfli,ht predictions an(] the T - 5
min prcclic•lions are generated before launch, the T - 5
lain predictions have two important advantages over the
prcf]ight predictions in that the y are based ()it
Ircquencc information and arc gcneratt-d for the exact
actual launch azimuth. For these reasons, the T — 5 min
predictions were generated and sent to DSSs 51 and 42
with the instruction that thcy be used instead of the
prcllight prcdic•tiou doclnocnt. A minor communication
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Fig. 54. Transponder A frequency vs temperature
processor failure at approximately launch time delayed
the T — 5 min pred i cts b\ about 10 min. Roth stations
reported receipt of the T -- 5 min predicts at about
T -I- 15 min and DSS 51 subsequentl y acquired the
spacecraft in the one-way mode using these predicts.
At T + 22 min, AFETR predicts based on a nominal
second burn arri^ ed. and ;1t T -I- 45 min, AFETR pre-
dicts based on thr actual transfer orbit arrived, both sets
verify ing the accuracy of the T — 5 min predicts. Using
III( .
 T — 5 lain predicts, DSS 43 perform(-(] the initial
t\\o -way acquisition in a nominal fashion. It should be
noted that the AFETR prcdic•ts arrivcd quite quickly
(in contrast to the sluggish AFETR prcdic• t performance
in the Surveyors V and V1 Missions) such that they would
have been quite useful had they been needed. During
the remainder of the mission, predictions were routinely
supplied to all part icipatit)" DSIF stations,
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Fig. 55. Transmitter B frequency vs temperature
3. Initial two-way acquisition at DSS 42. Prcdic•tions
indicated a Surveyor V71 rise at DSS 42 at 07:20:04
GNIT on January 7, 1968, or T + 50 min 05 s. DSS 42
received good, one-way data at 07:20:25 (rise + 00:21)
GMT, reported auto-track on the acquisition aid antenna
at 07:23:00 (rise 4 02:56) GNIT, auto-track on the an-
tenna main beam shortly thereafter, and good two-way
data at 0:28:02 (rise + 07:58) GMT.
This acceptable but relatively slow two-way acquisi-
tion time can be partially attribntcd to the comparatively
slow ascent of the spacecraft abose th(• horizon. Acquisi-
tion procedure prohibits turning ou the transmitter prior
to a 10-deg elevation over the local horizon. This can
account for as much as 2 min in this type of acquisition.
Taking this factor into c•onsidcration, the acquisition
compares reasonably with past missions.
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22.0139 F_	 Table 39. Surveyor VII frequency prediction
T-50 min REPORT
T-565 min REPCRT
T-30 min REPORT
DSS 42 INITIAL ACQUISITION
T-20 min REPORT
22.0138
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Fig. 56. Transponder B frequency vs temperature
4. Tracking performance. The DSN provided con-
tinuous angular and dopplcr tracking of the inflight
portion of the Surf-cyor V11 spacecraft from initial one-
way acquisition at DSS 42 at 07:20:25 GN1T on January
7, 1968 through lunar touchdown at 01:05:28 GNIT on
January 10.
In general, the overall qualit y of the tracking data
taken during the Surveyor VII Mission can be described
as excellent. Data h ypes used in the orbit determination
program were angular data taken during the first pass
of DSS 42 and two-way doppler data taken during all
passes of DSSs 61, 51, 42, and 11.
A summary of these data, together with statistics, is
given in Table 41. The relative qualit y of the tracking
data taken at each station can be obtained by comparing
the standard deviations, the root-mean-squares. and the
first moments of the data as listed in the table. Changes
in the quality of the same data as reflected in different
orbits are largely att r ibutable to the particular selection
criteria of each orbit as determined b y the orbit deter-
mination group.
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Time after launch, h Temperature,	 F Frequency, MHz
Transmitter B"
L-16 85 2 294.994 178
16-42 60 2295.005600
42-50 54 2295.010800
50 -R 74 2295.002000
Transponder 3"
L-1 6 85 22.01 3798
16-42 60 22.013824
42-50 54 22.013838
50 -R 74 22.013800
Time after
retroignition, Temperature, 'F Frequency, MHz
days
Transmitter Ali
R-3 88 2294.998000
3-8 110 2294.993000
8-13 80 2294.999109
13-17 50 2295.012900
17-21 20 2295.021500
Transponder A"
R-3 88 22.0 : 3676
3-8 110 22.013625
8-13 80 22.013698
13-17 50 22.013771
17-21 20 22.01 3855
-Used	 in flight.
"Used after touchdown.
Orbit identifications are as follows:
Orbit Identification
Predict PROR
Injection condition evaluation ICEV
Preliminary premideourse PREL
Data consistency DACO
Nominal nlideourse NONIA
Last premidcourse LAPM
Premideourse cleanup PI1CL
Postflight analysis POST
N" postmidcourse N POM
Final inflight 1.7\A1,
III DSIF station operations during the
Surveyor 1'11 Mission were effectively implemented.
This is best judged b y the fact that the DSN was able
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Table 40. Auxiliary oscillator frequency reduced from one-way doppler data
OSS Pats Day Time, GMT Auxiliary oscillatorfrequency, MHz DSS Pass Day Time, GMT
Auxiliary oscillator
frequency, MHz
51 0 07 07:05:11 2294.994556 61 1 07 14:38:32 2294.997923
07:05:21 2294.994790 14:39:32 2294.997816
07:05:31 2294.993987 14:40:32 2294.997705
07:05:41 2294.994031 14:41:32 2294.997590
07:05:51 2294.993761 14:42:32 2294.997474
07:06:01 2294.993769 14:43:32 2294.997356
07:06:11 2294.993652 14:44:32 2294.997233
07:06:21 2 294.993 649 14:45:32 2294.997108
07:06:31 2294.993588 14:46:32 2294.996983
07:06:41 2 294.9935 84 14:47:32 2294.996855
07:06:51 2294.993545 14:48:32 2294.996725
07:07:01 2294.993539 14:49:32 2294.996592
07:07:11 2294.993520
61 3 10 00:23:32 2294.99559542 1 07 07:21:27 2294.992238 00:24:32 2294.99549007:21:37 2294.992210 00:25:32 2294.99539207:21:47 2294.992178 00:26:32 2294.99529907:21:57 2294.992149 00:27:32 2294.99519907:22:07 2294.992118 00:28:32 2294.99509407:22:17 2294.992C89 00:29:32 2294.99498307:22:27 2294.992057 00:30:32 2294.99487407:22:37 2294.992028 00:31:32 2294.99476507:22:47 2294.991997 00:32:32 2294.994649
')7:24:47 2294.991644 00:33:32 2294.994530
61 1 07 14:23:32 2294.998888 00:34:32 2294.994406
14:24:32 2294.998872 00:35:32 2294.994286
14:25:32 2294.998849 00:36:32 2294.994169
14:26:32 2 294.9988 22 00:37:32 2294.994047
14:27:32 2294.998784 00:38:32 2294.993919
14:28:32 2294.998738 00:39:32 2294.993787
14:29:32 2294.998682 00:40:31 2294.993664
14:30:32 2294.998621 00:40:41 2294.993644
14:31:32 2294.998555 00:40:51 2294.993622
14:32:32 2294.998479
14:33:32 2294.998398 61 3 10 00:41:01 2294.993603
14:34:32 2294.998314 00:41:11 2294.993582
14:35:32 2294.998223 00:41:21 2294.993563
14:36:32 2 294.99812 8
14:37:32 2294.998027 11 3 09 23:05:32 2294.996911
to provide very high quality data to the orbit deter-
initiation gm Grp such that they were able to meet all
orbital accuracy requirements for such events as the
midcourse maneunrrs, retromotor ignition backup, etc.
From the tines of first two-way acquisition of the space-
craft over DSS 42 until shortly before retroignition, the
spacecraft was almost continuously in two-way lock, and
station transfers were rapidIN and effectively executed.
The only
 major losses of good two-xv y doppler data
occurred during the first passes over DSS 51 and DSS 11.
The DSS 51 lost approximately one-half hour of good
two-way doppler at the start of their first pass due to it
fault",
 frequency shifter unit; the problem was eliminated
by replacing the unit. The DSS 11 lost 30 min of doppler
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-301
resolver data during the time of midcourse maneuver
(although the basic two-way doppler dat,- was not
effected) due to a misadjusted potentiometer in the
doppler resolver counter; the problem was eliminated
by correctly adjusting the potentiometer (however, DSS
14 made the same error on the third pass). The effect
from these data losses on the mission, was negligible.
a. Premidcourse phase.
Angular tracking. In general, doppler data yield far
greater accuracy io the determination of a spacecraft
orbit than do angular data and are, therefore, used almost
exclusively in the orbit determination process during
most of the mission.
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The one exception is the Innnch phase, when 'it'le
doppler data are available and a quick determination
of the orbit necessitates the use of both donpl(-r and
ant is data. I)uring the Sttrreyor \ 11 \fission, angle data
frmnl DSS 42 were used in the orbit determination pro-
, ►;un during the first pass of this station. lit effort
to inlprote th1 tln.11ih of the angular data to he userf
in the program, thes are first corm clod fo- antenna
optical pointing error. The optical pointing error is
determined bs ha y int, the DS\ stations optically track
several stars at the expected, mission-dopendent
spacecraft declinations. A polynomial curNe fit is then
made tr1 the differences between t11e refraction corrected
cp it-ineris values of the star positions and the observed
salues as read front ;ultenna angle encoders. The
correction coefficients used in the Surrrilor I'll in8igl•t
orbit computations can be sccn in Tables 42 and 43.
Experience gained in past missions has shown that the
optical pointing error correction coefficients do not
remove all systematic pointing errors. This is reasonable
since the PF and optical axes of the antenna are not
necessarily the same. That is, the RF axis is a function
of the position of the gnad ► ipcd teed, schereas the optical
axis is not. 1'hus, if there is a quadripod deflection (due
to thermal effect and/or gravitational loading) at some
given instant of time. the optical error and the RF error
could not he the saute. Furthermore. the optical refrac-
tion and the RF iefractlon are not the same due to the
difference in respective wave lengths. lit to
these effects, the RF pointing error is also a function of
feed alignment, received signal-to-noise ratio. and re-
cei\cd polar ization angle (sine(- the antenna null pattern
does not have the same slope at all polarization angles).
Since DSS 42 was the initial acquisition station, the
angular data taken by this station were the most im-
portant such data for use ill ear's orbits. These data,
s%hen fit 'li ough the firr.i postfli r llt orbit, show a bias
of	 O.W)O deg in hour angle and 0.035 deg declination.
l it
	 Surveyor missions. the correction coefficients
for DSS 42 have usuall y
 been more effective in hour
angle than ill 	 For instance, the hour ;ulgle
and declination angle biases for DSS 42 averaged over
Hit Surrc yors 111. 1', and 1'1 Missions are --0.010 and
-0.040 dcg, respectively. This small discrepancy (be-
tween previous Surveyor missions and Surveyor VII)
is explained by the fact tl:.tt the corrections are de-
pendant ()It declination, and lot- the partictr'ar Surveyor
VII first pass declination (approximately 10 deg), the
corrections prochicc about the same accuracy in
declination as lit angle. DSS , 42 angular residuals
for (lit' first puss arc seen in Fig. 57. DSS 51 first-pass
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angular data indicated a bias of 4 0.035 clog in hour
angle and 0.025 deg lit sshcn fit through
the final postflight orbit. Thee \clues are tp. tc con-
sistent \%ith pre\ions SurreyorMSS 51 experience; for
instance, the limir angle and declination bii.ses avenged
over the Smt-vyors Ill; IV, V, and VI Missions are +0.035
and	 0.020 dcg, respectively, The DSS 51 first-pass
angle residuals can he seen ill 	 58 and 59. DSS 61
angular data (uncorrected) showed biases of 0.020 deg
Table 42. Antenna correction coefficients for DSS 42'
Coef-
ficient
Correction Coef-
ficient
Correction
A oo -2.823094562E -02 Boo 1.529098827E -02
Aol 5.353777033E -05 But 3.410829831 E -04
A02 -3.082597437E -05 Bog -4.33 607 1 801 E -06
`. 03 -6.626461141E -07 Boa 6.109815447E -07
A l o -3.171398689E -04 B10 -1.559484352E -04
Alt 9.542137245E -06 Bit - 2.03226791 6E -06
A l2 -3.367726933E -07 Bl2 5.779247847E -08
A13 -8.201321554E -09 B13 -2.831355530E -10
A20 1.589100967E -06 Bao -1.186130483E -05
Ali 1.835756063E -07 B21 -5.239010283E -08
A 22 3.851291638E -09 B22 -2.152496155E -10
A23 -8.191144217E -11 B_3 -4.436567279E -11
A30 4.599327736E -08 Bio -2.298149026E -08
A31 3.344301616E -09 B31 8.193320409E -10
A32 1.38671324! - 10 B32 - 1.910069905E - 11
A 33 1.81 6077278E -12
 Bi3 -7.276751 867E -13 
corrections are useful for elevations greater	 than	 15 deg,	 and declinations
F^,._:­
-en N 30 and S 35 deg.
Table 43. Antenna correction coefficients for DSS 51'
Coef-
ficient
Correction Coef-
ficient
Correction
Aoo 1.24 1 637739E -02 Boo 7.580054461E -02
Ac t 2.788428530E -04 Bol 7.158720897E -04
A 02 1.107933456E -06 Bog 1.265069671E -05
A0 3 -6.075030236E -09 803 -4.082247376E -07
A l o -3.906063323E -04 B,o -3.114752889E -05
A ll 5.944488677E -06 Bii -4.326730631E -06
A l2 --9.943308762E -08 B,_ -8.348400771E -07
Ai3 7.45447 1 863E -10 Bit 1.769479559E -08
A go 2.211845590E -06 B_'o -7.768849965E -06
A21 1.058964062E -07 Bel -1.697554984E -07
A22 - 7.393 ?94554F -10 B22 - 3.11 1 461041 E -09
A23 - 1 .914168005E -10 Bea 3.24 60782 1 8E -10
Aao 2.1 23897135E -08 3to -3.018066365E -08
A31 2.436833188E -09 e;tl 4.904492523E -10
A32 7.920282695E -11 &t2 2.0566 1 2252E -10
A3:i i .055377395E -12 B ci - 3.8 12621 648E -12 
-These corrections r • e useful	 for elevations grea ts , than 15 deg and declinations
L
between N 30 and S 35 deg.
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Fig. 57. First pass angular data received by DSS 42 (time from 07:28:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 58. First pass angular data received by D55 51 (time from 11:34:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 59. First pass angular data received by DSS 51 (time from 17:35:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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ill
	 angle and
	
0.015 dcg ill 	 The DSS
ail first-pass angle residuals cac be seen ill 	 60
and ail.
Oipplc r trackin,. Stimrttor V1 marked the first its(- of
dt)pplcr resolver dicta during thc inlliglit portion of it
Surcrtlor scission, and. considerable operational c•onfi-
derlc•e was gained in its use: for Surcc • ltor I'll, :ill part iei-
pating stations were eoltippcd \cith dopplcr n sot\ ct • s and
the data were, of course. tiled inlli,ht. The tracking attl
data 11,1101 u, s\-slenl counts the number of signal zero
crossings dining it given time internal: this diflcrs from
th	 ene actual doppler fi •c(lncv by fractions of ac•vch.
\\hich are alteruawly lost front one time naterval and
crroncousl\ a(Mcd to the next. This error, c•onlmonly
referred to as truncation error, depends oil data
sample rate (clearly. the longer the sample interval, the
suraller the relative crrorl for 60-s count data. this
tr uncation error produces a standard deviation of ap-
proximatel• 0.(X)8 Ilz ill two-wity doppler data. I'll(-
doppler resol ver effectivcl• measures the fraction of it
cyc•lc from the start of it time interval to the first zero
crossing. and c•orrcctl\ adds it to or snbtrac •ts it boil the
basic fre(lucne\. measurement. The nct resnit of tltc use
of the doppler resolver far good two-way data is a re-
duction of the stalulard deviation by approviumtel• it
factor of 4. or. to about 0.(X)2 Ili for (ill-s count data.
The first station to view the spacecraft after injection.
DSS 42, began taking good two-way, Ill-s count doppler
data at 07:28:02 GNIT oil 7, 1968. The sample
rate• was ehanaged to 60 s at 08:00:02 GNIT and the
spacecraft was transferred to DSS 51 at 12:00:02 GNIT.
The earl data from DSS 42 were quite acceptable,
showin c, a standard ck•ciation of 0.0X3 Ilz—a quitc
nominal figure for it conabinatimi of 60- and 10-s count
data. DSS 42 two-way dopplcr residuals are shown in
Fig. 62. The DSS 51, which was ill two-way mode
from 12:00:02 to 14:00:02, and then again front 18:00:02
to 21:20:02 GNIT. took somc\\hat
 noisy data. sho\\inr; it
standard deviation of approximately 0.(1(1; Ilz for the
combined period. This hi,hcr than-expected standard
deviation call he attributed to a slight degrada-
tion of the data dnrirlc, the first portion of the DSS 51
t\\ o -wit\
 track. \\ iun
 ti onble was rnconutered with a
freclnenc • y shifter unit. Two-wad dopplcr residuals front
DSS 51 are showii ill 6:3 and 64. First-pass two-way
dopplcr data from DSS 61 was (unite • nominal. shu\\ing a
standard dc\ iation of O.005 l lz. Two-\%a\ doppler resid-
uals from DSS 61 first pass are sho\cn ill Fig. 65. DSS 11
took quite noisy data during the first (prcmi(lc •ourse )
pass, with the t\\ •o-\caN dopplcr residuals indic •atimr
 a
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stim(lard deviation of 0.03.5 Ili for it combination of
60- and Ill-s count data. This IiiLlj noise was caused by
the previously mcidioned doppler resolver problem cn-
counlc • red by DSS 11 (1n ►• in c, the first pass. liesiduals for
this pci and at DSS 11 arc shown ill 	 66.
1). ]lidcourw , manrttrrr. Earl y anal y sis of the
'Surrrl/nr 1 11 lriijeclor\ iudic•ated it maneuver
daring the first pass over DSS 11 would be most advan-
tageous, and. therefore, the midcourse mmictiver was
executed dtuiu, this pass. Luginc i c,nitinn was pro-
c,rannncd for janti ary 7 at 23:30:00 GNIT \\ith it total
burn time of 11.35 s. Results of the maneuver as seen in
the hvo-\\a\ doppler data over DSS 11 are presented
ill
	 67. As c•au be seen ill 	 data, the ntidc nurse
mancuver resulted ill
	
doppler shift over DSS 11 of
itppioxintatrl\	 1 40 If/..
c. Post inWcourse hlutsr. All midcourse orbit c•ompota-
tions used only two-way doppler from the prime stations,
DSSs 51. 42, nil, and 11. Vur •y good to excellent (\\o-way
doppler data were returned during this period. The DSS
11 two-way doppler residuals duriu, the first (lass
(postmidcourse) situ\\ a standard deviation of (1.(X1:35 Ilz
—it nominal figure for a combination of 60- and
10-s count data. Second-pass two-way doppler residuals
show it sonu what high .standard deviation of 0.0065 l lz,
this was caused by thrcc bac; doppler resolver points
(see Figs. 78 and 99) \\hick should have been rejected
(in the orbit determination program). Third-pass two-way
doppler residuals from DSS 11 show a charac • tc • ristic • drift
\\ hic•h call pnobahl • be attributed to near moon trajectory
model errors. The DSS 11 residuals for the postuidc•oorse
phase are shown ill 	 68-71. The DSS 42 took uni-
formly good t\\o-way doppler data during the second
Mid third passes—these data shoving it devia-
tion of 0.001 Ilz. The t\vo had (appearing) points at the
end of each pass are clue to ground transmitter frc(lneuc•y
changes in preparation for spacecraft transfer \\hic•h
\\ • ere not r.eorded ill 	 orbit determination prwvant.
The DSS 42 two-\vat dopplcr residuals lot this phase
appear ill 	 72-75. "the DSS 51 second- and third-pass
(lata are somewhat degraded h\ drifts ill 	 earl\ parts
of the passes \%hic•h are probabl y clue to an inadequate
refraction model ill orbit determination program
(Figs. 76-79). 1 bird-pass data from DSS 31 shows it
nominal standardI deviation of 0.0045 11z. Two-way
doppler residuals from DSS 51 are slit)\\n ill 76-79.
Finall y , DSS fit took uniformly excellent two-way dop-
pler data during the second and third passes, these data
producing a standard deviation of 0.002 llz. Two-way
doppler residuals for DSS 61 are shown ill 	 80
and 81.
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y
d. Touchrinlru phase. Final infli,ht calculations b N the
orbit determination group indicated it time
of 01:02:16 GNIT oil jmmar% Ill, 1968. A soft landing
occurred at 01:05:28 GNIT after it flight of 66 h, 35 min,
;ill(] 27 s. TILC results of the retroengine Imm as seen ill
the one -w a\ doppler data at DSS 11 are prevented in
Fig. 82 and the touchdo\\ n phase doppler data arc
shown ill Fitz. 83. To approxinlatc the vurcinr^ transmitter
frequency during retroburn and touchdown phase, when
changing thrll5t Vec-tor precludes the possibility of accu-
rate trajectory predictions, transmitter frequencies rc-
duccd from trackin , data and predicts up to the burl)
were extrapolated through touchdown and used to com-
pute range rate. The \aloes of these frequencies and
corresponding range rates are presented ill 44. To
approximatc the doppler of it stationan spacecraft oil
tJW lun;u- sullacc. it l,ast-squares quadratic cure fit was
made oil
	 data innncdiately after touchdown. Ilopc-
fllll this m wild remove tflc major effects of both one-
f\a] fregcrc • nc\ drift and hol,lr surface/DSS 11 relative
velocity. Table 45 silo\\ ,, the actual dopplcr rceciNed
from DSS 11, the ll pothetiC• ll dopplcr had the space-
craft been stationary  oil luom surface. the dificrcnce
bctween these two dopplcr \ahws, and the correspond-
ing range rate in feet per second. Figure 84 sho\ss it plot
of these values N\hic•h is the line-of-sight velocit y Iron
DSS 11 of the Surveyor 1'11 touchclo\\n. referenced to
the lunar surface.
1o4
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Fig. 60. First pass angular data received by DSS 61 (time from 13:34:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 61. First pass angular data received by D55 61 (time from 19:34:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 62. First pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by D55 42
(time from 07:28:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 63. First pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 51
(time from 12:02:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 64. First pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DS5 51
(time from 18:03:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 65. First pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 61
(time from 14:03:00 GMT on January 7, 1966)
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Fig. 66. First pass two-way (CC3) cloppler residuals received by DSS 11
(time from 21:24:00 GMT on Jnnuary 7, 1968)
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Fig. 67. Midcourse maneuver two-way doppler residuals received by DSS 11
(time from 23:29:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 68. First pnss two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 11
(time from 23:45:00 GMT on January 7, 1968)
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Fig. 69. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 11
Itime from 22:33:00 GMT on January 8, 1968)
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Fig. 70. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 11
(time from 04:33:00 GMT on January 9, 1968)
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Fig. 71. Third pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 11
(time from 22:03:00 GMT on January 9, 1968)
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Fig. 72. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 42
(time from 05:34:00 GMT on January 8, 1968)
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Fig. 73. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 42
(time from 11:34:00 GMT on January 8, 1968)
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Fig. 74. Third pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 42
!time from 06:03:00 GMT on January 9, 1968)
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Fig. 75. Third pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 42
(time from 12:03:00 GMT an January 9, 19(j8)
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Fig. 76. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 51
(dine from 12:49:00 GMT on Ja-ivary 8, 1968)
Fig. 77. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 51
(time from 18:52:00 GMT on January 8, 1968)
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Fig. 78. Third pass two-way (CC3) doppler residunls received by DSS 51
(time from 13:33:00 GMT on January 9, 1968)
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Fig. 79. Third pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 51
(time from 19:33:00 GMT on January 9, 1968)
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Fig. 80. Second pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DS5 61
(time from 16:34:00 GMT on January 8, 1968)
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Fig. 81. Third pass two-way (CC3) doppler residuals received by DSS 61
(time from 15:33:00 GMT on January 9, 1968)
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Fig. 82. Refromaneuver phase doppler
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Fig. 83. Vernier phase cloppler
Fig. 84. Vernier phase velocity
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Table 44. Transmitter frequency values and range rates
Time, GMT One-way doi pier,frequency, Hi Difference, Ht
Auxiliary oscillator
frequency, H= Range rate, km/s
01:00:01.5 1043139.09 8.47 2294991213.02 0.18164503E	 O1
01,00:02.5 1043147.80 8.71 2294991211 20 0.18173524E	 O1
01:00:03.5 1043156.16 8.35 2294991209.75 0.18182561E	 O1
01:00:04.5 10A3165.79 9.63 2294991207.06 0.18191614E	 01
01:00:05.5 iO43175.29 9.50 2294991204.50 0.18200683E	 O1
01:00:06.5 1043184.02 8.73 2294991202.73 0.18209768E	 O1
01:00:07.5 1043192 29 8.27 2294991201.44 0.18218869E	 O1
01:00:08.5 1043201.95 9.66 2294991198.75 0.18227987E	 O1
01:00:09.5 1043212.22 10.27 2294991 195.47 0.18237121E	 O1
01:00:10.5 1C43120.76 8.54 2294991193.94 0.18246271E	 O1
01:00:11.5 1043230.01 9.25 2294991191.70 0.18255438E	 01
01:00:17.5 1043239.09 9.08 2294991189.64 0.18264620E	 01
01:00:13.5 1043248.06 8.97 2294991187.72 0.18273820E	 01
01 :OC:14 5 1043257.47 9.41 2294991185.37 0.18283035E	 O1
01:00:15.5 1043265.55 8.08 2294991184.36 0.18292268E	 01
01:00:16.5 1043274.72 9.17 2294991182.28 0.18301516E	 O1
01:00:17.5 1043284.58 9.87 2294991179.50 0.183 1 0782E	 01
01 :00:18.5 1043293 65 9.06 2294991177.53 0.183:0063E	 O1
01:00:19.5 1043302.31 8.67 2294991175.98 0.1d329362E	 O1
01:00:20.5 104331 1.57 9.26 2294991173.87 0.18338677E	 O1
01:00:21.5 1043321.02 9.45 2194991171.55 0.18348009E	 Ol
01:00:22.5 1043329.65 8.63 2294991170.09 0.18357357E	 O1
01:00:23.5 1043338.41 8.76 2294991168.50 0.18366723E	 01
01:00:24.5 1U43347.51 9.11 2294991166.58 0.18376105E	 01
01:00:25.5 1043356.69 9.18 2294991164.59 0.18385504E	 O1
01:00:26.5 1043366.21 9.52 2294991162.28 0.18.394919E	 O1
01:00:27.5 10433' 5.91 9.70 229499119.81 0.18404352E	 01
01:00:28.5 10433k5.07 9.17 2194991157.89 0.18413802E	 O1
u 1 :00:29,5 1043393.80 8.73 2294991 156.39 0.18423268E	 O1
O1 :00:30.5 1043402.58 8.78 2294991154.86 0.18432751 E	 O1
01:00:31.5 1043411.82 9.24 2294991152.91 0.18442250E	 01
01:00:32.5 1043421.25 9.42 2294991150.77 0.18451766E	 O1
01:00:33.5 1043431.14 9.89 2294991148.17 0.18461299E	 O1
01:00:34.5 1043439.67 8.53 2294991146.95 0.18470850E	 O1
01:00:35.5 1043449.37 9.71 2294991144.58 0.18480417E	 O1
01:00:36.5 .,'58.86 9.49 22'4991142.42 0.18490002E	 O1
01:00:37.5 1043468.26 9.40 2294991140.37 0.18499604E	 Ol
01:00:38.5 1043477.15 8.89 2294991138.84 0.18509224E	 01
01:00:39.5 1043487.30 10.16 2294991136.06 0.18518861E	 O1
01:00:40.5 1043495.78 8.48 2294991135.00 0.18518515E	 O1
01:00:41.5 1043504.95 9.17 2294991133.22 0.18538187E	 O1
01:00:42.5 1043513.85 8.91 2294991131.73 0.18547877E	 O1
01:00:43.5 1043523.29 9.44 229499112'.72 0.18557584E	 01
01:00:44.5 1043533.28 9.99 2194991127.19 0.18567309E	 01
01:00:45.5 1043543.54 10.26 2294991 1 24.39 0.18577C52E	 01
01.00:46.5 1043557.67 9.12 2294991122.72 0.18586812E	 O1
01:00:47.5 1043561.45 8.78 2194991121.42 0.18596590E	 O1
01:00:48.5 1043571.22 9.77 229A991 1 19.16 0.18606386E	 O1
01:00:49.5 1043580.51 9.29 2294991 1 17.37 0.18616200E	 01
01:00:50.5 1043589.91 9.40 2:94991115.52 0.18616031E	 O1
01:00:51.5 1043599.92 10.01 2294991 1 13.05 0.18635881E	 01
01:00:51.5 1043609.77 9.85 22949,71 1 10.73 0.18645749E	 O1
01:00:53.5 1043619.16 9.39 2294991108.91 0.18655635E	 O1
01:00:54.5 1043628.33 9.18 2294991107.31 0.18665539E	 O1
01:00:55.5 1043638.28 9.95 2294991104.97 0.18675461E	 O1
01:00:56.5 104364q.s5 10.27 1294991102.31 0.18685401E	 01
01:00:57.5 1043657.71 Ir.16 2294591100.78 0.18695360E	 O1
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Table 44 lconldl
Time, GMT
One-way cloppler,
frequency, Hz Difference, Hz
Auxiliary oscillator
frequency, Hi Range role, Nm/s
01:00:58.5 1043667.55 9.85 2294991098.58 0.18705337E	 01
01:00:59.5 1043678.22 10.67 2294991095.55 0.18715332E	 01
01:01:00.5 1043686.97 8.75 2294991094.48 0.18725346E	 01
01:01:01.5 1043696.56 9.59 2294991092.56 0.18735377E	 01
01:01:02.5 1043706.17 9.61 2294991090.66 0.18745427E	 01
01:01:03.5 1043717.52 11.35 2 29499 108 7.00 0.18755496E	 01
01:01:04.5	 I 1043726.73 9.21 :294991085.52 0.18765583E	 01
01:01:05.5 1043735.52 8.79 229.991084.45 0.18775689E	 01
01:01:06.5 1043746.11 10.69 2294991081.52 0.18785814E	 01
01:01:07.5 1043756.04 9.83 2294991079.45 0.18795957E	 01
01:01:08.5 1043766.17 10.13 2 294 99 1077.1 1 0.18806119E	 01
01:01:09.5 1043776.00 9.92 2 2949 91074.98 0.18816300E	 01
01:01:10.5 1043784.95 8.83 2 294 9910 73.97 0.18826500E	 01
01:01:11.5 1043795.43 10.51 2294981071.27 0.18836719E	 U1
01:01:12.5 1043804.84 9.41 2294991069.70 0.18846957E	 01
01:01:13.5 1043815.38 10.55 2294991067.02 0.18857214E	 01
01:01:14.5 1043825.21 9.82 2294991065.05 0.18867490E	 01
01:01:15.5 1043835.29 10.08 2 294 99 106 2.8 6 0.18877785E	 01
01:01:16.5 1043844.99 9.70 I	 2 29499 1061.05 0.18888100E	 01
01:01:17.5 1043855.00 10.01 I	 2294991058.94 0.18898434E	 01
01.01:18.5 1043864.37
I
1	 9.37 2 294 99105 7.50 0.18908787E	 01
01:01:19.5 1043874.41 I	 10.03 2 294 991055.4 1 0.18910160E	 01
Ol :O1 :20.5 1043884.74 10.33 2294991053 03 0.18929551 E	 01
01:01:21.5 1043895.01 10.27 2294991050.72 0.18939963E	 01
01:01:?2.5 1043904.80 9.79 2 294 99 104 8.9 2 0.18950994E	 01
01:01:23.5 1043914.33 9.53 2294991047.39 0.18960844E	 01
01:01:24.5 1043923.82 9.49 2294991045.92 0.18971315E	 01
01 :01 :25.5 1043933,53 9.71 2294991044.23 0 1, 6481805E	 01
01:01:26.5 1043944.34 10.81 2 294 99 104 1.4 7 1	 0.18992314E	 01
01:01:27.5 1043053.98 9.64 2 294 99 103 9.89 i	 0.19002814E	 01
01:01:28.5 1043963.57 9.60 22949911138.39 0.19013393E	 O1
Of	 u i :29.5 1043973.79 10.17 721;499	 036.25 0.19023962E	 O1
OLO1.30.5 1043983.23 9.44 2294991034.92 0.19034551E	 01
01:01:31.5 1043993.69 10.46 2294991032.59 0.19045159E	 01
01:01:32.5 1044003.95 10.26 2294991030.45 0.19055788E	 01
01:01:33.5 1044014 19 10.24 2294991028.36 0.19066436E	 01
01:01 :34.5 1044024.24 10.05 2294991026.48 0.190.- 7105E	 01
01:01:35.5 1044033.76 I	 9.52 2294991025.16 0.19087794E	 Ol
01:01:36.5 1044044.00 10.24 2294991023.11 0.19098503E	 Ol
01:01:37.5 1044054.07 I	 10.07 2194991021.23 0.19109233E	 01
01:01:38.5 1044064.25 10.16 2 29499 1019.2 8 0.19119983E	 01
01:01:39.5 1044074.80 10.55 2.29499 10 16.98 0.19130753E	 01
01:01:40.5 1044084.92 10.11 2294991015.14 0.19141544E	 01
01:01:41.5 1044094.52 9.60 2194991013.80 0.!9152356E	 01
01:01:42.5 1044104.79 10 27 2 294 99 101 1.8 3 0.19163188E	 01
01:01:43.5 1044115.55 10.76 7:- .991009.39 019174040E	 01
01:01 :44.5 10441 25.78 10.13 2 294 991007 48 0.19184914E	 01
01:01:45.5 1044136.63 10.85 2 294 99 1004.95 0.19195808E	 01
01:01:46.5 1044147.37 10.75 2294991002.58 0.19206723E	 01
01:01:47.5 1044157.36 9.98 2294991000.97 0.19217659E	 01
01:01.48.5 1044167.55 10.20 2194990999.16 0.1922b6I6E	 01
01:01:49.5 1044178.18 10.63 2294990996.94 0.19239594E	 01
01:01:50.5 1044188.x8 10.30 12x4990995.06 0.19250593E	 01
01:01:51.5 1044199.76 11.28 2294990992.20 0.19201613E	 01
01:01:52.5 1044210.58 10.82 2294990989.83 0.19272654E	 01
01:01:53.5 1044220.67 10.09 22949909B8 23 0.19283717E	 01
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Table 44 Icontdl
Time, GMT One-way doppler,frequency, Hz Difference, Hz
Auxiiiary cscillator
frequency, Hz
I	 Range role, km/s
01:01:54.5 1044231.21 10.`4 2294990986.1: 0.19294801E	 O1
01:01:55.5 1044241.21 10.00 2294990984.67 0.19305906E	 O1
01:01:56.5 1044250.56 9.36 2294990983.83 0.19317032E	 O1
01:01:57.5 1044261.21 10.64 2 29499098 1.7 2 0.19328180E	 O1
01:01:58.5 1044272.33 11.13 294990979.14 0.19339349E	 O1
01:01:59.5 1044283.09 10.76 _294990976.94 0.19350540E	 O1
01:02:00.5 1044293.25 10.16 2294990975.37 0.19361753E	 O1
01:02:01.5 1044303.62 10.37 2294990973.61 0.19372987E	 O1
01:02:02.5 1044314.58 10.96 2294990971.25 0.19384243E	 01
01:02:03.5 1044325.17 10.59 2294990969.30 0.19395521E	 O1
01:02:04.5 1044335.77 10.60 2294990967.36 0.19406821E	 O1
01:02:05.5 1044346.31 10.54 2 294990965.4 8 0.19418142E	 O1
01:02:05.5 1044356.17 9.86 2 294990964.3 1 J.19429486F	 O1
01:02:07.5 1044367.32 11.16 229499094I.Fu 0.19440851E	 O1
01:02:08.5 1044377.75 10.43 2294990960.16 0.19452239E	 O1
01:02:09.5 1044388.92 11.17 2294990957.70 0.19463649E	 O1
01:02:10.5 1044399.36 10.44 2294990956.03 0.19475080E	 01
01:02:11.5 1044409.64 10 29 2294990954.52 C 19 .	6534E	 O1
01:02:12.5 1044420.66 11.01 2 29499095 2.30 0.19498010E	 O1
01:02:13.5 1OA4431.72 11.07 229499'1950.02 0.19509509E	 01
01:02:14.5 1044442.91 11.19 2294990947.66 0.19521030E	 O1
01:02:14.5 1044442.91 11.19 2294990950.31' 0.19524484E	 O1
01:02:15.5 1044449.52 6.61 2 29499094 8.3 7 0.19530614E	 O1
01:02:16.5 1044338.22 -111.30 2294990946.45 4.19382701E	 O1
01:02:17.5 1044131.90 -206.32 2294990944.53 0.19110674E	 O1
0172:18.5 1043918.71 -213.19 2 29499094 2.61 0.18829682E	 01
01:02:19.5 1043695.41 -223.30 2294990940.67 0.18535428E	 O1
01:02:20.5 1043458.73 -236.68 2294990938.5 0.18223767E	 O1
01:02:21.5 1043209.46 -249.27 229'990936.83 0.17895637E	 O1
01:02:22.5 1042950.62 -258.83 229e990934.89 0.17554987E	 O1
01:02:23.5 1042686.36 -264.26 2 29499u93 2.97 0.17207291E	 O1
01:02:24.5 1042418.04 -268.32 2294990931.05 0.16854252E	 01
01:02:25.5 1042145.38 -272.67 2 2949909 29 12 0.16495584E	 O1
01:02:26.5 1041870.14 -275.24 2294990927.19 0.16133492E	 O1
01:02:27.5 1041592.87 -277.26 2 294 9909 25.2 7 0.15768804E	 O1
01:0 2:2 8.5 1 041 31 2.03 -280.84 2 294 99092 3.36 0.1 5399470E	 O1
01:02:29.5 1041027.50 -284.53 2294990921.42 0.15025229E	 O1
01:02:30.5 1040738.57 -288.93 2294990919.50 0.14645294E	 O1
01:02:31.5 1040442.12 -296.45 2294990917.58 0.14255543E	 O1
01:02:32.5 1040137.35 -304.77 2294990915.67 0.13854930E	 O1
01:02:33.5 1039824.78 -312.57 2294990913.73 0.134441 OBE	 O1
01:02:34.., 1039505.19 -319.59 2 29499091 1.81 0.13024103E	 O1
01:02:35.5 1039177.23 -326.96 2 294 990909.91 0.12594500E	 O1
01:02:36.5 1038842.26 -335.97 2 294 990907.97 0.12153097F	 O1
01:02:37.5 103849814 -343.92 2294990906.06 0.11701354E	 O1
01:02:38.5 1038144.24 -354.10 2 294 990904.14 0.11236284E	 01
01:02:39.5 1037781.10 -363.13 2294990902.23 0.10759435E	 O1
01:02:40.5 1037409.65 -371.46 2 294 990900.30 0.10271679E	 O1
01:02:41.5 1037028.91 -380.74 2294990898.39 0.97718397E	 00
01:02:42.5 1036639.61 -389.30 2 294990896.4 7 0.92607882E	 00
01:02:43.5 1036241.77 -397.84 2294990894.56 0.87386122E	 00
01:02:44.5 1035834.70 -407.07 2294990892.62 0.82043083E	 00
01:02:45.5 1035418.82 -415.88 2294990890.72 0.76585744E	 00
01:02:46.5 1034993.39 -425.43 2294990888.81 0.71003419E	 OO
01:02:47.5 1034556.97 -436.42 2294990886.87 0.65277347E	 00
01:02:48.5 1034109.58 -447.39 2294990884.97 0.59407966E	 00
^Values from this point on are wropolaled.
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Table 44 (contd)
Time, GMT One-way doppler,
frequency, Hz
Difference, Hz Auxiliary oscillator
frequency, Hz
Range rate, km/s
01:02:49.5 1033651.02 -458.50 2294990883.06 0.53395093E	 00
01:02:50.5 1033181.01 -470.01 2294990881.16 0.47228367E	 00
01:02:51.5 1032698.53 -482.48 2294990879.22 0.40900480E	 00
01:02:52.5 1032201.88 -496.65 2 294 9908 77.3 1 0.34388058E	 00
01:02:53.5 1031690.91 -510.97 2294990875 41 0.27688264E	 00
01:02:54.5 1031168.35 -522.56 2 2949908 73.4 8 0.20837090E	 00
01:02:55.5 1030650.71 -517.64 2 2949908 71.5 8 0.14050263E	 00
01:02:56.5 1030137.70 -513.01 2294990869.67 0.73238574E-01
01:02:57.5 1029654.35 -483.35 2294990867.77 0.98506493E	 02
01:02:58.5 1019314,10 -340.25 2294990865.84 -0.34845908E-01
01:02:59.5 1029132.71 -181.39 2294990863.92 -0.58791973E-01
01:03:00.5 1029030.92 -101.79 2294990862.02 -0.7233988&E -01
01:03:01.5 1028968.56 -62.36 2 2949908 60.1 1 -0.80733444E-01
01:03:02.5 1028930.73 --37.82 2294990858.20 - 0.85924884E-01
01:03:03.5 1028909.59 -2114 2294990856.30 -0.88935047E-01
01:03:04.5 1028898.64 -10.95 2294990854.39 -0.90614631E-01
01:03:05.5 1028891.27 -7.37 2294990852.47 -0.91827421E-01
01:03:06.5 1028885.90 -5.37 2 2949908 50.56 -0.92778458E-01
01:03:07.5 1028882.08 -3.81 2294990848.66 -0.93524455E -01
01:03:08.5 1028878.43 3.65 2294990846.75 -0.94253002E-01
01:03:09.5 1028871.49 -6.95 2294990844.84 -0.95406898E -01
01:03:10.5 1028862.54 8.95 2294990842.94 0.96826909E-01
01:03:11.5 1028853.87 8.67 2294990841.03 -0.98207658E-01
01:03:12.5 1028843.15 -10.71 2294990839.12 -0.99856704E-01
01:03:13.5 1028833.63 -9.52 2294990837.22 -0.10134870E	 00
01:03:14.5 1028834.12 .49 2294990835.31 -0.10153411E	 00
01:03:15.5 1028836.17 2.05 2294990833.42 -0.1Oi51229E
	 00
01:03:16.5 1028837.46 1.29 2294990831.50 -0.1015951 BE	 00
01:03:17.5 1028838.15 .68 2294990829.59 -0.10175442E	 00
01:03:18.5 1028840 05 1.91 2294990827.70 -0.10175223E	 00
O1 -03:19.5 1028841.95 1.90 2294990825.78 -0.10175660E	 00
01:03:20.5 1028843.71 1.76 2294990823.89 -0.10177405E	 00
01:03:21.5 1028844.61 .90 2294990821.98 -0.10190710E	 00
01:0322.5 1028845.60 .99 2294990820.09 -0.10202271E	 00
01:03:23.5 1028847.84 2.24 2 2949908 18.19 -0.10197909E	 00
ri1:03:24.5 1028850.57 2.72 22949908	 6.28 -0.10187220E	 00
01:03:25.5 1028851.72 1.15
^
2 294 9908 4-39 -0.10196818E	 00
01:03:26.5 1028852.91 1.19 2294990812.48 -0.10206198E	 00
01:03:27.5 1028855.21 2.30 2294990810.58 -0.10200962E	 00
01:03:28.5 10212856.20 .99 2294990808.69 -0.10212959E	 00
01:03:29.5 1028857.87 1.67 2294990806.80 -0.1021579.)E	 00
01:03:30.5 1028859.73 1.87 2294990804.87 --0.10216450E	 00
01:03:31.5 1028861.45 1.72 2294990802.98 -0.10218849E	 00
01:03:32.5 1028862.85 1.39 2294990801.09 -0.10225175E	 00
01:03:33.5 1018864.21 1.36 2294950799.20 -0.10231937E	 00
01:03:34.5 1028865.09 .89 2294990797.30 -0.10245461E	 00
01:03:35.5 1028866.83 1.73 2294990795.41 -0.10247642E	 00
01:03:36.5 1028868.81 1.99 2294990793.52 -0.10246115E	 00
O1:03:37.5 1028870.80 1.99 229499079111 0.10245024E	 00
01:03:38.5 1028872.01 1.21 2294990789.70 -0.10254186E	 00
O1 :03:39 5 1028873.72 1.71 2294990787.81 -0.10256585E	 00
0103:40.5 1028876.65 2.93 2 29499078 5.92 -0.10243061E	 00
01:03:41.5 1028877.89 1.24 2294990784.03 -0.10251568E	 00
01:03:42.5 1028880.63 1.74 2 294 990 78 2.14 -0.10240444E	 00
O1 03:43.5 1028882.17 1.54 2 294 99078 0.2 5 -0.10245024E	 00
01:03:44.5 1028883.05 .88 2 294990778.3 4 -0.10258330E	 00
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Table 44 (contd)
Time, GMT One-wcy crippler,frequenry, Nx
Difference, H: Auxiliary oscillator
frequency, Hs Range rate, km/s
01:01 •x! 5.5 1028884.96 1.91 2294990776.45 -0.10258112E	 00
01:03:46.5 1028886.32 1.36 2294990774.56 -0.10265092E	 00
01:03:47.5 1028887.52 1.20 2294990772.67 -0.10274035E	 00
O1 :03:48.5 i 028890.05 2.54 2294990770.77 -0.10265965E	 00
01:03:49.5 .0^8891.80 1.75 2 29499076 8.8 9 -0.10267491E	 00
01:03:50.5 1028893.90 2.09 2294990767.00 -0.10264874E	 00
01:03:51.5 1028895.27 1.37 2 294 990765.09 -0.10271854E	 00
01:03:52. 1028896.82 1.55 2 294990763.2 2 -0.10276217E	 00
01:03:53.5 1028898.62 1.80 2 294 990761.3 3 -0.10277307E	 00
01:03:54.5 028899.61
, 99
2 29 4990759.44 -0.10289086E	 00
01:03:55.5 1028900.79 1.18 2294990757.55 -0.10298466E	 00
01:03:56.5 1028902.24 1.45 2294990755.66 -0.10304137E	 00
01:03:57.5 1028904.j7 2.33 2294990753.76 -0.10298247E	 00
01:03:58.5 1028905.96 1.39 2 29499075 1.8 9 -0.10304791E	 00
01:03:59.5 1018908.15 2.20 2294990750.00 . 0.10300865E	 00
01:04:00.5 1028909.22 1.06 2 29499074 8.1 1 --0.10311553E	 00
01:04:01.5 1028911.81 2.59 2 294990746.2 3 -0.10301956E	 00
01:04:02.5 1028914.29 2.48 2 294990744.3 3 -0.10294757E	 00
01:04:03.5 1028914.67 .38 2 294 99074 2.45 -0.10314369E	 00
01:04:04.5 1028905.48 -9.19 2 294 990740.56 -0.10459008E	 00
01:04:05.5 1028897.72 -7.76 2 29499073 8.69 -0.10584649E	 00
01:04:06.5 1028889.92 -7.80 2294990736.80 -0.10717600E	 00
01:04:07.5 1028882.34 -7.58 2294990734.91 -0.10835278E	 00
01:04:08.5 1028871.07 -11.27 2 294 99073 3.03 -0.11006726E	 00
01:04:09.5 1028866.25 -4.83 2294990731.14 -0.11094632E	 00
01:04:10.5 1028857.07 -9.17 2 294 990729.2 7 -0.11238814E	 00
01:04:11.5 1028848.77 -8.30 2294990727.37 -0.11372090E	 00
01 :04:1 2.5 1028841.91 -6.87 2 294 990725.50 -0.1 1486171E	 00
01:04:13.5 1028833.66 -8.25 2 29499072 3.61 -0.11618575E	 00
01:04:14.5 1028825.91 -7.75 2294990721.73 -O. i 1744216E	 OC
01:04:15.5 1028818.47 -7.44 2294990719.80 -0.11866150E	 00
01:04:16.5 1028611.79 -6.67 2294990717.97 -0.11978049E	 00
01:04:17.5 1028804.30 -7.50 2294990716.09 -0.12100201E	 00
01:04:18.5 1028797.47 -6.83 2 294990714.2 2 -0.12213845E	 00
01:04:19.5 1028789.02 -8.45 2294990712.34 -0.12348866E	 00
01:04:20.5 1028780.04 -8.98 2 294990710.4 5 -0.12490868E	 00
01:04:21.5 1028766.77 -13.27 2 294990708.5 8 -0.11688709E	 03
01 :04:22.5 1028754.91 -11.87	 I 2 294 990706.70 -0.1286801 OE	 00
01:04:23.5 1028742.02 -12.89 2294990704.63 -0.13061054E	 00
O1 :04:24.5 1028728.86 I	 - 13.16 2 29499070 2.9 4 -0.13157805E	 00
01:04:25.5 1028716.46 -12.39 2) 194990701.06 -0.13444086E	 00
01:04:26.5 1028704.211 -12.26 2294990699.19 --0.13628622E	 00
01:04:27.5 1028691.50 -12 70 2294990697.30 -0.13819266E	 00
01:34:28.5 `02867908 -12.42 2,194 990695.4 4 -0.14005765E	 00
01:04:29.5 1028666.35 - 12.73 2294990693.56 -0.14196627E	 00
0.:04:30.5 1028653.06 13.29 2 294 990691.69 -0.14394905E	 00
01:04:31.5 1028640.89 --12.17 2294990689.80 -0.14578568E	 00
01:04:32. 1028628.48 -12.40 2294990697.94 -0.14764849E	 00
01 :04:33.5 1028615.75 -12.73 22949906V6.06 -0.14955493E	 00
01:04:34.5 1()28603.37 -11.38
I
2 29499068 4.19 -0.15141774E	 00
01:04:35.5 1028593.69 -12.68 229499068:.31 -0.15331982E	 00
01 :04:36.5 1028578.15 -12.54 2294990680 44 -0.15520226E	 00
01:04.37.5 1028565.U2 -13.13 2 294990678.5 8 -0.15716105E	 00
O1 :04:38.5 1028551.54 - 13 48 2294990676.69 -0.15916782E	 00
01:04:39.5 1018539.78 -11.76 2294990674.83 --0.16094556E	 00
01.04.40.5 1028526.44 -11.34 2294990677.95 -0.16267313E	 00
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Table 44 (contd)
Time, GMT One-way doppler,
frequency, Hz
Difference, Hz Auxiliary oscillator
frequency, Hz
Range rate, km/s
01:04:41.5 1028518.29 -10.16 229499067'.08 - 0.16424365E	 00
01:04:41.5 1028510.44 -7.84 2294990669.20 -0.16551534E	 00
01:04:43.5 1028501.79 -8.65 2294990667.34 -0.16688736E	 00
01:04:44.5 1028493.93 -7.86 2 294990665.4 8 -0.16815687E	 00
01:04:45.5 1028486.33 -7.60 2294990663.59 -0.16939583E	 00
01:04:46.5 ;028477.42 -8.91 22945.90661.73 -0.17080494E	 00
01 04:47.5 1028469.92 -7.50
I
2294990659.87 -0.17202645E	 00
01:04:48.5 1028461.64 -8.28 22945,90657.98 -0.17335703E	 00
01:04:49.5 1028455.77 -5.87 229:'90656.12 -0.17436478E	 00
01:04:50.5 1028448.55 -7.22 22945'90654.27 -0.17554922E	 00
01:04:51.5 1028443.09 -5.45 2 29499065 2.4 1 -0.17650680E	 00
01:04:52.5 1028436.11	 I -6.98 2 294 990650.5 2 -0.17766505E	 00
01:04.53.5 1028430.27 -5.85 2294990648.66 -0.17867062E	 00
01:04:54.5 1028423.61 --6.66 2294990646.80 -0.17978526E	 00
01:04:55.5 1028418.35 -5.22 2294990644.94 -0.18070794E	 00
01:04:56.5 10.28413.42 -4.97 2 29499064 2.06 -0.18160226E	 00
01:04:57.5 1028407.24 -6.19 2294990641.20 - 0.18265364E	 00
01:04:58.5 1028402.59 -4.65 2 294 99063 9.34 -0.18350433E	 00
01:04:59.5 1028?98.08 -4.51 2294990637.47 -0.18433758E	 00
01:05:00.5 1028392.38 -5.70 2294990635.61 -0.18532570E	 00
01 :05:01.5 1028386 85 -5.53 2 29499063 3.75 -0.18628983E	 00
01:05:02.5 1028381.60 -5.25 2294990E 31.89 -0.18721905E	 00
01:05:03.5 1028377.99 -3.61 2 294990630.0 2 -0.18793451E	 00
01:05:04.5 1028374.55 -3.44 2294990628.16 0.18863034E	 00
01:05:05.5 1028368.74 -5.80 2293990626.30 -0.18962936E	 00
01:05:06.5 102836	 88 -2.87 2294990624.44 -0.19024666E	 00
01:05:07.5 1028361.33 -4.55 2 294 99062 2.5 8 -0.19108209E	 00
01:05:08.5 1028358.67 -2.66 2294990620./2 -0.19167540E	 00
01:05:09.5 1028355.42 -3.25 2 2949906 18.86 -0.19234287E	 00
01:05:10.5 1028350.42 -5.00 2294990617.00 -0.19323719E	 00
01:05:11.5 1028348.07 -2.35 2 2949906 15.14 -0.19378688E	 00
01:05:12.5 1028344.89 -3.18 2 2949906 13.28 -0.19444344E	 00
01:05:13.5 1028342.58 -2.32 2194990611.42 -0.19498876E	 00
01:05:14.5 1028339.65 -2.93 2294990609.56 -0.19561697E	 00
01:05:15.5 1028329.56 -1010 22949906x,7.70 -0.19717658E	 00
01:05:16.5 1028318.50 -11.06 2294990605.86 -0.19886271 E	 00
01:05:17.5 1028308.24 -10.26 2294990603.98 -0.20044632E	 00
01:05:18.5 1028299.91 - 8.33 2294990602.14 -0.20177690E	 00
01:05:19.5 1028291.48 8.42 2294990600.28 -0.20312056E	 00
01:05:20.5 1028284.13 -7.36 2294990598.44 - 0.20432027E	 00
01:05:21.5 1028277.81 -6.31 2294990596.56 -0.20539345E	 00
01:05:22.5 1028268.83 -8.99 2 2949905 94.72 -0.20680692E	 00
01:05:23.5 1C28257.23 -11.60 2 29499059 2.86 0.20856503E	 00
01:05:24.5 1028245.70 -11 52 2294990591.00 -0.21031442E	 00
01:05:25.5 1028233.02 -12.68 2294990589.16 -0.21220995E	 00
01:05:26.5 1028222.26 -10.76 2294990587.30 -0.21385899E	 00
01:05:27.5 1028212.00 -10.26 2294990585.45 -0.21543824E	 00
01:05:28.5 1028208.49 -3.51 2294990583.59 -0.21614061E	 00
01:05:29.5 1028205.73 -	 2.75 2294990581.75 -0.21674264E	 00
01:05:30.5 1028202.47 -3.26 2294990579.89 -0.21741011E	 00
01:05:31.5 1028200.32 -2.15 229499n578.00 -0.21793580E	 00
01:05:32.5 1028201.51 1.19 2294990576.19 -0.21802087E	 00
01:05:33.5 1028204.19 2.68 2294990574.34 -0.21791181E	 00
01 :05:34.5 1028206 24 2.05 2294990572.50 -0.21788345E	 00
01:05:35.5 I	 1018207.62 1.38 2294990570.64 -0.21794671E	 00
01:05:36.5 1028211.14 3.52 2294990568.80 -0.21772640E	 00
01:05:37.5 1028214.81 3.67 2294990566.95 -0.21748864E	 00
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Table 44 (contd)
Time, GMT O le-way doppler,
frequency, Hz
Difference, H: Auxiliary oscillate'
frequency, H:
Range rata, kmj s
01:05:38.5 1028202.80 12.01 2 294 990565.08 - 0.21930346E	 00
01:05:39.5 1028208.13 5.33 2294990563.23 -0.21884757E	 00
01:05:40.5 1028209.23 1.09 2 294 990561.4 1 -0.21894355E	 00
01:05:41.5 1028211.08 1.86 2294990559.56 -0.11894137E	 UO
01:05:42.5 1028212.93 1.85 2294990557.70 -0.21894355E	 00
01:05:43.5 1028214.24 1.31 2294990555.86 -0.21901335E	 00
01:05:44.5 1028216.55 2.31 2194990554.02 -0.21895228E	 00
01:05:45.5 1028217.96 1.41 2294990552.17 -0.21900899E	 00
01:05:46.5 1028220.14 2 19 2 294 9905 50.3 1 -11.2189( 536E	 00
01:05:47.5 1028221.48 1.34 2 294 99054 8.4 7 -0.21903298F	 00
01:05:48.5 1028223.20 1.71 2194990546.64 -0.21904825E	 OJ
01:05:49.5 1028225.11 1.92 2 294 9905 44.7 8 -0.21903953E	 00
01:05:50.5 1028226.74 1.03 2224990542.94 - 0.21906789E	 00
01:05:51.5 l,28228.68 1.94 2 29499054 1.09 -0.21905480E	 00
01:05:52.5 1028230.81 2.13 2294990539.17 0.21901553E	 00
01:05:53.5 1028232.58 1.76 2 294 9905 37.4 1 -0.21902644E	 OU
01:05:54.5 1028234.28 1.70 2294990535.58 -0.21904607E	 OU
01:05:55.5 1028236.85 2.57 229499r)533.73 -0.21895007E	 00
01:05:56.5 1028239.07 1.23 2294990531.87 -0.21903298E	 00
01:05:57.5 1028239.46 1.39 2294990530.:5 -0.2190897)E	 00
01:05:58.5 1028241.25 1.78 2294990528.20 -0.219OV842E	 00
01:05:59.5 1028243.86 2.61 2 294 9905 26.3 7 -0.21899590E	 UO
01:06:00.5 1028245.89 2.03 _29499:524.52 -0.21897409E	 00
01.06:01.5 1028248.39 2.51 2294990522.59 -0.21888466E	 00
01:06:02.5 1028250.63 2.23 1294990520.94 --0.21883230E	 00
01:06:03.5 1028152.16 1.54 2 294 9905 19.00 -0.21887375E	 00
01:06:04.5 1028253.94 1.77 1294990517.17 -0.218e8029E	 00
0106:05.5 1028255.43 1.50 1294990515.33 -0.11692828E	 00
1:06:06.5 1018257.30 1.86 2 294 9905 13.50 -0.21892174E	 00
01:C6:07.5 1028259.51 2.21 2 2949905 11.66 -0.21887375E	 00
01:06:C8.5 1028260.38 0.E7 229499U509.81 -0.21900026E	 00
01.06 09.5 1028261 99 1.61 2294990507.98 -0.21002862E	 00
01:06:10.5 1028265.38 3 39 2294990506.16 -0.21882576E	 00
01:06:11.5 1028267.12 1.74 2294990504.31 -0.21883885E	 00
01:06:12.5 1028269.06 1.94 2294090502.48 -0.21882576E	 00
01:06:13.5 1028270.71 1.65 2294990500.66 -0.21884757E	 00
01:0614.5 1028272.93 2.22 2194990498.80 -0 21880177E	 00
Table 45. DSS 11 actual doppler, hypothetical doppler, and range rates
Time, GMT
Dopple• frequency,
H:
Hypotheticri doppler
fregvdncy at
lunar surface, Hz
Difference, H:
4elocity
referenced to
lunar surface, ft/s
01 :01:00.5 1044293.25 1027739.88 16553.37 7094.28
O1 :02:0 1 .5 1044303.62 1027742.1 1 16561 .51 7097.77
O1 :02:02.5 10443 i 4.58 1027744.33 16570.25 7101.51
01 :02:03.5 1044325.17 1027746.56 16578.62 7105.10
01 :02:04.5 1044335.77 1027748.78 16586.99 7108.69
01 :02:05.5 1044346.31 1027751.00 16595.31 71 12.25
O1 :02:06.5 1044356-17 1027753.21 16602.95 71 15.52
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A
Table 45 Iconfd ►
Time, GMT
Doppler frequency,
H:
Hypothetical doppler
frequency of
lun it surface, H:
Difference, H=
Velocity
referenced to
lunar surfaco, ft/s
01 :02:07.5 1044367.32 102775.5.44 1661 1.88 7119.35
01:02 08.5 1 044377.75 1027757.66 16620.09 7122.87
01.02:09.5 1044388.92 1027759.89 16629.04 7126.71
01 :02:10.5 1044399.36 1027762.09 16637.26 7130.23
01:0 2:1 1.5 1044409.64 1027764.31 16645.34 71 33.69
01:02:12.5 1044420.66 1027766.52 16654.13 71 37.46
01:0 21 3.5 1044431./2 1017768.74 16662.98 7141.25
01:02:14.5 1044442.'-1 1027770.95 16671.96 7145.10
01:0 2:15.5 1044449.52 1027773.16 16676.36 7146.99
01:02:16.5 1044338.22 1027775.37 16562.85 7098.34
01 :02:17.5 10441 31 .90 1027777.58 16354.31 7008.97
0, :02:18.5 1043911,71 1027779.79 161 38.92 6916.66
01 :02:19.5 1043695.41 1027782.00 15913.40 5820.01
01:02:20.5 1043458.73 1027784.21 156,74.5 2 6717.63
01 :02:21.5 1043209.46 1027786.42 15423.04 6609.85
01:02 :2 2.5 1042950.62 1027788.62 1 f 162.00 6497.98
01:02.23.5 1042686.36 1027790.83 14895.54 6383.78
01:02:14.5 1042418.04 10277:3.03 14625.01 6267.84
01:02:25 5 1042145.38 1027795.23 14350.14 6150.04
01:02:26.5 1041 870.14 102//97.44 14072.70 6031.14
01:02:27.5 1041592.87 1027790.t4 13793.24 5911.37
i	 01:02:28.5 1041312.03 1027801.84 13510.20 5790.06
01:02:29.5 1041027.50 1027804.04 13223.46 5667.18
01:02:30.5 1040738.57 1027806.23 12932.34 5542.41
01 :02:^1.5 1040442.1 [ 1027308.43 12633.69 5414.42
01.02:32.5 1040137.35 1027810.63 12326.73 5282.87
01 :02:33.5 1039824.78 10781 2.82 1201 1.96 5147,9'
01:0 2:34.5 1039505.19 1027815.02 1 1690.1 7 5010.06
01:02:35.5 1039178.23 1027817.21 11361,02 4868.99
01:02:36.5 1038842.26 1027819.40 11022.86 4724.07
01:02:3 7.5 1038498.34 1027821.59 10676.75 4575.73
01:02:38.5 1038144.24 1027823.79 10320.45 4423.04
01:02:39.5 103778 1. 10 1027825.98 9955.13 4266.47
01:02:40.5 103-409.65 1027828.16 9581.48 4106.34
01:02:4	 5 1037028.91 10:783G.35 9198.55 3942.22
01 :02:42.5 1036639.61 1027832.54 8807.07 3774.45
01:02:43.5 1036241.77 1027834.73 8407.05 3603.01
01 :02:44.5 1035834.70 1027836.91 7997.79 3427.61
01:02:45.5 1035418.82 1027839.09 7571.73 3248.44
0' :02:46.5 1034993.39 1027841	 28 7152.11 3065.18
01 :02:47.5 1034556.97 1027843.46 6713.51 2877.21
01:02:48.5 1034109.58 1027845.64 6263.93 2684.53
01 :02:49.5 1033651.02 1027847.82 5803.20 2487.08
01 :02:50.5 1033181.01 1027850.00 5331.01 2284.71
01:02:51.5 1032698.53 1027852,18 4846.35 2077.00
01:02:52.5 1032201.88 1027854.36 4347.52 1863.31
01:07:53.5 1031690.91 1027856.54 3834.37 1643.30
01 :02:54.5 1031 168.35 1027858.71 3309.64 1418.41
01 :02:55.5 1030650.71 1027860.89 2789.82 1 195.64
01 .02:56.5 10301 37.70 1027863.06 2274.64 974.84
01 :02:57.5 1029654.35 1027865.23 1 789.1 2 766.76
01 :0 2 56.5 1029314.10 1027867.41 1446.70 620.01
01 :02:59.5 1029132.71 1027869.58 1263.13 541.34
01:03:00.5 1029030.92 1027871 .75 1 159.17 496.79
01 :03:01.5 1028968.56 1027873.92 1094.54 469.13
01 :03:02.5 1028930.73 1027876.09 1054.65 451.99
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Table 45 (contd)
Time, GMT
Hz
Doppler frequency,
Hypothetical doppler
frequency at
iunar surface, Hz
Difference, Hz
Velocity
refeienced to
lunar surface, ft/s
01:03:03.5 1028909.59 1027878.25 1031.34 442.00
01:03:04.5 1028898.64 1027880.42 1018.22 436.38
01:03:05.5 1028891.27 1027882.59 1008.68 432.19
01:03:06.5 1018885.90 1027884,75 1001.14 429.06
01:03:07.5 1013882.08 1027886.91 995.17 426.50
01:03:08.5 1028878.43 1027889.08 989.35 424.01
01:03:09.5 1028871.40 1027891.24 980.25 420.10
01:03:10.5 1028862.54 1027893.40 969.13 415.34
01:03:11.5 1028853.87 1027805.56 958.31 410.70
01:03:12.5 1028843.15 1027897.72 945.43 405.18
01:03:13.5 1028833.63 1027899.88 933.75 400.18
01:03:14.5 1028834.12 1027902.04 932.09 399.47
01:0 3:15.5 1028836.17 1027904.19 931.98 399.42
01:03:16.5 1028837.46 1027906.35 931 .1 2 399.05
01:03:17.5 1028838.15 1027908.50 929.64 398.42
01 :03:18.5 1028840.05 1027910.66 929.40 398.31
O1 :03:19.5 1028841 .95 102791 2.81 919.14 398.20
01:03:20.5 1028843.71 1027914.96 928.75 398.03
01:03:21.5 1028844.61 1027917.11 927.50 397.50
01 :03:22.5 1028845.60 1027919.26 926.34 397.00
01:03:23.5 1028847.84 1027921.41 916.43 397.04
01:03:24.5 1028850.57 1027923.56 927.01 397.29
O1 :03:25.5 1020951.72 1027925.70 926 02 396.86
01:03:26.5 1028852.91 1027927.85 925.06 396.45
01:03:27.5 1028855 21 1027930.00 925.21 396.52
01:03:28.5 1028856.20 1027932.14 924.05 396.02
01:03:29.5 1028857.87 1027934.28 923.58 395.82
01:03:30.5 1028859.73 1027936.43 923.31 395.70
01:03:31.5 1028861.45 1027938.57 722.88 395.52
01:03:32.5 1028862.85 1027940.71 922.14 395.20
01 :03:33.5 1028864.21 1027942.85 921.36 394.87
01:03:34.5 1028865.09 1027944.99 920.10 394.33
01:03:35.5 1028866.83 1027947.13 91 9. 70 394.16
01:03:36.5 1028868.81 1027949.26 919.55 394.09
01:03:37.5 1028870.80 1027951 .40 919.41 394.03
01:03:38.5 1028872.01 1027953.53 918.48 393.63
01:03:39.5 1018873.72 1027955.67 91 ..,)5 393.45
01:03:40.5 1028876.65 1027957.80 918.85 393.79
01:03:41.5 1028877.89 1027959.93 917.95 393.41
01:03:42.5 1028880.63 1027962.06 918.56 393.67
01:03:43.5 1028882.17 1027964.20 917.97 393.42
01 :03:44.5 1028883.05 1027966.32 916.73 392.88
01:03:45.5 1028884.96 1027968.45 016.51 392.79
01:03:46.5 1028886.32 1027970.58 915.74 392.46
01:03:47.5 1028887.52 1027971.71 914.81 392.06
01:03:48.5 1028890.05 1027974.83 915.2: 392.23
01 :03:49.5 1018891.80 1027976.96 914.84 391.07
01:03:50.5 1028893.90 1027979.08 914.81 392.06
01:03:51.5 1028895.27 1027981.21 514.06 391.74
01:03:52.5 1028896.82 1027983.33 913.50 391.50
01:03:53.5 1028898.62 1027985.45 913.17 391.36
01:03 54.5 1028899.61 1027987.57 91 2.04 390.87
01 :03:55.5 1028900.79 1027989.69 91 1.10 390.47
01:03:56.5 1028902.24 1021991.81 910.43 390.18
01:03:57.5 1028904.57 1 027993.92 910.64 390.27
01 :03:58.5 1028905.96 1027996.04 909.92 389.96
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Table 45 (contd)
H-polheticol doppler	 I	 Velocity
rime, GMT	 Doppler' aquenry,	 frequency at	 I	 Difference, H:	 referenced
	 toH= lunar surface, Hi 	 I	 lung, surface. ft/e
01 :03.59.5	 1028908.15	 1027998.16
	 91000
	 390.00
01 :04:00.5
	 1028909.22	 101800; 27	 908.95	 389.55
01 04 01.5
	 1028911.81	 1028002.Lb
	 909.43
	 399 75
01 :04:02.5	 1028914 2v	 1C18004.50	 909.79	 389 91
01:04:03.5	 1028914.67	 1028006 tit	 909.06	 369.17
01 :04:04.5
	 1028905.48	 1028008.72	 8 9 15. 76	 384.32
01 :04:05.5	 1028897.72	 1 n28010.83	 886.89	 380.09
01 :04:06.5
	 1028889.92	 10i:011.94	 876.98	 375 85
01 :04:07.5
	 1028882.34	 10'8015.05	 867 29	 371.70
01:U4:08.5	 1028971,07	 1028017.15	 653 92	 365.96
01.04.09.5	 1 C28866.25	 1028019.26	 846.99	 362.99
01:04:10.5	 1024857.07	 1028021..f7	 835.71	 358.16
01:04:11.5
	 1028848.77	 1028023.47	 825.0	 353 70
01 .04:12.5
	
102b841.91	 1028025.57	 816.33	 349.86
01:0413.5	 1028832 66	 1028027.68	 905.98	 345.42
01 :04:14 5
	 1018825 ^r	 1028029.78	 796.13	 341.20
01 :04:15.5
	 ' 02881 8.47	 1 0:8031 .8b	 785.59	 337 11
nl :04:16.5	 1028811.79	 1028033.98	 777.81	 333.35
01 :04:1 /.5
	
1 n28804.30	 1018036.08	 768.22	 329.24
O1 :04:18.5
	
10287ti 7 .47	 1028038.18	 75910
	
325.41
31:04 19.5	 1028789.02	 1028040.27	 74 .75
	
320.89
01 :04:20.5
	
10io/80 04	 .028042.37	 737.67	 316.14
01 :04:21.5
	
1028766. 7	 1028044.46	 722.31	 309.56
U1:04:22.5
	
1028754.41	 1028046.56	 708.35	 303.58
01:04:1 V.5
	
1028789.r)2	 1028048.65	 693.37	 197.16
01 :04:24.5
	 1028728.86	 1029050.74	 678.11	 290 62
01 :04:25.5	 1028716.46	 1078052.84	 663.63	 264.41
01 :04.26.5
	
:028704.21	 1028054.93	 649.28	 278.26
01 :04:27.5
	 1028691.:0	 1028057.02	 634 49	 271.92
01 04:28.5
	 1028679.08	 102805).10	 619.98	 265.70
01 .04:29.5
	
1028666.35	 1023061.19	 605.16	 2 59.3 5
01 :04:30.3
	 1028653.06	 1028063,28	 589.78	 252.76
01 :04:31.5	 1028640.89	 10280x5 37	 575.52	 246.65
O1 :U4:32.5	 1028628.40	 1028067.45	 561.03	 240.44
01:04-33.5	 1028615.75	 1028069.53
	
546.22	 234 09
01 :04:34.5
	 1028603.37	 1028071.62	 531.75	 227.89
01:04:35.5
	
1028590.69	 1028073.70	 51699	 221.57
01 :04:36.5	 1028578.15	 1028075.78	 507 37	 215.30
01:04 37.5	 1028565.02	 i028077.86	 487.16	 208.79
01 04 38.5	 1028551.54	 1028079.94	 471 60
	
202.11
01 :04:39.5
	
1028539.78	 1028082.02	 457.76	 196.18
01:04:40.5	 I	 1028528.44	 1028084.10
	
444 35
	 190.43
01 :0441.5
	
1028518.29	 1028086.17	 432.11	 185.19
01 :04.42.5
	
1028510.44	 1028088.25
	 422.20	 180.94
01:0443.5
	
1028501.79	 1028090.32	 411.47	 176 34
01 :04:44.5
	 1028493.93	 1028092.40
	 401.53
	
172.08
01 :04:45.5
	 1028486.33	 1028094,47	 391.86	 167.94
01 :04:46.5
	
1028477.41	 1028096.54	 380.88	 163.23
01:04:47.5
	
1028469.92	 1028098.61	 371.30	 159 13
01 :04:48.5
	
1028461 .64	 1020100.68
	 360.96	 154.69
01:04:49.5	 1028455.77	 102810215	 35102	 151.29
01:04:50.5	 1028448.55	 102810412	 343.73	 147.31
01 :04:51.5
	 1028443.09	 1028106.89	 336.20	 144.09
01.04:52.5	 1028436.11	 1028108.96	 327.1640.21
01 :04:53.5	 1028430.27	 1028111.02
	 319.2!	 136.82
01 :04:54.5
	 1028423.61	 10281 13.09	 310.52	 133 08
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Table 45 (contd)
rime, GMT
Doppler frequency, Hypothetical doppler
frequency of Difference, Hr
Velocity
referenced to(4t
lunar surface, Ht lunar surface, ff/s
01 .04 55.5 1026,16.34 1028115.15 303.24 129.96
01 04:56.5 1028413.42 1-)28117.21 296.21 126.95
01 r04:57.5 1028407.24 1028119.27 287.96 1 23 41
01:04:58.5 1028402.59 1^28121.33 281	 25 120.54
01 :64:59 5 1028398.08 1028123.39 274.69 1 17.72
01 :05:00.5 1028392,38 1028115.45 266.93 114.40
01 :05:01.5 1028386.85 1028127.51 259.33 111.14
01 :05:02.5 1028381.60 1028129.57 251.03 108.01
01:05:03.5 1028377.99 1C28131.62 246.37 105.58
01 05:04.5 1028374.55 1028137.68 240.87 103.23
U1 :05:05.5 1028368.74 102b 135.73 233.01 99.86
01 :05:06.5 1023365.88 1028137.79 228.09 97.75
01 :05:07.5 1028361.33 1028139.84 221 49 94.92
01 :05:06.5 1028358.67 1028141.89 216.78 92 91
01 :05:09.5 1028355.42 1028143.94 211.48 90.63
01 :05;10.5 1028350.42 1028145.99 204.43 87.61
01 :05:11.5 1028348 07 1028148.04 200.03 85.73
01	 05:12.5 1028344.89 1028150.09 194.81 83.49
01 705:13.5 1029342.58 1028152.14 190.44 81.62
01 :05:14.5 1028339.65 10281 54.18 185.47 79.49
01 :05:15.5 1028329.56 1028156.23 173.33 74.28
01 :05:16 5 318318.50 1028158.27 160.23 68.67
01 :05:17.5 1028308.24 1028160.31 147.92 63.40
01:05:18.5 1028299.91 1028162.36 137.55 58.95
01 :05:19.5 1028291.46 1028164.40 127.09 54.46
01 05:20.5 1028284.13 1028166.44 1 1 7.69 50.44
01 :05:21.5 1028277.81 1028168.48 109.33 46.86
01:05:21.5 1028268.83 1028170.52 98.31 42.13
01:05:23.5 1018257.23 1028172.55 84.67 36.29
O1 :!15:24.5 1028245.70 1 0281 74.59 71 .1 1 30.48
01 :05:25.5 1028233.02 10281/6.63 56.39 24.17
11 :05:26.5 1028222.26 1028178.66 43.60 18.68
Ji 0527.5 1028212 00 1028180 70 31.30 13.42
01 :05:28.5 1028208.49 10281 82.73 25.76 1 1 04
01 :05:29.5 1028205.73 10281 84.76 20.97 I	 8.99
01:05:30.5 1028202.47 1028186.79 15.68 6.72
O1 :05:31.5 1028200.32 1028188.82 11.50 4.93
01:05:32.5 1028201.51 1028190.85 10.66 4.57
O1 :05:33.5 1028204.19 1028192 88 11.91 4,85
01 05:34.5 1028106 24 1028194.91
1	
33 4.86
01 :05:35.5 1028207.62 1028196.93 10.69 4 58
01:05 36.5 1028211.14 1028198.96 12	 18 5 22
01.0537 5 1028214 81 1028200.98 13.83 5.93
01:0538.5 1028202 80 1028203.01 0.20 0.09
01:05 39.5 1028208.13 1028205.03 3.10 1.33
01:0540 5 1028209.23 1028207.05 2.17 0.99
01 :05:41.5 102821 1 .08 1028109 07 2.01 0.86
01:05:42.5 1028212.93 1028211.09 1.83 0.79
01:05:43.5 1028214,24 1028213.11 1.12 0.48
01:05:44.5 1028216.55 1028215.13 1 42 0 61
01 05:45 5 1028217.96 10281I7.15 0.81 0.35
01:05:46.5 1028220.14 1018219.16 0.98 0.42
01 05:47.5 1028221.48 1018221.18 0.30 0.13
01 03 48.5 1028223.20 1029223.19 0.00 0.00
01:05:49.5 1028225.11 1028225.21 0.09 0.04
01 05:50 5 1028226.74 1028127.22 0.48 0.21
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Glossary
AFF,TR Air Force Eastern Test Range
AFC automatic fre(lucney control
AM automatic gain control
A\IR altitude marking; radar
APC automatic p). se control
AOS acquisition of signal
ASEC alpha scattering electronics compartment
ASI alpha scattering instrument
ASS11 alpha scattering sensor head
A/SPP antenna and solar panel positioner
13ECO booster engine cutoff
CDC command (L to console
CKAFS Cape Kennedy Air Force Station
DPES direct-ascent powered flight simulator
DSIF Deep Space Instr;;mentation Facility
DSN Deep Space Network
DSS Deep Space Station
FPAC flight-putt, analysis and command
F\1 fr (lucnry modulation
GCF grow d communications facility
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HAC lim4hes Aircraft Co.
1I11 PS 1l;uOhcs post proc•tssor
ICS intracommunic•ations system
I/O input/output
6'SC Kcunedy Space Center
I OS loss of signal
\IECO main engine cutoff
MEK; nwin engine ignition
DIES mum engine Stuart (Centaur)
MSFN \lanncd Space. Flight Nctwork
\H'GS midcourse and terminal guidance
NASCO\I NASA Comnnn,ications System
ODCX orbit data generator program
ODPX orbit determination program
011'1' operational readiness test
OSAS on-site alpha sc •attcring (program)
PCM pale code modulation
PIA\1 postlouu•h ill . tron ►c • ntation message
P\1 phase modulation
PRDX JI'l, predicts program
RAD\'S radar altimeter and dopph-r srlocih sensor
HIS rangc iustn,mentation ship
RTCS real-time computer system
SCAMA signahi ig;, conferoncing;, and monitoring; ar-
rangement
SCO subcarrier oscillator
SECO sustainer engine cutoff
SFOF Space Flig lit Operations Fac•ilih
S\I/SS soil mec• haniu.%/surfac•c sampler
SOCP Surveyor on-site c•omputcr prog;rnun
SPAC spacecraft perfor nance anal ysis and c•otn-
mand (group)
SRT system readiness test
TDA tracking; Mud data aW(jtl sition
'rl) ► ! tracking; data h;wdling;
'I'U\I lime division nnaltiplex
• 1 . 1)1)X tracking; data processor prog;raun
TDS Tracking and Data System
rRJX Jil l, trajectory program
TTY teletype
VCO voltage-controlled oscillator
VCXO voltage-c•ontrollcd crystal oscillator
VECO vtrnic • r engine cutoff
\\'B\'CXO w ulcband voltage-controlled crystal )sc• il-
lator
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